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Abstract

John Michael BERRy. ph.D., The University of Manitoba,
vero cell Grovr¡th and productivity in Microcarrier Gultures.
Butler.

May (1996). Optimisation of
Major Professor: Dr. Michael

Mammalian cell fermentation for human therapeutics production is dominated by suspended
cell lines due to the percieved difficufties in the culture of adherent lines. To date no one has
reported the optimisation of adherent cell culture processes. This is unfortunate as adherent
cells a[e preferable for producing virus vaccines and many secreted proteins. This study
optimises the physical and medium parameters for adherent African green monkey kidney (Vero)
cell growth in batch and refed cultures and assesses their application to virus vaccine production.

Adherent cells must attach to substrata such as microcarrier beads to grow and two
microcarriers were directly compared: solid polydextran Cytodex-1 and macroporus gelatin
cultispher-G. Batch vero cultures were used to optimise stirrer speed, pH, dissotved oxygen
tension, temperature, microcarrier concentration, cell inoculum concentration, bead precoating
with attachment factors, medium formulation, serum type and concentration and nutrient
concentrations for growth. The effects of several growth inhibitors were assessed. A novel
serum-free medium for microcarrier culture was defined. cultures were grown in spinner flasks
and a 1'3 L celligen bioreactor. The optima were used in daily refeeding and perfusion
experiments to optimise the methods for high density cultivation. The effects of optimised
growth conditions were assessed on reovirus infections.

These studies showed adherent cells could be easily cultured to cell yields >2.00 x 107
cells/mL on either microcarrier. The amino acid serine was found to be absolutely required for
high density cultivation on either bead type. Macroporous cultispher-G beads offered a
preferable environment for growth by protecting the cells from physical and chemicat inhibition
and by inducing more efficient nutrient consumption compared to solid cytodex-1. cultispher-G
beads also produced higher (up to nine-fold in refed cultures) maximum cell/bead loadings.
There were differences in several parameter optima for growth including pH, stirrer speed and
medium nutrient concentrations, although, most parameter optima were similar. The vero cells
could grow in serum-free medium but require several very expensive components. vero cells
could be infected with reovirus particles when grown on either microcarrier type, although,
Cytodex-1 were capable of giving higher virus titres compared to Cultispher-G. optimisation of
the multiplicity of infection could improve virus yields in pefused cultures with high cell to bead
numbers.
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Foreword

(L) Philosophiae Doctor. Doctor of philosophy.

(L) Teacher, learned man.

(L) philosophia' (2) Theory or logical analysis of the principles undertying conduct,
thought, knowledge, and the nature of the universe.
(Webster's New World Dictionary, Second College Edition. Nelson, Foster and Scott.
Toronto, Canada. 1970)

Most scientific disciplines can be broken down into theorists
and experimentalists. Theorists do theory; experimentalists do
experiments. But theory is meaningless without experiments
and vice versa. The modern theorist is in effect an observer of
everything, as theory is from Greek theoros _ to observe. What
theorists observe may suggest a train of thought indicating that
if something as yet unknown is observed in the right *ry'it *itt
be seen. so the train of thought makes a prediction. ftre
experimentalist determines whether or not the prediction is true.
But experimentalists are always on the look oui for things which
were not predicted.

lf someone believes something that on the face of it is
unbelievable, they are cranks. In our own way, however, we are
all cranks. one of the main requirements of human rife is
distinguishing the signal of the true from the noise of the fake
(from information theory), then any noise which interferes with
the signal is a serious matter. Moreover, if tolerance of noise
becomes a habit, it can be a very serious matter.

Populus vult decepti, ergo decipiafur _ people want to be
deceived, therefore let them be deceived. The'whole point of
the scientific enterprise is that what is true is to be decibed not
by the opinion, majority or othenvise, but by the reproducibirity of
the observation and experiment and by the usefullness of ihe
theory in pointing the way to new observations and new
experiments.

Flanagan,D ., Flanagans Version. (19g9)



Chapter 1. lntroduction



l. Introduction

l.l Historical Background

True microbial cells, bacteria, fungi and yeasts, are used for the production of many

compounds in the food, beverages, cosmetics and therapeutics industry. These uses increased

as more scientific knowledge and expertise was attained in culturing them. However, there were

few uses for mammalian cells until the biotechnology revolution - "the multidisciplinary science

of manipulating organisms for the common good" (Kennedy, 1gg1) - in the early 1gg0,s.

Mammalian cells are now used for diverse applications such as biochemical research, cellular

physiology, production of therapeutic or diagnostic compounds fl-hilly, 19g9), drug screenrng.

targeting and toxicity (Gillies et al., 1986), skin grafting (Langer and vasanti, 1993) and for

artificial organs (Cunningham and Hodgson, 1992).

Table 1.1 liststhe major breakthroughs which have occurred in the last 100 years in the field

of mammalian celltechnology (McT). For further historical information see paul (1975) or Builer

(1ee1).

The uses for mammalian cells arose from the needs to research major human diseases and

to manufacture therapeutic or diagnostic proteins to combat such diseases. until the early

1980's it was perceived that production of therapeutics could be achieved more easily and

economically using existing microbial technologies (Broad et al., 19g1). This lead the push to

develop novel genetic engineering methods to introduce the required product genes into bacteria

and fungi. At the time this approach caused several problems:

1. engineering the product genes into the cells was difficult due to expression vector
-size problems. Insulin, a small mammalian gene, was a rare success (Johnson, 1gg3).

2' product mRNA's were incompletely spliced due to cell processing differences (Lew¡n.

1990) which lead to inactive products.

3. the cells could not generate disulphide bridges in proteins (Broad et al., 1991).

4. the cells could not correctly glycosylate the final proteins leading to inactive products



Table 1.1 - Listing of some of the
culture during the last 100 years.

ó

major historical events which have shaped mammalian cell
A more complete listing is available in Bufler (1991).

Year

1 897

1907

1912

1923

1 949

1952

1 955

1975

1 981

1982

1987

1 96s

1 967

Description of Development

Grew isolated blood cells in blood and plasma

Grew frog nerve cells in 'hanging drop' lymph clot

Introduced surgical aseptic techniques

Developed first true cell culture flasx

Grew polio virus using human embryonic cells

lsolated the first continuous cell line - HeLa human
cervical carcinoma cell line from Henrietta Lach

Developed the first chemically defined basal medium

Showed human fibroblast cells Wl-3g grew for a finite
lifetime in culture

Developed the first serum-free medium

Grew adherent fibroblast cells on DEAE-sephadex A-50
microcarriers

Developed the hybridoma cell system for monoclonal
antibodies

Obtain drug license for the first bacterially produced
recombinant product - human insulin

Obtain drug license for interferon produced in human
carcinoma Namalwa cells

Obtain drug license for tissue plasminogen activator
produced by recombinant CHO cells

Researcher/s

Loeb

Harrison

Carrel

Carrel

Enders

Gey

Eagle

Hayflick and Moorhead

Ham

van Wezel

Kohler and Milstein

Eli-Lilly Inc. (Refer to
Johnson,1983)

Wellcome Foundation Ltd.
(Refer to Finter et al.,

1 e84)

Genentech Inc. (Referto
Lubiniecki et al., 1989)



(Pennica et al., 1983, Berman and Laskey, 1985, Arathoon and Birch, 1986, Rhodes and

Birch, 1988 and parekh and patel, 1992).

There is recent evidence which suggests that these problems can be overcome for certain

products. The use of cDNA technology has allowed mammalian genes for granulocyte cotony

stimulating factor (G-CSF), human growth hormone (hGH) and c¿-interferon to be produced in

E.coli' None of these proteins are glycosylated. These proteins have also been shown to be

active in vivo without glycosylation providing they are correctly folded. However, the half lives of

unglycosylated proteins ís reduced and they cause an increased risk of adverse events following

treatment (Dorr, 1993, Hovgaard et al., 1993, Hussein et al., 19g3 and Grossmann et al., 1g95).

Other proteins such as erythropoietin (EPO) have been shown to have activity in vitro but not rn

vivo when in the unglycosylated form ffsuda et al., 1990, Sytkowski et al., 1991 and Higuchi et

al.' 1992)' The N-linked glycosylation profiles appearto be involved in this effect (Wasley et at.,

1991). Hence, the problems in expressing proteins in bacterial and fungal systems have not

been completely overcome. For this reason there is still a large research effort into the

technology of using mammalian cells for production purposes, There are several good reviews

of important topics in MCT such as spier and Griffiths (1985-1992), Lubiniecki (1g90), Builer and

Dawson (1992) and Morgan and Darling (1993).

Several commercial products are now manufactured using MCT including Genentech@

Activase'u (tissue plasminogen activator engineered into chinese hamster ovary (cHo) cells) for

the treatment of myocardial infarctions, Amgen@ Epogen'u (erythropoietin engineered into CHo

cells and the worlds first $1 Bn. US. selling biotechnology drug) for the treatment of anemia,

Wellcome Foundation@ Wellferon'u (c¿,p-interferon produced from sendai virus infected

Namalwa carcinoma cells) for the treatment of hairy cell leukemia and various virus vacc¡nes

(human polio and rabies from human lung fibroblast MRC-S and African green monkey kidney

cells). Various therapeutic monoclonal antibodies from murine and rodent hybridoma cells have

also been developed but these have yet to achieve their expected potential (Abrams, 1992).

The success of these products increased the research emphasis in MCT. The followino



Chapters should give an indication of what can be achieved when mammalian cells are used to

their full potential.

1.2 Mammalian Cell Lines

Choosing the host cells and the genetic engineering system is fundamental to success of

MCT projects. There are many cell lines isolated from lung, kidney, liver, skin, muscte, nerve,

cartilage and blood. These have been cloned and stored in cell banks with the American Type

culture collection (ATcc) and the European collection of Animat ceil cutture (EcAcc). The

majorcell lines have been listed by Butlerand Dawson (1991) and complete listings of all stored

cells available for use are found in the ATCC/EcAcc catalogues,

There are many metabolic pathways involved in mammalian cell growth but the main ones

are glycolysis, tri-carboxylic acid OCA), pentose phosphate, gluconeogensis and glutaminolysis.

Diagrams of these pathways are not included in this Thesis but can be found in biochemistry

texts (e.9. Voet and Voet, 1990). Cell growth nutrient requirements will be discussed below

(1.2.3.1).

1.2.1Hybndomas

Hybridomas are hybrids of myelomas (i.e. fully transformed) (e.g. Sp2/0, NS1 or p3X63AgS)

and lymphatic B cells secreting antibodies of a specific, required type (hence, monoclonal

antibody (MAb)), developed by Kohler and Milstein (1975). They are the most widety used

mammalian cells, as they grow in suspension so are easy to culture. The MAb,s are useful for

diagnostic kits (ELlSAs) and targeting of cancer cells.

The ease of hybridoma culture has lead to them being intensely researched for growth,

productivity and for the development of novel production technologies (Murakami et al., 19g2,

Winther, 1987, Jager et al., 1988, Kovar and Franek, 1987, Schneider and Veithin, 1990, Bibita

et al., 1991, Lang et al., 1991, Toyoda et al., 1991, Kessler et al., 1g93, Mercille et al., 1993 and

Xie and Wang, 19944 and b¡.



1.2.2 Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells

CHO cells have also been widely used as hosts for engineering product genes into. Indeed,

12 of the 14 currently lícensed human therapeutics from MCT are produced in CHo cells

(Lubinieckí and Lupker, 1994). Most CHO cell systems utilise the dihydrofolate reductase

(DHFR) cloning and gene amplification system (Egrie, 1990, Hayteret al., 1991, Gu et at., 1993

and Hansen and Emborg, 1994), described by Kaufman et al. (19S5). DHFR systems have FDA

and WHO licenses fortPA (Lubiniecki et al., 1989) and erythropoietin (Egrie, 1990). CHO have

also been engineered to produce humanised MAb's (page and sydenham, 1gg1).

CHO cells are simian virus 40 (SV40) transformed and grow either adheren¡y or in

suspension culture according to the clone and medium formulation used. The suspension cell

growth is the major reason for their commercial exploitation, as the technologies for suspension

culture.are well understood.

CHO have also been widely used in media, process and molecular biology research (Smiley

et al., 1989, Hayter et al., 1991, Reiter et al., 1991, Tsao et al., 1992, ogata et al., 1993 and

Ohlson et al., 1994).

1.2.3 Adherent Cells

The majority of the isolated cell lines including most primary and many immortalised cells

require adhesion to surfaces for growth. Commercially significant adherent cells include African

green monkey kidney (Vero) and baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells for human and veterinary

virus vaccine production (Spierand Whiteside, 1976, Mered et al., 1980 and 19g1, Montagnon et

al., 1981, Radlett et al., 1985, Beale, 1992 and Mendonca et al., 1993). These are sV40

transformed but the transformation did not completely remove anchorage dependent cell growlh.

The generation of Vero cells was described by Yasumara and Kawakita (1 963). Vero have been

licensed for human polio and rabies vaccine production, as the cells do not shed contaminating

SV40 viral particles during growth (Horaud, 1992). BHK cells are commercially used for

veterinary vaccines such as foot and mouth disease (Shevitz et al., 1990 and Beale, 1gg2).



Vero cell processes have been scaled-up to 1,000 L in bioreactors (Montagnon et al., 19g1)

using microcarriertechnology (van wezet, 1967) discussed below (1.3).

Adherent growth has caused culturing difficulties and resulted in less commercial and

research exploitation of such cell lines. The culturing difficulties include how to increase the

culture volume whilst providing a suitable surface for growth, how to transfer oxygen to the

cultures without damaging the cells or surfaces and the formulation of growth media. The

methods of culturing anchorage dependent cells are discussed below (1.2.3.2). Vero cells are

mostly used as controls for testing novel growth supports and bioreactor technologies (Clark et

al.' 1980, Mered et al., 1980, van Oss et al., 1983, Billig et al., 1984, Nahapetian et at., 19g6,

Lindner et al., 1987 and Altankov et al., 1991). These will be discussed below (1.3).

BHK suspension cell clones have been isolated and used for the commercial product¡on of

certain FMDV strains incapable of infecting the adherent cells (Radlett et al., 1985). However,

no one has isolated a suspension culture Vero cell but they can grow as cell aggregates (Litwin,

1992) ' tjsing the methods of Tolbert et al. (1980) for SV40 transformed murine 3T3 cells.

1.2.3.1 Nutrient Requirements

Mammalian cells require complex basal medium formulations incorporating trace elements,

mineral salts, D-vitamins, D-carbohydrate and L-amino acids dissolved in high purity water.

Glucose is the normal carbohydrate, although it can be substituted by fructose, galactose,

maltose and mannose for Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK), Vero, HeLa, rodent insulinoma,

murine L and 3T3 cell growth (Eagle et al., 1958, Leibovitz, 1g63, Rheinwald and Green, 1974,

Crespi et al., 1981, Barngrover et al., 1985 and Kriat et al., 1g92). There are three metabolic

pathwals for glucose (i.e. glycolysis, TCA and pentose phosphate pathways) which provide

energy and anabolic substrates for cell growth (e.g. adenosine triphosphate (ATp), as an energy

store, reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), for endergonic reactions

of membrane component formation or ribose for nucleic acids) (wice et al., 1gg2).



Amino Acids. Mammalian cells can not synthesise all the amino acids independenily without

essential precursor amino acids in the medium. Glutamine is the most important nutrient for

ATP generation and ascites tumour, human diploid and HeLa cell growth (Rabinowitz et al.,

1956, Griffiths' 1972 and Reitzer et al., 1979). Amino acids can also yield glucose via

gluconeogensis, if the glucose concentration is limiting, to maintain cellular nucleotide pools (Ryll

et al., 1994).

Mitogens. Many other components are required to stímulate cell proliferation such as hormones

and growth factors. These components are referred to as mitogens. Basal medium is usually

supplemented with animal serum of various types and origins to supply glycosylated proteins,

carbohydrates and trace elements (Barnes et al., 19s4). Each cell line requires different

mitogens and the responses to the growth factors and hormones remain incompletely understood

although they are believed to either increase the availability of nutrients (McKeehan and

McKeehan, 1980) or cause protein kinase phosphorylation and activation (Cherington, 19S4).

serum has been described as the "black box" of cell culture ffhilly, 1989), as ¡t is highty

undefined, prone to batch to batch variations and it's composition differs according to source

animal and dietary habits. Serum supplementation also causes purification and viral

contam¡nation problems (Hodgson, 1991). More recently bovine spongiform encephalopathy

(BSE) caused by a prion particle has created chaos with regulatory agencies and could

contaminate serum (Prusina, 1991 and Carr, 1996). These problems have generated the

research into defined serum-free media for mammalian cell culture.

Serum-Free Media. Since BSE the regulatory agencies are demanding that cells be grown in

defined serum-free media. This has proved a challenge as defined serum-free media are cell-

line dependent due to differences in mitogen requirements. Full viral or chemical transformation

is known to produce cellswhich eitherdo not require protein growth factors ffemin, 1967, Holley

et al., 1978, Scher et al., 1979 and Lanks and Kasambalides, 1g80) or have more stabte



regulatory proteins for cell division (Pardee et al., 1980). Hybridomas (fully transformed) were

found to be easily cultured in serum-free media and could grow in basal medium supplemented

with insulin, transferrin, ethanolamine and trace elements (Murakami et al., 19g2) which

increased research with hybridomas. Hybridomas can also be grown in protein-free medium

(Schneider and Veithin, 1990). However, adherent cells have very complex nutrient

requirements which has caused a lack of research into serum-free media for these cell lines.

Vero cells are transformed and passage indefinitely but they retain the growth factor and

adherent charcteristics of non-transformed cells. Thus, they are normally grown in serum-

containing medium to supply the unknown mitogens and adherence factors. The serum

mitogens include platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), epidermal growth factor (EGF),

fibroblast growth factor (FGF), hydrocortisone, fibronectin and fetuin. Many researchers have

tried to formulate serum-free media by elucidating the growth factors of different celts. Several

growth factors individually produce similar cell growth effects (Fisher and Lam, 1g74, Engelhardt

et al., 1977, cherington et at., 1979, Bettger et at., 1981, crespi et al., 1981, Giguere, 1982,

Bradshaw et al., 1983, Cherington, 1984, Taub, 1984 and Grant et al., 1992). However, none of

the serum-free media can grow adherent cells as well as serum containing medium which

suggests they are deficient in vital components.

There are now several commercial serum-free and protein-free media for hybridomas

(Gibco, 1995) but there are few available for fibroblast-like or endothelial cell types. However,

vero cells have been grown in celox@ TcM'u supplemented media by the ATcc and in another

serum-free media (Merten et al., 1994). lndeed, the commercial media suppliers are also

developing serum-free media for Vero cells.

costs of Serum-Free Media. Many mitogens are expensive to purchase in purified forms (e.g.

fibronectin, EGF and FGF etc.). Indeed, fibronectin costs 96g.20 Cdn. for 1 mg and FGF costs

$13.69 for 1 ¡rg (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, U.S.A., 1995). Most media using these

components add upto 10 mg/L of fibronectin (Bottenstein and Sato, 1g80, Bradshawet al., 19g3
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and Schmid et al., 1992) and up to 5 pg/L of EGF or FGF (Weinstein et at., 1982, Wharton et at.,

1982, Bradshaw et al., 1983, Forestall et al., 1992 and Hedlund and Miller, 19g4). The media

also contain up to 10 mg/L insulin and transferrin (Bottenstein et al., 1g80, Bettger et al., 19g1,

Giguere, 1982, Bradshaw et al., 1983, Ham, 1984, Jager et al., 19SB) which are also expensive

($0'67 and $0.88 per mg, respectively from Sigma Chemicat Co., 1995). Thus, serum-free

media are more expensive compared to serum containing ones although product recovery ano

processing advantages of serum-free media can outweigh the purchase cost disadvantage.

After choosing the medium it can be optimised for growth which will be discussed below (1.4.2).

'1.2.3.2 Culturing Anchorage Dependent Cells

Many different methods exist for growing cells and most can be used for both suspensron

and anchorage dependent cells. They include tissue culture flasks, roller botiles and fermenters.

Tissue Gulture Flasks and Roller Bottles. Classically, cells were grown in glass (Carrell,

1913) and now in charged polystyrene tissue culture CIC) flasks which provide a flat surface area

of between 25-150 cm2 using 10-50 mL of media, respectively. These are used for stock cell

growth and preliminary medium studies. Early polio vaccine was grown in flat glass Thompson

bottles of 500-1,000 cm2 but more recently these were replaced by cylindrical polystyrene ro¡er

bottles of 850-1,700 cm2 (Nardelli and Panina, 1976 and Mirchamsy et at., 1977). Roller bot¡es

require special rigs to roll them at slow speeds (3-5 rpm) and several thousand botfles per batch

of vaccine are required. The FDA has approved some products in roller bot¡e processes using

aseptic, robotic chambers for subculturing which removes their labour intensive nature and

reduces contaminations. Roller bottles are favoured over alternate technologies through their

reliable growth reproduction and speed of process development (spier, 19g2).

This Thesis hopes to show how to overcome the previously perceived problems with novel

technologies through a thorough knowledge of cellular metabolism and bioreactor engineering

involved. lndeed, Royce (1992) suggests there is a need to refocus on using bioreactors for
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product¡on purposes, as the knowledge has expanded enough to overcome the previous

limitations.

Spinner Flasks. More complex technologies compared to static flasks exist for culturing cells

such as spinner flasks. The main advantage of spinner flasks compared to static flasks is the

continual stirring which increases gas entrainment at the gas:liquid interface. Thus, whilst the

dissolved oxygen tension (DoT) and pH level are not fully controlled they can be maintained at

potentially more favourable levels compared to static flasks. Spinners also maintain culture

homogêneity preventing concentration gradients forming which could allow preferable nutrient

consumption. However, their main disadvantage is the lack of parameter control which allows

large fluctuations in the values of DoT and pH. These fluctuations could cause sub-optimal

DOT and pH and lead to reduced maximum cell yields compared to fully controlled systems.

Several spinner flask designs are available for cell culture ranging from Erlenmeyer flasks

stirred on shaker bases to specially designed flasks with side-arms and magnetic driven stirrer

systems such as Bellco@ (Vineland, NJ, U.S.A.) and Techne@ lCambridge, U.K.). The flasks

range from 50 mL up to 5 L working volumes.

Bioreactors. The most complex technology for cell culture allows full process control. This

classically used unmodified bacterial fermenters (i.e. bacterial growth vessels). However,

modifications were necessary for mammalian cell culture and mammalian systems do not now

resemble the classical fermenters. Mammalian systems are now generally termed as

"bioreactors"; and the work below exclusively refers to them as bioreactors.

The bacterial fermenter modifications required to culture mammalian cells included slower

stirring (<100 rpm) with marine type impellers and without sidewall baffles to remove cavitation

and to prevent cell damage. Prokop and Rozenberg (1989), Bliem and Katinger (1991), Hu and

Peshwa (1991), Butler and Dawson (1992) and Griffiths (1992) have reviewed bioreactors.

Bioreactors can result in increased cell and product yields due to the higher degree of control,
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although they have high purchase costs compared to roller bottle and flat systems. However,

bioreactors are more cost effective based on yields per unit volume as roller bottles are used

once for 3-4 d and then discarded.

Bioreactortypes include standard stirred tanks (Hu and Peshwa, 1991) and air-lifts (Birch et

al.' 1987)' used in suspended culture. More recently bioreactors for culturing suspended and

adherent cells have been designed using spin filters (Avgerinos et al., 1990 and Mercille et al.,

1993)' combinations of spin filters and air-lifts such as New Brunswick Scientific,s lNBs@¡

Celligent" (Martin et al., 1987), hollow fibre cartridge systems such as Endotronics@ Acusyst"

(Hu and Peshwa, 1991) and fluidised bed systems such as those of Verax@, (young and Dean,

1987 and Vournakis and Runstadler, 1992). The latter bioreactors all appeared within the last 10

yrs as the need to culture more mammalian cell types increased. Many such cells are not fully

transforined and require a surface on which to grow. The growth of adherent cells in single units

>1 L volume was made possible by the concept of microcarriertechnology (van Wezel, 1967).

1.3 Microcarrier Types

Since van Wezel (1967) first reported human diploid fibroblast cellgrowth on solid Sephadex

A-50'u substrata, the use and types of microcarriers has grown rapidly. Most microcarriers or

"beads" are solid and the cells grow on their outer surfaces. At a similar time, Leighton et al.

(1967) realised the potential of using porous sponge matrices of collagen, the main basat tamina

component of cells in vivo (Grinnell, 1982), to increase the surface area for Walker tumor 256

cell growth. However, the control of macroporous bead production processes was poor and they

were little used until Nilsson et al. (1986). The advantages and disadvantages of beads are

discussed below (1.3.3).

Both solid and macroporous microcarriers can be used in standard bioreactors but with less

success compared to modified ones, as gas sparging collects the microcarriers at the gas:liquid

interface in foams. The highest degree of cell damage occurs through bubble disengagement at

this interface (Handa et al., 1987). Suspension cells can be protected from damage by pluronic
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F68'u polyols, polyethylene glycol and polyvinyl pyrollidone (papoutsakis, 1991 and

Chattopadhyay et al., 1995). However, these agents affect cell adhesion processes and can not

protect microcarriers from bubble damage. Therefore these agents have not aided microcarrier

cultures.

The NBS Celligen spin filter-sedimentation column system is ideal for microcarrier culture,

as it allows a single unit to grow suspension or microcarrier cultures. The design of the Celligen

sparge system protects the cells from coming into contact with gas bubbles provided they are

either grown on microcarriers or the system is stirred at an optimal speed so the filter cage acts

as a spin filter. The sedimentation column can also be used to significanily increase cell yields

through the process of medium perfusion which will be discussed with microcarrier scale-uo to

further increase cell yields below (1.4 and 1.5).

1.3.1 Solid Microcarriers

Several solid beads have been developed and used including glass beads (Spier and

Whiteside, 1976), protein coated glass (Varaniet al., 1988), Superbeads'" llmamura et al., 19g2,

Crespi et al., 1981, Butler and Thilly, 1982 and Morandi et al., 1982), gelatin Gelibeads'u

(Bodeker et al., 1984), polyhydroxyethylmethacrylate (Kiremitci et al., 1989), polystyrene (White

and Ades, 1990 and Roder et al., 1993), polyvinyl formal resin (Yamazi et a,.,1989) and protein

coated gelatin microspheres (Altankov et al., 1991). The most successful are pharmacia@

improved Sephadex-450 beads.

Pharmacia has improved the polydextran and made C¡odex'u beads (Gebb et al., 19g2).

Three Cytodex beads are available:

(a) cytodex-1 which have a positive charge throughout the matrix.

(b) cytodex-2 which have a positive charge only at the bead surface.

(c) Cytodex-3 which are collagen coated Cytodex_1.

Prior to these changes poor manufacturing control resulted in significant cell yield differences

between consecutive batches of beads. Hence, microcarrier systems were litile used between
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1967 and 1982. Morandi et al. (1982) suggest inconsistent cell attachment to the beads caused

low cell yields. Indeed, the beads inhibited the growth of some cell lines. However, Cytodex

bead diameters are now highly uniform at 180-220 ¡rm and they give highly reproducible growth

which increased their usage. The Cytodex beads allow virtually all cell types to be easily

cultured at >20 L (Pharmacia, 1981). Bioreactorcultures (1,OOO L) of Cytodex-1 beads are used

for commercial production of polio and rabies vaccines using human MRC-S and Vero cell lines

(Montagnon et al., 1981 and Beale, 1992).

Cytodex-1 beads are the most widely used substrata for adherent cell research (Clark et al.,

1980, Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981, Billig et al., 1984, Nahapetian et al., 1986, Lindner et al.,

1987, Lindskog et al., 1987, Varani et al., 1988, Smiley et al., 1989, Kiremitci et al., 1989,

Mendonca et al., 1993 and Hawboldt et al., 1994) However, both Cytodex-2 (Kim et al., 1992,

du Laney et al., 1992 and Mukhopadhyay et al., i993), and cytodex-3 (Gebb et at., 1984, cherry

and Papoutsakis, 1988, croughan et al., 1988, Tao et at., 1988, Adema et at., 1990, pons et at.,

1992 and Roder et al., 1993) have also been used. Indeed, Cytodex are used as the control

beads for testing other novel solid bead types described above.

1.3.2 Macroporous Microcarriers

Nilsson et al. (1986) determined how to control the nature and size characteristics of the

macroporous beads during processing. This had previously been a major limitation in the

manufacture of macroporous beads as the size characteristics and pore structures were difficult

to control. These authors produced the most popular macroporous beads, Cultispher'M which are

composed of gelatin (denatured collagen). The process allows the bead pore sizes to be varied

butthey still have highly variable diameters of between 180-330 ¡rm which could lead to culture

problems such as homogeniety or cell/bead loading differences. Four types of Cultispher are

available defined by the pore size:

.(a) Cultispher-S have small pore diameters (10 pm) used by Ohlson et al. (1994) for

b¡oreacior cultures of CHo.
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(b) Cultispher-G are the main bead type with normal pore size (20 pm) used in spinner

flasks by Nikolai and Hu (1992) for CHO and Vero cell cultures and Schrimpf and Friedt (1993)

for vascular endothelial cell cultures.

(c) Cultispher-Gl have large pores (30-50 ¡rm) diameter used by Schrimpf and Friedl

(1993) for spinner flask cultures of vascular endothelial cells.

(d) Cultispher-GLD are titanium sphere weighted Cultispher-GL as used by Reiter et al.

(1990) for bioreactor CHO and Vero cell cultures.

The pore diameter differences offer preferable attachment characteristics according to the cell

type being used (e.9. Cultispher-S are preferable for CHO cells. Thus, a great deal of

preliminary testing could be necessary to determine the preferable bead forthe chosen cell line.

other macroporous microcarriers have been developed using different substrates including

collagen (Doillon et al., 1987, Nakagawa et al., 19g9, Adema et al., 1990 and Wada and Vidal,

1991), cellulose (Ogawa et al., 1992), microporous polystyrene Polyhipe" and polypor'u (Lee et

al.' 1991 and Schrimpf and Friedl, 1993) and charged polyethyleneimine (Ong et al., 1994).

Verax beads are not macroporous beads but are solid collagen (Dean et al., 19g7) and have

been highly successful in contract production of many cell types.

Macroporous beads have had less commercial success at this time, excepting Verax, as a

result of their recent development. There have also been few reports direc¡y comparing cell

growth, attachment and metabolism in cultures of solid and macroporous beads using the same

culture systems. only Adema et al. (1990) and schrimpf and Friedl (1gg3) have tested the two

in direct comparison but no mention is made of whether the processes or techniques used were

optimised for the cells involved. As will become clear below (1.4) the optimisation of all the

parameters for cell growth is vital to remove any bead dependent differences which could imoact

on the results.

1.3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Microcarriers

There are many advantageous and disadvantageous of microcarrier culture compared to
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static flask or roller bottles. Most are shared by both types of beads whilst others are inherent to

only one type. The important batch culture effects will be discussed here and those involved in

scale-up will be discussed below (1.5).

1.3.3.1 Advantages

The success of vaccines against polio etc. in the 1950's significantly increased the annual

production volumes of adherent cells required as hosts for virus production. Thomson flasks and

roller bottles have several common problems including highly labour intensive culturing, require

a lot of cleaning and preparation (removed by single use roller bottles), contamination losses,

require large incubators for the required number and ease of damage being made of glass or

polystyrene (Paul, 1975 and Shevitz et al., 1990). Seeding fresh cultures requires a series of

contamination prone steps to detach the cells involving eithel trypsin or mechanical removal,

stopping the trypsin action, concentration of the cells by centrifugation and reseeding of fresh

flasks. Furthermore the flasks have a fixed surface area:medium volume ratio of approximately

2.0 cmzlmL This will be discussed below (1 .5). Shevitz (1990) suggests the increased volume

needs for vaccines fueled the development of microcarriers.

Microcarriers remove the problems above, as they can be used in 1,000 L single units. Turn

around and preparation times are shortened between batches, as stock cells can be maintained

in smaller (1/10 production volume) pre-production bioreactors ready for inoculation of the

production vessels. The bioreactors are constructed of stainless steel and are less prone to

damage. Bioreactors are less labour intensive to operate and do not require incubator rooms.

Hence,'their unit production cost is reduced compared to flask operations. Their use has

significantly reduced vaccine dosage costs. Process optimisation is discussed below (1.4).

Microcarriers also could allow reseeding of new cultures through bead:bead cell transfers.

Cytodex-1 beads are capable of bead:bead transfer (Borys and Papoutsakis, 1992) and

Cultispher-G beads have been shown to transfer surface growing cells (Foran et al., 1991). This

allows easier scale-up and will be discussed below (1.5). Solid Cytodex beads have a surface
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area of 4,400 cm2lg dry weight and the area of macroporous Cultispher beads is unknown but

will be significantly higher (an order of magnitude accordíng to Leighton et al., 1967) compared

to solid beads. Thus, cultures at 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 have a surface area of 4.4 cm2lmLwhich is

more than twice that of static culture flasks.

Most adherent cells are used for virus production which requires the spent culture medium to

be replaced and the cells infected with virus. Static flask/roller systems have an increased risk

of contamination or spoilage in this process. However, microcarr¡er systems remove this

problem, as culture manipulations are carried out through steam sterilised process lines.

1.3.3.2 Disadvantages

Disadvantages to microcarrier culture mostly relate to cell growth on solid beads. The low

surface area to volume ratio is the main problem (Leighton et al., 1967), as spheres have the

lowest ratio of a 3-dimensional structure. So high surface areas require more beads to be added

increasing the total culture volume occupied by bead matrix and reducing the media volume

significantly (>10%) at above 2.00 glL beads. This could be overcome by concentrating the

media to compensate for the bead volume which will be discussed below (1.5). Macroporous

bead void volumes reduce the culture volume occupied by bead matrix.

Stirring solid bead cultures exposes the cells on the solid bead surfaces to the external

environment. Thus, the cells are prone to damage from impacts between beads and also vessel

sufaces such as the walls, impeller blades or probes. This and the related problem of shear

from the stirrer speed have been investigated by others (Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988 and

1989, Croughan et al., 1988 and 1990, Avgerinos et al., 1990, Borys and Papoutsakis, 1992 and

Lakhotià and Papoutsakis, 1992). Asthe bacterial cellyield increases so the stirrerspeed is also

increased to improve homogeneity, oxygenation and nutrient supply. However, in mammalian

microcarrier cultures increasing the speed also increases bead contacts and shear forces at the

impeller tips. These contacts and forces cause cells to detach from the beads or reduces their

growth rates when cultures are stirred at 90-100 rpm (Croughan et al., 1987). Macroporous
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beads have been shown to protect cells from these effects (Leighton et al., '1967 and Adema et

al., 1990).

Cells grown on solid beads are morphologically similar to those in static flasks (i.e.

flattened). However, this differs from the morphology in vivo where they are round and grow in

dense masses in body organs (Doillon et al., 1987). This could affect cell yields and their

responses to nutrients. Barngrover (1989) suggested flat cells have highly increased surface

area:volume ratios which aids the uptake of mitogens. No such difference in shape appears in

porous beads, as cells grow in dense masses more akin to body organs (Shahar et al., 1994).

Cell attachment is a common problem to either bead type. Mukhopadhyay et al. (1993)

suggest cell attachment to Cytodex beads is affected by the "Vroman effect" when serum

proteins are present, as there is the chance of competition between proteins based on their

molecular weight. Rapid cell attachment and even cell/bead distribution is needed for successful

microcarrier culture even though bead:bead cell transfer is possible. Butler and Thilly (1982)

found there was a critical inoculation cell:bead ratio which could also affect cell yields.

Another common problem in cultures of either bead relates to stirrer speeds, as low speeds

cause bead aggregation from cell bridges between beads (Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981 and

Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1989). These authors suggest aggregation is detrimental to cell yields

and growth rates. Hence, there must be a compromise between the stirrer speed and the

acceptable amount of bead aggregation.

1.4 Process Parameter Optimisation

Process development requires the optimisation of physical and media parameters for high

cell yields whilst preventing the problems raised above (1.3.3.2). Process development begins

with batch cultures to define the important culture values which are then used in refed and

pefused cultures to optimise cell yields. There have been few published reports on process

development of microcarrier cultures. Much of the early process optimisation work can be

carried out in spinner flasks, excepting pH, DOT and gas flow rate which require bioreactors.
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1.4.1 Physical Parameters

Optimal cell growth involves:

1. Temperature ffsao et al., 1992).

2. pH (Ceccarini and Eagle, 1971 and Ceccarini, 1975).

3. DOT (Graff and McCarty,1957, Jenssen et al., 1974,van derValk et al., 1985 and

Gille et al., 1991).

4. Stirrer speed (1.3.3.2). This witl be discussed betow (1.5).

'5. Gas flow rate (in bioreactor cultures). This will be discussed below (1.S).

'6. Microcarrier concentration, cell attachment and cellto bead distribution. This will be

discussed below (1.5).

The physical parameters should be optimised first, as media utilistaion could be influenced bv

these parameters.

Physical parameter are optimised by defining acceptable control values for each parameter

such as 37oC, pH 7.1,50o/o of air saturation DOT, 40 rpm, 0.05 UL culture volume/min (in

standard sparged bioreactors) or 0.30 UUmin (spín-filter or Celligen bioreactors). The bead

concentration can be maintained low (1.00 g/L) to reduce process costs. Each parameter is

tested over a wide range of values whilst the others are maintained at the control levels. once

each pårameter is optimised new cultures are inoculated using this value for the subsequent

parameters. Stirrer speed, gas flow rate and microcarrier parameters are also involved in scale-

up and will be discussed below (1.5).

Optimal cell growth in microcarrier cultures require optimal cell attachment to the beads

(Clark et al., 1980). These authors showed Vero cell attachment to Cytodex-1 beads was

optimal with static conditions atll2the final working volume and cell growth was optimal at 60

rpm, pH 7.4 and at >5.00 g/L microcarrier concentration. No other parameters were described.

However, others have used intermittent or continuous stirring for cell attachment to Cytodex-1

beads with similar results to the previous authors suggesting neither method is superior

(Pharmacia, 1981 and Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988 and 19Sg). Intermittent stirring could pose
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a challenge in bioreactor cultures due to the lack of controllers capable of running such protocols

over long time periods (24 h).

Macroporous Cultispher beads produce higher yields and protect cells from shear effects (Hu

and Wang, 1987, Reiteret al., 1990 and Ohlson et al., 1994). However, there has also been no

optimisation of culture parameters and there are numerous conflicting reports on cell attachment

such as continuous stirring at 1/2 final working volume (Hy-Clone Application Notes, 19gB) or

conversely intermittent stirring at final working volume (Ohlson et al., 1994). The conflicting

reports could explain why there has previously been a fear of using microcarrier processes and

adherent celltypes in research and production processes.

1.4.2 Medium Parameters

1.4.2.1 Cell Nutrient Components

Mammalian cell culture medium is complex and must include all the nutrients for cell growth

described above (1.2.3.1). However, these nutrients must be elucidated in both batch and

perfusion cultures to determine any differences. The first step is to determine the optimal basal

medium formulation and Vero cells are commonly grown in either Medium 199 (M199) (ATCC

Cell Bank and Chotteau and Bastin, 1994) or Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM)

(Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981, Polastri et al., 1984 and Reiter et al., 1990). The media were

furthersùpplemented with foetal bovine serum (FBS) at 10.Oo/ovlv (chotteau and Bastin, 1994)

or calf serum (CS) at 5.0% vtv (potastri et at., 1994).

The nutrient consumption of Vero cells has been reported (Polastri et al., 1gg4 and Chotteau

and Bastin, 1994). The most important components were glucose and glutamine. potastri et al.

(1984) determined the amino acid consumption/production profiles of Vero cells grown in DMEM.

Histidine, arginine, tryptophan and methionine as well as glutamine were consumed and only

alanine and serine were produced. More recently Chotteau and Bastin (1g94) showed more

complete nutrient profiles forVero cells grown in M199. The cells consumed pyruvate, aspartic

acid, isoleucine, leucine, lysine and valine along with the amino acids described by polastri et al.
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(1984).'The different basal media could explain the different consumptions seen. yet other

basal media have also been used in Vero cell research including Leibovitz's L15 (Barngrover et

al., 1985, Nahapetian et al., 1986 and Mendonca et al., 1993) and DMEM/Ham's Nutrient Mixture

F12 (1:1) (Hu et al., 1985 and Hawboldt et al., 1994). These reports all show variations in celt

yields and growth rates which could be explained by the basal media or serum used, although

this was not discussed.

There has been no optimisation of nutrient concentrations for Vero cell yields. High

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis is fundamental to successfully defining the

media. The optimal nutrient concentrations can be determined in matrix experiments where

each cÓmponent is added at a range of concentrations whilst maintaining others at constant

concentratíons. Cell yields are then monitored to define the optima.

There have been few reports of complete nutrient optimisation for any cell line, Xie and

Wang (19944 and b¡ attempted to define and formulate an optimised serum-free medium for

murine hybridoma cells based on consumption/production kinetics. However, there are often

conflicting reports on important nutrients, as with Vero cells above. Kilberg et al. (1993) suggest

nutrient requirements are cell line dependent relating to the cells physiological role. However,

nutrient metabolism could vary between media formulations according to the uptake mechanism

being expressed or the concentrations of individual components in the media. Successful high

yield culture requires all these nutrients to be defined.

1.4.2.2 Serum-Free Medium

Previous literature suggests it is difficult to achieve similar fibroblastic cell yields in serum-

free media as in serum containing media. Litwin (1992) used an undefined serum ultrafiltrate for

Vero cell aggregate culture but this achieved low cell yields (0.50-0.70 x 106 cells/ml). Cinail et

al. (1994) formulated a highly complex (94 components) protein-free medium forVero cultures in

static flasks but again to low cell yields (<0.50 x 106 cells/ml). Their results suggest the

modified polyvinylformal substrata could have influenced cell growth. Merten et al. (1994) have
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also described a serum-free medium for Vero cells. These authors show long lag phases (up to

72 h) for such cells when subcultured which infers the medium is lacking important nutrients.

However, as Vero cells could grow in serum and protein-free medium it suggests they can be

cultured on microcarriers in serum-free medium. None of these authors optimised their media

before the serum-free additions were made which could explain their lower cell yields.

The attachment process, glycoproteins and ions involved for adherent cells are well known

and include collagen (Grinnell, 1982 and Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 19g7), vitronectin (Knox

and Griffiths, 1980 and Hayman et al., 1985), glycosaminoglycan (Ruoslahti, 1991), fibronectin

(Yamada et al., 1976, Orly and Sato, 1979 and lto et at., 1987), laminin (Varani et at., 1989 and

Akimoto et al., 1992), tenascin (Welleret al., 1991), fetuin (Engethardt and Mao, 1977 and Nie,

1992), çt2+ lcurtis and McMurray, 1986 and Lengheden, 1994), serum and serum atbumin

(Mukhopadhyay et al., 1993). The nutrient requirements of cells could be influenced by the age

of the animal the cells were derived from. Cells from young animals (e.g. BHK cells) require

fibronectin for attachment and growth whilst cells from adult animals (e.g. Vero cells) only

require it for attachment (Hughes et al., 197g).

The attachment glycoproteins are attracted to cell surface receptors or the integrins (Hynes,

1987). The integrins recognise common polypeptide sequences (arginine, glycine, aspartate and

serine) in the glycoproteins (Akiyama et al., 1990). However, the particular glycoproteins

recognised are cell line specific (Hynes, 1987). Therefore, the formulation of serum-free media

could require these factors to be added.

1.4.2.3 Cell Growth Inhibitors

Nutrient optimisation must prevent the production and accumulation of toxic or inhibitory

components in the medium. The inhibition of cell growth by metabolic waste products such as

ammonia from amino acids and lactate from glucose is well documented, Ammonia, formed

from glutaminolysis, and lactate, formed from an excess of pyruvate from glycolysis, inhibit or

are toxic to L, BHK, MDCK, Vero, hybridoma and human diploid fibroblast cells (Ryan and
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cardin, 1966, Butlerand spier, 1984, Glacken et al., 1986, Reuveny et al., 19g6, Kimura et al.,

1987, Hassell etal., 1991, Dahl et al., 1992, Duval et al., 1992, Martinelle and Haggstrom, 1993

and Rutz and Little, 1995). The inhibitory effect of both wastes appears to be cell line dependent

(Ryan and Cardin, 1966, Glacken et al., 1986 and Hassell et al., 1991). Other ce¡ growth

inhibitors have also been found including glycine, formate and medium osmolarity fl/Vaymouth,

1970, Vincent et al., 1992 and fhrig et al., 1994). These could all be important to the final cell

yields in culture. Therefore, in order to completely optimise the growth environment of the cells

it is necessary to examine the effects of growth inhibitors.

1.4.3 Perfusion Gulture

Perfusion is the continuous medium exchange to remove inhibitor compounds and supply

fresh nutrients to increase cell yields. Determining the optimal perfusion rates and times to

initiate perfusion begin the definition of a final process and are the preliminary phases of culture

scale-up for increased product yield. Perfusion processes use the optimised media and physical

parameters defined in previous batch studies. The initial aim should be to determine maximum

cell/beàb loadings in the system using low bead concentrations. This defines the optimal

perfusion rate per bead concentration for scale-up studies using increased bead concentrations.

The nutrients must be analysed in detail to determine which, if any, limit cell yields to ensure cell

surface area is the only limitation. Once the limiting nutrients are known the perfusion medium

can be enriched or the limiting components can be pumped into the cultures from separate

concentrate solutions. No one has previously shown whether spinner flasks can be used

successfully in early perfusion studies or whether bioreactors offer superior conditions.

Perfusion removes the major problem of scale-up which is the culture volume occupied by

the bead matrix. Perfusion makes it unnecessary to concentrate the medium, as the medium is

being'completely changed every few hours or days. Full optimisation of the perfusion process

could require some physical parameters such as the stirrer speed and gas flow rate to be

increased, as the cell yields increase. Gas flow rates and stirrer speeds could require ramping to
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provide sufficient gassing to maintain or control the DOT and pH and to increase nutrient

diffusion to lower cell layers in multi-layered cultures.

1.5 Scale-Up

The scale-up of roller bottle processes is easy as all it requires is a linear increase in the

number of bottles used in the process. For example 100 L of product requires 200 x g50 cm2

roller bottles (no smalltask to handle). Microcarrier culture systems of 0.1g g/L Cytodex-1 have

the equivalent surface area to each 850 cm2 roller bottle. Therefore, an I L culture at S.00 gil

Cytodex-1 has a higher surface area compared to 100 L of roller botfle culture. Cultisoher-G

cultures significantly increase the surface area over those with cytodex-1.

Process scale-up begins after physical and nutrient component optimisation and the

maximum cell loadings at low microcarrier concentrations are known. Scale-up uses these

optimised parameters to determíne whether the values can be increased proportional to the

difference in vessel volumes or bead concentrations used to give high cell yields in larger

vessels (>10 L) at higher microcarrier concentrations. lt is the stage where standard operating

procedures and process operating instructions for product licenses are defined and written. Bead

to bead transfer of cells could be advantageous to scale-up as it would allow cell laden beads

from small volume cultures to be used as the inoculum for larger vessels. The larger vessel

could also be inoculated at a low bead concentration and grown to monolayer prior to increasing

the bead concentration by adding fresh beads.

Most researchers have used scaled-up systems with no validation or optimisation to support

their methods. For example several microcarriers have been used at >3.00 g/L with Vero and

CHO cells (Gebb et al., 1984, Nahapetian et al., 1986, Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988, Varani et

al'' 1988, Adema et al., 1990, Forestall et al., 1992 and Qualitz et at., 1993), even in batch

cultures. The use of high microcarrier concentrations appears to come from Clark and

Hirtenstein (1981) who reported significantly higher (20%) ceil yietds at 3.00 g/L Cytodex-1

comparèd to 1.00 g/L. The authors suggested the initial number of cells/cm2 was optimal in the
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3'00 g/L cultures. However, Mered et al. (1980) found similar cell yields at up to 2.s0 g/L and

reduced yields at 5.00 g/L. The stirrer speed used for refed vero cell growth has also varied in

the literature with some authors using 35 rpm throughout (Nikolai and Hu, 1gg2) whitst others

used 60 rpm (clark and Hirtenstein, 1981) and even up to 90 rpm (Nahapetian et al., 19g6).

Whilst this could be explained by spinner flask design differences the authors did not supply any

evidence of the speeds used being optimal for their processes. Therefore, there are conflictino

reports which could be explained by cell line dependent or system differences.

Undoubtedly, the scale-up of adherent cell culture systems requires high (>3.00 g/L)

microcarrier concentrations but no-one has previously optimised the bead concentration or

shown clear proof of the extra beads giving increased cell yields. Further, the refeed/perfusion

rates used to achieve high cell yields vary greatly in previous reports. In Vero spinner flask

cultures the rates range from one 50% medium exchange every z d (clark and Hirtenstein,

1981)' to a complete (100%) medium exchange every 2-3 d (Mered et at., 1981) up to as high as

8'0 medium exchanges every day (Nahapetian et al., 1gg6). In Vero, MDCK and cHo cell

bioreactor cultures the rates range from 0.50-1.00 medium refeed volumes per vessel volume

per day (vlv/d) (Martin et al., 1987 and Smiley et at., 1989), to 5.oo-10.00 v/v/d (ohtson et at.,

1994) up to as high as 10.00-30.00 v/v/d (Reiter et at., 1990). lndeed, the Vero ce¡ yietds in

many of these reports vary greatly with 3.00 x 106 cells/mL (Mered et al., 19g0) up to 30.00 x

106 cells/mL (Nahapetian et al., 1986). The yield differences could be caused bythe differences

in refeed rates used or by the different media used between reports. No one has previously

analysed their medium to determine the possible limiting nutrients for any cell line. perfusion

rates above 2'00 vlvld of complete serum containing medium would overrule the increases in

cell yields based on the process cost, as it would be cheaper to generate products from more

batch cultures compared to perfused ones.

scale-up requires a good knowledge of the cells needs and care must be taken to ensure

there are no limitations. Hence, scale-up is the art of balancing all the important parameters in

such a way as to linearly increase the cell yield.
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1.6 ExperimentalAims

The previous sections have attempted to clarify the depth of research which has been

performed using Hybridomas and CHO cells in suspension culture systems. However, in

comparison adherent microcarrier based systems have been little used for production process

research. The perceived culturing problems of microcarriers are believed to be responsible for

this. The previous research with microcarriers has mostly involved BHK and MDCK cells whilst

African green monkey kidney (Vero) cells are little used although they are commercially

significant. The choice of microcarriers was easy. Cytodex are the "industry standard,' solid

microcarrier and are well characterised. The most commonly used macroporous beads are

Cultispher. As has been described earlier (1.3), there have been few previous reports of direct

comparisons of cell growth between any solid or macroporous bead cultures, excepting those of

Adema et al. (1990) and Schrimpf and Friedl (1993). Thus, it was decided to direcily compare

the process optimisation of Vero cell cultures on Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G microcarriers. The

processes were optimised using both spinner flasks and Celligen bioreactor cultures. The final

process was then used to test whether these systems could be used for virus vaccine production

using a reovirus.

The major aims of the Thesis research were as follows:

1. To determine the optimal protocols for cell harvesting and sampling and to define the

limits in using them.

2. To evaluate the common methods of cell enumeration in microcarrier cultures in order

to validate their use.

3. To optimise the physical parameters for the batch and high yield microcarrier culture

of Vero cells.

4' To optimise the nutrient parameters for the batch and high yield microcarrier culture of

Vero cells.

5' To determine the feasibility of scale-up using the optimised parameter values for high
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yie¡ds of Vero cells.

6. To define the cell growth inhibitors which could influence the final cell yields in batch

and high yield Vero cell cultures.

7. To directly compare and contrast the batch and high yield growth of Vero cells on solid

and macroporous microcarriers.

8. To produce a chemically and hormonally defined serum-free medium for the growth of

Vero cells on solid and macroporous microcarriers.

9. To determine the infectivity of Vero cells grown to high cell densities in perfusion and

daily refed cultures for virus vaccine production.
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Ghapter 2. Materials and Methods
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Gell Lines and Stock Cell Maintenance

African green monkey kidney (Vero) cells were obtained from the American Type Culture

Collection, Catalogue Number CCL 81 . They were maintained in T25, T75 or T150 culture flasks

using 10,35 or 50 mL of original DMEM containing 25.00 mM D-glucose and 4.00 mM L-

glutamine and supplemented with 5.0% v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS)

(Gibco BRL@, Grand lsland, NY, u.s.A.). Flasks were passaged every 72 or g6 h by 1:10

dilution into fresh flasks following recovery by the standard trypsinisation protocol (2.2).

2.2 Standard Trypsinisation Cell Recovery Protocol

Stock cultures were taken and the supernatant discarded. The cell sheet was washed (x1)

with Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (without Ca2+ and n¡g2*) containing EDTA (0.70 mM)

(D-PBS-:EDTA) at pH 7.5 (10 mL). Porcinetrypsin (0.25To w/v) in Hanks balanced salts sotution

(HBSS-) containing 1.00 mM EDTA (trypsin:EDTA) (Gibco BRL@) was added to cutture ftasks

(1.00 mLto T25, 1.50 mL to T75 and 2.00 mLto T150 culture flasks). The solution was swirled

(1 min every 2 min for a total time of 5-10 min) and the flasks were rapped against the palm of

the hand (x10) once cells began to detach from the surface. DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS (9 mL) was

added and the cell suspension homogeneously resuspended and placed into a 1S mL centrifuge

tube and centrifuged (Heraeus Sepatech@ Megafuge'u, Frankfurt, Germany) at 300 x g for 5

min. The supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet resuspended in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v sCS

(10 mL). The cellswerethen eitherdiluted intofresh culture flasks orcounted bythetrypan blue

dye exclusion method by haemocytometer (2.5.2).

2.3 Basal Medium Preparation

Basal medium was obtained (where possible) as powder concentrate (10X) without glucose,

glutamine, sodium pyruvate, phenol red or sodium bicarbonate from Gibco BRL@. Basal

medium powder and supplements (Sigma@ Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) were added to
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0.9X the required volume of high purity water obtained after reverse osmosis (RO) followed by

either distillation or Milli-Q'u (18Mo conductivity) (Millipore@, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.) treatments.

DMEM was enriched with glucose (25.00 mM), glutamine (4.00 mM) and bicarbonate (44.00

mM) unless otherwise stated. Phenol red was added at 15 mg/L from a 3 mg/mL stock solution

in high purity water. The medium pH was adjusted to pH7.1-7.2 with 6.00 M HCt or 10.00 M

NaoH prior to increasing to the full volume and filter sterilisation.

Medium was sterilised by peristaltic pumping through Acrocap'u (Gelman@, Ann Arbor, Ml,

U.S.A.) or Millipak'u 60 (Millipore@¡ filters (0.20 pm) and was stored in 100 or S00 mL gtass

bottles at 4oC.

2.4 Experimental Methods

2.4.1T25 Culture Flask Gell Growths

T25 culture flasks were inoculated at 0.10 x 106 cells/ml in medium (10 mL) ano grown in

incubators (Nu2700, NuAire@, Minneapolis, MN, U.S.A.) at 37oc with a 10o/o vlv co2 ove¡a!.

2.4.2 Micr ocarrier Preparatio n

Cytodex-1 (Pharmacia@, Uppsala, Sweden) and Cultispher-G (Hy-Clone@ Labs., Salt Lake

City' UT, U.S.A.) beads (10 g) were swollen overnight in 500 mL of D-PBS- atpH7.2 and were

swirled every few hours. The supernatant was discarded and the microcarriers were washed (x2)

with 400 mL of D-PBS- and autoclaved at 1Z1oC for 20 min.

2.4.3 Growth in Spinner Flasks

Glass spinner flasks (100 mL working volume) (Bellco@, Vineland, NJ, U.S.A.) with paddle

blades were used for experimental microcarrier cultures, unless othenvise stated. The paddle

blade diameter was reduced to 5.6 mm and all openings on the stirrer shaft were silicon seated.

The flasks were thoroughly washed, siliconised, autoclaved at 121oC for 20 min and allowed to

cool prior to use. Swollen microcarriers were added at 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 glL
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Cultispher-G in growth medium (90 mL), prewarmed to 37oC. Stock cells were inoculated (0.05

x 106 cells/ml) and the volume made to 100 mL with growth medium priorto incubation. The

flasks were sampled daily for cell counts by the trypan blue method (2.5.j-2). The flasks were

stirred continuously at 40 rpm (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and the

speed raised to 60 rpm after72 h (Cultispher-G) unless othenryise stated. Flasks were readjusted

dailyto pH 7.1 or7.4with 2.00 M NaOH after72 h in culture unless otherwise indicated.

2.4.4 Culture Refeeding

Spinnerflasks cultureswere inoculated as above (2.4.3). Daily from 72 h onwards the beads

were settled and one 50% v/v medium exchange with growth medium was made, unless

otherwise stated. Daily samples were removed for cell counts by the trypan blue method (2.5.j-

¿t.

2.4.5 Gelligen Bioreactor Cultures

The 1.50 L Celligen'u lNew Brunswick Scientific@, Edison, NJ, U.S.A.) glass vessel was

siliconised. After drying the bioreactor was reassembled and filled with 1.30 L of D-pBS-. All

tubing inlet lines were open and all harvest lines and the sparge filter line were closed. The

sampling bottle was loosened and one blank port stopper was removed. The dissolved oxygen

probe (lngold@, Zurich, Switzerland) membrane was refillled with electrolyte (every 4-s

autoclavings). The pH probe (lngold@) electrolyte was replaced with saturated KCt (every 10

autoclavings). The pH probe and amplifier were calibrated to pH 7.0 and 4.0 with standard

buffers. The probes were inserted into their housings and the vessel was autoclaved at 121oC

for 20 min.

lmmediately after autoclaving all lines were closed and the sample bot¡e was tightened.

The temperature probe was inserted into an Ro water filled housing and the vessel allowed to

cool to 37oC while stirring at 100 rpm. The condensor was connected to a running cold water

supply and a drain. The bioreactor waste and overflow bottles were aseptically connected to the
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harvest line and the gas exhaust line at the top of the condensor via flamed glass male:female

connectors. Once at 37oC the dissolved oxygen probe and amplifier were calibrated to 0 and

100% using the dynamic gassing out technique with N2 and compressed air.

Stock cells were inoculated (0.05 x 106 cells/mL) in growth medium (1.30 L) in a 2.00 L glass

bottfe containing 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G, unless otherwise stated. The

stirrer and temperature controllers were switched off and the D-PBS- was pumped out of the

vessel. The cell inoculum was added by positive pressure from the inoculum botile with

compressed air. As a safety precaution the pressure in the inoculum bottle was released every 1

min during inoculation. The control set-points were pH 7.'l (Cytodex-1) or 6.8 (Cultispher-G),

50% dissolved oxygen tension (DOÐ, 370C and 0.50 Umin gas flow rate, unless otherwise

stated. Cultures were stirred continuously at 40 rpm. The speed was manually ramped to 60rpm

afler 72 h in Cultispher-G cultures. Two 20 mL samples were removed daily and the second one

was used for cell count analysis by the trypan blue method (2.5.1-2).

2.5 Sample Analysis

2.5.1 CellSampling

2.5.1.1 Suspension Gells

T25 culture flasks were rapped against the palm of the hand (x10). The flasks and spinner

cultures were homogeneously suspended by swirling and samples (0.50 mL) were aseptically

removed into graduated microfuge tubes (1.80 mL).

2.5.1.2 Adherent Cells

Spinner flasks were homogeneously suspended by swirling and samples (1.00 mL) were

aseptically removed into graduated microfuge tubes. The beads were setfled and the

supernatant was removed (0.90 mL) and retained frozen at -2ooc for assays.

The beads were washed (x1) with D-PBS-:EDTA (1.40 mL) at pH 7.5. The beads were

settled and the wash was discarded. The cells were detached with trypsin:EDTA (1.00 mL of
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0.25o/o or 0.50% w/v/1.00 mM, respectively) at 37oC for 5-10 min with tube inversion (x5-10)

every 2 min. The trypsin action was stopped by addition of DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS and the tube

was centrifuged (300 x g for 5 min). The supernatant (0.50 mL) was discarded.

2.5.2Trypan Blue Dye Exclusion Gell Count

Trypan blue solution (0.50 mL of 0.40% w/v trypan blue in D-PBS- al pH 7 .2) was added to

the cell sample tubes (Amos et al., 1969). Sample tubes from microcarrier cultures were flicked

aga¡nst the index finger (x15). Suspension and microcarrier culture sample tubes were inverted

(x10) and the cells pipetted onto an improved Neubaur haemocytometer slide and counted by

microscope. The total number of blue and clear cells was determined in the sample (0.10 rrl).

The cell viability was determined by the ratio of blue to total cells. The cell counts were adjusted

for the dilution of the original samples. Each sample was counted at least twice.

2.5.3 Crystal Violet Nuclei Stain

The method was adapted from Lin et al. (1991) using a crystal violet reagent consisting of

citric acid (0.50 mM) containing Triton X-100 detergenl (2.00To w/v) and crystal violet dye (0.20%

w/v). Cell samples (0.50 mL) were treated with crystal violet reagent (0.50 mL) and incubated at

37oc(1.50h)withinversion(x5)every15to20min. Followingincubationthetubeswereflicked

against the index finger (x10-15) and inverted (x10). The nuclei were pipetted onto an

haemocytometer slide and counted by microscope, as with the trypan blue method.

2.5.4 Coulter Counter

The method was adapted from Coulter (1953). Each cell sample was diluted (1:200) in

lsoton'u buffer solution (20 mL) in a Coulter cuvette. The cuvette was inverted (x5) and placed

onto the Coulter (Coulter@ Electronics, Hialeah, FL, U.S.A.) counter. The channel was cleared

and the count performed. The count obtained was adjusted for the sample dilution. A

background blank was performed by diluting growth medium in lsoton.
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2.5.5 Gellto Bead Distribution Patterns

The distribution of cells on the beads was determined by microscopic examination following

staining. The beads (100) were observed and scored for cell content (0-25 cells/bead). Beads

with >25 cells/bead were scored as having 25 cells/bead. Culture samples (250 ¡rL) were

incubated at 37oC'for20 min with crystal violet (750 ¡tLof 0.20o/o w/v) (Sanford et al., 1951) or

neutral red (750 ¡tL of 0.20o/o w/v) (Valdivieson-Garcia et al., 1993) in D-PBS- in microfuge

tubes. After incubation the beads were settled by centrifugation (300 x g for 20 s). The

supernatant was discarded and the beads were washed (x2) with D-PBS- (1.40 mL). The beads

were finally resuspended in D-PBS- (250 pL) and placed on a 10 cm Petri-dish. The cell/bead

distribution was recorded using an inverted microscope.

The theoretical Poisson cell to bead distribution was determined using Equation 2.1:

P(n) : ((e-^ x Àn) /n!)

Equation 2.1

where P(n) is the probability of observing a number of beads with a given cell to bead number.

2, is the cell to bead ratio added in the inoculum.

n is the observed cell to bead ratio.

A sample calculation is provided in Appendix 3.1,

2.5.6 Attachment Time, Lag Phase and Subsequent Grovyth

The attachment time was determined by inoculating cells (0.20 x 106 cells/mL) in growth

medium (10 mL) in T25 culture flasks. Every 0.5 h for 8.0 h the flask supernatant was sampled

and stained as for cell/bead distribution above (2.5.5). The attachment time was the time taken

for >90% of the inoculated cells to become attached to the beads. Subsequent growth was

determined by sacrificing one flask daily for cell counts by the trypan blue method (2.5.2). The

lag phase was determined using Equation 2.2:

Lp - (tr- tu)
Equation 2.2.
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where Lp = lag phase time.

tT = total time taken to highest cell count.

t" = time that would have elapsed for the total number of cell generations at maximum

cell generation time in the exponential phase.

A sample calculation is shown in Appendix 3.2.

2.5.7 D-Glucose and L-Lactate Analysis

Samples (25 pL) were injected into a YSI 27 (YSl Instruments@, Yellow Springs, OH, U.S.A.)

glucose/lactate analyser with the appropriate enzyme membrane installed. Each sample was

analysed twice. The instrument was calibrated using standards (500 mg/dL glucose and '15.00

mM lactate) before each use and afterevery6-10 samples. All resultswere calculated in mM.

2.5.8 Amino Acid Analysis

Amino acids were analysed by the method described by Christie and Butler (1994). Amino

acid standards (500 mM) or samples (2a5 ¡L,L) were mixed with L-a-amino-n-butyric acid (5 pL of

25.00 mM) and trichloroacetic acid (l-CA) (250 pL of 10% w/v). The samples were centrifuged

(11,000 x g for 5 min) at 4oC. The supernatant was removed and added to sodium borate buffer

(500 pL of 0.20 M) at pH 10.4 and centrifuged as above.

Samples of the supernatants (250 ¡rL) were placed into microfuge tubes (500 FL).

Orthophthalaldehyde (OPA) reagent (250 pL) was added and the tubes were incubated (1.7 min).

5 ¡rL was autosampled by an SIL-94 autosampler (Shimadzu@ Inc., Kyoto, Japan) and injected

onto an C-18 (Alltech@, Deerfield, lL, U.S.A.) reverse phase column on an LKB (LKB-Pharmacia

@, Uppsala, Sweden) 2100 series HPLC system. Amino acids were eluted from the column

using gradients of acetonitrile and methanol. Results were analysed using Easychrom'u v.3.2

(Shimadzu@) computer software.
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2.5.9 Ammonia

Culture samples (0.20 mL) were diluted with distilled water (0.80 mL) in test tubes with a

magnetic microflea. NaOH (10 ¡rL at 10 M) was added and the solution stirred at 50 rpm. An

Orion 9512 ammonia electrode (Orion@ lnc., Boston, MA, U.S.A.) was placed into the sotution,

ensuring no air bubbles formed under the membrane. The mV reading was allowed to stabilise

(2-3 min) and recorded. The ammonia concentration was determined against standard solutions

of ammonium chloride (100.00-0.10 mM) and by multiplying by the sampte dilution factor, A

typical standard curve for ammonia is shown in Appendix 2.1.

2.5.10 Osmolarity Determination

Samples (25 pL) of medium were placed into microfuge tubes and placed onto a Micro-

Osmette (Precision Systems@ Inc., Sudbury, MA, U.S.A.). The electrode was carefuily lowered

into the sample and the osmolarity determined by the freezing-point depression method. The

instrument was standardised (100 and 500 mOsmol.L-1) priorto use and after every 5 samptes.

2.6 Statistical Analysis

All data was produced from at least two cultures inoculated from different cell stocks. The

data was then averaged to give the means which were plotted or listed in the results. Standard

errors of the mean were calculated using Excel v. 5.0a (Microsoft@ Corp., Seat¡e, WA, U.S.A.)

by dividing the standard deviation of the sample population by the squre root of the number of

data points in the population. A sample calculation is provided in Appendix 3.3.

Statistical analysis of differences between data series was performed using either two-way

analysis of variance with replication (ANOVA) by the method of Sokal and Rohtf (19g7) or by

paired Students t-test's. The paired Student's t-tests were performed using Sigmaplot'u v.1.02

(Jandel Scientific@, San Rafael, cA, U.S.A.) for Windows'u lMicrosoft@ Corp.¡ on the sample

values. The t{est was two tailed with unequal sample variances and confidence intervals were

set at 95%. The null hypothesis tested whether the sample values were likely to have come from
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the same two populations with equal means. Sample calculations of paired Student's t-tests and

ANOVA analyses are shown in Appendix 3.4 and 3.5.

2.7 Definition of Optimality

The term optimal, with reference to the research outlined below, was defined as the

parameter value or nutrient component concentration which gave the significantly highest

maximum cell yield of all the cultures in the experiment unless otherwise defined. Where the

maximum cell yields were similar over a range of values the lowest component concentration

was taken as the optimal. The optimal conditions defined refer exclusively to the flasks and

bioreactors being used in the experiments and might not apply to other similar systems.
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Chapter 3. Optimisation of Adherent Vero Cetl Detachment and Recovery protocols from

T25 Culture Flasks
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3. Optimisation of Adherent Vero Cell Detachment and Recovery protocols from T2S

Culture Flasks.

3.1. Introduction

The techniques for cell growth and subculture vary between suspended and anchorage

dependent cells. The subculture of suspended cells such as hybridomas, requires fewer process

steps that could interfere with their viability or subsequent growth. Whereas, the subculture of

adherent cells such as African green monkey kidney (Vero) or baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells,

first requires them to be detached from the growth surface by enzymic methods such as

trypsinisation or mechanical methods such as cell scraping.

Gebb et al. (1984) incorporated a wash step with a buffered saline:EDTA solution into their

trypsin detachment procedures to increase the rate of recovery and the proportion of Vero and

MRC-S cells recovered. The EDTA concentration used was low (0.70-1.00 mM) and this step

has been incorporated into trypsinisation protocols used by others (Lindner et al., 1gg7 and

Lindskog et al., '1987). However, detachment with trypsin solutions has been shown to affect the

recoveries, viabilities and subsequent growths of MRC-5 and Vero cells (Gebb et al., 19g4,

Lindneret al., 1987 and Lindskog et al., 1987). Lindneret al. (19S7) claimed that the subsequent

growth of MRC-S and Vero cells was unaffected following trypsin detachment ano recovery.

However, much of their data showed pronounced lag phases (>24 h). Once the adherent cells

are detached they can be treated as suspended cells and recovered by centrifugation into

pellets, which could also affect both the cell viability and recovery.

other methods exist for detaching adherent cells from surfaces. These methods include

enzymes such as collagenase or dispase (Cassiman et al., 1g81) and chemicals such as

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (fao et al., 1988). Enzymic procedures function by

proteolysis of proteins attached to the substrata and cell membranes (Hynes, 1gg7 and Ruoslahti

and Pierschbacher, 1987). The EDTA procedure chelates ca2+ ¡ons resulting in the loss of cell

adhesion. Tao et al. (1988) prevented the adverse effects of trypsin solutions by detachlng
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trypsin sensitive bovine embryonic kidney (BEK) and human foreskin fibroblast cells (FS-4) from

surfaces using solutions with high concentrations of EDTA without trypsin (fao et al., lggg).

These authors used an Earle's balanced salts wash solution containing a high (3.00 mM) EDTA

concentration at pH 7.5-7.8.

Trypsin, other enzymes and EDTA are all dissolved in balanced salts solutions without Ca2+

and Mg2+ ions e.g. Hanks balanced salts (HBSS-), to prevent osmotic or pH effects on cell

recovery and viability. The enzyme solutions all have EDTA added to them to chelate any

residual ca2+ ions present, which prevents cell aggregation after detachment from the growth

surface.

The purpose of this study was to optimise the harvesting procedures for Vero cells grown in

static T25 culture flasks. The optimal EDTA and trypsin concentrations, centrifugation speed

and exposure times for each step were determined. Cell recovery and viability indices from

each treatment were normalised to a standard trypsin harvesting procedure. The subsequent

cell attachment time and growth rate were also measured. The optimal parameters were defined

in T25 culture flasks but should also be applícable to Vero cell microcarrier cultures.

3.2 Materials and Methods

The methods of culturing and counting the cells and the analytical procedures used have

been described previously (2.1 -2.5).

3.2.1 Experimentat Culturing procedure

stock Vero cells were detached and recovered using the standard trypsinisation protocol

(2'2)' The cell pellet was resuspended and counted by the trypan blue dye exclusion method

(2'5-1-2). The cells were inoculated at 0.20 x 106 cells/mL in T25 culture flasks with DMEM +

5'0o/o vlv iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS) (10 mL). The flasks were incubated at

37oc for either 48 h or g6 h prior to use in the cell detachment and recovery experiments.

culture supernatants were discarded prior to each treatment.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Cell Detachment by EDTA Wash Solutions

Introduction. Cells could be recovered from culture flasks using wash solutions containing

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Therefore, this study determined the effects of varied

EDTA concentrations in the wash solution and the wash exposure time on Vero cell recovery to

define the optimal wash conditions which would not cause any cell detachment.

Experimental. Stock Vero cells were inoculated and grown in T25 culture flasks, as described

above (3.2.1). The cell sheets were washed with D-PBS- containing EDTA at various

concentrations (up to 3.40 mM) for various exposure times and any detached cells were

recovered. Recovered cells were resuspended in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS and total cell

recoveries from each EDTA treatment were normalised to the cell recovery from the standard

trypsinisation procedure (2.2).

Results' Table 3.1 shows trypsin normalised Vero cell recoveries from T25 culture flasks using

wash solutions containing various EDTA concentrations (up to 3.40 mM) and wash times. (1)

High proportions of Vero cells could be recovered from T25 culture flasks using wash solutions

containing EDTA. (2) Complete (100%) cell recovery from 48 and 96 h grown flasks was

obtained with the standard trypsin solution (0.25o/o w/v trypsin:1.00 mM EDTA) after exposure

times of 5-20 min. Complete cell recovery was also obtained with the wash solution at 3.40 mM

EDTA after 20 min from 48 h (sub-confluent) flasks. (3) The analyses showed cell recoveries

from 48 h flasks were increased proportional to the wash solution EDTA concentration used and

were significantly higher (P<0.01) at 3.40 mM after 20 min exposure compared to a¡ other

concentrations used. (4) Cell recoveries were increased proportional to the exposure time and

were significantly higher (P<0.01) after 20 min compared to all other times used.

(5) There were similar trends in cell recoveries from g6 h flasks compared to 4g h flasks at



Table 3.1 - The effect of the EDTA concentration in the D-PBS-:EDTA wash solution on cell recovery from
T25 culture flasks grown for either 48 h or 96 h. The cells were harvested using the wash solution containing
various EDTA concentrations (up to 3.40 mM). The cells were recovered by centrifugation (300 x g for 5 min)
and the cell recovery was normalised to a standard trypsin detachment procedure (0.25o/o w/v porcine trypsin:1
mM EDTA for 5 min). Cell recoveries were determined after various exposure times (up to 20 min) at 2OoC. The
values are means of n=2.

Time
(min)

1

2

5

10

20

0.00

48h 96h

00
00

01

23

44

0.70

48h 96h

Percentage Recovered Cells
(% maximum count)a

EDTA Concentration
lmM)

a - The normalised cell counts were obtained by comparison to the cell counts from 5 min trypsinisation of either
48 h or 96 h grown cells. The resulting cell concentrations obtained by the standard trypsinisation procedure were
0.81 10.06 x 106 cells/ml for 48 h and 1.85 t 0.11 x 106 cells/ml for 96 h qrown cells.

00

83

17 10

47 31

70 55

1.70

48h 96h

00

21 10

30 21

57 45

77 65

2.60

48h 96h

31
14 10

40 25

74 60

84 80

3.40

48h 96h

Standard Trypsin

Solution

32

21 10

48 30

85 60

100 80

48h 96h

57

35 28

00 100

00 100

00 100

À
N)
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the various exposure times used in this study. However, there was significantly higher (P<0.01)

cell recovery from 48 h flasks compared to 96 h (over-confluent) with respect to all wash solution

EDTA concentrations and exposure times used. None of the EDTA concentrations (0.70-3.40

mM) used produced complete cell recovery from the 96 h flasks. Indeed, there were sígnificanfly

fewer (20%, P<0.05) cells recovered from the 96 h flasks at 3.40 mM EDTA with an exposure

time of 20 min compared to the standard trypsin detached flask. (6) Few cells (<5%) were

recovered in D-PBS- in the absence of trypsin or EDTA from either 48 or g6 h flasks.

CellAggregates. EDTA wash solutions liberated the cells as aggregates (2-28 cells) at allwash

solution EDTA concentrations and exposure times used. The cell aggregates were larger from

the 96 h flasks (10-28 cells) compared to the 48 h flasks (5-10 cells). More of the recovered

cells (>70%) were aggregated from 96 h flasks compared to 48 h (<4}ok) flasks. However, the

viability of the aggregated cells was high (>90%) from all flasks. Vigorous pipetting could not

singly suspend cells from the aggregates and resulted in reduced cell viabilities (<70%).

Discussion. Vero cells could be recovered using wash solutions containing EDTA (without

trypsin) with long exposure times. This agrees with BEK and FS-4 cell recoveries of Tao et al.

(1988). However, this method recovered the cells in large aggregates, as they detached from

the surface in sheets (2-10 m¡2¡. These aggregates could not be broken up even with vigorous

pipetting which caused low cell viability (<75o/o). The cell sheeting or aggregation following

removalwith EDTA solutions also occurswith human fibroblasts (Cassiman et al., 19g1). Thus,

Vero could be recovered with EDTA wash solutions but this was not the optimal method to

generate singly suspended cells with high viability for subsequent cultures.

3.3.2 Attachment Time and Cell Growth of EDTA Detached Gells

Introduction. The previous study (3.3.1) showed Vero cells could be recovered from T2S
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culture flasks with wash solutions containing EDTA. EDTA has no proteolytic function that could

damage cell membranes, so should not interfere with subsequent attachment and growth of the

recovered cells. No reports were found defining any effects of detachment with EDTA solutions.

Therefore, this study determined the effects of Vero cell detachment with the various EDTA

wash solutions without trypsin (3.3.1) on the attachment time and yields after 72 h in culture.

Experimental. The Vero cells detached with EDTA wash solutions above (3.3.1) were grown ln

T25cultureflaskstheattachmenttime, lagphaseandyield afterT2hincultureweredetermined

(2.5.6).

Results. Table 3.2 shows the cell attachment time and yield after 72 h in culture following

recovery with EDTA wash solutions. (1) There were differences in the cell attachment times in

subsequent cultures following cell recovery in EDTA solutions. However, there was no

significant difference in the cell yields after 72 h in culture with respect to any EDTA

concentration used. (2) There was no significant difference in the attachment time of cells

harvested using wash solutions containing 0.70 mM EDTA compared to the standard trypsin

solution. There were significantly longer (P<0.01) cell attachment times from cells recovereo

with wash solutions at >0.70 mM EDTA. (3) There was no significant difference in the lag phase

times with respect to any wash solution EDTA concentration useo.

Discussion. There has only been one report of any difference between cells harvested using

EDTA solutions compared to trypsin ffao et al., 1988). These authors suggested the BEK and

FS-4 cells used were trypsin sensitive and thus, used EDTA solutions to detach them. No data

was reported to show the trypsin sensitivity. Vero cell yields in this study were not significan¡y

affected by detachment with solutions at any EDTA concentration used. However, subsequent

cell attachment times were significantly longer from solutions at high EDTA concentrations which

suggests the EDTA had interfered with the cell membranes. This could involve the removal of
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Table 3.2 - The attachment time, lag phase and yield of Vero cells in T25 culture flasks
detached with wash solutions containing various concentrations of EDTA for various exposure
times. The cellswere grown for96 h in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS (10 mL) and were detached with
EDTA (up to 3.40 mM) for 10 or 20 min. The detached cells were recovered by centrifugation
(300 x g for 5 min). The cells were resuspended and diluted to 0.20 x 106 

"éllrtmt 
in fresh

flasks. The cell attachment time was measured (every 0.5 h for 8.0 h) and the cell concentration
was determined after 72 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Wash Solution
EDTA

Concentration

0.70

1.70

3.40

" - Highest cell yield.

Cell
Concentration

After 72h
106

1.41 t0.10
1.33 t 0.09

1.38 r 0.09

1.38 r 0.09

1 .31 t 0.10

1.37 r 0.09

Lag Phase Time

10

20

10

20

10

¿u

0.75 r 0.20

1.50 t 0.30

1.50 r 0.30

1.50 r 0.30

1.50 r 0.30

1.50 r 0.30

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 t 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50
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Ca2+ from the membranes which could be required for cell attachment (Curtis and McMurray,

1986) but such increases did not affect cell yields aÍter 72 h in culture.

3.3.3 Gell Detachment by Trypsin Solutions

Introduction. The use of EDTA solutions for cell recovery is rare, as trypsin solutions at

concentrations up to 0.25% w/v are routinely used for recovery of adherent cells. However,

trypsin detachment could damage the cell membranes and affect cell recoveries, viabilities and

subsequent growth. Therefore, this study determined the optimal trypsin solution concentration

and exposure time for Vero cell recovery with and without rapping of the flasks to improve cell

detachment.

Experimental. The Vero cell sheets from flasks grown for g6 h were washed with D-PBS- (6

mL) containing EDTA (0.70 mM) and the cells were detached using various trypsin solutions (1

mL of 0.25-1.00% w/v porcine trypsin:1 mM EDTA in HBSS-) with rocking and rolling for various

exposure times (up to 30 min). The detached cells were recovered and counted by the trypan

blue method (2.5.1-2). The cell detachment was performed with and without rapping the flask

against the palm of the hand (x10-15) at each time point. The cell recoveries were normalised,

as described above (3.3.1).

Results. Fig. 3.14)-8) show Vero cell recoveries from T25 culture flasks with the various

trypsin solutions and exposure times used. Table 3.3 shows the cell viability following recovery

with the various trypsin protocols used. (1) Vero cells could be completely recovered with all the

trypsin solutions used (up to 1.00% w/v) from flasks which were both rapped (5 min exposure)

and unrapped (10 min exposure). (2) There were significantly higher (P<0.01) cell recoveries

from rapped flasks compared to unrapped flasks with respect to the trypsin concentrations and

exposure times used. (3) The analyses showed cell recovery from rapped flasks was not
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Table 3.3 - The effect of the trypsin solution concentration and exposure time on Vero cell
viability following recovery from T25 culture flasks with and without rapping. The cells were
inoculated at 0.20 x 10o cells/mL in 10 mL of DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. Cells were detached from
the flasks with solutions containing 1.00 mM EDTA and up to 1.00% w/v porcine trypsin. The
cells were recovered by centrifugation at 300 x g for 5 min, and the cell viability was determined
by the trypan blue method. The values are means of n=2.

Trypsin Concentration and
Exposure Time

(min)

0.25o/o w/v Trypsin

Vero Cell Viability by the Trypan Blue Method Following
Recovery with Trypsin Solution

Unrapped Flasks Rapped Flasks

1

2
?,

5

10
lq

20

30

NC

100

100

100
o-7

97
o?

qA

100

97
o7

100

97

oq

oq

0.50% w/v Trypsin
4
I

2

q

10

15

20

30

95
oq

97

97

95

97

97
o7

100

95

95
oq

oq

97

92

96

1.00o/o w/v Trypsin

1

2

q

10

15

20

30

100

100
oÃ

aq

oÃ

vl
95

95

97

100

100

95
OA

oq

oÃ

94

NC - No cells detached from the flasks.
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significantly different with exposure times of 5-30 min. However, there were significantly lower

(P<0.01) recoveries with exposure times of <5 min. (4) There was no significant difference in

the cell recoveries with respect to the trypsin concentrations or exposure times used.

(5) Visual observation of Vero cell detachment from the flasks showed there were

differences between the trypsin concentrations used. Free cells were observed earlier (1 min)

with 1.00% w/v trypsin solutions compared to 0.25o/o w/v trypsin (2 min). Indeed, a high

proportion (50% of the total cells) of free cells were detached before the flasks were rapped at

the first sample time (1 min) with the 1.00% w/v trypsin solution. Significantly fewer cells (85%,

P<0.01) were detached before the first sample time with lhe 0.25o/o w/v trypsin solution. The free

cells were predominantly (90%) singles or doublets. (6) There was no significant difference in

the cell viability (>90%) with respect to all trypsin solution concentrations and exposure times

used.

(7) The use of the EDTA (0.70 mM) wash solution prior to trypsinisation lead to high cell

recoveries without cell aggregate formation. Short wash times (1-2 min) were optimal for the

subsequent cell recovery and viability. The use of an EDTA wash solution ensured complete

Ca2+ chelation prior to trypsin detachment and prevented subsequent cell aggregation. Such

short wash times prevented any cell detachment prior to trypsinisation.

Discussion. Others have reported exposure to trypsin solutions affecting Vero, MRC-S and FS-

4 cell viabilities and/or recoveries (Gebb et al., 1984, Hu et al., 1985 and Lindskog et al., 1987).

However, trypsin solutions at 0.20-0.250/o wlv were shown to have a sufficient concentration to

detach most (>75% of the total) Vero and MRC-S cells from culture flasks (Lindner et al., 1987).

Long exposure times (>10 min) to trypsin solutions were found to decrease the cell viability

(20o/o). Trypsin solutions with a high pH (pH 7.8) were shown previously to increase the FS-4 cell

detachment rate (Hu et al., 1985) and all commercial trypsin solutions are now prepared at this

pH (Gibco, 1992).

The results (Fig. 3.14)-B)) show long exposure times with solutions of all trypsin
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concentrat¡ons used had no effect on Vero cell recovery or viability. Therefore, the results in this

study disagree with those of the previous authors. Flask rapping to detach the cells only affected

cell recoveries from short trypsin exposures. There was no cell aggregation after recovery

following any trypsin procedure.

3.3.4 Attachment Time and Gell Growth of Trypsin Detached Cells

Introduction. Trypsin detachment (3.3.3) did not affect cell recoveries or viabilities even after

long (up to 30 min) exposure times but could affect the subsequent cell growth. Therefore, this

study determined the effects of detachment with various trypsin solutions and exposure times on

the Vero cell attachment time and yield after72 h in culture.

Experimental. The Vero cells detached by the various trypsin procedures above (3.3.3) were

inoculated in T25 culture flasks, as described previously (2.5.6). The culture flasks were

analysed forthe cell attachmenttime and subsequent yield after72 h (3.3.2).

Resufts. Table 3.4 shows Vero cell attachment times and yields after 72 h in culture following

detachment with the various trypsin solutions and exposure times used. (1) Trypsin solution

detachment did affect Vero cell attachment times and yields after 72hin culture. (2) There were

significantly longer (P<0.01) cell attachment times following detachment with trypsin solutions at

>0.25o/o w/v with respect to all exposure times used. (3) Lag phases were increased proportional

to the trypsin solution concentration and the exposure time used. Lag phases were significanfly

longer (P<0.01) al>0.25o/o w/v trypsin solutions with respect to all exposure times used. (4) Cell

yields after 72 h in culture were significantly higher (P<0 05) at 0.25o/o w/v trypsin solutions

compared to all other concentrations with respect to all exposure times. (5) Cell yields were

significantly higher following a 5 min exposure times compared to all other times used with

respect to all trypsin concentrations. (6) There was no significant difference in the cell growth
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Tabfe 3.4 - The attachment time, lag phase and yield after 72 h of Vero cells in T25 culture
flasks following detachment using various tryps¡n solut¡ons (up to 1.00% w/v) and exposure
times (up to 15 min). The cells from 96 h culture flasks were detached and resuspended with
DMEM t 5.0% v/v sCS and recovered by centrifugation at 300 g for 5 min. The cells were
resuspended and diluted to 0.20 x 106 cells/ml in 10 mL DMEM + 5.Oo/o v/v sCS. Cell
attachment was measured every 0.5 h for 8.0 h and the cell concentration was determined after
72hin culture. The values are means of n=2.

a - cells were resuspended in DMEM medium w¡th (+) or without (-) 5.0% v/v scs* - Highest cell yield.

Trypsin
Concentration

(o/o w/v)

Exposure
Time

(min)

Seruma

(5.0o/o vlv
sCS)

Cell
Attachment

Time

(h)

Lag Phase

(h)

Cell
Concentration

Afler 72 h
1x to6tmt¡

0.25

0.25

0.50

1.00

6

10

.tq

10

15

10

15

+

+

+

+

+

I

+

+

+

0.75 t 0.20

1.50 t 0.30

3.50 I 1.00

3.50 r 1.00

2.50 r 1.00

3.50 t 1.00

5.00 r 1.00

3.50 t 1.00

4.50 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

6.00 10.50

9.00 r 1.00

12.00 r '1.00

12.00 t 1 .00

9.00 r 1.00

15.00 1 1.00

18.00 r 1 .50

15.00 I 1.00

18.00 I 1 .50

24.00 !2.00

1.44 r 0.09

1.21 I 0.08

1.01 r 0.07

1.11 r 0.07

1.18 r 0.07

1.01 I 0.07

0.89 t 0.05

1.02 ! 0.07

0.88 t 0.05

0.84 r 0.05
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rates (0.037 t O.OO3 ¡-1¡ with respect to the trypsin concentrations and exposure times used.

Discussion. The (fable 3.4) trypsin concentration in the detachment solutions significantly

affected Vero cell attachment times and yields after 72 h in this study. Long exposure times to

high concentrations of trypsin significantly increased the values observed for all parameters.

Lag phases of up to 24 h have been shown for MRC-S and Vero cells detached using similar

trypsin conditions (Lindskog et al., 1987), so the results in this study agree with the previous

authors.

All lag phases in adherent cell cultures could be explained by either trypsin induced

degradation of specific integrin adherence receptors (Hynes, 1987) or from fibronectin residues

remaining on the membranes and interfering with subsequent reattachment (Kleinman et al.,

1983). The trypsin concentration and exposure time could affect the amount of integrin and

fibronectin degradation. Exogenous fibronectin and or vitronectin bind to flask surfaces and then

attach to cell membrane integrins and are known to be required for BHK and bovine corneal

endothelial (BCE-1) cells to attach, spread and divide on surfaces (Hughes et al., '1979,

Bradshaw et al., 1983 and Underwood and Bennett, 1989). Hence, the cells could require up to

36 h to resynthesise the integrins to allow full attachment, spreading and initiation of cell division

after exposure to high trypsin concentrations ('1.00% w/v).

Cassiman et al. (1981) showed that dispase and trypsin could detach human diploid

fibroblasts from culture flasks. The dispase detached cells had significantly enhanced cell

plating and yields (x1.5 more cells after 168 h of growth) in subsequent cultures compared to

trypsin detached cells. This could be explained by a reduced degradation of the integrin

attachment receptors by dispase compared to trypsin and less biosynthesis would be required

following subculture with dispase to produce a rapid cell attachment and therefore, good growth.

However, dispase was not tested in this study.



3.3.5 Stopping the Action of the Trypsin Solution

f ntroduction. Vero cell attachment times, lag phases and cell yields after 72 h in culture were

significantly affected (3.3.4) by the trypsin concentration and exposure time used to detach them.

These effects probably result from the proteolytic action of trypsin which is usually blocked by

the addition of either whole serum which contains protease inhibitors or serum containing

medium to prevent further membrane damage during recovery. Therefore, this study

determined the optimal resuspension conditions for Vero cell recoveries from T25 culture flasks.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in T25 culture flasks for 96 h, as described above

(3.3.1). The cell sheets were washed and detached with the standard trypsinisation procedure

(2.2) The detached cells were resuspended in DMEM t 5.0% v/v sCS prior to recovery by

centrifugation (300 x g for 5 min). The cell recoveries were normalised and the subsequent cell

attachment time and yield were determined (3.3.2).

Results. Table 3.4 shows the Vero cell attachment times and yields after 72 h in culture

following recovery with serum containing and serum-free DMEM. (1) Vero cell attachment times

and yields after 72 h in culture were affected by the resuspension medium following detachment

with trypsin solutions. (2) The cell attachment time was significantly longer (79%, P<0.01) for

cells resuspended in serum-free DMEM compared to DMEM + 5.0% viv sCS. (3) The cell yield

after 72 h in culture was significantly higher (20%, P<0.05) from cells recovered in DMEM +

5.0o/o vlv sCS compared to serum-free DMEM. (4) The lag phase was significantly longer

(200%, P<0.01) for cells resuspended in serum-free DMEM compared to DMEM + s.0% v/v

sCS. (5) There was no significant difference in the cellgrowth rates (0.037 r 0.003 h-1¡ following

resuspension in either serum containing or serum-free DMEM.

Discussion. Vero cell attachment and lag phase times were affected by the resuspension
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medium and were significantly increased by resuspension and recovery in serum-free DMEM

following trypsin detachment. This agrees with previous results with MRC-S and Vero cells

(Lindner et al., 1987). This effect could be caused by the lack of serum in the DMEM

resuspension medium to neutralise the trypsin action after cell detachment (Burger, 1g70 and

Sefton and Rubin, 1970). This could lead to further degradation of the cell membrane integrin

receptors causing the effects above (3.3.4). However, Vero cell lag phases in this study were

significantly reduced from those of Lindner et al. (1987) (40 h). Hence, cells should be

resuspended in serum containing medium following trypsin detachment to prevent excessive

proteolytic damage and improve growth after subculture.

3.3.6 Gentrifugal Force and Time

Introduction. Complete cell recovery is achieved by centrifugation which creates shear forces

dependent on the centrifuge rotor radius and the rotation speed used. The forces could affect

the cell viability or recovery. No reports were found describing the effects of centrifugal forces or

exposure times on cell recoveries and viabilities. Therefore, this study determined the optimal

centrifugal force and exposure time for the recovery of Vero cells.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in T25 flasks, as described above (3.3.j). The

cells were detached by the standard trypsinisation procedure (2.2) and resuspended in DMEM +

5.0o/o vlv sCS. The detached cells were recovered by various centrifugal forces (30-1,100 x g)

and exposure times (5-15 min) and recoveries were normalised, as described above (3.3.2).

Results. Fig. 3.2 shows Vero cell recoveries with the various centrifugal forces and times used.

(1) Vero cell recoveries were dependent on the centrifugal force and exposure time used. (2)

The were significantly higher (P<0.01) cell recoveries at centrifugal forces >200 x g compared to

all othelforcesusedandwithrespecttotheexposuretimes(5-15min)used. (3)Cell recoverres
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Fig.3.2 - The effect of various centrifugal forces (30-1 ,100 x g) and exposure times (5-15 min)
on Vero cell recovery (Closed symbols) and viability{Open symbols) from T25 culture flasks
grown for 96 h. The cells were inoculated at 0.20 x 10þ cells/ml and detached with 0.25% w/v
trypsin:1.OO mM EDTA for 5 min and resuspended in DMEM + 5.00/o v/v sCS. Cells were
recovered by centrifugation for O 5 min, I10 min or o 15 min. The cell recovery was
normalisedtotherecoveryfromcentrifugationat300xgfor5min,whichwasl.S5t0.ll xl06
cef ls/mL. The points are means of n=2.
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were significantly higher (p<0.01) at >5 min centrifugations with

there were no significant differences between the exposure times

forces of <200 x g. However,

at forces >200 x g.

Gell Aggregates' cells recovered at high centrifugal forces formed cell aggregates during

centrifugation which remained in the cell solution after gentle resuspension. cell aggregate s¡zes

were significantly higher (>50 cells) at high forces (8oo-1,100 x g) and long centrifugation times

(15 min)' The cell aggregates could be resuspended to single ceils by vigorous pipetting but this

significantly reduced (30%, P<0.01) the cell viabilities. The ceil viabitity was high (90%) from atl

centrifugal forces used at short (s min) centrifugation times.

Discussíon' centrifugation is the best way to recover cells quickly from a suspension but

creates shear forces and long (>10 min) or high centrifugal forces (>500 g) could reduce cell

viability' No one has previously described this effect. Vero cell viability was not affected by the

centrifugal force at short (5 min) times and the reduced viability seen after centrifugation at g00-

1,100 g for 10-15 min was caused by the increased pipetting required to resuspend the cell

pellet' The force was not responsible, as the aggregated cells showed high viabilities pror ro
such pipetting.

conversely, low centrifugal forces for short times only loosely pelleted the cells and large

cell losses occurred when discarding the supernatant. Longer centrifugation times at low forces

formed tighter pellets and resulted in higher recoveries.

3.3.7 Attachment Time and Growth of Gells Recovered by centrifugation

Introduction. cell recovery and viability was affected by the centrifugal force and exposure

time used' No reports were found defining the effects of centrifugation on cell attachment and

growth in subsequent cultures. Therefore, this study determined the Vero cell attachment times

and yields after72 h in culture, following detachment with trypsin and recovery by various



centr¡fugation procedures

Experimental' The Vero cells detached and recovered by centrifugation (3.3.6) were grown in

T25 culture flasks (3.3.2). The attachment times and subsequent cell yield after 72 h in culture

were determined (3.3.2).

Results. Table 3-5 shows the cell attachment times and yields from such centrifugations. (1)

Vero cell attachment times and subsequent yields after 72 h in culture were affected by the

centrifugal force and time used. (2) There were significanily longer (49%, p<0.01) cell

attachment times at >500 x g with respect to all exposure times used. (3) There were

significantly longer (41%, P<0.01) cell attachment times at >5 min exposures with respect to a¡

centrifugal forces used. (4) cell yields after 72 h in culture were significan¡y higher (21%,

P<0'01)at300>500>l,l00xgwithrespecttoalltheexposuretimesused(uptol5min). 
(s)

There were significantly longer (670lo, P<0.01) lag phases from high (1,100 x g) centrifugat forces

compared to low (300 x g) forces with respect to all exposure times used. (6) There was no

significant difference in the cell growth rates (0.037 t 0.003 ¡-1¡ with respect to a¡ centrifugal

forces and exposure times used.

Discussion. No previous reports were found describing the influence of centrifugation for cell

recovery on subsequent cell growth. The centrifugal force and exposure time used for recovery

significantly affected the subsequent growth and lag phases of Vero cells in T2S culture flasks.

The low cellyields at high (1,100 x g) centrifugal force could result from the lower cell viabilitv of

the singly suspended cells produced by vigorous pipetting.

3.4 Gonclusions

The purpose of this study was to define the optimal protocols for the detachment and

recovery of Vero cells from T25 culture flasks. The conclusions from the work above were that:
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Tabfe 3'5 - The attachment time, lag phase and yield after72 h in culture of Vero cells in T25
culture flasks recovered using various centrifugal forces (300-1,100 x g) and exposure times
(5-15 min). The cells were grown for 96 h in DMEM + 5.0o/o viv sCS (10 mL) and were detached
with 0.25% w/v trypsin in HBSS-:1.00 mM EDTA for 5 min. Cells were recovered bv
centrifugation and were resuspended and diluted to 0.20 x 106 cells/mL in T25 culture flasks.
Cell attachment was measured every 0.5 h for 8.0 h and the cell concentration was determined
after 72 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

* - Highest cell yield.

Centrifugal
Force
(x o)

Exposure
Time
(min)

CellAttachment Time

(h)

Lag Phase

(h)

Cell Concentration
After 72 h

(x to6lmt)
300

500

1,100

5

10

1q

10

15

5

10

15

0.75 !0.20
1.50 r 0.30

3.50 t 1.00

0.75 r 0.25

1.50 r 0.30

3.50 r 1.00

2.50 r 1.00

3.50 r 1.00

4.50 r 1.00

6.00 + 0.50

9.00 r '1.00

12.00 t 1 .00

9.00 t 1.00

12.00 + 1.00

15.00 r 1.00

12.00 r 1 .00

15.00 r 1.00

18.00 I 1 .00

1.44 I 0.09

1.37 t 0.09

1.21 !0.08

1.33 r 0.08

1.23 t 0.06

1 .15 r 0.07

1.20 !0.07

1 .13 r 0.06

0.99 t 0.06



- complete cell detachment was possible with wash solutions containing 3.40 mM EDTA for

20 min in the absence of trypsin. However, this resulted in large cell aggregates (2-2g cells) or

sheets which could not be singly suspended by vigorous pipetting.

- cell viability and recovery were unaffected by the trypsin concentration (up to 1.00% w/v),

trypsinisation time (up to 30 min) or EDTA concentration used (up to 3.40 mM) in the

detachment solutions.

- the optimal EDTA concentration in the wash solution was 0.70 mM with a contact time of

<2 min.

- the optimal cell detachment was with a solution of 0.25o/o w/v trypsin with 1.00 mM EDTA

with an exposure of 5 min. Long exposure times (15 min) or high trypsin concentrations (1.00%

w/v) resulted in long cell attachment times (6 h) and lag phases (24 h) in subsequent growths.

- the optimal resuspension medium was DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS prior to recovery.

- the optimal cell recovery was with a centrifugal force of 300 x g for 5 min. Similar cell

recoveries and viabilities were found with centrifugation at 125-1,100 x g for <10 min. High

centrifugalforces (1'100 x g) and long times (>10 min) resulted in cell aggregates which required

vigorous pipetting for resuspension. However, such pipetting produced low viabilities which

reduced the cell yields of subsequent cultures. Low centrifugal forces (<125 x g) for <10 min

resulted in reduced cell recoveries but with high viability.
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Chapter 4' Comparing Trypan Blue Dye Exclusion and Crystal Violet Nuclei Staining

Techniques for Counting Mammalian Cells
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4. Comparing Trypan Blue Dye Exclusion and Crystal Violet Nuclei Staining Techniques

for Counting Mammalian Ceils.

4.1 Introduction

Suspended cells e.g. hybridomas, are counted using the trypan blue dye exclusion method

(Amos et al., 1969). This method involves dilution of cell samples with the dye and the solution

is then placed on a haemocytometer slide and the cells are immediately counted under a

microscope. This method is quick and easy and the cell viability can be estimated from the ratio

of cells staining blue to total cells.

Adherent cells e.g. African monkey kidney flr/ero) cells, have to be physically or enzymically

detached from their growth surface before counting by the trypan blue method. This significanily

increases the sample preparation time and could reduce the recovery and viability of Vero and

human diploid lung fibroblast (MRC-S) cells (Gebb et al., 1984 and Lindskog et at., 1987).

Consequently, adherent cells are often counted by the crystal violet nuclei stain procedure

(Sanford et al., 1951 and van Wezel, 1967), frequently used with microcarrier cultures (Morandi

et al., 1982, Hu et al., 1985, White and Ades 1990 and Forestatt et at., 1992). This method

involves dilution of culture samples with a mixture of citric acíd, Triton X-1OO detergent and

crystal violetdye. The mixture is incubated for a minimum of t h (Lin et al., 19g1) for complete

lysis of the cell membrane by the hypertonic citric acid solution and denaturation by the Triton X-

100. The released nuclei become stained with the crystal violet dye and can be counted on a

haemocytometer. This method is quick (excepting the incubation time), easy to perform and the

cells can be treated without removal from the substrata. However, Sanford et al. (1951)

proposed the nuclei staining method to show cell proliferation by an increase of nuclei and not as

a method for estimating their true concentrations.

other cell counting techniques have been developed for suspended and adherent cells

including the Goulter counter, formazan dyes, enzyme assays and image analysis.

The Coulter counter (Coulter, 1953) was developed as an automatic counter and particle
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sizer. The principle of the instrument is that a vacuum applied on the electrolyte at the top of an

glass electrode draws a known volume of culture sample through an orifice at the base of the

electrode. Particles or cells pass through an electric current applied across the orifice and

disrupt the current proportional to their size. The instrument can be preset to ignore particles of

a larger or smaller size than those of interest.

The formazan methods use dyes such as 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-

tetrazolium bromide (MTT) (Green et al., 1984), which can only be metabolised by viable cells

into fluorescing compounds. Cell samples are incubated and counted by haemocytometer under

a microscope.

Cell death and lysis cause the release of the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and

determining the LDH activity of a known sample volume, both with and without treatment (e.g.

sonication) to disrupt the viable cells, can give the viable and total cell numbers (Iolman et al.,

1978). The LDH activity is determined using a g6-well plate assay forthe breakdown of lactate

generating reduced p-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide which can be monitored by light

absorbance at 340 nm. Standard curves of LDH activity must be determined and compared to

known cell concentrations for the enzyme method to be used effectively.

lmage analysis (Foran et al., 1991) has been developed for counting cells on macroporous

microcarriers. The method involves fixing the cells on the beads with formaldehyde and staining

them with a series of histologic dyes. The beads are then photographed by scanning electron

microscopy and the negatives scanned by a microdensitometer with and without filter processing

to discriminate between cytoplasmic and nuclei staining. Scan results are then analysed by

computer to determine the cell number.

Some of the methods above have been previously validated against the trypan blue counting

method (Duval et al., 1990) with murine hybridoma cells. However, no direct comparison of

trypan blue and crystal violet counting methods was found in the literature.

In this Chapter we report a direct comparison of the crystal violet, trypan blue and Coulter

counter methods for counting suspended hybridomas (CC9C10) and adherent Vero and Chinese
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hamster ovary cells (CHO). Data was generated in static flasks and with solid (Cytodex-1 and 3)

and macroporous (Cultispher-G) microcarriers as substrata for the adherent Vero and CHO cells

in spinner flask cultures. Cells were grown in batch, daily refed and nutrient limited cultures to

assess whether the culture system influenced the results.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Cell Lines

Vero (2.1), murine hybridoma (CC9C10) and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cetts were

obtained from ATCC, catalogue numbers CCL-81 , HB-121 and CCL-61 respectively. Stock cells

were grown in T75 and T150 culture flasks (2.1). Cells for experiments were subcultured twice

with a 1:4 dilution every 48 h for exponential phase cells or every 120 h for stationary phase

cells. Cells were grown in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS).

The DMEM was prepared as described previously (2.3).

4.2.2 Cell Harvesting, Recovery and Subculture

CC9C10 culture flasks were rapped against the palm of the hand (15 times) and

homogeneously resuspended. The required volume for the subculture was then removed and

added to the new culture flask. Vero and CHO cells were detached and recovered by the

standard trypsinisation procedure (2.2). Although most of the CHO celts were growing

adherently on the culture flask surface, there was also a substantial proportion of suspension

cells. Thus, CHO cell supernatants were retained to collect such suspended cells.

4.2.3 Cell Counting Protocols

Cell counting procedures have been described previously (2.5.1-a).

4.2.4 Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting

Vero cells were fixed and prepared for fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis by
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the method of Shapiro (1988). The method was as follows:

l. A total of 3.00 to 6.00 x 106 cells were centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min. The supernatant

was discarded.

ll. The cell pellet was resuspended in of D-PBS- (1.00 mL). tce cotd ethanot (1.70 mL) was

slowly added whilst vortexing the tube. The cells were placed on ice and gen¡y shaken to

resuspend every 10 min for t h.

lll. The cells were centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded.

lV. The cell pellet was washed (x2) with D-PBS- (5.00 mL) and were centrifuged at 300 x g

for 5 min and the supernatant discarded.

V. The cells were resuspended with D-pBS- (1.00 mL).

Vl. RNase (1.00 mL of 1.0 mg/ml) was added and the tube incubated at 37oc for 30 to 45

min.

Vll. The cells were centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min and the supernatant discarded.

Vlll. The cell pellet was resuspended in D-PBS- (5.00 mL) and was either stored at 4oC for

up to 48 h or was immediately prepared for FACS analysis (lX to Xlll).

lX. Cells were prepared for FACS analysis by centrifugation at 300 x g for 5 min and the

supernatant was discarded.

X' The cell pellet was resuspended in D-PBS- (1.00 mL) and the tubes were wrapped in

aluminium foil.

Xl. Propidium iodide (1.00 mL at 50.0 pg/ml) in D-PBS-was added and the tubes vortexed

(20 s). The samples were incubated at 20oC for at least t h prior to FACS analysis.

Xll. The cells were placed onto an EPICS-753 FACS instrument (Coulter@ Electronics Inc.,

Hialeah, FL, U.S.A.). The cells were passed at a rate of 500 cells/s through an Argon ion laser

beam at a wavelength of 488 nm. A total of 10,000 cells were passed through the laser beam for

each sample analysis.

Xllt. The propidium iodide fluorescence of the cells was detected for wavelengths of >610

nm. The instrument analysed the forward angle (between2-190) and sideways (g0o) light scatter



as the cells were passed through the laser beam.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Growth in Culture Flasks

Introduction. Trypan blue and Coulter counter methods have been directly compared and

found to yield similar cell counts but the crystal violet method has never been directly compared

to any of the whole cell count methods. Therefore, this study was performed to validate cell

counting by the crystal violet nuclei staining method with the whole cell counting methods of

trypan blue dye exclusion and Coulter counter.

Experimental. The suspension cell line was murine hybridoma CC9C10 and the adherent cells

were Vero and CHO. The cells were inoculated and grown in T25 culture flasks (2.'1). One flask

of each cell line was sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan blue, crystal violet or Coulter

counter methods.

Results. Fig. 4.1 shows crystal violet nuclei stain, trypan blue dye exclusion and Coulter counter

method counts of the growth of suspension hybridoma (CC9C10), Vero and CHO cells in T25

culture flasks. (1) Counts of CCSC10, Vero and CHO cells in T25 culture flasks differed between

the crystal violet nuclei stain, trypan blue dye exclusion and Coulter counter counting methods

used. (2) There was no significant difference between cell counts by the trypan blue and Coulter

counter methods during the exponential phase with respect to all cell lines used. (3) There were

sígnificantly higher (30%, P<0.01) Vero and CHO cell counts (Fig. 4.18)-C)) at 120 h (mid-

stationary phase) by the trypan blue method compared to the Coulter counter method. Cell

aggregates (2-15 cells) were found in the trypan blue count samples at this time but were not

present when the counts were similar (4) Cell counts of CC9C1O (Fig.4.1A)) showed a

significantly higher count (30%, P<0.01) after 48 and72 h in cutture by the crystal viotet method
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compared to the other methods used. (5) Vero cell counts (Fig. 4.18)) from 24 h onwaros were

always significantly higher (30-50%, P<0.01) by the crystal violet method compared to the other

methods used. (6) Cell counts of CHo (Fig. 4.1C)) showed significanily higher counrs (30-50%,

P<0'01) at all time points, except 72hin culture, by the crystal violet method compared to the

other methods used' (7) There was no significant difference in the maximum CCSC10 cell count

with respect to all the count methods used. This count remained constant through the decline

phase as the viability by the trypan blue method was reduced (85%). (g) Vero and cHo cell

viabilities remained high (>90%) throughout the stationary phase. (9) Vero and cHo cells had

significantly higher (38%, P<0.01) maximum counts at every sample time in the stationary phase

by the crystal violet method compared to the other methods used. (10) There was no significant

difference between the maximum counts of all cell lines by the crystal violet method.

Discussion. Duval et al. (1990) previously showed little difference between the trypan blue and

coulter counter methods with hybridoma cells. However, no reports were found comparing the

crystal violet nuclei staining method against any other method for enumerating adherent cells.

van Wezel (1985) suggested the crystal violet method gave more reproducible counts, though no

evidence or reasoning for this statement was given. A report (cherry and papoutsakis, 19gg)

was found where bovine embryonic kidney (BEK) cells were counted by both trypan blue and

crystal violet methods for the first three counts. The authors found no differences between the

two methods and hence, used the crystar vioret method thereafter.

The results (Fig. 4.14)-c)) in this study showed counts for all three ce¡ lines during the

exponential phase were similar by the trypan blue and coulter counter methods. ccgc10 cells

also had similar cell counts in the stationary phase by trypan blue and coulter counter methods

which agrees with the results of Duval et al. (1990). However, Vero and cHo cells were

detached as small cell aggregates after 120 h which caused count differences between these

methods. The aggregates could be counted by the trypan blue method but the Coulter counfer

either recorded each aggregate as one event or excluded them - a major limitation of the Coulter
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counter method. Most CC9C10 cells were singly suspended, hence, counts by the trypan blue

and Coulter counter methods were similar.

Cell line dependent count differences were found between the crystal violet and trypan blue

or Coulter counter methods. Counts by the crystal violet method were consisten¡y higher for the

adherent cells (Vero and CHo). The CC9C10 suspension cells had few count differences

between the methods and a similar maximum count by all methods. The maximum counts bv

the crystal violet method were similar in all cell lines.

4.3.2 Growth in Spinner Flasks

Introduction. Significant differences were found (4.3.1) between the nuclei staining and trypan

blue counting methods for CCSC10, Vero and CHo cells grown in T25 culture flasks. However,

the crystal violet counting method is primarily used in microcarrier research using spinner flasks,

so the differences observed could be growth system dependent. Therefore, the above

experiment was repeated with cells grown in spinner flasks, in batch and daily refed modes, to

assess if the count differences between the methods were growth system dependent.

Experimental. cc9c10 (batch cultures only), vero and cHo cultures were grown in 100 mL

spinner flasks (2.4'3). Cytodex-1 and 3 (1.00 g/L) were used for Vero and CHo cells,

respectively, and macroporous Cultispher-G (1.70 g/L) for Vero cells. Refed cultures were

inoculated as above and were given one daily medium exchange (50% v/v) ,from72 h onwards.

The cells were counted by the crystal violet and trypan blue methods. Samples from cytodex

cultures were treated with the standard trypsin solution (o.25ok w/v:1.00 mM EDTA) with and

without dextranase (50 units/mL) to denature the beads. The Coulter counter method could not

generate cell counts from solid microcarrier cultures.

Results. Fig.4.2 shows batch CCSC10 cellgrowth in suspension culture and Vero and cHo cell
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growths in cultures of Cytodex-1 and 3 and cultispher-G microcarriers counted by crystal v¡olet

and trypan blue methods. Fig. 4.3 shows daily refed growths of Vero and cHo cells on

microcarriers. Table 4.1 shows the Vero cell viabilities by the trypan blue method following

microcarrier sample treatments with trypsin solutions prepared with or without dextranase. (1)

There were differences in the cell counts by crystal violet nuclei method compared to trypan blue

in all the spinner cultures but the differences were cell line dependent. (2) There (Fig. 4.zA)) was

onlyonesignificantlyhigher(32%,P<0.01)ccgcl0cell count aflerT2hinculturebythecrystal

violet method compared to trypan blue. (3) There was no significant difference in the maximum

ccgc10 cell counts in the stationary phase with respect to either count method used. (4) There

(Fig' 4'28)-D) were significantly higher (>30%, P<0.01) vero and cHo cell counts in both the

stationary and exponential growth phases at every time point after 4g h by the crystat violet

method compared to trypan blue. (5) There were some free cHo cells (<1 5o/o of the totat count

by the trypan blue method) present in the supernatant throughout the culture. However, few

(<1%) Vero cells were freely suspended at any time. (6) There was no significant difference

between the maximum counts of Vero and cHo cells in batch spinner flasks by either count

method used.

(7) There were (fable 4.1) differences in the Vero and cHo cell viabilities, foilowing

detachment with the standard trypsin solution (without dextranase), by the trypan blue method

between the bead types' There were significanily lower (up to 30%, p<0.05) cell viabilities in

cultures of cytodex-1 and 3 compared to cultispher-G at alr sample times used. The standard

trypsin solution did not degrade cytodex beads but did degrade cultispher-G beads. However,

when dextranase was added to the trypsin solution the solid beads were completely degraded

and cell viability was not significantly different in cultures of either bead. some (<1oo/o of the

total cell count) free nuclei were always present in cell counts by the trypan blue method.

(8) The results (Fig. 4.34)-c)) of daily refed (one 50% v/v medium exchange from 72 h

onwards) growths of Vero and cHo cells showed similar trends to the batch cultures above.

There was no signifícant difference in the general results in daily refed compared to batch
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Table 4.1 - The effect of the composition of the enzymic detachment solution on the viability
of Vero cells in count samples from 100 mL spinnerflask on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L
Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.15 x 10o cells/mL and stirred continuously at 40
rpm in DMEM + 5.0Yo v/v sCS. Flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-
G). Cells were detached from the beads with solutions containing 1.00 mM EDTA and either
porcine trypsin (0.25o/o w/v) or porcine trypsin:dextranase (0.25% w/v:50 units/ml). Cell viability
was determined by the trypan blue method. The values are means of n=2.

Sample Tíme

(h)

cell Viability by the Trypan Blue Method Following Enzymic Detachment from
Particular Bead Type

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Trypsin Trypsin/Dextranase Trypsin Trypsin/Dextranase

0

24

48

72
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70
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spinner flask cultures with respect to either cell line used. (9) There were significantly higher

counts for Vero (240o/o) and CHO (190%) cells in the daily refed cultures compared to batch with

respect to either count method used. (10) There were significantly higher (>50%, P<0.01)

stationary phase cell counts by the crystal violet method compared to the trypan blue method in

daily refed cultures of either cells. (11) There were significantly higher (30%, P<0.01) numbers

of freely suspended CHO cells (by the trypan blue count method) in daily refed compared to

batch cultures at maximum counts.

Discussion. The crystal violet counting method has been used extensively to assess cell

growth in microcarrier cultures since it was first proposed (van Wezel, 1967). However, the

results above show trypan blue and crystal violet methods do not give the same counts for the

adherent cells used and the differences were not growth system dependent. lt was impossible to

use the Coulter counter as Cytodex beads blocked the orifice of the electrode.

Trypsin detachment of cells was reported to reduce Vero and MRC-S cell viabilities (Gebb et

al., 1984) which could have affected counts by the trypan blue method through losses of any

disrupted cells. Incomplete trypsin detachment could also have resulted in a reduced count by

the trypan blue method. However, losses could also have occurred during the preparation for

the crystal violet count, as nuclei also stick onto growth surfaces. The methods in this study

eliminated errors from count sample preparation, as the cells were detached by previously

optimised methods which do not affect cell viabilities by the trypan blue method (3.3.3) and onty

detached cells were counted.

The CHO and Vero cells fl-able 4.2A)-D) and Fig. 4,34)-C)) grown in spinner flasks showed

high count differences between the crystal violet and trypan blue methods. Qualitz et al. (1g93)

previously reported maximum CHO cell counts by the trypan blue method (1.15 x 106 cells/ml)

and the crystal violet method (1.85 x 106 cells/mL) which were lower compared to those in this

study. However, the authors grew CHO cells in two different systems and used only one count

method per system (crystal violet method with microcarriers and trypan blue with suspension
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cells). These authors concluded microcarriers were the optimal culture system for CHO as

maximum yields were significantly higher (38%) compared to suspension cultures. The data in

this study suggests this could have resulted from the different count methods used between the

growth systems. The previous authors count differences, even though they were not from the

same flasks, were similar to the CHO cell count difference (32o/") in this study. Vero cell counts

by the crystal violet method also agree with previously reported maximum yields of

approximately 2.00 x 106 cells/mL (Polastri et al., 1984 and Goetghebeur et al., 1991).

Gell Viabilities. Cell viabilities [able 4.1), following detachment with trypsin solutions (without

dextranase), by the trypan blue method were lower for Vero and CHO cells in cultures of solid

Cytodex-1 and 3 compared to macroporous Cultispher-G beads. This could be explained by the

solid beads being present in the culture samples throughout count processing. Bead collisions

could have disrupted the detached cells during resuspension for the count. This mechanism

would be similar to that proposed for BEK cell damage in highly agitated cultures (Cherry and

Papoutsakis, 1988). Adding dextranase to the trypsin solution completely denatured the

polydextran beads and gave high cell viabilities in the count samples agreeing with previous

Vero and MRC-s cell viabilities using dextranase to remove the Cytodex beads (Gebb et al.,

1984). However, the count method differences could not be explained bythe viability loss in the

trypan blue method, as the blue stained cells were counted in the total counts. Some free nuclei

(<10o/o of the total count by the trypan blue method) were observed in trypan blue method

counts. However, there were still significant differences between the methods when these nuclei

were added into the total count by the trypan blue method.

4.3.3 Sampling Time and Passage Number of Vero Cell Cultures

Introduction. The cell passage age could influence their growth and culture synchronicity.

However, there have been few reports in the literature where cell counts were taken more than



once a day to assess culture synchronicity. Therefore, this study determined whether the Vero

cell passage number (131-155) affected the count differences between the trypan blue and

crystal violet methods.

Experimental. Stock Vero cells at passage numbers 131,142 and 155 were grown in T25

culture flasks (4.3.1). The cells were subcultured 1:10 every 72hby the standard trypsinisation

protocol (2.2) prior to the experiment. Three flasks were harvested daily (every 6-10 h) for cell

counts by the trypan blue and Crystal violet methods.

Results. Fig. 4.4 shows Vero cell growths from various passage ages in T25 culture flasks

countedbythetrypanblueandcrystalvioletnucleistainmethods. (1)Verocell countsbycrystal

violet nuclei stain and trypan blue dye exclusion methods were not significanfly affected by the

passage numbers used (131-155). (2) The count differences between crystal violet nuclei stain

and trypan blue methods had time-dependent cycling patterns with respect to all cell passage

numbers used. The patterns were most pronounced from cells at high passage numbers (155).

(3) There (Fig. 4.4c)) were no significant differences between the Vero cell counts by either

method after 16,40 or g0 h in cultures from passage 155 cells. However, there were

significantly higher (>30%, P<0.01) counts after 0, 24 and 122hin culture by the crystal violet

method compared to the trypan blue method. (4) The highest count differences (100%) between

crystal violet and trypan blue methods in the exponential phase were found with cells at passage

number 142 (Fig. 4.48)). (5) The maximum counts in the stationary phase were significanfly

higher (>30%, P<0.01) by the crystal violet method compared to the trypan blue method with

respect to all passage number cells used. (6) There was no significant difference in the cell

count differences between the crystal violet and trypan blue methods from passage number 131

and 155 cells. However, passage number 142 cells had significanily higher (3OO%, p<0.01) cell

count differences between the methods during the exponential phase compared to the other

passage ages used.
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Discussion. Vero cells (Fig. 4.44)-C)) showed cyclic patterns in the cell count differences

between the crystal violet and trypan blue methods. The cycling effect had the counts by both

methods starting close together, moving apart and coming together again. The cycling periods

were approximately 24 h or 1 Vero cell population doubling time. This phenomenon could be

explained by a variable population of bi- or multi-nucleated cells. The cyclical effect also infers

there was a higher degree of culture synchronicity in cells from higher passage numbers.

Culture synchronicity after repeated trypsinisations and therefore, higher passage numbers has

been shown with Vero and MRC-S cells (Lindskog et al., 1987).

4.3.4 Origin of the lnoculum Vero Gells

lntroduction. Surface (contact inhibition) or nutrient limitations could select for morphologically

altered cells or could affect the progression of the cell cycle and both could affect the count

differences between the methods. Therefore, an experiment was performed to determine

whether the origin of the Vero cell inoculum affected the count differences between the crystal

violet and trypan blue methods.

Experimental. Vero cell stock inoculum was produced by subculturing the cells (x5) from one of

two different phases of the growth curve, (a) from late exponential phase which produced

"normally passaged" cells or (b) after the culture had been in the stationary phase 'for 72 h which

produced "nutrient limited" cells. The cultures were grown in T25 culture flasks (4.3.1) and one

culture flask was harvested daily for cell counts by the trypan blue and crystal violet methods.

Results. Table 4.2 shows Vero cell growth of normally and nutrient limited cells in T25 culture

flasks monitored by the crystal violet and trypan blue methods. (1) There were differences in the

counts by the crystal violet and trypan blue methods between the cell passaging methods. (2)

There were significantly higher (>30%, P<0.01) counts from both normal and nutrient limited
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Table 4.2 - The effect of growing Vero cells, either passaged during late exponential phase
(normal) or from 72 h into the stationary phase for 5 passages (nutrient limited), inT25 culture
flasks. Cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml in 10 mL of DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. One
culture flask was sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan blue or crystal violet methods. The
values are means of n=2.

Time
(h)

0

24

48

72

96

120

144

168

Cell Concentration Obtgined by Count Method
(x 1Oo/mL)

Nutrient Limited Cells

Trypan Blue CrystalViolet

0.05 t 0.02

0.06 + 0.02

0.11 r 0.02

0.24 r 0.03

0.51 + 0.05

0.91 r 0.08

1.23 r 0.08

1.21 !0.07

0.07 r 0.02

0.09 r 0.03

0.16 r 0.02

0.3'l r 0.03

0.71 t 0.06

1.36 r 0.09

2.03 r 0.16

2.00 t 0.19

Trypan blue CrystalViolet

0.05 r 0.02 0.07 r 0.02

0.08 r 0.02 0.11 r 0.03

0.17 r 0.03 0.23 t 0.03

0.35 r 0.04 0.49 t 0.05

0.72 r 0.06 0.93 + 0.08

1.05r0.10 1.54r0.15

1.48 x0j2 2.05 !0.17

1.43 !0.14 2.07 !0.20
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cells by the crystal violet method compared to the trypan blue method throughout the cultures.

(3) The maximum counts by the trypan blue method were significantly higher (17%, P<0.05)

from normally passaged cells compared to nutrient limited ones. (4) There were no significant

differences between the maximum counts by the crystal violet method with respect to cells from

either growth phase. (5) There were significantly higher (60%, P<0.01) count differences in the

stationary phase between the methods in nutrient limited cells compared to normal cells (31%,

P<0.01). (6) Lag phases were significantly longer (360%, P<0.01) for nutrient limited cells

compared to normal cells.

Discussion. Amadori et al. (1994) showed there was a positive correlation between the

passage age of the cells and the number of polyploid BHK cells in cultures. These authors also

found that the older the cells the lower the maximum cell yield reached. Thus, nutrient or

surface limitations could influence both the cell morphology and the cell cycle, as polyploid cells

could result from a blockage during the mitosis phase which leads to cells with multiple copies of

their DNA.

The results (fable 4.2) in this study suggest that if the cells are nutrient limited for multiple

passages they lose their growth potential. This agrees with Amadori et al. (1994). However,

previous results with passage 155 cells (Fig. 4.4C)) suggest the effect could be due to either a

surface or nutrient limitation over multiple passages, as there was no count difference between

passage number 131 and 155 cellswhen subcultured from late exponential phase.

Mossin et al. (1994) have shown that rat hepatocytes could produce polyploid and

binucleated cells through repeated subculturing. The binucleated cells could explain the count

differences in this study, as the crystal violet method counts nuclei and not whole cells.

4.3.5 lnteraction of Surface and Nutrient Supply on Vero Cell Count Differences

Introduction. Surface and nutrienl limitations affect cell growth, culture synchronicity and cell
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morphology. However, which limitation has more importance to these effects has never been

clearly determined. Therefore, this study determined whether fresh nutrients or surface for Vero

cell growth had more effect on removing the count differences between the trypan blue and

crystal violet methods.

Experimental. The Vero cell inoculum was prepared by method (b) above (4.3.4). The cells

were grown in T25 culture flasks in either D-PBS- or DMEM with or without 5.0o/o vlv sCS and

supplemented with other nutrients. A residual sCS concentration (0.50% v/v sCS) was carried

over with most of the cell inocula to promote attachment and spreading. The cell attachment

time was also measured. One culture flask of each medium type was sacrificed daily for 72 h for

cell counts by the crystal violet and trypan blue methods.

Resufts. Table 4.3 shows the cell yields after 72 h in culture from nutrient limited Vero cells in

T25 culture flasks. Table 4.4 showsthe attachment times and lag phases from these cells. (1)

There were differences in the cell attachment times, lag phases and cell yields from nutrient

limited Vero cells. (2) There was a significantly higher (41o/o,P<0.01) cell count by the crystal

violet method compared to the trypan blue method at time zero. (3) The cells did not attach to

the flasks with D-PBS- and DMEM solutions lacking serum. The count difference between the

methods remained throughout the 72 h experiment for these cells. The free cells formed large

aggregates (>50 cells) within 24 h in these cultures. Therefore, all other cultures were initiated

with a residual serum carry-over (0.5% v/v) with the inoculum cells.

(4) ln cultures with the serum carry-over there was no significant difference in the counts by

both methods after 24 h in all media (including D-PBS- without other nutrient additions) (5)

However, cells inoculated in media without the major growth supplements (5.0% v/v sCS or

fetuin, glucose, glutamine and serine) did not grow further and plateaued with no significant

differences between counts by either method (up to 72 h in culture). These results showed that

the available surface for growth was very important to the cell count differences.
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Table 4.3 - The effect of reattaching and subsequently growing stationary phase Vero cells
in T25 culture flasks with various replating media. The cells were inoculated at 0.20 x 106
cells/mL in 10 mL of each media. Daily one culture flask of each media was sacrificed for cell
counts by the trypan blue and crystal violet methods. The values are means of n=2.

Gluc - 25.00 mM glucose.
Gln - 4.00 mM glutamine.
Ser - 2.00 mM serine.* - Highest cell yield.

Replating
Medium

Cell Concentration After lncubation Time
(x to6lml)

0h 24h 48h 72h
Trypan Crystal
Blue Violet

Trypan Crystal
Blue Violet

Trypan Crystal
Blue Violet

Trypan Crystal
Blue Violet

D-PBS- or
DMEM

D-PBS- + 0.50/o

v/v sCS

D_PBS- + 5.0%
v/v sCS

D-PBS- + 50.0
mg/L Fetuin +
0.5% v/v sCS

D-PBS- +

Gluc,Gln,Ser +

50.0 mg/L
Fetuin + 0.5o/o

v/v sCS
DMEM + 0.5%

v/v sCS

DMEM + 5.0o/o

v/v sCS

DMEM + 50.0
mg/L Fetuin +
0.5% v/v sCS

0.18 0.23

0.15 0.22

0.17 0.25

0.15 0.21

0.18 0.24

0.17 0.23

0.'18 0.24

0.16 0.21

0.17 0.22

0.23 0.25

0.26 0.27

0.22 0.23

0.25 0.28

0.22 0.25

0.22 0.26

0.22 0.24

0.19 0.27

0.22 0.24

0.29 0.34

0.23 0.23

0.39 0.53

0.32 0.40

0.42 0.52

0.38 0.50

0.19 0.25

0.23 0.26

0.28 0.37

0.24 0.30

0.55 0.71

0.32 0.43

0.80- 1.13

0.68 0.89
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Table 4.4 - The effect of the reattachment sotution on the attachment time and lag phase ofstat¡onary phase Vero cells in T25 culture flasks. The cells were inoculated at rí.äo.lo0
cells/ml in 10 mL of each media. Every 0.5 h for 8.0 h a sample (0.25 mL) of the supernatant
was removed for cell counts by the trypan blue method. The lag phase was estimated from the
subsequent growth rates by comparing the total number of iell population doublings to the
number at the maximum growth rate. The results and standard errors of the mean are based on
n=2.

Reattachment Solution Lag Phase

D-PBS- or DMEM

D-PBS- + 0.5% v/v sCS

D-PBS- + 5.0% v/v sCS

D-PBS- + 50.0 mg/L Fetuin +
0.5% v/v sCS

D-PBS- + Gluc,Gln,Ser +
50.0 mg/L Fetuin + 0.5o/o vlv

sCS

DMEM + 0.5% v/v sCS

DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS

DMEM + 50.0 mg/L Fetuin +
0.5% v/v sCS

NA - No cell attachment.
ND - Not determined.

ND

ND

ND

ND

27.00 !2.00

21.00 ! 2.00

12.00 I 1 .00

21.00 f 2.00

CellAttachment Time

NA

4.50 r 0.50

1.50 1 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

1.50 t 0.50

4.50 r 0.50
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(6) In all other media at least one significantly higher (32o/o, P<0.01) count by the crystal

violet method compared to the trypan blue method was found after 72 h in culture. (7) Cell

counts in cultures in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS had doubled twice by the trypan blue method after

72 h. However, there was a significantly higher (41%, P<0.01) count by the crystal violet method

at this time. (8) Cells inocutated in DMEM + fetuin had onty doubled 1.5 times by the trypan blue

method after72 h in culture. There was also a significantly higher (31%, P<0.01) count by the

crystal violet method at this time. These results show that nutrient limitations were atso

important to growth and to the cell count differences.

(9) There (Iable 4.4) were significantly shorter (670/o, PcO.0'1) cell attachment times in

DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS compared to all other media types used. (10) There were significanly

shorter (48%, P<0.01) lag phases in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v sCS compared to all other media types

useo.

Discussion. One of the major serum proteins, fetuin, is an important nutrient for Vero cells to

traverse the G2lM transition point (Engelhardt et al., 1977) in the cell cycle, The fetuin binds

growth factors such as FGF and facilitates transport to their site of action on the cell surface

(Fisherand Lam, 1974 and Nie, 1992). The results Cfable 4.4) agree with the previous authors

as fetuin was important to Vero cell growth in this study. The lower cell growth rates with fetuin

compared to sCS could be explained by a sub-optimal fetuin concentration (50.0 mg/L) as a

higher optimal concentration (500.0 mg/L - Wang and Haslam, 1994) was previously shown for

murine epithelial and stromal cells. The results indicated that the count difference between the

methods was influenced by both available surface and/or nutrient limitations.

Cell Doming. Previous reports in the literature state that Vero cells are contact inhibited

(Leighton et al., 1967 and Hawboldt et al., 1994) by the effects of Abercrombie and Ambrose

(19ô2). However, there were Vero cell domes in all cultures similar to those shown with MDCK

cells (Kersting et al., 1993). These could not form ¡f contact inhibition occurred. The ceils at the
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dome surface, exposed to medium nutrients, are able to divide, whereas, the cells under the

domes do not divide probably due to the limited surface area for growth (a sort of contact

inhibition). However, the lack of growth under domes could also be explained by a nutrient

diffusion limitation, as suggested previously forVero and murine L-WRL10A cells (Werrlein and

Glinos, 1974 and Nahapetian et al., 1986). The results show the surface limitations are more

important to the cessation of cell growth which agrees with Abercrombie and Ambrose (1962)

who suggested contact inhibition could be explained by this effect.

The cell domes could help to explain multi-nucleate cells, as cells under the domes could be

trying to divide but due to a limitation become acytokinetic (can not complete their current round

of cell division) and if cells under the domes were multi-nucleated, they could be trapped in this

state. An estimation of the surface area occupied by cell domes in static culture flasks produced

a value similar to the count differences (between 25-40o/o). This proposed cell doming theory

agrees with data (Fig. 4.34)-C)) from refed cultures where cell counts were increased 1.75-2.50

times over those in batch. This growth produced cell multi-layers (2-3 cells deep) on the

Cytodex beads and the count differences were directly proportional to the number of cell layers

below the active outer growing layer. Therefore, the cell doming or multi-layering was important

to the final count differences.

4.3.6 Cell Gycle Analysis of Vero Cells

Introduction. The classical cell cycle (Fig. 4.5) has four phases. In the first (gap) phase

(Gg/G1), the cells synthesise RNA and ribosomes required for the biosynthesis of proteins

involved in later phases of the cycle and their cytoplasm is organised. In the second (synthesis)

phase (S), they replicate their nuclear DNA and have doubled both in total volume and nuclear

DNA content at the end of the phase. In the third (gap) phase (GZ), the cells reorganise their

cytoskeleton in preparation for cell division. In the fourth (division) phase (M), the replicated

DNA is separated as chromosomes. The M phase has four sub-phases: prophase, metaphase,



Fig.4.5 - The classical cell cycle foreukaryotic cell lines. The average phase times are 8-12
h for Gg/G1, 6-8 h for S, 3-4 h for G2 and t h for M. Thus, the total cell cycle has an average
time of 21-24 h. Modified from Prescott et al. (1990) and Lewin (1990).
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anâphase and telophase. In prophase the centrioles move to the poles of the cells and spindles

form between them. In metaphase the nuclear envelope breaks down and the DNA sptits up into

discrete chromosomes with centromeres. In anaphase the centromeres split and the

chromosomes move to the centrioles and the cytokinesis begins as a constriction furrow. In

telophase the nuclear envelope reforms around the separated chromosomes. The constriction

furrow then narrows and the cells divide in late telophase by the cytokinesis forming two G6/G1

phase cells.

The previous results from this study inferred there could be multi-nucleate cells during the

G2lM phase of the cell cycle. These cells could account for the count method differences and

could be induced by either a surface or nutrient limitation. lf there were cells incapable of

completing the M phase these should be seen as increased G2lM peaks in cell cycle analyses.

Therefore, Vero cells from the exponential and stationary phases were anatysed by FACS to

determine whether the count differences between the trypan blue and crystal violet methods

could be related to the cell cycle.

Experimental. Vero cells were inoculated and grown in T75 culture flasks, as described above

(4'3.1). The cells were grown to either (a) mid exponential or (b) late stationary phase pr¡or to

preparation for the analysis. The cells were detached and fixed with ice cold ethanol and

prepared for FACS ceil cycle anatysis (4.2.4).

Results' Fig. 4.6 shows FACS analysis for mid-exponential phase Vero cells and Fig. 4.7 shows

stationary phase cells. (1) There were differences in the FACS analysis data from mid-

exponential compared to late stationary phases. The FACS cell cycle analyses generated three

plots. The mid-exponential phase Vero cell plots (Fig. 4.64)-C)) are typicat of FACS anatysis

with many cell lines. The first map (Fig. 4.64)) shows a bit map (Map 1) of the ceils' cytoptasmic

granularity analysed by the sideways light scatter (y-axis). The sideways scatter was then plotted

against the cell size analysed by the forward angle light scatter (x-axis). The results were then
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Fig. 4.6 - Typical FACS analyses for mid+xponential phase Vero cells showing Bit Map 1 (A),
Map 2 (B) and Map 3 the cell cycle histogram (G). The cells were fixed with ethanol, treated
with RNase (l mg/mL) and stained with propidium iodide (50 ¡rg/mL). The anatysis was
performed by passing single cells through a laser beam with a wavelength of 488 nm. The
fluorescence produced was detected for wavelengths >610 nm. The internal gating window of
Map 1 and 2 is also shown from which Map 3 was then produced.
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Fig.4.7 - Typical FACS analyses for stationary phase Vero cells showing Map 2 (A) and Map
3 (B) the cell cycle histogram.
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gated (us¡ng an internal FACS algorithm) to eliminate cell debris and aggregates.

Cells which were observed within the gating window of Map 1 were also analysed for both

their peak (highest recorded) fluorescence and for their total integrated fluorescence, determined

over the time taken for each cell to completely pass through the laser beam. The second map

(Fig. 4.68)) shows another bit map plot (Map 2) of the peak against the integrated fluorescence.

This map showed that single cell fluorescences formed a linear diagonal according to the phase

of the cell cycle each was in when fixed. Cells in Gg/G1 appear at the left hand end of the

diagonal, whereas cells in G2lM appear at the right hand end of the diagonal. Cell doublets or

cells with unusual ploidy would not fall on the diagonal.

The third plot (Fig. 4.6C)) shows the results of integrating Map 1 and 2 (using another

internal FACS algorithm) to form the cell cycle histogram. This histogram plotted the number of

cells from the total sample count (10,000 cells) recorded against each calculated linear

fluorescence. The ranges employed to define the cell cycle phases within the histogram were

set manually. The instrument then calculated the total number of cells within each defined

range. This range total was compared to the sum of cells within the three defined ranges (i.e.

the complete cell cycle) to give the proportions of cells within each cell cycle phase.

Cell CycleAnalysis -Mid-Exponential Phase Cells. (1) The mid-exponential phase cells (Fig.

4.64)-C)) had no significant difference between the counts by the crystal violet and trypan blue

methods prior to FACS analysis. (2) Fig. 4.6C) shows the cell cycle histogram for these cells

with 56% in G6/G1, 35% in S and g% in G2lM.

Cell Cycle Analysis - Stationary Phase Gells. (1) The stationary phase cells had a

significantly higher count (38%, P<0.01) by the crystal violet method compared to the trypan blue

method prior to the FACS analysis. (2) Fig. 4.74)-8) show the typical results of the fluorescence

bit map (Map 2) and the cell cycle histogram for these cells. Map 1 for these cells was not

significantly different from Fig.4.6A) above. The peak vs. integrated fluorescence (Fig. 4.7A))
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showed significant numbers (18o/o of the total count, P<0.05) of cells outside the gating area.

The plot also had a clear, right angled triangular appearance between the G2lM and Gg/G1

areas. (3) The (Fig. 4.78)) results of the cell cycle analysis showed that there were 86% in

Gg/G1 ,7% in S and 7% in G2/M.

Stationary phase cells from outside the diagonal (Fig. 4.7A)) were separated out by

channelling onto a microscope slide. When observed these cell populations were found to

contain a large proportion of incompletely divided doublets and binucleated cells.

FACS Sample Preparation Problems. (1) There were significant cell losses (up to S0% of the

initial cell number) during preparation for the FAcs analyses which occurred in the steps carrted

out at 4oC. The proportions of lost cells were the same for both mid-exponential and stationary

phase cells' Cells were lost as large aggregates (>50 cells) which could not be singly suspended

by vigorous pipetting and they became irreversibly attached to the pipettes during resuspension.

Discussion' Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis has been used previously to

determine hybridoma and Vero cell cycle effects (Duval et al., 19g0 and Hawboldt et al., 1994).

One report was found showing problems with FACS analysis of hepatocyte cells (Mossin et al.,

1994). These authors found that increased cell ploidy and binucleated cells affected the results.

No reports were found describing cell losses during sample preparation. The significant losses

from preparation steps at 4oC could be typical for all anchorage dependent cells, The effect

could be explained by cell membranes being attracted through the mediation of cell surface

receptors normally attached to fibronectin or vitronectin (Holley and Kiernan, 1g6s). Suspension

cells have no surface receptors which could explain why FACS analysis of such cells has had

fewer problems. A similar explanation could be that cell membranes of G2lM phase cells were

more attractive compared to cells from other phases of the cycle. This could lead to preferential

aggregation and removal of a large proportion of important cells from the analysis. Hence, the

FAcs results could be unrepresentative of the cell population prior to analysis.
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Crystal Violet Nuclei Stain. The crystal violet method counts the number of nuclei present in a

cell sample, as the nuclear envelope exists throughout most of the cell cycle up to anaphase

Gig. a.5). The envelope then breaks down to allow chromosome separation and only reforms

eitheratthe end of telophase orduring the cytokinesis into two discrete cells (Davis et al., 1990

and Prescott et al., 1990). Thus, cells in the anaphase-telophase transition can not be detected

by the crystal violet method. However, the whole M phase is suggested to take <'l h (Lewin,

1990) and is a very small proportion of the total cell cycle time (e.g. <5o/o of one Vero cell

population doubling time). Mammalian cell cultures are usually highly asynchronous and at any

given sample time there should be a maximum of 40% of the total cell population in either the

Gg/G1 orS phases and2}o/o inthe G2lM phase, based on the accepted cell cycle times (Lewin,

1990 and Fig.4.5). Hence, a verysmall proportion of G2lM cells (<10%) should have no nuclear

envelope. This should give lower counts by crystal violet compared to the trypan blue method.

However, this did not occur with Vero and CHO cells and no explanations could be found to

reduce the count differences to <20o/o.

G1 Transition Point. The mitotic cell cycle has a transition point in the G1 phase which, when

passed, programmes the cells to complete that round of division, Following the transition the

cells can not become arrested until the next G1 phase (Dazynkiewicz et al., 19BO). Therefore,

there should be no significant difference in the stationary phase counts by either method. The

results for the CC9C10 cells agree with this, as was shown previously with hybridoma cells

(Duval et al., 1990). However, Vero and CHO cells disagree with this.

G2 Transition Point. In fact, Vero cells have a second transition point in the G2lM phase of the

cell cycle, influenced by nutrient status (Engelhardt et al., 1977). This could explain the findings

in this study, as cells in the stationary phase could be nutrient limited and unable to synthesise

important components for cell division. Therefore, they become trapped in the G2lM phase. lf

there were multi-nucleated cells trapped in the G2lM phase this could explain the count method
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differences.

FACS Analysis. The FACS results for mid-exponential phase cells show them mostly in the

Gg/G1 or S phases which agrees with there being no significant difference between the cell

counts by either method prior to the analysis. Therefore, the FACS analysis plots could be

representative of the mid-exponential phase cell populations priorto FACS analysis.

The stationary phase cells were also mostly in the Gg/G1 phase suggesting there was no

significant difference between the count methods prior to the analysis. These results agree with

the classic cell cycle and those of previous authors with hybridomas and Vero cells (Duval et al.,

1990 and Hawboldt et al., 1994), However, they do not agree with the hypothesis for mutti-

nucleated cells in the stationary phase, where increased cell numbers in the G2lM phase were

expected, or with the difference between the count methods prior to the analysis.

The stationary phase cell fluorescences (Fig. a.7A)) did not form an absolutely linear

diagonal and there were significant proportions outside the gating window for the cell cycle

analysis. These results agree with those of Mossin et al. (1994), who showed hepatocyte cells

with increased ploidy could not be FACS analysed. These authors cells were found with ploidies

oÍ 2,4.and 8n chromosome content and there were also binucleated cells. Therefore, FACS

analysis of adherent Vero cells from the stationary phase could be highly unrepresentative of the

original cell population. These results contradict those of Hawboldt et al. (1994) who showed

Vero cells became trapped in G6/G1 during the stationary phase.

4.3.7 Photographic Analysis

Introduction. Previous results (4.3.1-4.3.5) indicated multi-nucleate single Vero cells trapped in

the G2lM phase of the cell cycle were present in the stationary phase of cultures. No method to

prove their existence had been found. Large sized (>15 pm diameter), single binucleate Vero

cells were often observed, stained blue, in counts by the trypan blue method. This suggested
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that photographic evidence of binucleated cells, which could be responsible for the count

differences between the methods, could be obtained. Staining stationary phase cells with crystal

violet and photographing them could show unusual morphologies and then resolve the cause of

the count differences. Therefore, photographic analysis of stationary phase Vero cells was

performed to determine if there were any unusual morphological features that could explain the

crystal violet and trypan blue method count differences,

Experimental. Vero cells were recovered from cultures which had been in the stationary phase

for72 h. The cellswere diluted to 0.20 x 106 cells/ml in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v sCS and attached

for 1'5 h to either poly-lysine coated (1 mg/mL) glass cover slips (1 mL of cells) or to T25 cutture

flasks (10 mL of cells). The attached cells were stained with crystal violet, washed with D-pBS-

and photographed with Kodak T¡¡RX 100 ASA black and white print fitm using X500 (normal) or

x1,250 (oil-immersion) lenses with Normaski direct interference contrast microscopy.

Results' Plate 4.1 shows photographs of Vero cells attached to poly-lysine coated glass cover

slips and polystyrene culture flasks stained with crystal violet dye. (1) plate 4.1A) shows a

photograph of a single Vero cell on a glass cover slip (X4,500 magnification under oil-immersion)

which clearly had two complete but physically separated nuclei within one cell membrane; a

binucleated Vero cell. Plate 4.18) shows a photograph of cells attached to a T25 culture flask

(X1,850 magnification under a normal lens) which had a number of binucleated cells. Hence.

there was a sub-population of binucleate cells present in the cultures.

These binucleates could explain the count differences between the crystal violet nuclei stain

and trypan blue methods. Binucleated single cells would count as two by crystal violet nuclei

staining but as one by the trypan blue method. Hence, if approximately 33% of the total cell

population were binucleated this could account for the differences between the two methods.

Gell Gounts. The stock Vero cells used for the photographic analysis had a significan¡y higher



Plate 4.'l - The morphology of stationary phase Vero cells detached from T25 culture flasks
and reattached to either a T25 culture flask (A) or a poly-lysine coated glass cover slip (B).
The cells were attached in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS for t h followed by staining with 0.20% Mv
crystal violet in D-PBS for 20 min. The cells were washed with D-PBS- and photographed on a
Carl-Zeiss Jena microscope using Normaski Direct lnterference Contrast techniques with a
standard lens (X1,800) (A) or an oil immersion tens (X4,500 magnification) (B).
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(>30%, P<0.01) count by the crystal violet method compared to trypan blue. However, there was

no significant difference between the counts by either method after the cells were reattached to

the new surfaces for photography. This could be due to the supply of the fresh surface or

nutrient allowing cells trapped binucleated in G2lM to divide, as described above (4.3.5). Such

division must have occurred within the time taken (1.5-2.0 h) for reattaching to the surface and

staining for photography. lt was impossible to generate a preparation where the number of

binucleated cells observed after reattaching to substrata agreed with the count difference from

the original stock flask. lt required a great deal of patience and observation of many cells (>2OO)

to identify a few (12) binucteated ceils for photographing.

Discussion. Binucleation has been described in rat hepatocytes (Wheailey, 1972 and Seglen,

1973). Significant numbers (35%) of these cells were binucleated after trypsin separation. The

proportion of binucleated Vero cells by the count difference between the methods agreed with

these authors. The authors also showed the cells to be acytokinetic, as they divided soon after

replating, as with the Vero cells in this study. Rat follicular cells have also been shown to form

binucleated cells when fibronectin depleted (Orly and Sato, 1g7g). However, as the ce¡ count

differences between the methods disappeared after reattaching to surfaces this suggests the

binucleated cells divided to mononucleate progeny.

Therefore, differences between the common count methods could be caused by binucleated

cells. Binucleation and the differences between the methods mean that cell counts from high

density cultures obtained by the crystal violet method could be erroneous. cell count

overestimations by up to 70% could be possible. lf such errors were removed, previously

reported cell counts would be significantly reduced (e.g. Nahapetian et al., 19g6 - 30.00 x 106

Vero cells/ml would be reduced to 18.00-21.00 x 106 cells/ml).

The count difference between the methods was only found in adherent cell lines (Vero and

CHO cells). This suggests that primary cells, requiring adherence for growth, could atso form

binucleated cells. Therefore, adherent cell cycles and mitosis require further investigation, as
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they differ from the phases defined with transformed or lower eukaryotic cells.

Maximum counts by the crystal violet method were shown above to be equal in all cell lines

in the stationary phase (4.3.1). This suggests if the bi-nucleate Vero and possibly CHo cells had

completed their last division it would have resulted in a similar whole cell count as CC9C10 cells.

Thus, many cell lines could grow to similar maximum densities without nutr¡ent or surface

limitations. The available surface forthe adherent cells could be important to this, as cc9c10

are a suspension cell line and therefore, have no surface constraint.

Binucleation Mechanism. The studies above have shown proof of both cell count differences

between the crystal violet and trypan blue methods and also the existence of time dependent

single binucleated Vero cells, Thus, the last question to answer is how do binucleated cells

arise?

Vero cell mitoses must differ from those of fully transformed cells. Several mechanisms

could explain how this occurs:

1' binucleation could be an intermediate step in fibroblast cell differentiation (Bayreuther

et al', 1991). Cells progress from mononucleate to binucleate mitosis. The binucleate

divisions could then progress to cells incapable of any cell division (i.e, terminally

differentiated cel ls).

2' a mutation or modification in the synthesis of maturation promoting factor, 56 kinase ll

or lamin c would prevent nuclear envelope breakdown (Maller et ar., 19gg).

3. a failure in the transient intracellular free calcium concentration ¡ncrease would block

nuclear envelope breakdown (patel et al., 19gg).

4. lowered cell division factor nutrient pools could select for bínucleated cells (fetuin -

Engelhardt et al., 1977, or fibronectin - Hughes et al., 1979 and orry and sato, 1979, or

actin - Sasger, 1975). once these nutrients are depleted the cells become acytokinetic.

5. binucleated cells could progressively lose the reorganisation of the cellular

cytoskeleton in the anaphase-telophase transition (sasger, 197s and Fujiwara and



Pollard, 1976). Hence, there would be no nuclear envelope breakdown and an aberrant

cnromosome separation could occur. Laskey et al., (1989) stated that leaky nuclear

envelopes allow DNA synthesis without an M phase producing polyploid cells.

The intact nuclei 'from 2) or 3) above could then divide by an altered mechanism. Vero cell

ploidy was not determined in this study but from the sizes of the nuclei in some photographs it

would appear polyploid cells do exist, as were found previously with BHK and rat hepatocyte

cells (Amadori et al., 1993 and Mossin et al., 1994). lndeed, the BHK cells were arrested in

metaphase of the M phase resulting in polyploid cells. Amadori et al. (1993) suggested that this

was caused by a failure of the ubiquitination mechanism of maturation promoting factor-cyclin B

degradation. Hence, if this process generates polyploid cells, it could also produce binucleated

cells if polyploid nuclei divided.

Amadori et al. (1993) suggested that nutrient effects could actively select for polyptoid BHK

cells. Ploidy and binucleation could be linked with the differentiation cascade, as cells losing

nuclear envelope breakdown and progressively cell division could still replicate their DNA without

nuclear division. This could lead to cells with 4 or I n chromosome content shown previously by

Mossin et al. (1994).

4.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to validate the use of the crystal violet nuclei staining method

for counting adherent cell lines grown on microcarriers. The conclusions from the work were

that:

- the crystal violet nuclei staining method gave significanily higher cell counts (>30%,

P<0.01) compared to eitherthe trypan blue or Coulter counter methods with CC9C10 hybridoma,

Vero and CHO cells. The count differences were cell line and time dependent. CC9C10 cells

had fewer count differences between the methods compared to the adherent cells.

- the trypan blue and Coulter counter methods gave similar cell counts with all cell lines

when the cells were singly suspended. Cell aggregates caused a significan¡y lower (up to 20%)
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cell count by the Coulter counter method.

- significant cell count differences (>30%, P<0.01) between the crystal violet and trypan

blue methods were always present in the stationary phase of Vero and CHO cell growth.

- the growth system had no effects on the count differences between the crystal violet and

trypan blue methods.

- the cells nutrient status, passaging method and passage number affected the count

differences between the crystal violet and trypan blue methods.

- binucleated Vero cells were photographed in cultures where there were cell count

differences between the methods. These binucleated cells could be responsible for the count

differences between the crystal violet and trypan blue methods. The cycling of the count

differences had a period equivalentto one Vero cell population doubling time (24 h). Therefore,

binucleated cells must be a dividing sub-population of the culture.

- nutrient or surface area limitation could be responsible for producing the binucleated

cells. Surface area was particularly important.

- FACS analysis was impossible with stat¡onary phase adherent cell lines because of cell

aggregâtion during sarnple preparation.
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Chapter 5. Optimisation of Physical Parameters for Vero Cell Growth in Microcarrier

Gultures
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5. Optimisation of Physical Parameters for Vero Cell Growth in Microcarrier Gultures

5.1 Introduct¡on

The first microcarriers for adherent cell culture were solid spherical beads of Sephadex'u A-

50 (van Wezel, 1967) which were further developed into Cytodex-1 beads (Clark er at., 19BO).

These arethe microcarriers most often used in research and production (Montagnon et al., 19g1,

Gebb et al., 1984, Radlett et al., 1985, Varani et al., 1988 and Borys and papoutsakis, 1992).

However, human foreskin (FS-4) and bovine embryonic kidney (BEK) cells grown in cultures of

solid Cytodex-1 and 3 microcarriers have been shown previously to be vulnerable to damage

(Croughan et al., 1987 and Lakhotia and Papoutsakis, 1992). This occurs due to the cells

growing on the solid bead surfaces and bead to bead contacts cause cell lysis. High stirrer

speeds increase the likelihood of bead contacts and increase the cell damage.

More recently, microcarriers with a macroporous sponge-like matrix have been produced

(Nilsson et al., 1986) (Cultispher) based on those of Leighton et al. (1967). Few reports in the

literature have used macroporous beads. However, they have been shown to protect monkey

kidney (cV-1) cells from the high stirrer speed damage found in cultures of solid beads (Adema

et al.' 1990)' Macroporous bead cultures have also produced higher Chinese ham$er ovary

(cHO) cellyields compared to solid beads (Reiter et al., 1991 and ohlson et al., 1994).

Few direct comparisons between the two bead types have been conducted with the

exceptions of Adema et al. (1990) and Schrimpf and Friedl (1993). Nikotai and Hu (1992)

suggested macroporous beads produced significantly higher cell yields of CHo cells compareo

to solid beads. However, these authors did not conduct a direct comparison of the two bead

types and made their conclusion by comparing their maximum cell yield in macroporous bead

cultures to maximum yields in solid bead cultures previously reported by other authors in the

literature.

Many physical culture parameters have been shown to affect yields of CHo, African green

monkey kidney (Vero) and human fibroblast cells in static and stirred growth systems, These
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include pH (Ceccarini, 1975), díssolved oxygen tension (DOÐ (Krebs, 1gS0, and Graff and

McCarty, 1957), temperature fFsao et al., 1993), stirrerspeed (Lakhotia and papoutsakis, 1992),

inoculum cell concentration (Hu et al., 1985) and microcarrier concentration (Clark and

Hirtenstein, 1981). Few, if any, of these parameters are ever optimised by researchers prior to

more detailed studies of their cell lines.

Some parameter optima such as the mode of stirring for cell attachment to microcarriers

have been reported but there appears to be cell line dependent differences in the results.

optimal attachment to Cytodex beads has been suggested to be either static conditions for Vero

cells (Clark and Hirtenstein, 198'1) or continuous stirring for FS-4 cells (Croughan et al., 1990).

However, such contradictions could be explained by system dependent differences in the spinner

flask volume, paddle blade shape, stirrer speed, bead type or bead concentration used between

the researchers. For ínstance Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) used 3.00 g/L Cytodex-1 in 100 mL

spinnerflasks and Croughan et al. (1990) used 5.00 g/L collagen coated Cytodex-3 beads in 250

mL spinner flasks.

Vero cells have been used previously for research into novel substrata, physical damage in

microcarrier culture and for virus production (Gebb et al., 1gg4, Altankov et al., 1gg1 ,

Goetghebeur and Hu, 1991, Cinatl et al., 1992, Nikolai and Hu, 1992 and Mendonca et at.,

1993). Process optimisation has rarely been discussed for any cell line and no reports were

found for Vero cells excepting those of Clark and Hirtentstein (1981) and Nahapetian et al.

(1986)' However, the only parameter optima which have been suggested for Vero cells are

stirrer speed, inoculum cell concentration and mode of attachment in cytodex-1 cultures (clark

and Hirtenstein, 1981). No parameter optima for Cultispher cultures have been reported in the

literature.

Production processes in bioreactors using adherent cell lines are rare and their main uses

are in the manufacture of rabies and polio virus vaccines from Vero and human diploid lung

fibroblast (MRC-S) cells. These processes have been successfully scaled-up to 1,000 L

(Montagnon et al., 1981 and Beale, 1992). Indeed, bioreactor production processes with
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suspension cells are also rare, exceptforthe production of human interferon from Namalwa cells

at the 8,000 L scale (Finter et al., 1984) and the production of monoclonal antibodies from

hybridoma cells at the 1,000 L scale (Birch et al., 1987). This could be explained by processes

in roller bottles and static culture flasks being simpler to work with, give more reproducible

results and acceptable processes can be developed faster in them. Hence, explaining why the

primary biotechnology drug, erythropoíetin (Amgen@ - Epogen"¡, is produced in an aseptic,

robotic roller bottle process (Egrie, 1990, Spier, 1992 and Lubiniecki and Lupker, 19g4) in a

serum-free production medium using CHO cells.

No one has previously optimised the major physical parameter values for Vero cell growth in

microcarrier cultures. Hence, this study of Vero cell cultures on solid Cytodex-1 and

macroporous Cultispher-G attempts to address the previously perceived problems and to define

optimal values for the following physical parameters: mode of stirring for cell attachment, stirrer

speed for cell growth, pH, DOT, temperature, bead concentration, inoculum cell concentration,

precoating of the beads and spinner flask volume. Optimisation was performed in both semi-

controlled spinner flasks and in a highly controlled celligen bioreactor.

5.2 Materials and Methods

The methods for culturing and counting the cells and nutrient analyses have been described

previously (2.1-2.5).

5.2.1 Inoculation and Growth of Guttures

Stock Vero cells were recovered by the standard trypsinisation protocol (2.2) and inoculated

at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL in either 100 mL spinner flasks (2.4.3) or 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor

(2.4.5) on microcarriers (2.4.2), unless otherwise stated. The growth medium was DMEM + S.Oo/o

v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS). Spinner flasks were readjusted daily to pH

7-1 after72hin culture with 2.00 M NaOH, unless otherwise stated. The control values forthe

Celligen bioreactor were described previously Q.a.$. Cultures were sampled daily for cell
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counts by the trypan blue method (2.5.1-2).

5.3 Results and Discussíon

5.3.1 Speed and Mode of Stirring for Cell Attachment

Introduction. Adherent cells such as Vero must be attached to substrata for growth and a quick

attachment phase has been suggested to prevent lag phases and/or low maximum cell yields.

The stirring mode and speed and the culture volume at inoculation could affect the attachment.

Therefore, this study determined the optimal culture conditions for Vero cell attachment to

microcarriers.

Experimental. Vero cellswere inoculated in 100 mL spinnerflasks at 10 cells/bead in Cytodex-

1 or 30 cells/bead in Cultispher-G cultures. The cells were attached to the microcarriers in either

(i) 50 or (ii) 100 mL of medium. The flasks were stirred for 24 h with various stirring speeds (up

to 100 rpm) and modes (without stirring, intermittently with 3 min stirring every 30 min or

continuously). The optimal attachment speed and mode were determined from the cell/bead

distribution patterns of culture samples stained w¡th crystal violet or neutral red dye. The optimal

conditions following attachment were the stirrer speed and mode yielding the highest proportion

of beadswith a cell/bead numberwithin 1 standard deviation (SD) of the inoculum ratio.

Results' Fig 5.1 shows the proportions of Cytodex-1 beads with a Vero cell/bead number within

1 SD of the inoculum ratio after 6 h of attachment with either intermittent or continuous stirring at

various speeds in 50 or 100% medium volume. Fig. 5.2 shows cell/bead distribution patterns

following cell attachment to Cytodex-1 either without stirring or with continuous stírring at 40, 75

or 100 rpm. Fig. 5.3 shows the proportions of Cultispher-G beads showing neutral red staining

following Vero cell attachment with either intermittent or continuous stirring at various speeds

with 50 or100o/o medium volume. (1) Cell/bead distribution patterns (Fig.5.1, Fig.5.2A)-D)) and
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Fig. 5.1 - The effect of the stirring speed and mode for attachment on the proportions of
Cytodex-l beads at the optimal number of Vero cetts/bead (10 t I SD) afier 6 h in culture.
The cells were inoculated at 10 cells/bead in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 in
DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS at either 50% (Open symbols) or 110o/o (Closed symbols) medium
volume. The spinner flasks were stirred Íor 24 h either O intermittenfly or t continuously at
various speeds (up to 100 rpm). Bead samples were stained with 0.2olo w/v crystal violet in D-
PBS- and counted under an inverted microscope. The points are means of n=2.
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Fig. 5.2 - The effects of the stirring speed and mode on Vero cefl/bead distribution patterns
in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1. The cells were inoculated at 10 ceils/bead in
DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS and I stined either without stining (A), or continuously for 6 h at 40 (B),
75 (C) or 100 (D) rpm. The plot shows the probability (P),'(.e. tne proportion of beads with a
cell/bead number of n), against the given cell/bead number (n). g The theoretical poisson
cell/bead distribution foran inoculum of 10 cells/bead is also plotted. The points are means of
n=2.
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Fig. 5.3 - The effect of the stining speed and mode for Vero cell attachment on the
proportions of 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G beads sta¡n¡ng with neutral red afrer 24 h. The cells
were inoculated at 30 celllbead in 100 mL spinner flasks in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS at either
50o/o (Open symbols) or 100% (Closed symbols) medium volume. The flasks were stined for 24
h either C intermittently or I continuously at various speeds (up to 100 rpm). Bead samples
were stained with 0.2o/o wlv neutral red in D-PBS- and the number of beads showing any red
staining was counted under an inverted microscope. The points are means of n=2.
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Fig. 5.3) in cultures of either bead were affected by the stirrer speed and mode for attachment

Gytodex-1. (2) The analyses allowed the stirrer speeds to be ranked and showed there were

significantly higher (P<0.05) proportions of beads at g-11 cetts/bead (Fig. S.1) with intermittent

stirring at 40-75 rpm and with continuous stirring at 40-60 rpm compared to all other speeds

used. (3) The analyses showed there were significantly higher (2ïo/o, P<0.01) proportions of

beads at the optimal cell/bead number with continuous stirring compared to intermittent at

between 30-60 rpm. However, this was reversed at between 60-100 rpm. (4) There was no

significant difference (Fig.5.1) between cell attachment in 50 and 100% medium voh.¡me with

respect to either stirrer mode used. (5) The plot of the percentage of beads against the given

cell/bead ratio (Fig. 5.24)) with continuous stirring was not significanfly different from the

theoretical Poisson distribution at 40 rpm. However, there were flat profiles with a significanily

wider (P<0.01) range of cell/bead ratios (between 0-50 cells/bead) at 75 and 100 rpm orwithout

stirring compared to the theoretical distribution. The highest proportion of beads were cell-free in

the culture without stirring. (6) The optimal stirring speed for cell attachment was 40 rpm.

Cultispher-G. lt was impossible to determine the cell/bead distribution pattern of Cultispher-G

cultures using the crystal violet stain, as it could not be washed out of the macroporous gelatin

matrix and thus, the attached cells could not be identified. Neutral red stain also stained the

gelatin but could be washed out with D-PBS- washing (x3) leaving the nucleic acids stained red

and permitting visualisation of beads with cells attached. An accurate count of the cell/bead ratio

was impossible due to the random attachment of various sized cell aggregates. Thus, the

optimal conditions were estimated after washing by scoring the beads with red staining (cell

containing) as positives and the unstained beads as negatives.

(1) The analyses allowed the speeds to be ranked and showed there were significan¡y higher

(P<0'01) proportions of red staining beadswith intermittent stirring at 30-60 rpm compared to all

other speeds used. The results were similar with continuous stirring, except there were
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significantly higher proportions (P<0.01) of red staining beads at 30-40 rpm. (2) The staining

was more intense and in highly localised areas of the beads following attachment with

intermittent stirring at >60 rpm and with all continuously stirred cultures. (3) There were

significantly higherproportions of red stained beads with intermittent stirring atS0 (32o/o, p<0.01)

and 100 (71o/o,P<0.01) % medium volume compared to continuous stirring with respect to allthe

speeds used. (4) There was no significant difference between attachment at S0 and 100%

volume with respect to the stirrer speeds and modes used in this study. (5) The optimal stirring

speed for cell attachment was 40 rom.

Cefl Aggregates' Free cells in small aggregates (2-10 cells) were seen afler24 h in Cytodex-1

cultures following attachment with continuous stirring at75-100 rpm. No aggregates were found

in any other cytodex-1 cultures. There were large aggregates after 24 h in all continuously

stirred (30-100 rpm) Cultispher-G cultures. The aggregates were small (10-30 ce¡s) at 30-40

rpm but were significantly larger (>50 cells) at 100 rpm. However, there were few free ceils (<

5o/o of the total) in any intermittenfly stirred (30-1oo rpm) cultispher-G cultures.

Discussion. Cytodex-l' The attachment conditions in Cytodex-1 cultures were shown to affect

maximum yields of FS-4 cells (Hu et al., 1985) and lag phases of Vero cells (Lindner et al.,

1987)' Butler and Thilly (1982) and Butler et al. (1987) showed a critical minimum inocutum

concentration (5 cells/bead) for Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells in Superbead'u

cultures to achieve a distribution profile closely matching the theoretical poisson distribution.

The inoculum ratio of 10 Vero cells/Cytodex-1 bead, used in most experiments in this study, was

chosen as it was above this critical minimum concentration.

clark and Hirtenstein (19s1) showed the optimal vero and MRc-s cell attachment

conditions, from high inoculum concentrations (0.70 x 106 cells/ml), were 50% volume without

stirring for 24 h. Pharmacia@ recommends either this method or 50% volume with intermittent

stirring at 60 rpm for attachment of all cell lines to Cytodex beads. Conversely, others have
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shown Vero and CHO cell attachment to Cytodex-1 with continuous stirring at 40 rpm

(Nahapetian et al., 1986, Kim et at., 1992 and Ng, 1995).

The cell/bead distribution profile following the attachment phase helps to define the optimal

parameters (Butler and Thilly, 1982). The optimal profile is a curve centered around the cell

inoculum value and calculated using the Poisson random distribution equation (Equation 2.5.1 in

2'5.5)' Optimal attachment conditions woufd result in an observed cell/bead distribution closely

matching the Poisson profile. However, attachment in spinner cultures could be influenced by

many uncontrollable parameters which prevent the optimal profile being achieved. Uneven

cell/bead distributions after attachment could then result in low maximum cell yields through

incomplete occupation of the available surface area (Clark and Hirtenstein, 19g1). A lack of

bead to bead cell transfer could affect this and will be discussed below (5.3.8).

The optimal attachment in Cytodex-1 cultures was obtained with continuous stirring at 40

rpm. Cell/bead distributions were significantly reduced with intermittent stirring and attachment

without stirring gave the widest range of cell/bead distributions observed in Cytodex-1 cultures in

this study. These results contradict those of Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) and also the

Pharmacia guidelines but they agree with the other reports (Nahapetian et al,, 19g6, Kim et al.,

1992 and Ng, 1995). The poor distributions of cultures without stirring were caused by the cells

sedimenting at a slower rate compared to the beads and cells only attached to the upper beads

in the sediment. Therefore, whilst Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) could have had higher

attachment rates their cultures probably had poor cell/bead distributions.

Few free Vero cells were present following attachment in Cytodex-1 cultures. This suggests

Vero cells have a high attachment affinity for Cytodex-1 beads which agrees with previously

reported data (Ng, 1995).

Gultispher-G' There have been apparently contradictory results for cell attachment to

macroporous beads. Hy-Clone@ state the optimal cell attachment conditions for Cultispher

cultures are 50% medium volume with continuous stirring at 40-60 rpm. However, intermittent
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stirr¡ng at 60 rpm was shown to be optimal for CHO cell attachment to Biomat" and Cultispher-G

or S beads (Adema et al., 1990 and Ohlson et al., 1994).

Assessment of the cell/bead distribution patterns in Cultispher-G cultures using the same

methods as Cytodex-1 was impossible due to staining of their matrix. Accurate assessment of

cell/bead distributions in Cultispher-G cultures has been successful with fluorescent microscopy

and image analysis (Foran et al., 1991). Neutral red staining was previously used for cytotoxicity

assays of Vero cells in culture flasks (Valdievieson-Garcia et al., 1g93) and was found in this

study to reversibly stain the gelatin beads whilst permanently staining the cells. This allowed an

assessment of the number of beads with cells attached.

The highest number of Cultispher-G beads with cells attached was with intermittent stirring at

30-40 rpm with 100% medium volume. Indeed, there were large cell aggregates in all the

continuous stirred cultures at the end of the attachment phase which contradicts Hy-Clone

application literature but agrees with previous results where intermittent stirring with a period of 5

min oni15 min off at 40 rpm over 5 cycles was found to be optimal for CHO cell attachment

(ohlson et al., 1994). The difference in the speed of attachment between Vero and CHo cells

could be cell line dependent.

General. The results show Vero cell attachment differs between the bead types. Cells were

attracted quickly (<2 h) to Cytodex-1 beads which could be exptained by the positivety charged

polydextran beads attracting the negatively charged cell membranes. The cells could then firmly

attach and flatten onto the beads through the mediation of serum proteins. However, Vero cells

were attached at a much slower rate (by an order of magnitude) to cultispher-G beads which

agrees with previous results (Ng, 1995). This could be explained through Cultispher-G having no

matrix charge to attract the cells. Thus, attachment requires proteins either from the serum or

secreted by the cells in the initial phase of the culture.
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5.3.2 Period of lntermittent Stirring for Cultispher-G

Introduction' Vero cell attachment in Cultispher-G cultures was shown above (5.3.1) to be

optimal with intermittent stirring at 40 rpm in 100% medium volume. However, the intermittent

stirring frequency (the on/off cycling times) could affect the attachment, as short off times could

generate attachment profiles similar to continuous stirring. Therefore, the effect of the

intermittent stirring off time on Vero cell attachment to Cultispher-G was determined.

Experimental' The vero cells were inoculated in spinner flasks with intermittent stirring at 40

rpm in 100% medium volume, as described above (5.3.1). The cultures were ínterm¡ttenly

stirredfor3minaftervariousofftimes(between15to120min). Cell attachmentwasassesseo

by neutral red staining (5.3.1) and the cell attachment time was also determined (2.5.6).

Results. Table 5.1 shows the proportion of Vero cells attached to the Cultispher-G beads and

the cell aggregation with the various intermittent stirring periods. (1) There were no significant

differences in the cell attachment times with intermittent stirring off times between 30-120 min.

However, the cell attachment time was significantly longer (7s%, p<0.01) with off times of 15

min. (2) There were significant numbers (P<0.01) of free cells after 6 h but few after 12 h of cell

attachment with off-times of 30-120 min. However, the free cell number was not significan¡y

different after 24 h compared to 12 h with respect to all cultures. (3) There were bead

aggregates after 6 h in all cultures. Significantly larger (22go/o, p<0.01) bead aggregates were

found after 24 h with off times of 120 min compared to 30 min.

I
t

Gell/Bead Distribution. Neutral red staining showed there was no significant difference in the

proportion of beads with cells attached (78%) with off times of 30-120 min. There were

significantly fewer (27o/o, P<0.01) beads with red staining with the 15 min off time. Thus, as

could be expected, attachment at short off-times was approaching the continuous stirred cultures



Table 5'1 - The effect of the intermittent stirring.¡eriod on the vero cell attachment times and bead aggregation in cuttispher-Gcuftures' The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x t o6 celìs¡ml in 100 mL spinner flasks in DMEM + 5.0% v/v scs. The cells were attached to1'70 glL cultispher-G stirring intermittently at 40 rpm with a 3 min stirring tíme and with various times (between 15-120 min) withoutstirring for 24 h' The cultures were sampled every å rt ror 12 h and then after 21 and 24 h in culture. The samples were counted by thetrypan blue method to determine the proportions óf the original cell counts which had attached to the beads and the bead aggregate sizerange was determined using an inverted microscope. The values are means of n=2.

Sample Time
(h)

0

3

6
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21

24

Proportion of ceils Attached to tnè@te
3 min on/15 min off
Cells Aggregate

Attached Size Range
(o/o) (Beads)

0

10

29

55

75

95

96

Proport¡on of
Beads Showing

Red Staining
Following

Attachment

3 min on/30 min off

1-2

2-3

2-3

2-4

2-5

2-5

Cells Aggregate
Attached Size Range

(o/o) (Beads)
0

1q

39

80

97

97

100

27

3 min on/60 min off

1-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

2-5

2-5

Cells Aggregate
Attached Size Range

(Yo) (Beads)

Size at the lntermíttent Stirring period

0

15

34

70

90

96

94

79

1

2

2-6

3-8

4-10

6-12

8-1 5

3 min onl19ñ min nff
Cells Aggregate

Attached Size Range
(o/"\ ¡/Floodc\

0

12

28

67

92

93

97

77

I

1-3

3-1 0

4-12

6-15

10-22

10-25

77

N)
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above (5.3 1) No cell aggregates were formed in any of these cultures.

Discussion' There has been little previous data on cell attachment to Cultispher-G beads,

excepting those described above (5.3 1). The results show the optimal intermittent stirring

period for attachment to Cultispher-G was 3 min on/30 min off for at least 12 h in this study. Ng

(1995) previously reported the same intermittent stirring period as optimal for Vero cell

attachment to Cultispher-G. However, the results also suggest the total attachment time with

intermittent stirring could be shortened to approximalely 12 h but this was not determined.

5.3.3 Maximum Cell Yields Following Gell Attachment

Introduction' The cell attachment to the beads could affect maximum cell yields, so the cells

must be optimally attached prior to growth but the optimal stirring speed for attachment coutd

differ.from that for growth. Therefore, an experiment was performed to determine the optimal

speed for Vero cell groMh following optimal and sub-optimal attachment to the microcarriers.

Experimental. The Vero attachment cultures above (5.3.1-2) were retained and their growth to

maximum cell yield was monitored daily by the trypan blue method (2.s.1-2). Cultures with cells

attached without stirring were continuously stirred at 40 rpm afler24 h. cultures initiaily aISoo/o

medium volume were made to 100% after 24 h and continuously stirred at 40 rpm. Cultures with

cef ls attached with intermittent stirring were continuously stirred at the same speeds after 24 h.

Results. Fig. 5.4 shows Vero cell growth in Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G cultures following

attachment (24 Ð with intermittent stirring (for various off time periods) and Fig. 5.5 shows

growth with continuous stirring at various speeds (30-100 rpm). Table 5.2 shows the cell growth

rates and lag phases in these cultures. (1) Maximum Vero celt yietds (Fig. S.aA)-B) and Fig.

5.54)-8)) in cultures of either bead were affected by the stirrer mode and speed for cell
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Table 5'2 - The effect of the stirrer speed and mode forVero cell attachment on cell growth rates and lag phases in 100 mL spinnerflasks on 1.00 g/L cytodex-î and 1.70 glL cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at o.õs x to6 ce[slmL in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v scs. Thecultures were either intermittently stirred for 24 h then continuously at the same speed or continuously stirred throughout at various speeds(30-100 rpm). The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.4 daily after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Stirring
Speed
(rpm)

Ce|lAttachmentTimeandLagPhaseFo||owingnttacnmen@dsandModes

30

40

40-

40#

60

75

100

Intermittent Stirring

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h)

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 10.003

0.033 r 0.003

0.031 r 0.003

Cytodex-1

Lag Phase

(h)

#

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 + 9.59

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 + 0.50

6.00 + 1.00

- Cufture inoculated at 50% medium volume.
- culture inoculated at 100% medium volume with no stirring for 24 h.

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h)

Continuous Stirring

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

Lag Phase

(h)

6.00 r 1.00

0.032 r 0.003

0.031 10.003

0.03010.003

3.0010.50

3.0010.50

Intermittent Stirrino

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h)

0.035 r 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.03610.003

0.036 f 0.003

0.034 + 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

18.00 t 2.00

Cultispher-G

Lag Phase

(h)

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 + 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

Continuous Stirring

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h)

0.036 10.003

0.036 r 0.003

Lag Phase

6.00 r 1.00

0.033 10.003

0.030 10.003

0.030 t 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 t 1.00

12.00 r 1.00

12.00 I 1 .00

O)
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attachment and growth (2) There were significantly higher (17o/o, p..O.05) cell yields ín

Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the stirrer speeds and modes

used. (3) There were significantly higher (P<0.05) cell yields in cultures of either bead stirred at

30-40 rpm compared to all other speeds used and with respect to either stirrer mode for

attachment. (4) There were significantly higher (19%, P<0.05) cell yields in Cultispher-G

cultures following cell attachment with intermittent stirring compared to continuous stirring with

respect to all the speeds used. Cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures were not affected by any

intermittent stirring period used for cell attachment. There was no significant difference in the

cells yields in Cytodex-1 cultures with respect to the stirrer modes for attachment used. (5) The

optimal stirrer speed for growth in cultures of either bead with no adjustment during the cultures

was 40 rpm. (6) There was no significant difference ffable 5.2) in the cell growth rates in

cultures of either bead with respect to all the stirrer speeds and modes used. (7) There was no

significant difference in the lag phases in cultures of either bead following cell attachment with

intermittent stirring at up to 60 rpm. However, there were significanily longer (250o/o, p<0.01) lag

phases in all Cytodex-1 cultures at 100 rpm and Cultispher-G cultures at 75 and 100 rom

compared to 40-60 rpm. (8) There were large cell aggregates (10-50 cells) in all the continuous

stirred Cultispher-G cultures following the attachment phase. These aggregates disappeared

within 48 h in culture at 30-60 rpm. The aggregate disappearance gave unusuat neutral red

staining patterns with intense red areas on a small proportion (2s-g}o/o) of the beads. Free cells

in aggregates (up to 50 cells) were present after the attachment phase in cultures of either bead

with continuous stirring at 75-100 rpm. These disappeared within 72 h in cytodex-1 cultures but

persisted throughout Cultispher-G cultures accounting for a large proportion (40o/o) of the total

cells at maximum cell yield.

Bead Aggregates. Bead aggregates formed after 24 h in cytodex-1 cultures with intermittent

(5-20 beads) and continuous (2-5 beads) stirring for attachment at 30-60 rpm. The aggregates

persisted without significantly increasing in size in intermittent stirred cultures. The aggregates
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increased in size (5-10 beads) and accounted for most (72o/o) of the beads by the end of the

continuous stirred cultures. Large bead aggregates (23 beads) formed after attachment w¡thout

stirring and these persisted at this size throughout the cultures.

Bead aggregates formed after 24 h in Cultispher-G cultures following attachment without

stirring (10-30 beads), with intermittent stirring (5-17 beads) at 30-60 rpm and with continuous

stirring (2-5 beads) at 30-40 rpm. The aggregates persisted throughout in all the cultures and did

not increase in size ín intermittent stirred cultures but increased in size (5-15 beads at maximum

cell yield) in continuous stirred cultures.

Discussion. The Vero cells reached the same maximum yield in Cytodex-i cultures at 30-40

rpm following attachment with either stirring mode or medium volume used. The optimal

continuous stirring speed (40 rpm) for growth was lower than that (60 rpm) previousty proposed

forVero and MRC-S cells (clarkand Hirtenstein, 1981). However, this could be explained bythe

different spinner flasks used between the studies or by the previous authors different attachment

mode of static conditions in 50% medium volume. The authors maximum cell yields were

significantly lower (40olo, P<0.01) compared to this report (using crystal violet data from 4.3.2).

The highest cell yields in this study were observed in cultures with cytodex-1 bead

aggregates present. This result contradicts clark and Hirtenstein (19s1) who suggested 60 rpm

was optimal as it prevented cell bridging between the beads from causing lower cell yields.

cultures at 75-100 rpm had high proportions of singly suspended cytodex-1 beads which agrees

with the findings of the previous authors.

The lowercell yields in cultures at high stirrerspeeds (100 rpm) in this study also agree with

previous reports where cHo, BEK and FS-4 cells were damaged in cultures of solid cytodex-.1

at similar speeds (90-160 rpm) (croughan et al., 1987 and 1988, cherry and papoutsakis, j9B8

and Lakhotia and Papoutsakís, 1992).

The cultispher-G cultures all grew to similar maximum cell yields following attachment with

intermittent stirring. These yields show cultispher-G beads protected the cells from shear forces
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at high stirring speeds. This agrees with previous authors who showed CV-1 cells were protected

in cultures of macroporous Biomat beads at high (100 rpm) stirrer speeds, as their yields were

significantly higher (413vo, P<0.01) compared to Cytodex-3 cultures (Adema et at., 1990).

However, maximum cell yields in cultispher-G cultures in this study were also obtained when

bead aggregates were present.

Maximum cell yields in cultispher-G cultures were not signíficanfly different following sub-

optimal attachment with continuous stirring compared to intermittent stirring at 30-40 rpm. cell

aggregates were formed afrer 24 h in the continuous stirred cultures but these attached onto the

beads within 48 h. This did not occur at 75-100 rpm. This attachment resulted in highly skewed

proportions of beads showing red staining (20-goo/o of the beads contained >70% of the cells)

after 72'96 h in culture. This suggests that as long as the cells can become attached to the

Cultispher-G beads there is no limitation to cell yield.

The disappearance of cell aggregates with continuous stirring at 30-40 rpm was indicative of

entrapment in the Cultispher-G bead pores and not of a protein mediated attachment. Intense

neutral red staining confirmed where cell aggregates had attached/entrapped in the beads.

similar cell yields following poor cell/bead distributions could be explained by the large interior

surface area of cultispher-G beads available for cell growth. However, poor distributions causeo

cell counting problems, especially at low cell concentrat¡ons (<0.20 x 106 cells/ml).

Maximum cell yields in cultispher-G cultures were significantly lower with continuous stirring

throughout at 100 rpm. This could be explained by the high proportions of aggregated cells at

this speed which never attached to the beads. The aggregates made accurate sampling difficult,

as they had to be included in total counts but were not growing on the microcarriers. The

aggregate size did not increase which suggests these cells were either not actively growing or

were growing at highly reduced growth rates compared to cells in the beads. This is incticative of

a contact inhibition similar to cell domes in culture flasks discussed previously (4.3.5). cells in

the aggregates could also have consumed medium nutrients without growing reduc¡ng the

amounts available for the actively growing cells.
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Cell/Bead Distributions. The poor cell/bead distributions in Cytodex-1 cultures fo¡owing

attachment without stirring (5.3.1) could explain the severe bead aggregation and lower

maximum cell yields observed in these cultures. Most cells were attached to a small proportion

of the total beads and these then aggregated. Therefore, not all of the bead surface was

available for cell growth. The low yields could also be explained by the cell-free beads adsorbing

significant concentrations of serum factors (e.g. fibronectin, vitronectin etc. - Underwood and

Bennett, 1989) resulting in decreased numbers of celldivisions on the cell-containino beads.

Bead Aggregates. Bead aggregate sizes increased (up to 35 beads) in Cultispher-G cultures

which were at pH <6.7 at each readjustment time. Initially the cultures were at pH 7.4-7.S after

equilibration with 10o/o vlv CO2 overlay at 370C. Cell respiration of glucose and amino acids

(e'9. glutamine) could produce significant concentrations of lactate which lowers the culture pH

(Duval et al', 1992). Cultispher-G cultures decreased to pH 6.5 after72 h without readjustment

and bead aggregation was increased under such conditions. Cytodex-1 cultures never

decreased to pH <7.0 after72 h and thus, showed less bead aggregation.

The pH dependent bead aggregate size increase suggests the beads and or cells became

more attractive to each other at low pH. This could be explained by serum protein interactions or

cellsurface charge effectswhich are enhanced at low pH (Hu et al., 1gg5 and Lengheden, 1gg4).

The aggregates increased the bead number removed in some samples and constant observation

was required to ensure cell count accuracy,

Free cells. Freely suspended cells were found in Cultispher-G cultures 24 h after reaching

maxímum cell yield, following attachment with intermittent stirring at 75-100 rpm. Cultures

attached at 30-60 rpm showed few detached cells until 48-72 h after maximum yield. This could

be explained by the increased shear forces at high stirrer speeds and could relate to a nutrient

depletion required for cell adherence such as glucose for sialylation of gangliosides (Kleinman et

al., 1981). This will be discussed in Chapter 6.3.
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5.3.4 Ramping the Stirring Speed During Growth

Introduction' The optimal stirring speed without adjustment for cell attachment and groqh in

cultures of either bead was 40 rpm (5.3.3). However, low maximum cell yields at 75-100 rpm

could result from sub-optimal attachment conditions in these cultures. Higher speeds could

benefit later stages of cultures through increased nutrient supply or by reducing bead

aggregation. Therefore, an experiment was performed to determine whether speed ramping

following optimal cell attachment could improve maximum Vero cell yields in microcarrier

cultures.

Experimental. Vero cultures were grown in spinner flasks following optimal cell attachment, as

described above (5.3.1-2). The cultures were continuously stirred at 40 rpm prior to speed

ramping either (a) by two speed ramps, one after 48 h to 60 rpm and the second after g6 h to

100 rpm or (b) by one ramp after72 h to 60, 75 or 100 rpm.

Results. Table 5.3 shows the maximum cell yields, growth rates and lag phases in the speed

ramped cultures. (1) There was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields ín cultures

of either bead with respect to the speed ramps used (up to 100 rpm). (2) The cell growth rates

and lag phases in cultures of either bead were not significanily different with respect to any

speed ramp used. (3) The cells reached a monolayer in Cytodex-1 cultures at cell yields of 0.g0-

0.90 x 106 cells/ml and were forming two cell layers over much of the bead surface at maximum

yield. lt was impossible to determine the state of the beads in the Cultispher-G pores.

Bead Aggregates. There were significantly larger (257o/o, P<0.01) bead aggregates in cultures

of either bead at 40 rpm (5-20 beads) throughout compared to all the speed ramps (2-5 beads)

used. Cultispher-G aggregate sizes were significantly increased (60%, p<0.01) in cultures with

pH <6.7 at each readjustment time, as described above (S.3.3).



Table 5.3 - The effect of speed ramping on maximum Vero cell yields, growth rates and tag phases in 100 mL spinnerflasks on 1.00g/L cytodex-l and 1.70 glL cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mI in DMEM + s.0% v/v scs and optimally
attached to the microcarriers by stirring at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenfly for 24 h then continuously (Cuftispher-G).
The speed was then at either 40 rpm throughout, or ramped after 72 h to 60 75 or 100 rpm or ramped after 4g to 60 rpm ìhen after and
96 h to 100 rpm. The flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.4 after 72 h with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Stirrer Speed
Used
(rpm)

40

40-60

40-75

40-1 00

40-60-1 00

Maximum Cell
Yield

(x tO6 cells/mL)

Maximum cellYield, Growth Rate and Lag phase at the stirrer speed usèã

1.48 r 0.10

1.54 r 0.11"

1.49 t 0.10

1.38 r 0.09

1 .48 r 0.10

. - Highest cell yield.

Cytodex-1

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

th-1 )

0.034 + 0.003

0.034 + 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.033 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

Lag Phase

(h)

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 t 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

Maximum Cell
Yield

(x tO6 cells/ml)

1.78 x0.12

1 .85 + 0.12"

1.77 + 9.12

1.70 x0.12

1.80 + O.tZ

Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 10.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

Lag Phase

(h)

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

N
NJ
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Discussion' Bead aggregates and cell multi-layers formed in cytodex-1 cultures at tow speeds

(40 rpm) were suggested to limit maximum Vero and MRC-S celt yields (clark and Hirtenstein,

1981) by decreasing the surface area or cell division nutrient pools. However, there was no

significant difference in the maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead with or without speed

ramping to 100 rpm. The results of cytodex-1 cultures ramped to 100 rpm disagreed with

previous reports of reduced cHo, FS-4 and BEK cell yields in cultures at similar speeds (g0

rpm) (croughan et al', 1987 and 1988, cherry and Papoutsakis, 19gg and Lakhotia and

Papoutsakis,1992). However, the cells were optimally attached and in mid-exponential growth

phase prior to ramping in this study whilst the previous authors ramped the speed after 24 h in

culture when their cells were not in the exponential growth phase. Therefore, previous reports of

high speed cell damage or shear force detachment causing low cell yields could be exaggerated

by the methods used.

Nutrient supply. Poor nutrient diffusion was suggested to reduce yields in cultures with multi-

layers of Vero and murine L-WRL10A cells fl/r/errlein and Glinos, 1974 and Nahapetian et al.,

1986)' The authors suggested increased stirrer speeds to improve nutr¡ent supply to tower cell

layers. However, the results in this study indicate there were no nutrient limitations in batch

cultures even when grown at 40 rpm throughout. This could be explained by the lack of

multilayers on the cytodex-1 beads in batch growths and suggests the cells were not growing in

dense masses in the Cultispher-G pores. one advantage of ramped stirrer speeds (to >60 rpm)

in this study was the reduction of bead aggregate sizes which agreed with clark and H¡rtenstein

(1981) who reported singly suspended cytodex-1 cultures with stirring at 60 rpm.

5.3.5 Optimum pH

Introduction' The culture pH could affect the attachment and grovvth of the cells. previous

studies (5.3'3-4) showed wide fluctuations in the culture pH during growth. Therefore, the
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optimal pH for Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures in the Celligen bioreactor was

determined.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in the Celligen bioreactor on microcarriers with

various controlled pH values (between pH 6.5-7.8), as described previously (2.4.5). At each pH

set-point the other set-points were: temperature of 37oC, DoT of 50% of air saturation, stirring

continuously at 40 rpm either throughout (Cytodex-1) or for 72 h then ramped to 60 rpm

(Cultispher-G) and gas flow rate of 0.50 Umin. The pH was controlled at set-point by sparging

CO2 to lower the pH and by pumping 1.00 M Na2CO3 solution to raise the pH. The pH was

maintained within 0.10 units of the set-point throughout in all cultures. Daily the culture pH was

measured off-line and the pH amplifier was reset to the new value when it had drifted bv more

than 0.05 units.

Results. Fig. 5.6 shows maximum Vero cell yields in Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G cultures at the

pH set-points used (pH 6.5-7.8) and cell growth at the pH optima. Table 5.4 shows the ceil

growth rates and lag phases in these cultures. ('1) Maximum cell yields (Fig. 5.64)) in cultures of

either bead were affected by the pH set-points used. There were significantly higher maximum

cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures (P<0.01) at pH 7.1 and Cultispher-G cultures (P<0.05) at pH 6.8

compared to all other pH set-points used. (2) The optima for cell growth were pH 7.1 in Cytodex-

1 cultures and pH 6.8 in Cultispher-G. There were significantly higher (270/o, PcO,01) maximum

cell y¡elds (Fig. 5.68)) at the optimal pH values in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1.

(3) The cell growth rates (fable 5.4) were significantly affected by the pH set-points used. The

cell growth rates in cultures of either bead were significantly higher (P<0.01) in the range of pH

6.8-7.1 compared to all otherset-points used. (4) There was no significant difference in the lag

phases in cultures of either bead at pH 6.8-7.5. However, the lag phases were significanily

longer (600%, P<0.01) at pH 6.5 and 7.8.
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Table 5.4 - The effect of controtled pH on the Vero cell growth rate and lag phase ¡n 1,300mL celligen bioreactor on 1.00 g/L cytodex-l and 1.70 glL cultispher-c. îne ce¡s wereinoculated at 0'05 x 106 cells/ml ¡n on¡en¡ + 5.0% v¡v ics. The other parameters werecontrolled at 37oc, 50% Dor, 40 rpm continuously (cytodex-1) or ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h(cultispher-G) and 0.50 umin gas flow rate. The values ,r. meán, of n=2.

Controlled pH

6.8

7.1

7.5

7.8

Vero Cell Growth Rate and Lag phase at the Cotrtrolled pH

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1)

Lag Phase
(h)

Specific Cetl
Growth Rate

ft-1)

Lag Phase
(h)

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

18.00 r 2.00

18.00 1 2.00

0.024 t0.002

0.03910.003

0.042 + 0.003

0.038 r 0.003

0.022 ! 0.002

3.00 t 0.50

3.0010.50

3.00 r 0.50

18.00 r 2.00

18.00 r 2.00

0.020 t 0.002

0.045 r 0.004

0.043 r 0.003

0.029 r 0.003

0.015 t 0.002
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Bead Aggregates. Bead aggregates were formed in Cultispher-G cultures. These were small

(3-4 beads) at pH 7.8 and were significantly larger (400%, P<0.01) at pH 6.5 at maximum cetl

yield. The aggregates at pH 7.8 did not increase in size throughout the culture. However, the

aggregates at pH 6.5 significantly increased (4OOV", P<0.01) in size over the course of the

culture.

Discussion. The growth medium used in these studies (DMEM + s.o% v/v sCS at 44.0 mM

sodium bicarbonate) was at pH 7.4 following equilibration with a 10% vlv CO2 overlay.

However, previous studies (5.3.3-4) showed Cultispher-G cultures rapidly decreased to pH <6.7

and Cytodex-1 cultures to pH <7.0 after72 h of Vero cell growth, probably as a result of lactate

production. Ceccarini and Eagle (1971) and Ceccarini (1975) showed similar pH optima for

plating and growth but the optima varied greatly between cell lines. The authors showed optima

of pH 7'0-7.1 for HeLa and Wl38 cells and pH 7.6-7.8 for human KL2 and penny D fibrobtast

cells. The optimal pH for Vero cells had not been previously reported.

This study found the optimal pH was lower (pH 6.8) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to

Cytodex-1 (pH 7.1). No one has previously shown differences in parameter optima between the

beads. However, the cells grew poorly at pH 6.5 and 7.8 in cultures of either bead. The ooor

growth could be explained by effects on medium components. For example, Rabinowitz et al.

(1956)' Griffiths (1972) and Reitzer et al. (1979) suggested gtutamine was the major carbon

source for Ehrlich ascites, human fibroblast and HeLa cell growth. However, glutamine naturally

decomposes (Lin and Agrawal, 1988) in solutions and high pH increasesthe decomposition rate.

Hence, if glutamine was important for Vero cell growth, a high pH could result in a lower

maximum cell yield. This will be discussed in Chapter ô.3.

Cellular glutamine metabolism produces ammonia and glutamate and physiological levels of

ammonia (3 mM) inhibit baby hamster kidney (BHK) but not Vero or MDCK cell growth (Hassetl

and Butler, 1991). Murine hybridoma cell inhibition or toxicity by ammonia has been shown to

increase with increased culture pH (Doyle and Butler, 1990). Thiswill be discussed in chapter
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8.3.

cellular metabolism of glucose produces lactate and co2. However, lactate also inhibits

hybridoma cell growth (Duval et al., 1992 and omasa, 1gg2). Lactate and co2 also lower the

medium pH which could result in growth inhibition (ceccarini and Eagle, 1g71) and will be

discussed in Chapter g.3.

High pH (pH >7'5) reduces Fs-4 cell adhesion to substrata (Hu et at., 1985¡ and trypsin

solutions are prepared at an alkaline pH to enhance the detachment. Therefore, high pH could

have affected cefl adhesion resulting in reduced growth as was observed in this study. This also
agreeswith Lengheden (1994) who showed reduced adherent human fibroblast cell growth at oH
>7.5.

The low growth at pH 6.5 could be explained by enzyme inhibition, as low pH reduces the
phosphofructokinase activity of hybridoma cells (Duval et al., lggz). This enzyme regutates
glycolysis' which could reduce the availability of substrates from glucose for processes such as
glycoprotein sialylation (e'g. of gangliosides) resulting in reduced cell adhesion or division on
substrata (Kleinman et al., 19g3 and Ruoslahti et al., 19g2).

Bead Aggregation' severe bead aggregation occurred in the celligen bioreactor following

attachment to cultispher-G with the optimal intermittent stirring protocol. These curtures were
lost within 72 h' as the aggregates formed a single mass in the stirrer shaft draft tube.
Therefore' attachment to cultispher-G was performed with continuous stirring which was shown
above (5'3'3) not to reduce cell yields in spinner flasks. However, optimal attachment could be
performed in spinner flasks prior to inoculation of the bioreactor. Ail bioreactor cultures in this
Chapter were continuously stirred.

5.3.6 pH Gontrol in Spinner Flasks

Introduction' The culture pH affects cell growth (5.3.5) and the pH of spinner flask curtures is
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impossible to control. Hence, growth media are often supplemented with HEpEs buffer to

improve pH control. However, cell growth produces lactate from glucose metabolism and this

lactate could reduce the pH of spinner flask cultures to sub-optimal levels for growth. No one

has previously described pH readjustment in spinner flask cultures to enhance cell yields.

Therefore, this study determined the effects of daily pH readjustment on maximum Vero cell

yields in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in original DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v scs

buffered with either (a) sodium bicarbonate (44.00 mM) or (b) with sodium bicarbonate (44.00

mM) and supplemented with HEPES buffer (25.00 mM). The cells were grown in spinner flasks.

as described above (S.3.3-4).

Results' Table 5.5 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of cytodex-1 and cultispher-G with the

various pH readjustment protocols. Table 5.6 shows cell growth rates and lag phases in these

cultures. (1) vero cell growth was affected by the pH readjustment method. (2) There were

significantly higher (23o/o, P<0.05) maximum cell yields in cultures of cultispher-G compared to

cytodex-1 in either DMEM and with respect to all pH readjustment methods used. (3) There was

no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in cytodex-1 cultures with readjustment to
pH 7 '1, pH 7.5 or with unadjusted pH. (4) There was no significant difference in maximum cell

yields in cytodex-1 cultures with or without HEPES buffer in the medium with respect to all the

pH readjustments made. (5) The maximum cell yield in cultispher-G cultures was significan¡y

higher (P<0'05) with daily readjustment to pH 7.1 compared to the other readjustments used. (6)

Maximum cell yields in pH readjusted cultispher-G cultures were not significan¡y different with

orwithout HEPES buffer in the medium. However, maximum cell yields were significanly higher

(24o/o, P=0.01) in pH unadjusted cultispher-G cultures with HEpES buffer compared to without

HEPES' (7) The cell growth rates (fable 5.6) were not significan¡y different with respecr to the

pH readjustment method in cultures of either bead. (8) Lag phases (fable 5.6) were significanfly



Table 5'5 - The effect of pH readjustmentto high and low pH on the growth of vero cells in 100 mL spinnerftasks on 1.00 g/L cytodex-l(A)andl.T0glLcultispher-G(B).Thecellswereinoculatedat0.05xl06cells/mlinDMEM +s.oó/ovlvscspreparedwithorwithout
25'00 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.1 or pH 7.5. cultures were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (cytodex-1) or intermitten¡y for 24 h thencontinuouslyandrampedto60rpmaflerT2h(cultispher-G).culturepHwaòeitheradjusteáo'aiiy anerízhtotheoriginal valuesof pH
7 '1 or pH 7'5 with 2.00 M NaoH or was unadjusted. ir¡e Raéts were at pH 6.7, 6.8 and 7.3 in cytodex-1 cuttures and at pH 6.5, 6.g and6'8 in cultispher-G at the end of the experiment from unadjusted, adjústed pH 7.1 and adjusted pH 7.5, respectively. The values aremeans of n=2.

Table 5.54) - Cytodex-í.

Time
(h)

0

24

48

72

96

120

144

168

192

0.05 r 0.02

0.09 r 0.02

0.18 r 0.03

0.42 !0.04

0.70 r 0.05

1.12 r 0.06

1.27 + O.Og*

1 .25 x 0.11

1.17 I 0.08

DMEM Without HEPES Buffer

" - Highest cellyield.

0.05 t 0.02

0.10 r 0.02

0.19 r 0.03

0.41 r 0.03

0.80 r 0.04

1.35 r 0.07

1.45 r 0.10-

1.44 !0.11

1.39 I 0.09

Cell Concentration in Cytodex-1
(x 106/mt)

0.05 r 0.02

0.10 + 0.02

0.20 !0.02
0.39 r 0.03

0.7710.05

1.25 r 0.09

1 .48 r 0.10

1 .51 r 0.1 1-

1.46 10.10

Cultures

Unadjusted Adjusted

0.05 10.02 0.05 r 0.02

0.09 1 0.02 0.10 r 0.02

0.18 r 0.03 0.19 f 0.02

0.38 r 0.03 0.37 r 0.03

0.75 r 0.06 0.76 r 0.07

1.38 + 0.09 1.31 r 0.08

DMEM With HEPES Buffer

1.48 r 0.10

1.45 + O.Og

1.44 x 0.10

Adjusted

0.05 r 0.02

0.09 r 0.02

0.19 t 0.03

0.36 r 0.02

0.71 + 0.06

1.24 x0.07

1.35 t 0.10

1 .27 t 0.07

1.21 r 0.06

7.5

1 .45 t 0.10-

1.42 t 0.11

1.37 r 0.09

(¡)
O



Table 5.58) - Cultispher-G.

Time
(h)

0

24

48

72

96

120

144

168

192

0.05 r 0.02

0.1010.02

0.20 + O.Og

0.42 + 0.03

0.81 t 0.07

1.16 + 0.09

1.27 + 0.10*

1.20 r 0.08

1.01 r 0.07

DMEM Without HEPES Buffer

* - Highest cell yield.

Cell Concentration in Cultispher-G Cultures
(x 106¡mt)'

0.05 r 0.02

0.10 r 0.02

0.20 r 0.03

0.43 r 0.02

0.87 r 0.07

1.54 I 0.09

2.05 r 0.13-

2.02 t0.13

1 .87 ! 0.12

0.05 10.02

0.09 + 6.92

0.19 r 0.03

0.41 x0.02

0.75 r 0.07

1.34 t 0.09

1.76 x0.12-

1.47 t0.09

1 .11 x 0.07

Unadjusted

0.05 r 0.02

0.10 + O.OZ

0.19 r 0.03

0.37 r 0.03

0.7810.06

1.36 I 0.09

1.57 x 0.12-

1.40 t 0.09

1 .21 x 0.07

DMEM With HEPES Buffer
Adjusted Adjusted

0.0510.02 0.05 + o.oz

0.10 + O.OZ 0.09 + O.OZ

0.20 r 0.03 0.17 r 0.03

0.40 r 0.03 0.35 t 0.03

0.8010.06 0.71 + 0.06

1.42 + 0.09 1.30 I 0.08

2.02:l0.13- 1.73+0.12*

2.00 r 0.13 1.67 t 0.11

1.81 !0.12 1.ô1 r0.11

H 7.1 7.5

(¡)
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Table 5.6 - The effects of the pH readjustment protocol on the Vero cell growth rates and lagphases in 100 mL spinnerflasks of 1.00 g/L cytodex-t and 1.70 glt cu-itisprrer-C. The celtswere inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v scS prepared with or wíthoutHEPES buffer (25.00 mM). The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) orintermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm afterT2 n in cutture (cultispher-
G). The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.1 daily after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The
vafues are means of n=2.

pH
Readjustment

Protocol

No HEPES

pH 7.1 Adjusted

pH 7.5 Adjusted

pH 7.5
Unadiusted

25.00 mM
HEPES

The Vero cettGrowth Rate and Lag enásm".ojvpË

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

ft-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

0-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

0.033 t 0.003

0.033 r 0.003

0.033 r 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r '1.00

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 I 0.003

3.00 f 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

pH 7.1 Adjusted

pH 7.5 Adjusted

pH 7.5
Unadiusted

0.033 t 0.003

0.033 t 0.003

0.033 10.003

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

0.035 t 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.003

3.00 t 0.50

6.00 t 1.00

6.00 r 1.00
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shorter (50%, P<0.01) in cultures of either bead with an initial pH of 7.1 compared to pH 7.5 in

cultures of either bead.

pH. The pH fluctuated during cell growth in all cultures. After 72 h Cytodex-1 cultures

inoculated at pH 7.1 and 7.5 had decreased to pH 6.7 and 7.0, respectively. The pH was then

readjusted daily to the values at inoculation but was decreased again at each daily readjustment

time to pH 6.8 and 7.3 following readjustment to pH 7.1 and 7.5, respectively. The pH

unadjusted Cytodex-1 culture was inoculated at pH 7.5 and decreased to pH 6.6 at the end of the

cultures. After72 h Cultispher-G cultures inoculated at pH 7.1 and 7.5 had decreased to pH 6.7.

The pH then decreased to pH 6.6 and 6.8 following readjustment to pH 7.1 and 7.5, respectivety.

The unadjusted Cultispher-G culture had decreased from pH 7.5 to 6.5 atthe end of the culture.

Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields in spinner flasks were higher from pH 7.'l at inoculation

with daily readjustment to the same pH from72 h onwards in cultures of either bead. However,

cell growth in Cytodex-1 cultures was not dependent on pH readjustment which suggests the

previous reports of cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures initiated at pH 7.4-7.5 would not have been

affected by a lack of pH readjustment (Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981, Gebb et al., 19g4, polastri et

al., 1984 and Reiteret al., 1990). None of the previous reportswith Vero cell growth discuss pH

readjustment during the cultures. However, maximum cell yields were dependent on pH

readjustment to pH 7.1 in Cultispher-G cultures. None of the previous reports in the literature

using Cultispher-G cultures describe pH readjustment in spinner flasks which could mean the

reported cell yields were under estimated.

Others have used HEPES buffer (15.00-25.00 mM) supplemented medium to improve pH

control in Vero cell cultures (Mered et al., 1980, Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981, Lindskog et al.,

1987 and Cinatl et al., 1992). However, the addition of HEPES buffer had no significant effects

on Vero cell growth in most cultures in this study. Indeed, pH readjustment was still required in

all cultures, especially Cultispher-G. These results showthere was no advantage in using
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HEPES bufferwhich also significantly increases the basal medium cost (>200%).

5.3.7 Dissolved Oxygen Tension

Introduction. The dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) could affect cell yields and growth rates.

Therefore, the optimal DOT for Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures was determined in the

Celligen bioreactor.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in the Celligen bioreactor with various controlled

DOT levels (10-100% of air saturation), as described above (5.3.5). Other parameters were

controlled at the set-points above (5.3.5) with pH 7.1 (Cytodex-1) and 6.8 (Cuttispher-G). The

DOT was controlled at set-point by sparging compressed air, blended with pure 02 (when

required), to raise the DOT or by spargíng N2 to lowerthe DOT.

Results. Fig. 5.7 shows the maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead at the various

DOT set-points used (10-100%). Table 5.7 shows the cell growth rates and lag phases in

cultures of either bead at the DOTs used. (1) Maximum cell yields (Fig. 5.7) in cultures of either

bead were affected by the DOT set-points used. There were significanfly higher (37%, p<0.01)

cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-'1 with respect to all the DOTs used. (2)

There were significantly higher (P<0.01) maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures at 10-50%

DOT compared to all the other values used. There was no significant difference in the ranking in

Cultispher-G cultures, except the optimal range was wider (10o/o-75o/o DOT). The optimal range

of DOT was 25-500/0. (3) There were significantly higher cell growth rates (fable 5.7) in cultures

of either bead at 10-75o/o DOT compared 100% DOT. (4) There was no significant difference in

the lag phases (fable 5.7) in cultures of either bead with respect to any Dor used.

Discussion. Cells in vivo are exposed to oxygen concentrations ranging between 0-100% of the
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Fig. 5.7 - The effect of the dissolved oxygen tension on the maximum Vero cell yietd ín 1,300
mL Celligen bioreactor on microcaniers. The cetls were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL on
either O 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or I 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G in DMEM + 5.0olo v/v sCS. The ceils
were grown at various DOT levels from 10-100o/o of airsaturation. The other controls were at
37oc, pH 7.1 (cytodex-l) and pH 6.8 (cuttispher-G), 40 rpm (cytodex-t) or 40 rpm up to 72 h
followed by 60 rpm (Cultispher-G) and 0.50 Umin gas flow rate. The points are means of n=2.
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Table 5.7 - The effect of the dissolved oxygen tens¡on on the Vero cell growth rate and lagphase in 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The
cef ls were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS and grown at various DOT
levels from 10-100o/o of air saturation. The other controls were at 37oc, pÃ I : (Gytodex-1) and
qH 6.8 (cultispher-G),40 rpm (cytodex-1) or40 rpm upto72 h foilowed by oo ipm (cuttispher-
G) and 0.50 Umin gas flow rate. The values are means of n=2.

Controlled DOT

(o/o ail
saturation)

Vero Cell Growth Rate and Lag phase at the ControlteO OOf

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase
(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase
(h)

lrì

25

50

75

100

0.041 r 0.003

0.042 r 0.003

0.041 r 0.003

0.038 t 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

3.00 + 0.50

3.00 10.50

3.00 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

0.043 + 0.003

0.045 r 0.004

0.045 r 0.004

0.045 r 0.004

0.039 r 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50
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concentration in air. However, few reports in the literature have discussed the effects of varying

oxygen concentrations (as DOï) on cell growth. Nahapetian et al. (1986) discussed the

importance of DOT for Vero cell growth in refed spinner flasks and Qualitz et al. (1993)

discussed the oxygen uptake rate of CHO cells in spinner flasks. Neither of these authors

proved their DOT level as optimal. Previous reports have shown significantly lower (>50%)

maximum yields of human fibroblast cells at <2% DOT (Graff and McCarty, 1957) and human

diploid fibroblasts, CHO and human endothelial cells at >90% DOT (Krebs, 1950, van derValk et

al., 1985 and Grant et al., 1992).

The results in this study agree with lower cell yields at high DOTs. However, the nraximum

cell yield al 100o/o DOT was significantly higher (24%, P<0.05) in the Cultispher-G cultures

suggesting the cells were protected from the adverse DOT in these beads compared to Cytodex-

1. This could be explained by the cells growing in aggregates inside the Cultispher-G bead pores

whereas they grow on the outer surface of Cytodex-1 as monolayers. Therefore, cell aggregates

could limit the diffusion of high oxygen concentrations to lower cell layers. Another possible

explanation is cell morphology differences between the beads, as the cells are flattened in

Cytodex-1 cultures and have a high surface area to volume ratio whereas the cells could be

more rounded in Cultispher-G cultures with a low surface area to volume ratio. This could affect

the diffusion of oxygen into the cells.

It was impossible to preadapt the cells to the DOT levels used. This could explain why the

growth rates at 100% DOT were high for 48 h before significantly reducing. Grant et al. (1992)

previously showed a similar effect and found it was due to the growth stimulation of fibroblast

growth factor (FGF). The FGF was unaffected after 24 h exposure to high DOTs retaining it's

stimulating effect. However, growth stimulation was completely removed after > 48 h exposure

to >90% DOT. The results in this study could be explained by this effect.
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5.3.8 Temperature

Introduction. High or low temperature could reduce maximum cell yields and growth rates by

affecting optimal enzyme activities. No one has previously determined the optimal temperature

for Vero cell growth. Therefore, the optimal temperature for Vero cell growth in microcarrier

cultures was determined in the Celligen bioreactor.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in the Celligen bioreactor at various temperarures

(between 35-39oc), as described above (5.3.5). All other parameters were controlled at the set-

point values described above (5.3.7) and DOT was controlled at 50% of air saturation.

Results' Table 5.8 shows the maximum Vero cell yields, growth rates and lag phases at the

various temperatures (35-39oC) used. (1) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were

affected by the temperatures used. (2) There were significantly higher maximum cell yields in

Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-l with respect to all the temperatures used. (3)

There were significantly higher (23%, P<0.05) maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead at

37oC and 39oC compared to 35oc. The optimal temperature for Vero cell growth was 37oc. (4)

There were significantly higher cell growth rates (22%, P<0.05) in cultures of either bead at 37-

39oC. (5) There were significantly longer (1Oo%, P<0.01) lag phases (Iable 5.8) in cultures of

either bead at 35oC compared to 37 or 3goc.

Discussion. Mammalian cells are routinely cultured at the average human body temperature

(37oC). However, previous CHO cell research showed maximum cell yields were reduced, the

specific productivity rates were increased and the growth rate decreased with temperature stress

at up to 42oC (Isao et al., 1992). No one has previously shown the optimal temperature for

Vero cell growth.

The maximum Vero cell yields were similar in cultures of either bead at 37-3goc but were



Table 5.8 - The effect of controlled temperature on the maximum Vero cell yields, growth rates and lag phases in 1,300 mL Celligen
Bioreactor on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l or 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x tO6 cetts¡bead in DMEM + S.¡yo vlv
sCS. The culture was controlled at temperatures of 35, 37 or 39oC. The cultures were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) and
ramped to 60 rpm afler 72 h in culture and controlled at pH 7.1 (Cytodex-1) or 6.8 (Cultispher-G), DOT at SOo/o of air saturation anã qas
flow rate at 0.50 Umin. The values are means o'f n=2.

Temperature
ec)

35

37

39

Maximum Cell
Yield

(x 106 cells/mL)

* - Highest cell yields.

Maximum cell Yield, Growth Rate and Lag Phase at the stirrer speed used

1.16 I 0.07

1 .41 t 0.10-

1.32 r 0.09

Cytodex-1

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

lh-1 )

0.024 t 0.002

0.031 + 0.003

0.030 + 0.003

Lag Phase

(h)

6.00 + 1.OO

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

Maximum Cell
Yield

(x 106 cells/mL)

1 .17 ! O.O7

2.05 l-0.14'

2.00 !0.14

Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

th-1 )

0.024 !0.002

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

Lag Phase

(h)

6.00 r 1.00

3.00 r 0.50

3.0010.50

(¡)
(o
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reduced at 35oC. This suggested the cells could grow with no effects at higher temperatures

compared to the normal. Vero cells are of simian origin and could be expected to have similar

characteristics to human cells so it was not surprising the optimal growth temperature was 37oC.

However, the equivalent cell growth at 39oC was surprising. This could be explained by the

physiology of animal kidneys where there is an insulating fat layer to help maintain the organ

temperature for detoxification functions.

5.3.9 Microcarrier Concentration

Introduction. Microcarriers offer highly increased surface areas compared to static culture

flasks for cell growth. However, no-one has previously determined the optimal microcarrier

concentrations for batch culture. Therefore, this study determined the effects of using vanous

microcarrier concentrations on maximum Vero cell yields in batch cultures.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were inoculated with either (a) fixed cell concentration of 0.05

x 106 cells/mL or (b) fixed inoculum ratio of 10 cells/bead (cytodex-1) and 30 cells/bead

(Cultispher-G) on various concentrations of Cytodex-1 (0.50-5.00 g/L) or Cultispher-G (0.g5-8.50

g/L) and grown in spinner ftasks (5.3.3).

Results. Table 5.9 shows maximum Vero cell yields, time taken to reach maximum yield, cell

growth rate and lag phases in cultures of either bead with either a fixed cell inoculum

concentration (0.05 x 106 cells/mL) or a fixed cell/bead ratio (10 ceils/bead in Cytodex-1 and 30

cells/bead in Cultispher-G). Table 5.10 shows maximum cell/bead loadings in these cultures.

(1) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were not affected by the microcarrier

concentration or the cell inoculum used. (2) There were significanily higher (21%, p<0.05)

maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the

microcarrier concentrations and cell inocula used. (3) There was no significant difference in
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Table 5.9 - The effect of the microcarrier concentrat¡on on the maximum yield, time taken to
maximum yield, growth rate and lag phase from either a fixed inoculum Vero cell
concentration (A) or a fixed cell/bead ratio (B) in 100 mL spinner flasks. The cells were
inoculated at either 0.05 x 106 cells/mL (either bead) or 10 cells/bead in Cytodex-1 (0.50-5.00
g/L) and 30 cells/bead in Cultispher-G (0.85-8.50 g/L) in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. The cuttures
were stirred at 40 rpm eithercontinuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for24 h then continuously
and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-G) and readjusted daily to pH 7.4 with
2.00 M NaOH after72 h. The values are means of n=2.

Table 5.94) - Fixed cell inoculum concentration.

Conc Maximum cellYield, Time Taken to Reach Maximum Yield. Growth Rate and
Phases at the Microcarrier Concentration Used

Cytodex-1 Lag Phase

0.50
1.00

2.00
3.00
5.00

Cultispher-G

0.85
1.70

3.40
5.10
8.50

0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
5.00

Cultispher-G

Table 5.98) - Fixed cell/bead inoculum ratio.

Conc. Maximum cellYield, Time Taken to Reach Maximum yield, Growth Rate and
Lag Phases at the Microcarrier Concentration Used

Cytodex-1 Lag Phase

3.00 f 0.50
3.00 I 0,50
6.00 t 1.00

6.00 t 1.00
6.00 r 1.00

3.00 r 0.50
3.00 t 0.50
3.00 r 0.50
6.0011.00
6.00 r 1.00

6.00 + 1.00

3.00 + 0.50
3.00 r 0.50
3.00 r 0.50
3.00 + 0.50

6.00 I 1.00
3.00 10.50
3.00 t 0.50
4.50 r 0.50
4.50 t 0.50

0.85

1.70
3.40
5.10
8.50

x 1o6lml

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

1.33 t 0.09
1 .47 ! 0.11

1.42 x0.10
1.36 t 0.09
1.26 t 0.08

144
144
144
144
144

0.03310.003
0.0341 0.003
0.0341 0.003
0.033t 0.003
0.03210.003

1 .67 t 0j2
1 .77 ! 0.13*
1 .71 ! 0.12
1 .68 r 0.12

1.63 r 0.12

144
144
144
144
144

0.0351 0.003
0.0361 0.003
0.0361 0.003
0.0351 0.003
0.0351 0.003

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

1.24 !0.08
1 .47 t 0.11

1 .49 t 0.10
1 .46 r 0.10
1.32 t 0.09

168

144
120
120
96

0.034+ 0.003
0.03410.003
0.0331 0.003
0.0231 0.002
0.0251 0.002

1.50 r 0.11

1 .71 ! 0.12
1.69 t 0.12
1.66 t 0.12
1.70 ! 0.12

168

144
120
120
72

0.0351 0.003
0.03610.003
0.03410.003
0.0291 0.003
0.040t 0.003

* - Highest cell yield.
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Table 5.10 - The effect of the microcarrier concentration and Vero cell inoculum
concentration on maximum Vero cellibead loadings in 100 ml spinner flasks on Cytodex-l
and Gultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at either 0.05 x 10o cells/mL or at 10 (Cytodex-1)
and 30 (Gultispher-G) cells/bead in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The cultures were stirred at 40 rpm
continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after
72 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.4 daily after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M
NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

I Cultispher-G
Maximum Cell/Bead Loadinq Maximum Cell/Bead Loadin

Conc. Fixed Cell
Concentration

Fixed
Cell/Bead

Ratio

Conc.

(o/L)

Fixed Cell
Concentration

Fixed
Cell/Bead

Ratio
0.50

1.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

591

327

158

102

55

551

327

166

108

qo

0.85

1.70

3.40

5.10

8.50

2,183

1,086

532

óoo

¿to

1,961

1,084

552

362

222
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maximum cell yields flable 5.94-B)) in cultures of Cytodex-1 at 0.50-5.00 g/L and Cultispher-G

at 0.85-8.50 g/L with respect to either cell inoculum concentration used. (4) There was no

significant difference in the cell growth rates in cultures of either bead from fixed cell inoculum

concentrations (fable 5.94)) with respect to the microcarrier concentrations used. However,

there were significantly slower growth rates from fixed cell/bead inoculum ratios (fable 5.98)) in

Cytodex-1 cultures at 3.00 and 5.00 glL (42%, P<0.01) and in Cultispher-G cultures at 5.10 g/L

(17%, P<0.05) compared to all other cultures. (5) There was no significant difference in the time

taken to reach maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead from a fixed cell inoculum

concentration (fable 5.9A)) with respect to all the microcarrier concentrations used. However,

maximum cell yields from fixed cell/bead inoculum ratios (fable 5.98)) were reached

significantly earlier in Cytodex-1 cultures at 5.00 glL (33o/o, P<0.01) and Cultispher-G cultures at

8.50 g/L (100%, P<0.01) compared to the controls ('1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-

G). (6) There were significantly longer (100%, P<0.01) lag phases from fixed cell inoculum

concentrations in cultures of Cytodex-1 at 3.00-5.00 g/L and Cultispher-G at 5.10-8.50 g/L.

There were significantly longer (100o/o, P<0.01) lag phases from fixed cell/bead ratios ffable

5.10) in cultures at 0.50 g/L Cytodex-1 and 0.85 g/L Cultispher-G (7) The optimal microcarrier

concentrations for batch Vero cell growth were 1.00 gil Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G.

Cell/Bead Loadings. (1) The maximum cell/bead loadings (fable.5.10) in cultures of either

bead were affected by the microcarrier concentration used. (2) The maximum loadings were 5g1

cells/bead in 0.50 g/L Cytodex-1 cultures and 2,183 in 0.85 g/L Cultispher-G from a fixed cetl

inoculum concentration. (3) The maximum loadings were proportionally reduced as the bead

concentration was increased and were significantly lower (90%, P<0.01) in cultures of Cytodex-1

at 5.00 g/L and Cultispher-G at 8.50 g/L with respect to either cell inoculum used. (4) Maximum

cell/bead loadings were significantly higher (251o/o, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to

Cytodex-1 with respect to all cell inoculum and microcarrier concentrations used.
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Bead Occupancy. At maximum cell yield the whole bead surface was covered and the cells

were multi-layered (> 2 cell depths) in 0.50 and 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 cultures. At 2.00 and 3.00

g/L Cytodex-1 the cells covered all of the bead surface and were mono-layered. However, at

5.00 g/L the beads were not completely covered to a cell mono-layer. There were large cell-free

areas (30% of the total surface area) on many beads and a significant proportion of empty beads

(21o/o) in cultures from the fixed inoculum concentration (0.05 x 106 cells/ml).

At maximum cell yield in the 0.85 g/L Cultispher-G cultures there were a large proportion

(40%) of beads showing red staining throughout their matrix. However, as the bead

concentration was increased the proportions of such beads was reduced.

Discussion. Low Cytodex-1 microcarrier concentrations (1.00 g/L) have been shown to yield

significantly (25%) lower maximum Vero cell yields compared to 3.00-5.00 g/L (Clark and

Hirtenstein, 1981). Therefore, increasing the surface area by increasing the concentrations of

Cytodex-1 was suggested to lead to improved cell yields. Hence, this could explain why others

have used 3.00-5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 for FS-4, BEK and CHO cell growth (Hu et al., 1985, Cherry

and Papoutsakis, 1988, Pons et al., 1992 and Qualitz et al., 1993) without any optimisation or

further rationale. This approach could lead to exaggerated results without optimisation of some

cell growth parameters. The macroporous microcarriers have a sponge-like matrix which

significantly increases the surface area per bead for cell growth. Therefore, using these beads

high concentrations could be unnecessary.

A T25 culture flask with 10 mL medium has a surface area of 2.5 cm2lmL of medium.

These flasks produce maximum Vero cellyields of 1.90 x 106 cells/ml (4.3.1). Cytodex-1 beads

at 1 .00 g/L have a surface area of 4.4 cm4mL of medium. These cultures produced 1 .47 x 106

cells/mL in ihis study. Therefore, the lower yields in Cytodex-1 cultures could agree with Clark

and Hirtenstein's (1981) previous conclusions. However, considering the significanily higher

(76%, P<0.01) surface area/mL in Cytodex-'l cultures compared to T25 flasks it is hard to

believe low cell yields resulted from a surface area limitation. Furthermore, higher bead
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concentrations could increase the bead to bead collisions ultimately leading to decreased cell

yields, as shown previously with BEK cells (Cherry and Papoutsakis, 19BB).

The results in this study show maximum Vero cell yields were unaffected at up to 5.00 g/L

Cytodex-1 or 8.50 g/L Cultispher-G. The only advantage of the higher bead concentrations was

in significantly reducing the time taken to reach the maximum cell yield when the cultures were

inoculated at fixed cell/bead ratios. Therefore, the Cytodex-1 results disagree with those of Clark

and Hirtenstein (1981). This could be explained bythe semi-optimised conditions in the cultures

in this study.

Significantly higher (20-40%, P<0.05) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures

compared to Cytodex-1 were consistently found in these studies. Indeed, the maximum cell

yields in Cultispher-G cultures were similar to those in T25 culture flasks. The reduced cell

yields in Cytodex-1 cultures could result from differences in nutrient utilisation or growth

inhibition from the excreted products which were not analysed in this study. However, there

have been previous reports of reduced murine 3T3 cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures and this was

found to result from a reduced secretion of an important adhesion protein, laminin (Bober et al.,

1987 and Varani et al., 1990).

5.3.10 Bead to Bead Transfer of Cells

Introduction. The optimal inoculation of microcarrier cultures should lead to even cell/bead

distributions with each cell attaching to one microcarrier and then growing to colonise that bead.

Bead to bead cell transfer could allow complete utilisation of the bead surface area if the

attachment phase resulted in sub-optimal distribution profiles or could remove the need for cell

detachment from the beads prior to inoculation of larger cultures. Therefore, this study

determined whether bead to bead transfer of Vero cells could occur in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in 1 00 mL spinner flasks, as described above
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(5.3.3). The cultures were grown for 72 h prior to the addition of an extra 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or

1.70 glL Cultispher-G. Every 24 h after this addition the cell attachment and bead aggregation

were determined by removing 0.5 mL of the culture into an microfuge tube and staining the

beads with neutral red dye (5.3.1). The beads were washed (xa) with D-PBS- prior to viewing

under an inverted microscope to assess bead aggregation and cell colonisation of empty beads.

Results. Fig. 5.8 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead with and without the addition

of fresh microcarriers after 72 h. (1) Vero cells were transferred between Cytodex-1 beads in

growing cultures. Fresh (cell-free) beads were quickly attracted (<24 h) to the originals and the

cells then gradually colonised them. The transfer of cells between Cultispher-G beads was

difficult to visually assess by the methods used due to the macroporous matrix. Hence, it was

unclear whether any cell transfer had occurred. (2) There was no significant difference in the

maximum bead aggregate size in Cytodex-1 (8 beads) or Cultispher-G (10-15 beads) cultures

with orwithoutthe addition of fresh beads. (3) There was a significant increase (100%, P<0.01)

in the proportion of Cytodex-1 bead aggregates containing high numbers of beads (5-8 beads) in

the cultures with the fresh beads added. These cultures also had a significant proportion (25%,

P<0.01) of cell-free beads at maximum cell yield. At maximum cell yield most (79%) of the cell

containing beads had a complete monolayer. Neutral red staining showed that, prior to the

addition of fresh beads, there was a significant proportion (260/o, P<0.01) of cell-free Cultispher-

G beads. However, the proportion of such beads significantly increased (300%, P<0.01)

following the bead addition. This proportion persisted throughout the remainder of the culture

and suggested there was little or no association of the fresh and original beads. Hence, there

was possibly no Cultispher-G bead to bead cell transfer. (4) There was no significant difference

in the maximum cell yields (Fig. 5.8) in cultures of either bead with or without fresh beads added.

Discussion. Previous results in the literature have reported the formation of Cytodex-1 and 3

bead aggregates in BEK and CHO cell cultures (Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1989 and Borys and
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Fig.5'8 - The effect of adding fresh microcarriers to growing cuttures of Vero cells in 100
mL spinner flasks. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml in DMEM + s.oo/o v/v scs.
The cúltures were stined at 40 rpm either continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenfly for 24 h then
continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h (Cultispher-G). The cultures were at either O 1.OO
g/L Cytodex-1 throughout, I 2.00 g/L Cytodex-1 from 72 h, A 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G throughout
or V 3.40 g/L Cultispher-G from 72 h. The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.4 after 72 h in culture
with 2.00 M NaOH. The points are means of n=2.
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Papoutsakis, 1992). This could occur from either serum protein interactions on the bead

surfaces or more likely from cell to cell and cell to bead attractions between beads. The

Cytodex-1 aggregation was also reported to allow the transfer of CHo cells between beads

(Borys and Papoutsakis, 1992). The bead to bead transfer of CHo cells was also reported

between Cultispher-G beads (Foran et al., 1991). However, Cytodex-1 bead aggregation was

shown to yield significantly lower maximum Vero and MRC-5 cell yields (clark and Hirtenstein,

1981)' Thus, bead to bead transfer of cells is another process with apparenfly contradictory

reports in the literature although, this could be explained by cell line dependent differences.

Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) reported bead aggregates in their cultures, probably from cellto cell

and cell to bead attractions suggesting cells could have been transferred which would contradict

their own statements.

Vero cells could transfer between Cytodex-1 beads. lndeed, bead aggregation occurred in

all cultures during growth and cells transferred between the aggregated beads, filling the void

spaces at maximum cell yield. In cultures with fresh beads added most beads were covered with

a monolayer at maximum cell yield but this transfer did not increase maximum cell yields.

The bead to bead transfer process in Cultispher-G beads could not be assessed by the

methods used in this study. lf cells were transferred they did not increase maximum cell yields.

The fact the Cultispher-G bead aggregate sizes did not increase after the fresh bead addition

indicates there was little or no further bead aggregation around the originals. Hence, there was

probably no cell transfer. This would disagree with the CHO transfer described by Foran et al.

(1991). This could also be explained by a cell line dependent difference. The faiture of cell

transfer in Cultispher-G beads could be expected as the cells were growing into the inner pores

of the beads and not on their outer surfaces.

The transfer process could be important to increasing cell yields in daily refed and perfusion

cultures or larger process vessels, as the addition of fresh beads would be a good method of

increasing the surface area for cell growth without having to detach the cells from the original

beads. This would remove a process step whích could result in either reduced growth or viability
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of the cells after detachment, as discussed previously (3.4).

5.3.11 Cell/Bead Inoculum Ratio

Introduction. High cell inoculum concentrations (therefore, high cell/bead ratios) could result in

increased maximum yields through improved nutrient and/or surface utilisation. Therefore, this

study determined the effects of the Vero cell/bead inoculum ratio on maximum cell yields in

microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. The Vero cultureswere inoculated at various cell/bead ratios in cultures of 1.00

g/L Cytodex-1 (between 5-200 cells/bead) and 1 .70 g/L Cultispher-G (between 15-600

cells/bead) and grown in spinner flasks (5.3.3). The multiplication indices were calculated as the

number of cell population doublings (cell generations) which occurred between the initial and

maximum cell yields in the cultures.

Results. Table 5.11 shows maximum Vero cell yields, growth rates, lag phases and

multiplication indices in cultures of either bead from the various inoculum ratios (5-200 in

Cytodex-1 and 15-600 cells/bead in Cultispher-G) used. (1) Maximum cell yietds in cultures of

either bead were affected by the cell inoculum ratio used. (2) There were significanily higher

(15%, P=0.05) cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the

cell inoculum ratios used. (3) The maximum cell yields ffable 5.114)-B)) were significan¡y

higher (P<0.05) in Cytodex-1 cultures from 200 cells/bead and in Cultispher-G cultures from 600

cells/bead compared to all other inoculum concentrat¡ons used. (a) The multiplication index

(fable 5.114)-B)) in cultures of either bead was proportionally reduced with the increasing

cell/bead ratio used at inoculation. There were significantly higher (p<0.01) multiplication

indices from the lowest inoculum ratios in cultures of either bead. (5) The growth rates were

proportionally reduced with the increased inoculum ratio. There were significanfly lower (45%,
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Table 5.11 - The effect of the inoculum cell/bead ratio on the maximum Vero cell yield,
grovrrth rate, lag phase and cell multiplication index in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L
Cytodex-1 (A) and 1.70 gtL Cultispher-G (B) The cells were inoculated at various ceil/bead
ratios (5-200 cells/bead in Cytodex-1 and 15-ô00 cells/bead in Cultispher-G) in DMEM + S.0o/o
v/v sCS. Cultures were stirred at 40 rpm either continuously (Cytodex-1) or interm¡ttenily for 24 h
then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted
daily after 72 h in culture to pH 7.4 with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Table 5.f 14) - Gytodex-í.

Table 5.118) - Cutt¡spher-c

Inoculum
Cellto Bead

Ratio

Maximum Cell
Concentration

(x to6tml)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

(h)

Cell Multiplication
lndex

(Generations)
5

10

1ÊIJ

30

qn

100

160

200

1.09 r 0,08

1 .44 ! 0.10

1 .56 r 0.10

1.48 I 0.11

1.52 !0.12

1.62!0.11

2.07 !0.14

2.27 + 0.15*

0.033 r 0.003

0.034 10.003

0.034 t 0.003

0.031 t 0.003

0.029 r 0.003

0.028 r 0.002

0.026 + 0.002

0.022 + 0.002

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 10.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 I 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

12.00 r 1 .00

12.00 t 1 .00

5.1 8

4.85

?oq

J.ó |

2.61

1.70

.l 2.-7

1.18

Inoculum
Cellto Bead

Ratio
(Cells/bead)

Maximum Cell
Concentration

(x lo6¡mt)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

ft-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Cell Multiplication
Index

(Generations)
15

óU

60

90

150

300

480

600

1.74 x 0.09

1 .68 r 0.10

1 .71 ! 0.11

1.75 + 0.09

1.80 I 0.12

1 .79 + 0.10

2.08 x0.12

2.49 + 0.12*

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 t 0.003

0.033 t 0.003

0.031 r 0.003

0.030 + 0.002

0.026 t 0.002

0.022 t 0.002

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

12.00 + t.OO

12.00 + t .OO

5.86

5.07

4.10

3.55

2.85

1.84

1.38

1.23

* - Highest cell yield.
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P<0.01) cell growth rates in cultures of Cytodex-1 from 200 cells/bead and Cultispher-G from

600 cells/bead compared to the controls (10 cells/bead ín Cytodex-1 and 30 cells/bead in

Cultispher-G) (6) Lag phases were proportionally lengthened with the increased cell inoculum

ratio used. There were significantly longer (300%, P<0.01) lag phases in cultures of Cytodex-1

from 200 cells/bead and Cultispher-G from 600 cells/bead compared to the controls.

Free Cells. Free cells (25o/o of the total cells) were found in the supernatants after 24 h in

cultures of either bead from high inoculum ratios. These cells disappeared within 4B h in culture.

Free cells (15%) were also found 24 h after the maximum cell yíeld was reached in these

cultures. However, the time taken for free cells to appear after maximum cell yield was

proportionally shorterwith the increased inoculum ratio (48 h from 1O-1OO and 30-300 cells/bead

and 96 h from 5 and 15 cells/bead in Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G cultures, respectively).

Discussion. High inoculum ratios (>100 cells/bead) were shown to produce significanly

increased (27o/o) maximum Vero and FS-4 cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures (Clark et al., 19g0

and Hu et al., 1985). The maximum Vero cellyields in this study were also significanily higher in

Cytodex-1 cultures from high inoculum ratios which agrees with the previous authors. Indeed,

high ratios also produced significantly higher cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures as well.

However, although the maximum cell yields were increased this lead to significanily reduced

multiplication indices which showed there were fewer cell generations in these cultures. This

effect could result from the acidic pH produced within 48 h in culture which could not be

controlled by one daily readjustment This pH effect was discussed above (5.3.4-S). The effects

of controlled pH on high inoculum cell ratio cultures were not tested in the bioreactor.

Gell Detachment. Vero cells were detached earlier in cultures of either microcarrier from the

higher inoculum ratios. No one has previously reported this effect. The early cell loss from the

substrata could be disadvantageous to virus infection processes, as the point of infection would
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become criticalto prevent reduced virus titres.

Cell Growth Rates. The significantly reduced cell growth rates from high inoculum ratios were a

major disadvantage. These could result from the number of cells/bead at inoculation affectino

the attachment process, as free cells were present in these cultures after the 24 h attachment

period. The high inoculum cultures could also consume the nutrients faster resulting in earlier

nutrient limitation and hence, fewer cell population doublings.

5.3.12 Precoated Microcarriers

lntroduction. Adherent cell attachment to substrata requires the mediation of serum proteins

and metal ions which attach to the substrata and cell surface receptors. The proteins could also

be required for cell division. Thus, precoating the microcarriers could affect the rate of cell

attachment. Therefore, this study determined the effects of precoating the microcarriers with

various compounds on Vero cell attachment and growth.

Experimental. The microcarriers were precoated (18 h) at 20oC with one of the following, either

(i) sCS, (ii) DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS, (iii) DMEM + 10 g/L bovine serum atbumin (BSA) (Fraction

Ðor(iv)wereuncoated. Thecellswereinoculatedineither(a)DMEM +5.0o/o v/vsCS(controt)

or (b) serum-free DMEM. The Vero cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above

(5.3.1). Cultures attached with serum-free DMEM were made to 5.0% v/v sCS afler 12 or 24 h

of attachment.

Results. Table 5.12 shows maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead with and without

precoating. (1) There were significantly higher (16%, P<0.05) cell yields in Cultispher-G cuttures

compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the precoatings and media types used. (2) There was

no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in cultures of either precoated or uncoated



Tabfe 5-12- The effect of precoating the microcarriers priorto use on the maximum Vero cell yield and growth rate in 100 mL spinner
flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70 glL Gultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v sCS or in
serum-free DMEM for 12-24 h then with 5.07q v/v sCS. The beads were either uncoated or were precoated with sCS, DMEM + 5.0o/o vlvsCS or DMEM + 10 g/L BSA for 18 h. Cultures were stirred at 40 rpm continuously for Cytodex-1 and intermitten¡y for the first 24 h thencontinuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h f or Cultispher-G. The flasks *ure r"ãd¡rsted daily after 72 h in culturã to pH 7.4 with 2.00 MNaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Precoating

None

sCS

DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS

DMEM + 1O g/L BSA

None

sCS

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

DMEM + 10 g/L BSA

5.Oo/o vlv sCS At 0 h

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

1.51 r 0.11 1.65 + 0.12

1.5310.13 1.73t0.11
1.58 r 0.12- 1.74 + 0.12*
1.53r0.11 1.68+0.12

None

sCS

DMEM + 5.Oo/o v/v sCS

DMEM + l0 g/L BSA

0.033 1 0.003 0.034 r 0.003
0.031 t 0.003 0.040 r 0.003

0.032 + 0.003 0.039 + O.OOg

0.034 r 0.003 0.042 + 0.003

Maximum Cell Concentration

- Highest cell yield.

5.Oo/o vlv sCS After 12 h

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

to6¡m

1.25 t 0.08 1.45 + 0.11

1 .43 x 0.11 1 .67 t 0.12

1.48 10.10- 1.70 + 0.11*
1 .33 r 0.09 1 .57 ! 0.11

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 r 1.00

4.50 r 0.50 4.50 + 0.50

4.50 t 0.50 4.50 t 0.50

9.00 t 1.00 6.00 r 1.00

Specific Cell Growth Rate
(h-1 )

0.031 r 0.003 0.034 r 0.003
0.033 r 0.003 0.037 + 0.003

0.032 r 0.003 0.036 + 0.003

0.030 r 0.003 0.032 r 0.003

5.Oo/o vlv sCS After 24 h

Cytodex-1

1.21 !0.07
1.38 r 0.08-

1.38 + 0.08'
1.12 x0.07

24.00 t2.00 21.00 x2.oo
15.00r1.50 18.0012.00
15.00 t 1.50 15.00 r 1.50

21.00 !2.00 24.00 r 2.00

Lag Phase

Cultispher-G

0.033 t 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 10.003
0.035 r 0.003

1.35 r 0.09

1.64 !0.12
1 .73 + 0.1 1"

1 .47 ! 0.10

0.034 r 0.003

0.036 10.003
0.037 r 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

24.00 !2.00
21.00 r 2.00

15.00 r 1 .50

24.00 r 0.00

24.00 !2.00
18.00 I 2.00

18.00 r 2.00

24.00 r 0.00

(¡
(¡)
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beads following attachment in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. (3) There were significanUy higher (16%,

P=0.05) cell yields in cultures of serum precoated beads of either type compared to uncoated or

BSA precoated beads following attachment in serum-free DMEM for 12 or 24 h. (4) There were

significantly higher (17o/o and 23o/o, P<0.05) cell yields in cultures uncoated beads following

attachment in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS compared to serum-free DMEM for 12 or 24 h,

respectively. (5) There was no significant difference in the cell growth rates following cell

attachment with respect to either precoated or uncoated beads and in all media used. (6) There

were significantly longer (39%, P<0.01) lag phases in cultures of either uncoated or BSA coated

beads compared to sCS or DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS coated beads following cell attachment in all

the media used. There were significantly longer (256o/0, P<0.01) lag phases in cultures of

precoated and uncoated beads following attachment in serum-free DMEM (12 or 24 h) compared

to DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS.

Discussion. Adherent cell attachment to substrata is mediated by the serum proteins

fibronectin and vitronectin (Knox and Griffiths, 1980, Hayman et al., 1985, Underwood and

Bennett, 1989, Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 1987 and Ruoslahti, 1991) and metal ions such as

6t2+ lcurtis and McMurray, 1986). The serum proteins also mediate cell division (Ruoslahti

and Pierschbacher, 1987). Previous studies showed precoating surfaces with serum proteins

improved neuroblastoma cell attachment and growth (Bottenstein and Sato, 19gO). The plating

efficiency has been shown to be important for Vero, MRC-S (Gebb et al., 1gg4) and FS-4 (Hu et

al', 1985) cell attachment and growth in Cytodex-1 cultures. others have investigated the CHo

and Vero cell attachment kinetics and cell yields in cultures of Cytodex-1 and2 precoated with

serum and BSA (Kim et al., 1992 and Mukhopadhyay et al., 1994). The attachment factors (e.g.

fibronectin and vitronectin) are known (Knox and Griffiths, 1980, Hayman et al., 1gg5,

Underwood and Bennett, 1989, Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 1987 and Ruoslahti, 199.1) to

attach to microcarriers and other substrata rapidly (<1 h). However, these factors can De

competitively replaced or blocked by larger serum proteins such as BSA (the Vroman effect)
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over a longer time (>6 h). lf or when such blocking occurs, cell attachment could be blocked or

the attachment rate slowed significantly (>100%), as was shown with Vero cells (Mukhopadhyay

et al., 1993). Kiremitci et al. (1989) suggested the serum concentration in the medium governed

the number of attachment sites present on the beads.

The results in this study showed no differences in maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of

precoated or uncoated beads when attached in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. Thus, the plating

efficiency did not affect maximum cell yields. Indeed, neither bead type required precoating for

Vero cell growth afterattachment in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/vsCS. Hence, these results contradictthe

Vroman effect.

Ng (1995) previously showed Vero cells attached significantly faster (100%) to uncoated

Cytodex-1 and to serum precoated Cultispher-G beads in serum-free medium. Therefore, this

authors Cytodex-1 results also disagree with the Vroman effect. This authors Cultispher-G bead

results suggest serum factors were required for cell attachment which agrees with the Vroman

effect. However, an alternative explanation of this attachment in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS could

be that serum proteins increased cell aggregation rates whích directly competed with attachment

to the microcarriers. This would contradict the Vroman effect, as high molecular weight serum

proteins would then have no effect on attachment.

Lag Phases. There were significantly longer lag phases with uncoated and BSA coated beads

compared to sCS and DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS precoated beads in all Vero cultures. However,

maximum cell yields in cultures of uncoated and BSA coated beads were unaffected following

attachment in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS but were significantly lower in serum-free DMEM. Hence,

the initial cell attachment was only important to the subsequent initiation of growth. The similar

cell yields previously observed (5.3.1) in sub-optimally and optimally attached Cultispher-G

cultures support this statement. Therefore, the serum factors were required more for cell growth

rather than for cell attachment.

The long lag phases in cultures of uncoated and BSA precoated beads attached in serum-
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free DMEM suggests the cells could have exhausted their internal and/or external pools of serum

dependent growth nutrients during the serum-free attachment period. These nutrients were only

replaced after 12 or 24 h, hence, the lag phases of these cultures. The cultures with serum

precoated beads had significantly shorter lag phases suggesting the nutrients were attached to

the microcarriers and therefore, available to the cells following attachment. These components

could include iron saturated transferrin, growth factors such as epidermal, fibroblastic or platelet

derived growth factororthe adhesion proteins (Sasger, 1975, Barnes et al., 1984, Fujiwara and

Pollard, 1976 and Voet and Voet, 1990). However, bead precoating was unnecessary as the

maximum cell yields were similar in all cultures.

5.3.13 Spinner Flask Volume

lntroduction. Process scale-up for any cell line requires the use of larger culture vessels.

Therefore, this study determined whether the working volume of the spinner flasks used in the

experiments above affected maximum Vero cell yields in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in

(between 100-500 mL), as described above (S.3.1).

rpm throughout (following intermittent stirring for 24

at 40 ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h.

spinner flasks of various working volumes

Cultures of either bead were stirred at (i) 40

h for cell attachment to Cultispher-G) or (ii)

Results. Table 5.13 shows maximum Vero cell yields in the various sized spinner flasks (100-

500 mL) used. (1) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the spinner

flask volume and stirrer speed used. (2) There were significantly higher (23%, p<0.0S) cell

yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-'1 with respect to all the flask sizes and

stirrerspeeds used. (3) There were significantly higher (P=0.05) cell yields in 100 mL working

volume spinner flasks compared to all other volumes with respect to either stirrer speed used.
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Table 5.13 - The effect of the spinner flask working volume on maximum Vero cell yield,
growth rate and lag phase on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70 gtL Gultispher-G. The cells were
inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml and grown in 100,250 and 500 mL working volume spinner
ffasks in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. Cultures were stirred at 40 rpm continuously or intermittenily
for24 h and were then stirred at either40 rpm throughout or ramped to 60 rpm from72 h. The
flasks were readjusted daily to pH7.4 after72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are
means of n=2.

* - Highest cell yields.

Spinner Flask
Volume

(mL)

Maximum Cell Concentration

106/m
Cytodex-1 Cytodex-1
(40 rpm) 140-60 rom)

Cultispher-G Cultispher-G
(40 rpm) (40-60 rom)

100

250

500

1.46 r 0.11 1.44 j0.11

1 .17 r 0.08 1.38 r 0.09

1.00 1 0.06 1.22 + 0.0e

1.75!0.12" 1.78t0.12

1 .45 + 0.11 1.72 ! 0.12

1.22!0.08 1.57 r 0.13

Specific Cell Growth Rate
/h- l\

100

250

500

0.033 t 0.003 0.033 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.003 0.033 r 0.003

0.033 10.003 0.032 + 0.003

0.034 r 0.003 0.034 t 0.003

0.034 r 0.003 0.034 t 0.003

0.033 t 0.003 0.034 r 0.003

Lag Phase

100

250

500

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 t 1.00

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 t 1.00

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00 6.00 r 1.00
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(4) There was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead in

100 mL spinner flasks with respect to either stirrer speed used. However, maximum cell yields

were significantly higher (22o/o, P<0.05) in cultures of eíther bead in 250 and 500 mL spinner

flasks at 40 ramped to 60 rpm compared to 40 rpm throughout. Therefore, the optimal spinner

flask working volume was 100 mL. (5) There was no significant difference in the cell growth

rates or lag phases with respect to any spinner flask volume used.

Discussion. The 100 mL working volume spinner flasks have been the most widely used in

previous microcarrier research (Mered et al., 1980, Butler and Thilly, 1g82, Nahapetian et al.,

1986, Altankov et al., 1991 and Kim et al., 1992). Others have used larger volume flasks such

as 150 mL (du Laney et al., 1992),500 mL (Clark et al., 1980) and 500-S,OOO mL (Ctark and

Hirtenstein, 1981). However, only Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) showed similar Vero and MRC-s

cell yields from all the spinner flask volumes they used.

The results in this study agree with 100 mL working volume spinner flasks being optimal.

Maximum cell yields were significantly lower in cultures of either bead in 250 and 500 mL flasks

compared to 100 mL flasks but these yields could be significantly increased by using the ramped

stirring speeds (40-60 rpm). These results suggest the larger flasks failed to supply the cells with

an important nutrient for growth which could be explained by the oxygen supply, as the surface

movement was greatly reduced in the 500 mL compared to the 100 mL flasks. The scale-up of

spinner flasks is more complex compared to bioreactors due to the lack of parameter control and

through gas supply problems. Indeed, gas is only supplied by surface movement and the

entrainment of gases could be affected by several spinner flask design ratio differences such as

the depth to volume of the liquid, the paddle blade size and the surface area to volume rat¡o.

Table 5.14 shows the differences in dimensions between the Bellco 1OO,25O and 500 mL

flasks used in these experiments. The major differences between the flasks were the liquid

depth to volume, the paddle blade sizes, the paddle blade to vessel diameter and the surface

area to volume ratio. The important parameters are suggested to be differences in the paddle
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Table 5.14 - Differences in the major dimensions between the 100, 250 and S00 mL working
volume Bellco spinner flasks.

Spinner Flask
Dimension

Spinner Flask Working Volume
(mL)

100 250 500

Liquid Depth

Liquid Depth to Flask
Volume Ratio

Paddle Blade Height

Paddle Blade
Diameter

Flask Diameter

Paddle Blade to
Flask Diameter Ratio

Surface Area to Flask
Volume Ratio

4.70 cm

0.047 cm/mL

2.60 cm

4.50 cm

6.20 cm

0.740

0.302

5.50 cm

0.022 cmlmL

2.60 cm

5.20 cm

8.00 cm

0.650

0.201

6.70 cm

0.013 cm/mL

2.60 cm

6.50 cm

10.50 cm

0.620

0.173
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blade dimensions and the surface area to volume ratios. The 100 and 250 mL flasks used the

same sized paddle blades. However, the blade diameter came within 0.5 cm of the 100 mL

vessel inner wall and successful culturing was impossible without a size reduction, as the cells

could not attach to the beads. These blades were reduced in diameter (0.6-0.8 cm) to remove

this problem. The paddle to vessel diameter was also reduced as the flask volume increased,

explaining the reduced surface movement in the 500 mL flasks. Thus, the 500 mL flasks could

require increased stirrer speeds to achieve similar oxygen transfers. The increased maximum

cell yields in speed ramped flasks confirm this statement. The liquid surface area to volume

ratio also decreased as the flask volume increased which could give reduced oxygen

entrainment. These differences could reduce the flask k¡a by z}-3Tok resulting in low maximum

cell yields.

5.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to define the optimal physical conditions for the batch growth

of Vero cells in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in spinner flasks and Celligen

bioreactors. Many of the results contradict those of previous reports in the literature and showed

many differences between the optimal parameters for each bead type and specifically that:

- no precoating of the microcarriers was required for Vero cell attachment and growth to

high concentrations.

- the optimum microcarrier concentrations were 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1 .70 glL

Cultispher-G. Higher bead concentrations did not increase the maximum cell yields.

- the optimum stirrer mode for cell attachment was continuous stirring for Cytodex-1 and

intermittent stirring, with a period of 3 min on/30 min off for 24 h, for cultispher-G.

- the opt¡mum stirring speed for cell attachment on either bead was 40 rpm.

- the optimum stirring speed for cell growth on either bead was 40 rpm until 72 h then

ramped to 60 rpm. This decreased the bead aggregate sizes (25%) without reducing the

maximum cell yields. Vero cell aggregates, produced with 40 rpm continuous stirring, attached
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by entrapment in Cultispher-G cultures and produced similar maximum yields as optimally

attached cells. The cells were protected in Cultispher-G cultures from the shear effects of hioh

speeds, following optimal cell attachment.

- the optimum pH for cell growth was pH 7.1 in Cytodex-1 and pH 6.8 in Cultispher-G

cultures.

- the optimum DOT was 50% of air saturation in cultures of either bead. However, similar

maximum cell yields were produced in the DOT range of 10-50%. Ramping the stirrer speed

above 60 rpm in spinner flasks, to increase surface entrainment of oxygen, was only possible

with cultures of cultispher-G beads without reducing the maximum cell yield.

- the optimum temperature for cell growth was 37oC for cultures of either bead type. A

similar maximum cell yield was produced at 39oC. However, 35oC reduced the maximum cell

yields and growth rates in cultures of either bead.

- the optimum inoculum ratio was in the range of 30-50 (Cytodex-1) and 90-150

(Cultispher-G) cells/bead or at a cell concentration of 0.15-0.25 x 106 cells/ml in cultures of

either bead. This was based on total growth time, multiplication index and maximum cell yield.

The maximum cell yields were significantly increased from high inoculum ratios (38% from 200

cells/bead on Cytodex-1 and 50% from 600 cells/bead on Cultispher-G). However, such

increased maximum cell yields were outweighed by the time taken to generate the inoculum, the

volume of media required and the reduced multiplication index.

- the optimal spinnerflask volume for cell growth was 100 mL working volume for cultures

of either bead. The maximum cell yield in Cytodex-1 cultures was significanfly lower (24%) in

larger working volume spinner flasks (500 mL) continuously stirred at 40 rpm. The maximum

cell yield could be increased by ramping the stirrerspeed to 60 rpm after72 h in culture but was

still significantly lower compared to the 100 mL flasks (17%).

- the maximum batch cell yields were significantly higher (260/o) in Cultispher-G cultures.

This could reflect a more efficient nutrient utilisation or increased surface area for growth in

cultispher-G beads or an altered cell laminin secretion in cytodex-1 cultures.
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Chapter 6. Optimisation of Growth Medium for Vero Gell Microcarrier Gultures.

1. Major Nutr¡ents.
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6. Optimisation of Growth Medium for Vero Cell Microcarrier Cultures. 1. Major Nutrients.

6.1 lntroduction

Eagle (1955) formulated the first complete minimal basal medium, Eagle's Minimal Essential

Medium (EMEM). Others have modified this medium to produce the common basal media such

as Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (Dulbecco and Freeman, 1959) or Roswell

Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI 1640) (Moore et al., 1967). However, the effects of using

different basal media on the growth of cell lines has rarely been reported in the literature.

The African green monkey kidney (Vero) cell bank in the American Type Culture Collection

(ATCC) is cultured in basal Medium 199 (M199) (Morgan et al., 1950) supptemented with 10.0%

v/v foetal bovine serum (FBS). M199 has been used in studies on Vero cell growth kinetics

(Chotteau and Bastin, 1994). However, many other basal medium formulations have also been

used, supplemented with many different bovine serum types and concentrations for Vero cell

growth. Table 6.1 shows the media and serum concentrations used for Vero cell research in the

previous literature. The media differences mean the concentrations of the major nutrients

(glucose and glutamine) have also varied. For example Gebb et al. (1984) and polastri et al.

(1984) used DMEM (25.00 mM glucose and 4.00 mM glutamine), Hassell and Butler (1990) used

Glasgow's Modified Eagle's Medium (GMEM) (25.00 mM glucose and with either glutamine or

glutamate at 4.00 mM), Lindskog et al. (1987) used DMEM (25.00 mM glucose and 2.00 mM

glutamine), Reiter et al. (1990) used DMEM (5.60 mM glucose and 2.50 mM gtutamine) and

Mendonca et al. (1993) used L-15 (with 5.00 mM galactose and 2.00 mM glutamine and without

glucose) medium. The maximum cell yields in these media have varied greafly from 0.3g x 106

cells/ml in MEM (White and Ades, 1990) up to 2.00 x 106 cellsiml in DMEM (potastri et at.,

1984 and Reiter et al., 1990). The lower cell yields produced with MEM could have been caused

by either nutrient limitations or inhibition of uptake mechanisms by components only present in

this medium. Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) showed DMEM wasthe preferable basal medium for

Vero cells.
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The source and concentration of supplemented bovine sera for Vero cell growth has varied

ffable 6.1) from FBS at 10.0o/o v/v (Chotteau and Bastin, 1994) to calf serum (CS) at 5.0% vlv

(Polastri et al., 1986). No previous reports were found determining whether one serum type has

advantages over the others. However, maximum yields of murine 3T3 and Vero cells were

previously shown to be reduced proportional to the foetal bovine serum (up to 55% al 1.0o/o vlv

FBS) (Holley and Kiernan, 1968) and calf serum (up to 77o/o al1.Oo/o vlv CS) (Engelhardt and

Mao, 1977) concentration used at <5.0% v/v. These authors reported no significant differences

in cell yields at >5.0% v/v serum.

There have been a number of reports in the literature on the important growth nutrients for

mammaliancell lines. Rabinowitzetal.(1956),Griffiths(1972)andReitzeretal.(1979)showed

glutamine and not glucose was the primary growth nutrient of Ehrlich ascites, human diploid

fibroblast and HeLa cells. Wice et al. (1974) showed that glucose was utilised for anabolic

substrates and not as a cellular fuel in HeLa cells, as glucose could be replaced by uridine and

cytodine nucleosides. Giguere et al. (19S2) showed the substrata matrix affected bovine corneal

endothelial (BCE-1) cell nutrient consumption rates. Vero cell nutrient consumption has been

reported previously (Polastri et al., 1984). However, the authors only monitored the amino acids.

The authors found the only amino acids consumed during growth in DMEM + 5.0% v/v CS were

arginine, glutamine, histidine, methionine and tryptophan. The cells produced alanine and

serine. No other nutrients were analysed during growth. A later and more complete study by

Chotteau and Bastin (1994) showed that Vero cells grown in M199 + 10.0% v/v FBS consumed

the same amino acids as the previous authors but also aspartate, isoleucine, leucine, lysine,

phenylalanine and valine. The cells were also shown to consume glucose, oxygen and pyruvate

from the medium. These cells were found to produce lactate and ammonia but were not shown

to produce any amino acids.

Despite the nutrient balances of Polastri et al. (1984) and Chotteau and Bastin (1994), the

Vero cell culture medium has never been optimised. Further to this, no reports were found in the

literature describing any differences in either the nutrient consumption or optimal nutrient
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concentrations for Vero cell grovúth in cultures of solid or macroporous microcarriers.

This paper presents a nutrient evaluation and optimisation for the batch growth of Vero cells

in cultures of solid Cytodex-1 and macroporous Cultispher-G microcarriers. Cell growth was

performed in both tissue culture and spinner flasks to identify the important nutrients. Amino

acid analysis was performed by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The

concentrations of the major nutrients were then optimised using matrix experiments.

6.2 Materials and Methods

The methods used for culturing and counting the Vero cells and subsequent nutrienl

analyses have been described previously (2.1-2.5).

6.2.1 Basal Medium Formulation

Stock Vero cells were preadapted (2.1) to DMEM, DMEMiHam's nutrient mixture formulation

12(F12) (1:1), lscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM), L-15, M199, Optimem-1 and RpMt

1640. The media were prepared (2.3) and supplemented with iron enriched, supplemented calf

serum (sCS) at either 2.0 or 5.0% v/v. Stock cells were detached and recovered by the standard

trypsinisation protocol (2.2) and were counted by the trypan blue method (2.s.1-z).

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Basal Medium Formulation

lntroduct¡on. Many different basal media formulations have been used for Vero cell growth.

Therefore, this study determined (1) the preferable basal medium for the growth of Vero cells at

either (a) high or (b) low serum concentrations and (2) whether medium enrichment of glucose

and glutamine to the same levels in all media affected cell yields in T25 culture flasks.

Experimental Setup. Stock Vero cells were preadapted (>5 passages) to various basal medium
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formulations which were prepared (2.3) with either (a) the "original" formulation or (b) "enriched"

to the same glucose (25.00 mM) and glutamine (a.00 mM) concentrations found in DMEM and

IMDM, excepting the proprietary formulated Optimem-1 (Gibco, 1992). The media were

completed by supplementation with iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS) at either (i)

"fow" - 2.0% vlv or (ii) "high" - 5.0o/o v/v concentrations. Cultures were grown in T25 culture

flasks (2.1) and one flask of each media type was sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan

blue method (2.5.1-2).

Results. Table 6.2 shows the maximum Vero cell yields and growth rates in cultures with the

various media used. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields and growth rates in cultures of either bead

were affected by the basal media formulation used. (2) There were significantly higher (29%,

P<0.01) maximum cell yields with supplementation at 5.0% v/v sCS compared to 2.Oo/o v/v with

respect to all the basal media used. (3) There were significantly higher (36%, P<0.01) maximum

cell yields in enriched compared to original medium formulations with respect to either sCS

concentration used, excluding DMEM, IMDM and Optimem-1. (4) There was no significant

difference in the maximum cell yields in DMEM and IMDM with respect to either sCS

concentration used. (5) The analyses allowed the media to be ranked and showed maximum cell

yields were significantly higher (P<0.0s) in DMEM = IMDM > optimem-1 > RpMt 1640 >

DMEM/F12 > L-15 > M199 at 5.0% v/v sCS. (6) There were no significant differences in the cell

growthratesinmostofthemedia. Thecell growthratesweresignificanilyhigher(93%,p<0.01)

in enriched compared to original formulations of L-15 and M199, respectively, with either sCS

concentration used. (7) There were no interactions between the serum concentrations and

medium formulations used in this study.

Discussion. DMEM and IMDM produced the highest maximum Vero cell yields, even when the

glucose and glutamine concentrations in allthe media were equal. Clark and Hirtenstein (1981)

showed higher Vero cell yields in DMEM compared to MEM and M199 and DMEM ffable



Table 6.2 - The effect of the basal medium formulation on the maximum Vero cetl yield and growth rates in T25 culture flasks. Cells
were preadapted to various basal media with 2.0 or S.oYo v/v sCS for 6 passages. The cells were then inoculateO at O.to * fOdcells/ml
in 10 mL of the various media. Daily one culture flask of each medium was saciificed for cell count by the trypan blue method. The media
were prepared with either the original formulation containing 25.00, 25 00, 17.50,0.00, S.60 or t t.OO mM glucose and 4.00, 4.a0, Z.SO,2.00' 0.70 or 2.00 mM glutamine in DMEM, IMDM, DMEM/F12, Leibovitz L-15, M199, RpMt 1640 respeótivety or supptemented withgfucose and glutamine. The values are means of n=2.

Basal Medium
Formulation

DMEM

DMEM/F12 (1:1)

DMEM/F12 (1:1)

IMDM

L-1 5

L-1 5

M199

M199

Optimem-1

RPM| 1640

RPMI 1640

Medium
Supplementation

+

+

+

+

Maximum Cell Concentration
(x 106¡mt)

5.0% v/v sCS

1 .89 r 0.14

1 .31 r 0.10

1.21 I 0.09

1 .85 r 0.12

1 .15 r 0.09

0.3510.04

1.12 t 0.09

0.89 r 0.06

1.44 t0.11

1.36 r 0.10

1.09 I 0.08

- Medium supplemented
- Original medium.
- Highest cell yield.

2.0% v/v sCS

1.42 !0.10
1.27 + 0.08

1.14 + g.g7

1 .46 r 0.1 1-

0.75 t 0.06

0.22 t 0.03

0.75 r 0.06

0.67 t 0.04

1.41 !0.11

0.79 + 0.06

0.63 + 0.05

to a total of 25.00 mM glucose and 4.00 mM glutamine.

5.0% v/v sCS

Specific Cell Growth Rate
(h-1 )

0.032 r 0.003

0.028 10.002

0.030 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.002

0.028 t 0.002

0.019 t 0.001

0.029 10.002

0.025 t 0.002

0.031 r 0.002

0.030 r 0.002

0.028 10.002

2.0% v/v sCS

0.030 r 0.002

0.028 t 0.002

0.031 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.002

0.029 t 0.002

0.011 r 0.001

0.029 t 0.002

0.026 r 0.002

0.031 t 0.002

0.031 f 0.002

0.02810.002

O)
@
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6.1) is the most commonly used medium forthese cells (Gebb et al., 1984, Polastri et al., 19g4,

Goetghebeur and Hu 1991 and Lee et al., 1991). The results in this study agree with this.

However, cell yields were not significantly different in DMEM or IMDM. However, based on the

purchase cost of 10 x 1 L packets of powdered media (Gibco BRL@, 1995) the DMEM ($2.62

Cdn./L) would be the preferable medium as IMDM ($B.tS Cdn./L) costs significanily more

(210o/o). This price difference is mostly due to DMEM not containing flable 6.3) HEPES buffer

which significantly increases the medium cost at the concentration normally used ($3.17 Cdn./L

at 25.00 mM HEPES based on the price of 1.0 kg from sigma@ chemical co., 1995).

The higher yields in DMEM and IMDM could be explained by:- (1) DMEM and tMDM coutd

have higher concentrations of essential nutrients for cell growth. Table 6.3 shows the

formulations of the media used in this study and several components such as many amino acids

were at higher concentrations in these media compared to original formulations of all other

media used. The amino acids at higher concentrations in DMEM and IMDM were all shown to be

consumed during Vero cell growth by Polastri et al. (1984) and Chotteau and Bastin (1994),

except cystine. (2) There could be components at higher concentrations in DMEMlF12, L-15,

M199 or RPMI 1640 competitively inhibiting the uptake and metabolism of the essentiat

nutrients. There were several components at higher concentrations in these media such as

glycine which was significantly higher (67 and 6670/o, respectively) in M1g9 and L-15 compared

to the other media used. Vincent et al. (1994) showed glycine inhibits hepatocyte growth by

increasing the specific glutamine consumption rate. (3) There were components only present in

DMEM/F12, L-15, M199 or RPMI 1640 which could directly inhibit Vero cell growth. There were

some components such as cysteine only present in these media. Harraki et al. (1994) showed

cysteine inhibits Zn2+ uptake in human diploid lung fibroblast (MRC-S) cells which could result in

reduced DNA synthesis (Epstein, 1982) which could reduce cell yields.

There were also fl-able 6.3) numerous extra components in Mlgg and many components at

significantly higherconcentrations in L-15 compared to the other media used. These differences

could have many effects on cell metabolism through increased medium osmolarity (Waymouth,
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Table 6'3 - The common basal medium formulations and their component concentrat¡ons
used for Vero cellgrowth in the previous literature. Sourced from Gibco BRL (1992).

Componenl Component Concentration in Medium Formulation

L-1 5

CaCt2 (Anhy.)

Ca(No3)2.4H2o

CuS04.5H2O

Fe(No3)3.9H2o

FeS04.7H2O
KCI

KH2Po4

MgC12

MgSo4 (Anhy.)
NaCl

NaHCO3

NaH2PO4.H2O

Na2HP04 (Anhy,)

Na2HPO4.7H2o

Na2SeO3

ZnSo4.7H2O

Adenine.SO4

Adenosine(PO¿)g
Adenylic Acid

Cholesterol

Deoxyribose

Galactose

D-Glucose

Glutathione (Red.)

Guanine.HCl

HEPES

Hypoxanthine.Na

Linoleic Acid

Lipoic Acid

Phenol Red

Putrescine.2HCl

Ribose

Sodium Acetate
Sodium Pyruvate

Thymidine

Thymine

Uracil

Xanthine.Na

1.80 1.801.50

s.44

0.81

77.00

36.00

0.91

0.00025

5.40

0.81

116.25

44.00

0.002

5.40

0.44

0.81

116.25

¿o.¿v

1.00

0.055

0.003

0.0006

0.0005

0.004

5.60

0.0002

0.002

0.002

0.06

0.0035

0.40

0.0025

0.003

0.002

0.42

5.40

0.41

102.50

23.80

5.60

11.11

0.0033

0.014

0.30

0.00001

0.0015

3.00

0.60

130.00

29.00

1.00

0.003

10.00

0.03

0.00015

0.001

0.0035

0.00065

0.50

0.003

1.20

s.40

0.44

0.98

0.81

136.75

1.34

1.340.50

0.001

25.00 25.00

25.00

0.045 0.045

5.00

0.028

RPMt 1640

1.00
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DL-Alanine

L-Arginine.HCl

L-Asparagine

L-Aspartic Acid

L-

Cysteine.HCl.H2O
L-Cystine.2HCl

L-Glutamic Acid

L-Glutamine
Glycine

L-Histidine.HCl
L-Hydroxyproline

L-lsoleucine

L-Leucine

L-Lysine.HCl

L-Methionine

L-Phenylalanine

L-Proline

L-Serine

L-Threonine

L-Tryptophan

L-

Tyrosine.2N a.2H2O
L-Valine

Ascorbic Acid

a-Tocopherol
Biotin

Calciferol

D-Ca Pantothenate

Choline Chloride

Folic Acid

i-lnositol

Menadione

Niacin

Niacinamide

p-NHZ Benzoic Acid
Pyridoxal.HCl

Pyridoxine.HCl

Riboflavin
Thiamine.HCl

Thymidine
Vitamin A (Acetate)

0.28

0.40

0.17

0.23

0.60

0.35

0.50

0.0006

0.085

1.00

0.70

0.70

0.15

0.08

0.30

0.90

0.40

0.20

0.30

0.35

0.50

0.50

0.10

0.20

0.40

0.0003

0.00003

0.00004

0.00025

0.00004

0.004

0.00003

0.0003

0.00006

0.0002

0.0002

0.0004

0.0001

0.0001

0.00003

0.00003

0.0005

0.95

0.35

0.15

0.10

1.00

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.10

1.00

0.10

0.150

0.030

0.10

0.20

0.03

0.03

0.30

0.10

0.10

0.01

0.03

0.10

5.05

2.40

1.67

0.68

0.40

0.29

0.50

4.00

0.40

0.28

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.20

0.40

0.35

0.40

0.80

0.08

0.40

0.80

0.20

0.035

0.02

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.20

0.40

0.40

0.80

0.08

0.40

0.80

0.02

0.03

0.009

0.04

0.20

0.15

2.00

0.15

0.10

0.1 50

0.40

0.40

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.17

0.30

0.20

0.025

0.10

0.17

2.00

2.70

1.60

1.90

0.95

0.40

1.00

1.50

1.90

5.04

0.10

1.15

1.70

4.00

0.40

0.28

0.00005

0.00002

0.03

0.009

0.04

0.033

0.02

0.001

0.019

0.0008

0.001

0.02

0.0025

0.20

0.008

0.0075

0.005

0.0005

0.003

0.00003

0.002

0.065

0.003

0.10

0.0003

0.0001

0.001

0.00420

0.0070

0.00230

0.01 10

0.00490

0.00030

0.0030

0.0003 0.00820

0.001

0.012

Vitamin B 0.000004
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1970) orcompetitive inhibition (Voet and Voet, 1990) leading to reduced maximum cell yields in

these media. Medium osmolarity will be discussed in Chapter 9.3.

The nutrient concentration differences between the media used in previous reports (6.1)

could lead to exaggerated effects if the cells were nutrient limited during growth. None of these

authors proved their media formulations were not affecting cell growth. The media differences

and also cell count method differences, described previously (4.3) make it impossible to

compare data between previous reports and this study.

The trends in Vero cell growth were similar at 2.0 and 5.0% v/v sCS, although, maximum

cell yields were significantly lower at 2.0o/o vlv in all media used, except Optimem-1 and

DMEM/F12. This effect could be expected, as Optimem-1 was formulated (Gibco, 1992) as a

reduced serum requiring medium and DMEM/F'I2 was used previously as the base in serum-free

media for baby hamster kidney (BHK), Vero, MRC-S and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) celts

(Bradshaw et al., 1983, Cinatl et al., 1992, Forestall et al., 1992 and Watson et al., 1994).

DMEM/F12 contains extra trace elements (Fe2+,2n2+ and cu2+) and fatty acids (linoleic and

lipoic acids) which allow the serum to be reduced or completely removed. Indeed, Hu et al.

(1985) found higher human foreskin fibroblast (FS-4) celt yields in DMEM/F12 compareo to

several other media. These authors suggested the trace elements in DMEM/F.12 could be

responsible for this effect. However, the sCS also enhanced the concentrations of iron,

transferrin, insulin and other trace elements in the media used in the current study. The

accumulation of trace elements to an inhibitory concentration in DMEM/F12 at 5.0% but not at

2.0o/o vlv sCS could explain why maximum cell yields were not significanily different at these

concentrations.

6.3.2 Optimal Bovine Serum Type and Concentrat¡on

Introduction. The study above (6.3.1) showed the preferable basal medium for Vero cell growth

was DMEM. However, maximum cell yields were affected by the iron enriched, supplemented
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calf serum (sCS) concentration used and no one has previously suggested the optimal serum

type or concentration for Vero or any other cell line. Therefore, this study determined the

optimal bovine serum type and concentration for Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Stock Vero cultures were grown in 100 mL spinner flasks (2.4.3) in DMEM

containing either FBS, sCS or CS at 1.0-10.0% vlv. The cultures were grown on 1.00 g/L

Cytodex-1 or 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G (2.4.3). Some Cultispher-G cultures were attached with

continuous stirring at 40 rpm throughout with FBS and sCS.

Results. Table 6.4 shows maximum Vero cell yields and growth rates of cultures in DMEM

supplemented with FBS, sCS or CS at various concentrations. Table 6.5 shows cell growth in

Cultispher-G cultures supplemented with FBS and sCS following cell attachment with different

stirring modes. Table 6.6 shows the purchase costs of the serum used in this study. (1)

Maximum cell yields and growth rates in cultures of either bead were affected by the serum

types and concentrations used. (2) Maximum cell yieldswere significanily higher (40%, p=0.01)

in Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1 cultures with respect to all the serum types and

concentrations used. (3) Maximum cell yields were proportionally and significanily lowered in

Cytodex-1 cultures with the serum concentration with respect to all the serum types used.

Maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures were only proportionally and significanily lowered

with the CS concentration. (4) There was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in

Cytodex-l cultures supplemented with FBS and sCS with respect to any concentration used.

There was no significant difference in maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures

supplemented at 2.5-10.0o/o vlv FBS and sCS. However, maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G

cultures were significantly lower (20%, P<0.05) supplemented with 1.0o/o vlv sCS compared to

1.0% v/v FBS. Maximum cell yields were significantly lower in cultures of Cytodex-1 and

Cuftispher-G (14o/o and 220/o, respectively, P<0.05) with CS compared to the other serum types

used. (5) The analysis allowed the serum concentrations to be ranked based on the maximum



Table 6.4 - The effect of different serum types and concentrations on the maximum Vero cell yield and cell growth rates in
100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70 glL Gultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.0S x-106 cells/ml in
DMEM + 1.0-1O.ÙYo vlv foetal bovine serum (FBS), calf serum (CS) or iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS). Spinner
flasks were stirred continuously at 40 rpm (Cytodex-1) or intermittentíy forthe first 24 h, then continuously at 40 rpm anO rampeO
after 72 h in culture to 60 rpm (Cultispher-G). Spinner flasks were sampled daily for trypan blue cell count. The flasks were
readjusted to pH 7.4 after72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means óf n=2.

Serum
Concentration

(v/v)

1 .Oo/o

2.5o/o

5.0o/o

1O.Oo/o

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

0.82r0.06 1.88 10.12

1.22!0.08 1.89!0.12

1.57 + 0.10" 2.07 + 0.14*

1.48 + 0.10 2.00 r 0.13

1.0%

2.5o/o

5.Oo/o

10.jYo

ND - Value not determined.
" - Highest cell yield.

0.028 r 0.002 0.032 t 0.002

0.033 + 0.002 0.033 I 0.002

0.035 t 0.003 0.038 I 0.003

0.034 r 0.003 0.037 r 0.003

Maximum Cell Concentration

1x t o6lml¡

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

0.87 r 0.06 1.51 t 0.11

1.20 r 0.08 1.67 10.12

1.48 t 0.1 1- 1.72 1_ O.i1

1 .45 r 0.10 1 .80 r 0.13-

Specific Cell Growth Rate
rx-1r

0.025 10.002 0.030 r 0.003

0.030 r 0.002 0.029 r 0.002

0.035 r 0.003 0.036 t 0.003

0.029 t 0.002 0.036 + 0.003

Cytodex-1

0.4910.03

0.95 r 0.07

1 .47 ! 0.10

1 .53 + 0.1 1*

Cultispher-G

0.91 t 0.08

1.46 r 0.11

1.70 x0.11

1.74 + 0.12"

0.020 r 0.001

0.026 r 0.002

0.034 r 0.002

0.034 r 0.003

0.022 r 0.001

0.029 r 0.002

0.029 r 0.002

0.030 r 0.003

--¡À
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Table 6.5 - The effects of the stirrer mode for attachment on maximum Vero cell vields in 100
mL spinnerflasks on 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.0S x 106 cells/mL in
DMEM supplemented with various concentrations (upto 10.0% v/v) of FBS and sCS. The flasks
were stirred either at 40 rpm continuously or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped
to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture. The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.4 daily after 72 h in culture
with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Serum
Concentration

(o/o v/v)

Cell Concentration

(x 106/mL)
lntermittent Stirring for 24 h Continuous Stirring

FBS sCS FBS sCS

1.0

2.5

5.0

10.0

1 .88 t 0.12

1.89 t 0.12

2.07 + 9.14*

2.00 t 0.13

1.51 r 0.11

1.67 !0.12

1 .72 ! 0.11

1 .80 r 0.13

0.10 r 0.03

0.18 + 0.02

0.67 r 0.04

1.05 t 0.08

1 .48 r 0.10

1.60 r 0.11

1 .75 r 0.13

1 .75 I 0.13

* - Highest cell yield.

Table 6.6 - The purchase costs of the commercial sera
medium used for Vero cell culture. The costs are quoted for
bovine serum and iron enriched, supplemented calf serum.
BRL. Price List (1995).

and the cosUL of supplemented
500 mL volumes of qualified foetal
The prices are taken from Gibco

Serum Volume Purchase Cost of 1 x 500 mL volume of each Serum Type and Serum
CosUL of Supplemented Medium at the Concentration Used

($ Cdn.)
FBS sCS l^e

500 mL Volume c. 350.00+ 79.15 61.40

Supplemented
Medium

Concentration

1.0

2.5

5.0

10.0

7.00

17.50

35.00

70.00

1.58

3.96

7.92

15.84

1.23

3.07

6.14

12.28

+ - Average price, as the purchase price varies between batches depending on availability.
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cell yields in cultures of either bead produced with each concentration. Maximum cell yields

were significantly higher (P<0.05) in cultures supplemented at >5.0 % v/v serum compared to all

other concentrations used. (6) Cell growth rates were reduced proportional to the serum

concentration and were significantly lower in cultures of either bead supplemented with 2.So/o

(14o/o,P=0.05) or 1 .\Yo (23Yo, P<0.05) v/v serum with respect to ail sera types used.

Stirring Mode for Gell Attachment. (1) Maximum cell yields (fable 6.5) in Cultispher-G

cultures supplemented with FBS were affected by the stirrer mode for cell attachment. (2) There

were significantly lower (74o/o,P<0.01) maximum cell yields in cultures supplemented with FBS

following cell attachment with continuous stirring at 40 rpm compared to intermifient stirring at 40

rpm with respect to all concentrations used. (3) There were no signíficant differences in

maximum cell yields with sCS at any concentration used with respect to either stirrer mode for

attachment.

Free Cells. There were freely suspended cells in Cultispher-G cultures with FBS and sCS

following fhe 24 h continuous stirring attachment phase. These cells formed aggregates (up to

50 cells) which did not attach to the beads in FBS supplemented cultures and caused the

reduced cell yields. However, the aggregates in sCS supplemented cultures completely attached

to the beads within 48 h in culture.

Serum Cost. The costs Cfable 6.6) of the serum were highly varied but FBS was the mosl

expensive and made the costs of supplementing the basal medium significanfly higher (3gg%)

compared to the other serum types at all the concentrations used. The sCS supplemented

media was also significantly more (29%) expensive compared to CS at alf the concentrations

used. However, sCS was the most cost effective serum as cell yields were significanfly higher

(15ol0, P<0.05) compared to CS.
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Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields (fable 6.4) were affected by the serum type and

concentration but the effects differed between the bead types. The maximum cell yields in

Cytodex-1 cultures were not significantly different with FBS or sCS supplementation but were

significantly lower in CS. Maximum cell yields were also proporlional to the serum concentration

in cultures supplemented at <5.0% v/v serum and were not increased when supplemented at

>5.0o/o v/v with respect to any serum type used. This agreed with the results of Holley and

Kiernan (1968), Hassell (1975) and Engelhardt and Mao (1977) who showed proportionally

reduced cell yields at <5.0% v/v FBS or CS with 3T3 and Vero cells in T25 culture flasks.

There were few differences in maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures supplemented

with FBS or sCS at any concentration, except aT 1.0o/o v/v sCS. However, the maximum cell

yields were proportionally reduced in Cultispher-G cultures supplemented with CS at <5.0% v/v.

No previous reports in the literature were found showing serum dependent cell yields in cultures

of Cytodex-1 or Cultispher-G.

The Vero cell yields suggest there could be higher concentrations of growth promoting

components in FBS or sCS compared to CS. The results also suggest the cells are less

dependent on serum growth factors in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1. Most cell

lines grow well in FBS supplemented media due to it's increased growth factor concentrations

compared to other sera (Barnes et al., 1984). However, the sCS was enriched with iron and

supplemented with high concentrations of trace elements, insulin and transferrin (Gibco, 1gg2).

Any of these components could explain the improved cell growth in cultures of either bead with

sCS compared to CS. lron could be important for cellular cytochrome electron transfer pathways

(Voet and Voet, 1990). Transferrin could be important for iron or other trace element transport to

the cells (Voet and Voet, 1990). Trace elements could be required as enzyme cofactors such as

manganese for protein glycosylation (Mookerjea et al., 1972) and zinc for DNA synthesis

(Epstein, 1982 and Lewin, 1990). However, all these components could be expected to affect

cell growth in Cytodex-1 cultures as well.

There were no significant differences in cell yields between sCS and FBS. However, the
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purchase cosvl ffable 6.6) was a major difference between these sera and FBS was

significantly more (342o/o) expensive. Therefore, sCS was the preferable serum for Vero cells.

Cell Attachment to the Beads. Others have determined fibronectin and vitronectin are

involved in fibroblastic cell attachment and spreading and there effects are well documented

(Grinnell and Phan, 1983 and Underwood and Bennett, 1989). Vero cells growing in Cytodex-1

cultures could also require these proteins for adherence to the beads rather than for stimulation

or regulation of growth. Commercial sera all contain fibronectin but the concentration present is

significantly lower (90%) compared to that in vivo (Hayman et al., 1985) due to losses during

serum clotting and cold precipitation processing. lf the cells could not biosynthesise these

factors (once the serum concentrations were depleted), then Cytodex-1 cultures could plateau at

lower cell yields compared to Cultispher-G. Others have speculated that serum proteins were

required for attachment and growth of Vero cells in cultures of Cytodex-1 (Mukhopadhyay et al.,

1994). However, Ng (1995) and a previous study (5.3.11) found the rate of Vero cell attachment

to Cytodex-1 increased (up to 100o/o) in serum-free DMEM. The results suggest serum factors

were not required for cell attachment but were required for cellflattening and growth.

Bober et al. (1987) and Varani et al. (1988) previously reported significanily lower laminin

secretion (an adherence factor) by rat LIS and chick fibroblast cells in Cytodex-1 cultures and

suggested this explained the lower yields compared to T25 flasks. The results above (6.3.1-2)

agree with lower cell yields in cultures of Cytodex-1 compared to T25 flasks or Cultispher-G

beads. However, maximum cell yields were not significantly different in cultures of Cultispher-G

and T25 flasks in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS (1.80-1.90 x 106 ceilsimL).

Cell attachment to or entrapment in Cultispher-G beads could also require proteins on the

cell membranes to enhance cell aggregate formation or attachment. Collagen or other cell

adhesion factors could be important to this process (Pearlstein, 1g78, Couchman et al., 19g3.

Shaffer et al., 1984 and Akimoto et al., 1992) and surface deposition could require several hours,

explaining attachment time differences (an order of magnitude) between the beads shown by Ng
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(1995). Cultispher-G beads are manufactured from gelatin (denatured collagen) which could

enhance cell yields by forming a basement lamina similarto that in vivo (Doillon et al., 1987).

The results also suggest the Cytodex-1 bead charge was important for cell attachment and

could involve Ca2+ (Curtis and McMurray, 1986). The slower attachment rates in cultures of

Cultispher-G could be explained by their lack of bead charge. Pearlstein (1978) showed

fibroblast cells attached to surfaces and microcarriers in the absence of fibronectin and

vitronectin but they did not flatten or grow, as with the Vero cells described previously (a.3.5).

However, Vero cells flattened quickly (<6 h) in cultures of Cytodex-1 in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS.

Vitronectin could explain this, as it is known to enhance CHO cell flattening (Danilov and Juliano,

1 989).

Bead Surface Area. Lower maximum cell yields in 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 cultures could be

explained by low surface area for growth (Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981). These authors showed

significantly higher (20o/o) cell yields in cultures with 3.00 and 5.00 g/L beads. However, previous

data (5.3.9) contradicted this and showed the culture medium was more important, agreeing with

the FS-4 cell growth results of Hu et al. (1985).

Macroporous Cultispher-G beads have large internal void spaces in which the cells can

grow, whereas, the cells only grow on the bead surface of Cytodex-1. At maximum cell yield the

Cytodex-1 bead surface was completely covered with 1-2 cell layers. Cultispher-G beads

showed light neutral red staining suggesting there was still a large surface area available for

growth even at maximum cell yield in batch cultures.

Gell Growth Rates. The Vero cell growth rates (Iable 6.4) in cultures of either bead were

significantly reduced at 1.0-2.5o/o v/v compared to higher levels with all serum types used. This

suggests serum stimulated cell growth and the effect was maximal at 5.0% v/v sCS. However,

the cell growth rateswere not bead dependent. Doillon et al. (1987) showed stimulated collagen

synthesis and also a reduced rate of DNA synthesis from chick fibroblast cell growth in collagen
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beads. Vero cell growth rates were not significantly different in cultures of either microcarrier but

were reduced (10-20o/o) compared to T25 culture flasks described above (6.3.1). The lower cell

growth rates in microcarrier cultures could be explained by either a reduced DNA synthesis rate,

by differences in the culture methods or adherence factor secretions (Bober et al., 1gg7). The

similar cell yields in Cultispher-G and T25 culture flasks disagrees with there being a reduced

cell DNA synthesis in these beads, as suggested by Doillon et al. (19g7).

Cell Attachment Mode. Vero cell yields CIable 6.5) in Cultispher-G cultures supplemented with

FBS were affected by the attachment stirring mode. The cells formed large aggregates and

there was only a significant aggregate attachment al 10.0% v/v FBS which lead to significanily

lower maximum cell yields at all FBS concentrations following attachment with continuous

stirring compared to intermittent. No one has previously described this effect in the literature.

Cell aggregates also formed in similar sCS supplemented cultures but they completely

attached to the beads within 48 h and did not affect maximum cell yields. Thus, sCS could be a

preferable source of extracellular serum derived attachment factors compared to FBS.

6.3.3 Basal Medium Nutrient Consumption

Introduction. The studies above (6.3.1-2) showed the preferable medium for Vero cell growth

was DMEM supplemented with 5.0o/o vlv iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS).

However, the studies did not determine the important Vero cell growth nutrients in the DMEM.

Few, if any, reports in the literature have described the important nutrients or optimised them for

any cell line. Therefore, this study determined the major nutrient consumption and production of

Vero cells grown in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental, The Vero cultures were grown in original DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS in 100 mL

spinner flasks, as described above (6.3.2). The cultures were sampled daily for medium nutrient
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analyses, as descr¡bed previously (2.5.7 -2.5.9).

Results. Fig. 6.14) shows the normal Vero cell growth in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS in spinner

flask cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G microcarriers. Fig.6.1B) and C) showthe glucose

consumption and lactate production and the glutamine consumption and ammonia production in

the normal cultures, respectively. Table 6.7 shows the results of the cell growth rates and the

specific consumption and production rates for glucose, glutamine, serine, lactate, ammonia and

glycine and the conversion rates of lactate to glucose, glutamine to ammonia and serine to

glycine. Table 6.8 shows the complete high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) amino

acid analysis of the DMEM sampled at maximum cell yield in normal cultures. Fig. 6.2A)-C)

show the amino acid consumption profiles of other amino acids and Fig. 6.2D) shows the

produced amino acids in these cultures. (1) There were differences in Vero cell growth and

nutrient effects in cultures of either bead in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. (2) Maximum cell yields

(Fig. 6.14)) were significantly higher (32%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to

Cytodex-1. (3) There was no significant difference in the cell growth rates (fable 6.8) in cultures

of either bead. (4) There were significantly higher concentrations (Fig. 6.18) and Tabte 6.7) of

glucose consumed (25o/o, P<0.01) and lactate produced (44%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures

compared to Cytodex-1. (5) The lactate to glucose ratio ffable 6.7) was significan¡y higher

(14o/o,P=0.05) in cultures of Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1. (6) There ffable 6.7) was no

significant difference in the specific glucose consumption rates or specific lactate production

rates with respect to either bead type. (7) There (Fig. 6.1C) and Table 6.7) was no significant

difference in the concentration of glutamine consumed in cultures of either bead. Indeed, almost

all the glutamine was consumed priorto maximum cell yield. (8) There (Fig.6.1C) and Table

6.7) was no significant difference in the ammonia concentration produced or the ammonia to

glutamine ratios (0.81) at maximum cell yield with respect to either bead type. (9) There (fable

6.7) were significantly higher (34%, P<0.01) specific glutamine consumption rates and ammonia

production rates in cultures of Cytodex-1 compared to Cultispher-G. (10) There was no
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Fig. 6.1 - The normal growth (A), glucose/lactate (B) and glutamine/ammonia
concentrations (C) of Vero cells in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS in 100 mL spinner flasks 9n O 1.00
g/L Cytodex-l and I l.7O g/L Cultispher€. Cultures were inoculated at 0.05 x tO6 celllmL
and were stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously
and rampedto60 rpm after72 h (Cultispher-G). Theflaskswere readjusted dailyto pH 7.1 after
72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. Glucose/glutamine are open and lactate/ammonia are closed
symbols. The points are means of n=2.

C - Glutamine/Ammonia
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Table 6.7 - The cell growth rate, concentrations consumed or produced, specific
consumption and production rates and conversion rates of glucose, lactate, glutamine,
ammonia, serine and glycÍne at maximum Vero cell yield in 100 mL spinner flask cultures onl'00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106
cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The glucose and lactate were analysed by immobilised
enzyme probes, the ammonia was analysed by a specific ammonia electrode and the amino
acids were analysed by HPLC. The values are means o,f n=2.

Component Effect Component Value Determined at Maximum Cell yield

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell Growth Rate 0.034 r 0.003 h-] 0.037 t 0.003 h-

Glucose Concentration
Consumed

Specific Glucose
Consumption Rate

Lactate Concentration
Produced

Specific Lactate Production
Rate

Lactate to Glucose
Conversion Ratio

17.80 t 0.30 mM

73.25 ¡rmol.t O6.O-1

21.80 !2.20 mM

89.7'l ¡rmol.t O6.O-1

t.¿.)

22.30 ! 0.50 mM

69.04 ¡rmol.106.d-1

31 .30 + 3.10 mM

96.60 pmol.t O6.O-1

1.40

Glutamine Concentration
Consumed

Specific Glutamine
Consumption Rate

Ammonia Concentration
Produced

Specific Ammonia Production
Rate

Ammonia to Glutamine
Conversion Ratio

3.85 t 0.40 mM

15.82 ¡rmol.t O6.O-1

3.15 t 0.40 mM

12.96 ¡rmol.106.d-1

0.82

3.75 t 0.40 mM

1 1 .60 pmol.t O6.O-1

3.20 t 0.40 mM

9.91 ¡rmol.1O6.O-1

0.85

Serine Concentration
Consumed

Specific Serine Consumption
Rate

Glycine Concentration
Produced

Specific Glycine Production
Rate

Glycine to Serine Conversion
Ratio

0.31 t 0.05 mM

1 .28 pmol.1O6.O-1

0.08 t 0.02 mM

0.0.33 pmol.1O6.O-1

v.¿o

0.32 + 0.05 mM

0.99 ¡r.mol.1O6.O-1

0.09 r 0.02 mM

0.28 ¡rmol.1O6.O-1

0.28
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Table 6.8 - The normal amino acid consumption and production of Vero cells in DMEM +
5.0% vlv sCS in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-l or 1.70 g/L Cuttispher-G. The
cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL and stirred at 40 rpm contiñuously (i¡odex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h lCultispîer-G). Îhe
amino acid concentrations were determined by HPLC in the supernatants afier 144 h (i.e.
maximum cellyield) in cultures of eitherbead. The flaskswere readjusted to pH 7.1 after72hin
culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Amino Acid Amino Acid consumption/Production and the specific consrJmption Rate

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G

Concentration Specific
Consumed Consumption/

or Produced Production Rate
(mM) (pmol.1O6.O-1)

Concentration Specific
Consumed Consumption/

or Produced Production Rate
(mM) (umol.1O6.O-11

Alanine

Arginine

Asparagine

Aspartate

Cysteine

Cystine

Glutamate

Glutamine

Glycine

Histidine

lsoleucine

Leucine

Lysine

Methionine

Phenylalanine

Proline

Serine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Tyrosine

Valine

+0.81

-0.14

+ 0.03

NP

NP

UND

+1.11

-3.85

+0.08

-0.11

-0.23

-0.28

-0.18

-0.05

-0.08

NP

-0.31

-0.12

-0.02

-0.06

-0.11

f ó.óó

-0.58

+0.12

+4.57

-15.84

+0.33

-0.45

-0.95

-'l .15

-0.74

-v.¿ |

-0.33

-1.28

-0.49

-0.08

-0.25

-0.45

+0.96

-0.13

+0.03

NP

NP

UND

+1 .13

-3.75

+0.09

-0.13

-0.23

-0.29

-0.21

-0.08

-0.10

NP

-0.32

-0.13

-0.04

-0.08

-0.1 0

+2.97

-0.40

+0.09

+3.50

-11.61

+0.28

-0.40

-0.71

-0.90

-0.65

-0.25

-0.31

-0.99

-0.40

-0.12

-0.25

-0.31

Total Consumed
Amino Acids

-5.54 -22.70 -5.59 -17.20

Total Produced
Amino Acids

+2.13 +8.35 +2.31 +6.84

NP - None present.
UND - Undetectable by OPA method.

- Consumed amino acid.
- Produced amino acid.
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signifícant difference in the concentration of serine, the second highest consumed amino acid,

consumed (79%) at maximum cell yield. (11) There fiable 6.7) was a significanily higher (29%,

P<0.01) specific serine consumption rate in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G

cultures. (12) There ffable 6.8) was no significant difference in the concentrations of arginine,

histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosine

and valine consumed during Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead. However, only the initial

histidine concentration was reduced by ,40% at maximum cell yield. Arginine, isoleucine,

leucine and tryptophan concentrations were reduced by 30-40ok, lysine, methionine and

phenylalanine were reduced by 20-30o/o and tyrosine and valine were reduced by 10-20o/o. (13)

There ffable 6.8) were significant increases (P<0.01) in the concentrations of alanine,

glutamate, glycine and asparagine during normal Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead.

(14) There (Iable 6.8) were no significant differences in the total concentrations of amino acids

consumed or produced with respect to either bead type. However, there were significanily higher

total specific amino acid consumption (32%, P<0.01) and production (22%, p<0.0S) rates in

cultures of Cytodex-1 compared to Cultispher-G.

Gulture pH. The pH fluctuations in the cultures varied between the bead types used.

Cultispher-G cultures aÍter 72 h had decreased to pH <6.7 from pH 7.4. However, Cytodex-1

cultures had decreased to pH 6.8 after 120 h from pH7.4. Thus, Cultispher-G cultures required

more pH readjustment (x2 volume of NaOH) to maintain the optimal pH range (pH 6.g-7.1).

Discussion. Previous results (5.3 and Fig.6.1A)) have shown consistenfly higher maximum

Vero cell yields in cultures of Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1. However, the cell growth

rates were not significantly different in cultures of either bead. A major difference in cell growth

between the beads was the culture pH. Cultispher-G cultures were always at pH <6.7 after 72 h

compared to pH 7.0 in Cytodex-1 cultures from an initial pH of pH 7.4. This suggested cell

metabolism could differ between cultures of either bead. Giguere et al. (19g2) previously
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suggested BCE-1 cell metabolism was different for growth on different substrata.

Nutrient Profiles - Glucose/Lactate. Nutrient analyses showed bead dependent differences in

cellular metabolism of medium nutrients agreeing with Giguere et al. (1982). The

glucose/lactate profiles (Fig.6.1B)) showed Vero cells in Cultispher-G cultures consumed almost

all of the glucose, whereas, there was a residual glucose concentration remaining at the end of

Cytodex-1 cultures. The concomitant lactate production reflected the glucose consumption in

cultures of either bead and was significantly higher in Cultispher-G cultures. The higher

concentrations in Cultispher-G cultures could explain their lower pH as lactate acidifies the

medium (Duval et al., 1992). However, there were no significant differences in specific glucose

consumption or lactate production rates in cultures of either bead. Chotteau and Bastin (1994)

previously reported similar nutrient effects for Vero cells in microcarrier cultures.

Glutamine. Glutamine (Fig. 6.1c)) was totally consumed prior to maximum cell yields in

cultures of either bead. This suggests glutamine was the major growth nutrient, as was shown

for Ehrlich ascites, human diploid fibroblast and HeLa cells by Rabinowitz et at. (1956), Griffiths

(1972) and Reitzer et al. (1979). The specific glutamine consumption rates were atso

significantly higher in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G reflecting the reduced cell

yields in these cultures.

Glutamine could be metabolised through deamination by glutaminase into ammonia and

glutamate. The glutamate could be utilised by deamination to a-ketoglutarate which is a

precursor in the biosynthesis of other amino acids or enters mitochondrial ATP synthesis

(McKeehan, 1982). Glutamate could be used for glutathione production to protect the cell

membranes from peroxide and free radical damage (Meister and Anderson, 1gg3).

Ammonia. Vero cells produced ammonia in cultures of either bead, probably from the

consumption of glutamine and other amino acids. Hassell et al. (1991) previously showed
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sim¡lar ammonia concentrations (2.90 mM) from Vero cultures from 4.00 mM glutamine in the

inoculum medium. However, Nahapetian et al. (1986) showed significantly higher ammonia

(4.50 mM) concentrations in Vero cultures with 4.00 mM glutamine. This difference could be

explained by the nutrient refeeding or different basal medium (L-15) used by the latter authors

compared to the batch cultures of Hassell et al. (1991) and this study (GMEM and DMEM,

respectively).

The specific ammonia production rate was significantly higher in Cytodex-1 compared to

Cultispher-G, reflecting the low cell yields. However, the ammonia to glutamine ratios above

Oable 6.7) were not significantly different in cultures of either bead and agree with the results

(0.73 ammonia/glutamine) of Hassell et al. (1991). These ratios were both significan¡y lower

(280/0, P<0.01) compared to Nahapetian et al. (1986) (1.13-1.30 ammonia/glutamine). Chotteau

and Bastin (1994) also showed ammonia production by Vero cell microcarrier cultures.

The ammonia could either be utilised in the biosynthesis of purine and pyrimidine

nucleotides or be excreted. Alanine could be produced from an excess of ammonia, liberated

from the glutamate conversion to cr-ketoglutarate. This ammonia could amidate pyruvate into

alanine, which is excreted (Voet and Voet. 1990).

Serine. Serine ffable 6.3) was the second highest consumed amino acid and was almost totally

consumed at maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead. Hence, serine was important to Vero

cell growth. The specific serine consumption rate was significantly higher in Cytodex-1 cultures

compared to Cultispher-G which again reflects the low cell yields. Serine was shown to be

important for rabbit fibroblast RM 3-56, HeLa and human fibroblast (U-12) ceil growth (Haff and

Swim, 1957). However, the serine requirement of Vero cells contradicts the reports of polastri et

al. (1984), who showed serine production, and Chotteau and Bastin (1994), who had no serine

consumption or production. Polastri et al. (1984) used a similar growth medium (DMEM with

10.0Yo v/v FBS) which suggests the nutrient results above should have been similar. However,

Chotteau. and Bastin (1994) used a different basal medium (M199) which could explain the
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difference in serine consumption. The differences in maximum cell yields above (6.3.1) between

DMEM, IMDM, DMEM/F12 and RPMI 1640 could be explained by differences in their initial

serine concentrations (0.40, 0.40, 0.25, 0.28 mM, respectively). However, serine could not

explain the low cell yields in L-15 or M-199 which both had significantly higher (478o/o and20o/o,

respectively) serine concentrations compared to DMEM.

Serine could be metabolised via transfer of it's C1 to tetrahydrofolate, producing ¡5,¡'10-

methylene-tetrahydrofolate and glycine. This could explain the íncreased glycine concentration

which was produced at a constant ratio to the serine concentration consumed. The ¡5,¡10-

methylene-tetrahydrofolate could be utilised for synthesis of either purine nucleotides or

membrane precursors (Voet and Voet, 1990).

All other detectable amino acids which were consumed remained at above 500/o of their

initial concentrations at maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead. These included arginine,

histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosine

and valine. All these amino acids were previously reported to be consumed by Vero cells

(Polastri et al., 1984 and Chotteau and Bastin, 1994), except tyrosine and they also agree with

those consumed by rabbit RM3-56, HeLa and U-12 cells (Haff and Swim, 1957), except cysteine,

which could not be analysed by the HPLC method used. Therefore, cysteine could also have

been consumed by Vero cells but was probably not at a limiting concentration in DMEM.

Produced Amino Acids. Alanine, asparagine, glutamate and glycine were produced during

Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead. Alanine and glutamate were the major produced

amino acids. The production of alanine was shown for Vero cells by Polastri et al. (1984). The

production of glutamate by Vero cell growth has not been described in the literature. Glutamate

would result from glutamine metabolism (McKeehan, 1982). Alanine could be produced from an

excess of pyruvate from glycolysis (Voet and Voet, 1990).
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6.3.4 optimisation of the Major Growth Nutrient concentrations

Introduction. The results above (6.3.3) showed glucose, glutamine and serine were the major

nutrients of DMEM for Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead. However, few, if any, reports

in the literature have showed optimal nutrient concentrations for any cell line. An effective

approach to defining optimal nutrient concentrations is by a matrix experiment where the

concentration of one nutrient can be varied whilst holding others at constant concentrations.

Therefore, a matrix experiment was performed to determine the opt¡mal concentrat¡ons of

glucose, glutamine and serine for maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead.

Experimental. The vero cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (6.3,3) in

DMEM containing various concentrations of glucose (10.00-32.50 mM), glutamine (2.00-g.00

mM) and serine (0.40-4.00 mM) to form a matrix.

Results. Table 6.9 shows maximum Vero cell yields in the matrix experiment cultures and Fig.

6'3 shows cell growth in cultures of either bead with constant 25.00 mM glucose and 0.40 mM

serine and varied (between 2.00-8.00 mM) glutamine. Fig. 6.4 shows the lactate concentrations

and ammonia concentrations produced at each glucose and glutamine concentration used.

Table 6.10 shows the lactate to glucose ratios and ammonia to glutamine ratios with the various

glucose and glutamine concentrations used. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields were affected by the

concentrations of glucose and glutamine in the DMEM in cultures of either bead type and by

serine in cultures of cultispher-G. (2) Maximum cell yields (fable 6.9) were significanily higher

(34%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all nutrient

concentrations used. (3) There were significantly higher maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1

cultures in DMEM at >17.50 mM glucose. In Cultispher-G cultures there were significan¡y higher

(P<0.05) maximum cell yields at >25.00 mM glucose. (4) Maximum celt yields in cultures of

either bead were proportional to the glutamine concentration. Cell yields were significan¡y
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Table 6.9 - The opt¡m¡sat¡on of the glucose, glutamine and serine concentrations for Vero
cultures in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-l (A) and 1.70 glL Cultispher-c (B)
The cellswere inoculated at 0.05 x 10þ cells/mL in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS enriched with 10.00-
32.50 mM glucose, 2.00-8.00 mM glutamine at each glucose concentration and with 0.40-4.00
mM serine at each glutamine concentration. Spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously
and were readjusted daily to pH 7.1 after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are
means of n=2.

Table 6.9A - Cytodex-1.

Glutamine
Concentration

(mM)

Maximum Cell Concentration

t o6¡m
Glucose Concentration

10.00 17.50 25.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

* - Highest cell yield.

0.90 t 0.07

0.93 r 0.07

0.94 r 0.07

0.9310.06

0.93 r 0.06

0.97 r 0.07

0.90 t 0.05

0.94 r 0.05

0.92 t 0.07

0.83 t 0.06

0.84 r 0.06

0.86 r 0.05

1 .10 t 0.08

1.11 I 0.08

1 .14 t 0.07

1.46 I 0.11

1.52 ! 0.11

1 .55 t 0.12

1 .44 ! 0.10

1 .49 t 0.10

1.56 r 0.11

1.34 r 0.08

1.37 1 0.08

1.46 I 0.09

0.97 r 0.06

0.97 + 0.06

1.09 r 0.07

1 .46 t 0.10

1.50 t 0.10

1 .51 I 0.10

1.51 + 0.t t

1.58 I 0.11

1.62x0.11*

1.32 1 0.08

1.39 r 0.08

1.48 r 0.09

1.05 t 0.07

1.08 r 0.07

1 .14 x 0.07

1.41 x 0.07

1.49 !0.07

1.53 r 0.11

1.48 r 0.09

1.49 r 0.09

1.52 r 0.10

1.22 !0.07

1.24 !0.07

1.26 !0.07

Serine
Concentration

0.40

2.00

4.00

0.40

2.00

4.00

0.40

2.00

4.00

0.40

2.00

4.00



Table 6.98) - Cultispher-G.

Glutamine
Concentration

(mM)

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

- Highest cell yield.

Maximum Cell Concentration

x 1o6im
Glucose Concentration

m

17.50 25.00

192

32.5010.00

0.89 r 0.06

0.92 r 0.06

0.91 r 0.06

1.23 t 0.08

1.32 r 0.09

1 .33 I 0.10

1.21 r 0.06

1.27 t0.06

1.28 !0.07

1.21 t 0.07

1.29 r 0.08

1.26 r 0.08

1.21 t 0.08

1.25 t 0.08

1.24 x0.07

1.65 r 0.'11

1.75 x 0.12

1.73 !0.12

1.66 I 0.11

1.76 t 0.11

1.75t0.11

1.58 t 0.11

1 .68 1 0.12

1.69 r 0.12

1.37 r 0.08

1.38 r 0.08

1.39 r 0.08

2.08 I 0.13

2.10 !0.13

2.11 x0.12

2.40 x0.14

2.40 !0.14

2.42 t0.14-

2.01 x0.12

2.03 t0.12

2.04 !0.11

1 .37 t 0.07

1 .42 ! 0.08

1.42 r 0.09

2.00 !0.12

2.04 !0.12

2.01 !0.12

2.42 + 0.13*

2.42 + g.1g*

2.42 t 0.14*

2.01 ! 0.12

2.05 !0.12

2.06 r 0.13

0.40

2.00

4.00

0.40

2.00

4.00

0.40

2.00

4.00

0.40

2.00

4.00
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Table 6.10 - The effects of the glucose and glutam¡ne concentrations in the medium on the
Vero cell lactate to glucose ratio and ammonia to glutamine ratio produced in 100 mL
spinner flask cultures^of 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Gultispher-G. The cells were
inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS containing various concentrations of
glucose (up to 32.5 mM) and glutamine (up to 8.00 mM). The flasks were readjusted daily to pH
7.1 after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means from cultures with 0.40-4.00
mM seiine and are from n=6.

Glucose
Concentration

(mM)
Cytodex-1

Lactate to Glucose Ratio Produced with the Glutamine Concentration Used

2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00

10.00

17.50

25.00

32.50

1.16

1.17

1 .19

1.19

1.15

1.20

1 .18

1.18

1.17

t.tY

1 .18

'1 19..

1.17

1.21

1 .18

1.18

Cultispher-G

10.00

17.50

25.00

32.50

1.17

1.07

1.39

1.43

1.31

1.37

1.36

1.40

1.67

1.47

1.47

1.48

1.62

1.64

1.41

1.35

Ammonia to Glutamine Ratio Produced with the Glutamine concentration
Used

Cytodex-1

10.00

17.50

25.00

32.50

0.71

0.80

0.80

0.82

0.72

0.78

0.81

0.80

0.72

0.86

0.84

0.85

0.71

0.84

0.86

0.84

Cultisoher-G

10.00

17.50

25.00

32.50

0.74

0.83

0.86

0.81

^7q
0.79

0.82

0.81

0.74

0.84

0.87

0.87

0.71

0.83

0.84

0.84
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higher (P<0.05) in Cytodex-1 cultures at 4.00-6.00 mM glutamine and in Cultispher-G cultures at

6.00 mM glutamine compared to all other concentrations used. (5) There was no significant

difference in maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures with respect to any serine concentration

used. However, maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures were significantly higher (P=0.05)

at >2.00 mM serine compared to the other concentrations used. (6) The total lactate production

(Fig. 6.4)) in Cytodex-1 cultures was proportional to the initial glucose concentration with respect

to all glutamine concentrations, except at 2.00 mM glutamine. The total lactate production (Fig.

6.48)) in Cultispher-G cultures was proportional to the initial glucose and glutamine

concentrations. There were significantly higher (44o/o, P<0.01) total lactate concentrations

produced in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1. There were significanfly lower (54%,

P<0.01) total lactate concentrations in cultures of either bead at 2.00 mM glutamine with respect

to all glucose concentrations used. (7) The ammonia production (Fig. 6.4C)-D)) was proportional

to the initial glutamine concentration in cultures of either bead with respect to all the glutamine

and glucose concentrations used. (8) The lactate to glucose ratios (fable 6.10) were

significantly higher (20o/o,P<0.05) with respect to all glucose and glutamine concentrations used

in Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1 cultures. The total lactate concentration and the lactate

to glucose ratio were significantly higher (13%, P=0.05) in Cultispher-G cultures at 25.00 and

32.50 mM glucose with 6.00 and 8.00 mM glutamine compared to all other glucose and

glutamine concentrations used. (9) There was flable 6.10) no significant difference in the ratio

of ammonia to glutamine (0.81) in cultures of either bead with respect to the glucose and

glutamine concentrations used. The ammonia to glutamine ratioswere significanily lower (14%,

P<0.05) in cultures of either bead at 10.00 mM glucose compared to all other glucose

concentrations used with respect to all glutamine concentrations used. (10) There was no

significant difference in the cell growth rates (0.035 t 0.003 n-1; in cultures of either þead with

respect to the nutrient concentrations used.

Free Cells. After maximum Vero cell yield was reached cells appeared to detach from either
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bead. The appearance of free cells was dependent on the glucose concentrations present in the

cultures. There were no free cells in cultures of either bead 72 h after maximum cell vield at

32.50 mM glucose with respect to all the glutamine and serine concentrations used. However,

the time free cells first appeared after maxímum cell yield was proportional to the initial glucose

concentration in Cultispher-G cultures. The free cells were seen earliest (24 h) with 10.00 and

17.50 mM glucose. Free cells were also found 24 h after maximum cell yield at 2.00 mM

glutamine with respect to all the glucose concentrations used. Free cells were only seen in

Cytodex-1 cultures at 10.00 and 17.50 mM glucose (24-48 h after maximum cell yield). Large

numbers of free cells (>40%) in cultures of either bead formed immediately after the maximum

cell yield at 10.00 mM glucose.

Discussion. The results in this study show Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead was highly

dependent on the glucose and glutamine concentration in the DMEM. However, maximum cell

yields were dependent more on the glutamine which confirms the results above (6.3.3). The

optimal glutamine concentrations also differed between the beads in this study showing there are

several bead dependent nutrient differences. Cells consumed the major nutrients (serum,

glucose, glutamine and serine) more efficiently in Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1 cultures.

The differences could also be explained by cellular attachment mechanism differences between

the bead types, as described above (6.3.2).

The similar ammonia to glutamine ratios in cultures of either bead suggest the fate of the

glutamine was the same no matter what the substrate was. However, the reduced lactate to

glucose ratios in Cytodex-1 cultures could implicate glucose in a major biosynthesis required for

cell growth, as less was excreted as a waste product.

The free cell dependence on the residual glucose concentration suggests glucose must be

involved in maintaining Vero cell attachment and viability. This could be explained by the cells

utilising glucose for anabolic substrates, as with HeLa cells (Wice et al., 1974) or for cell

adhesion through glycosylation of membrane gangliosides (e.9. integrins). Kleinman et al.
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(1981) showed glucose starvat¡on affected sialyl residues of glycoproteins and Akiyama et al.

(1990) showed that cell adhesion was lost if the Golgi body, the site of glycosylation reactions

(Goochee and Monica, 1990, Voet and Voet, 1990 and Fast et al., 1993), function was affected.

Kleinman et al. (1981) showed the loss of síalylation lead to inactive BHK cell integrin receptors

and ultimately loss of cell adherence. The cell detachment results in this study could be

explained by lack of glycoprotein sialylation. However, glucose starvation could also affect

internal energy and nucleotide pools such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) or UDP-NAcetyl-

Galactosamine or UDP-N-Acetyl-Glucosamine (Ryll et al., 1994). A depletion in the internal

pools could significantly affect many metabolic processes involved with cell viability,

glycosylation and attachment. Grinnell (1982) showed human fibroblast cell attachment to

substrata was prevented by inhibiting electron transport pathways and glycolysis.

The nutrient results in Cytodex-1 cultures confirm cells required another important growth

factor which was independent of the major basal medium nutrients. This could implicate a

serum factor but a matrix experiment with serum concentrations was not performed in this study.

Refed cultures of Cultispher-G beads were shown to reach higher (an order of magnitude)

Vero and CHO cell yields (Reiteret al., 1990) compared to Cytodex-1 beads. The batch results

in this study also show Cultispher-G cultures reaching higher yields. However, the previous

authors suggested the higher surface area for cell growth in macroporous beads was responsible

forthis effect whereas, this study suggests cellular nutrient consumption could also be involved.

6.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to determine the major nutrients for Vero cell growth in batch

microcarrier cultures and to optimise their concentrations. The results above suggest that:

- significantly higher cell yields (30-40%, P<0.01) were produced in Cultispher-G

compared to Cytodex-1 cultures, with the same medium and with semi-optimised physical

parameters.

- the preferable basal media for Vero cell growth were DMEM and IMDM. However, IMDM
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was s¡gnificantly more expensive (210o/o, P<0.01) compared to DMEM. Maximum cell yields

were significantly lower (41%, P<0.01) ín DMEM/F12,L-15, M199, Optimem-1 and RPMI 1640

with 5.0% or 2.0o/o v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS).

- the preferable serum types were sCS and foetal bovine serum (FBS) in cultures of either

bead. However, FBS was significantly (342Yo) more expensive, so the sCS was the preferable

serum. Maximum cell yields were significantly lower (18%, P<0.05) with calf serum (CS).

- the optimal serum concentration was 5.0o/o vlv in cultures of either bead with all serum

types used in this study. Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were proportional

to the serum concentration supplemented with CS at < 5.0o/o vlv.

- the major nutrients for batch Vero cell growth were glucose, glutamine and serine.

- the optimal glucose concentration was 17.50 mM for Cytodex-'1 and 25.00 mM for

Cultispher-G cultures. Complete glucose consumption resulted in cell detachment from either

microcarrier. Hence, glucose metabolism could be involved in cellular attachment and

adherence factor biosynthesis or in regulation of internal nucleotide pool concentrations.

- the opt¡mal glutamine concentration was 4.00 mM for Cytodex-1 and 6.00 mM for

Cultispher-G cultures.

- the optimal serine concentration was 0.40 mM for Cytodex-1 and 4.00 mM for

Cultispher-G cultures. The differences in maximum cell yields between basal media could be

explained by differences in their initial serine concentrations (0.40, 0.40, 0.25, 0.28 mM,

respectively), excepting L-15 or M-199, both of which had significantly higher (478o/o and 20o/o,

respectively) serine concentrations compared to DMEM.

- many other amino acids (arginine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine,

phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosine and valine) were consumed to <50% of their

original concentration by Vero cell growth.

- specific nutrient consumpt¡on and production rates were significantly higher (27o/o,

P<0.05) in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultisper-G, except glucose.
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2. Minor Nutrients.
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7. Optimisation of Growth Medium for Vero Gell Microcarrier Cultures. 2. Minor Effects.

7.1 lntroduction

The major nutrients for the batch growth of African green monkey kidney (Vero) cells in

Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G microcarrier cultures are glucose, glutamine and serine (6.3.3).

Normally, these are added to basal medium when purchased in liquid or powdered forms (Gibco,

1992) as all are stable when solid. However, glutamine naturally decomposes in solutions (Lin

and Agrawal, 1988). Glutamine decomposition is significantly higher (232-327Vo) at (i) 10.0o/o vlv

FBS compared to serum-free at pH7.2 and 35.5oC, (ii) at pH 7.6 compared to pH7.2 and (iii) at

35.5oC compared to 4oC. Therefore, the storage age of the medium could affect Vero cell

growth. No previous reports could be found in the literature defíning growth in stored medium.

Serum contains many growth promoting factors such as insulin, transferrin, epidermal and

fibroblastic growth factors (EGF and FGF) and fibronectin which could naturally decompose or

precipitate out proportional to the storage temperature and time (Barnes et al., 1984). Serum

can be purchased either in 500 or 100 mL bottles and could be stored at 4oC for >30 d priorto

complete usage. This could also influence the cell growth potential. However, no reports were

found definíng the effects of storing thawed serum on Vero cell growth.

Others have substituted glucose and glutamine with alternative compounds to reduce the

production of lactate and ammonia which are potential growth inhibitors of many murine and

human cell lines (Ryan and Cardin, 1966, Butler and Spier, 1984, Glacken et al., 1g86, Kimura

et al., 1987, Duval et al., 1992 and Rutz and Little, 1995). Glucose has been successfully

replaced by fructose, galactose, maltose and mannose for Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK),

Vero and murine 3T3 cells (Rheinwald and Green, 1974, Barngroveret al., 1985, Nahapetian et

al., 1986 and Mendonca et al., 1993). Glutamine has been successfully replaced by glutamate

and asparagine for baby hamster kidney (BHK), Chinese hamster ovary (CHO), McCoy and Vero

cells (Hassell and Butler, 1990 and Kurano et al., 1990).

Many other parameters could also influence Vero cell growth. Pyruvate from glycolysis can
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remove lag phases of human and murine cell lines after subculturing in a similar way to

incorporating celf "conditioned" medium in the following subculture (O'Donnell-Tormey et al.,

1987). The authors suggested the action of pyruvate was similar to extracellular catalase and

could involve the removal of H2O2to prevent membrane damage.

Ceccaríni and Eagle (1971) and Ceccarini (1975) showed pH was critical for growth and

attachment of KL-2, HeLa and Wl-38 cells. Maximum Vero cell yields (5.3.5) in cultures of either

bead had an optimal range of pH 6.8-7.1 which was lower compared to DMEM (44.00 mM

bicarbonate)(Gibco, 1992)equilibratedwithal0o/ovlvCO2overlay(pH7.5). pH>T.5resultedin

long lag phases (>15 h) and low cell yields (5.3.5). No one has reported if lowering the buffer

concentration improves the pH and therefore, cell yields.

The Ca2+ content in the medium is important to human fibroblast cell adhesion (Curtis and

McMurray, 1986) and growth (Lengheden, 1994). However, the latter author showed the growth

response to Ca2+ was reduced with decreased membrane charges at high culture pH (pH>7.5).

Ng (1995) previously showed Ca2+ could be more important than serum proteins for Vero cell

adhesion to microcarriers. Thus, the Ca2+ concentration could affect cell yields.

Many amino acids present in DMEM were consumed during Vero cell growth (6.3.3) and

their concentrations could have affected maximum yields. These were all reported previously to

be consumed by Vero cells, except tyrosine (Polastri et al., 1984 and Chotteau and Bastin, 1994)

and also agree with the amino acids consumed by HeLa, human (U-12) and rabbit (RM3-S6)

fibroblast cell growth (Haff and Swim, 1957). However, no one has determined whether the

concentrations of these less consumed amino acids require further supplementation to improve

Vero cell growth in mícrocarrier culture.

The daily refed growth of Vero cells in microcarrier spinner flasks previously reached higher

cell yièlds (25o/o) in Leibovitz L-15 medium diluted (1:1) with phosphate buffered satine solution

(PBS) compared to original L-15 (Nahapetian et al., 1986). This coutd be due to reductions in

either concentrations of inhibitory components (6.3.1) or the medium osmolarity to an optimal

level for growth (Waymouth, 1970). No one has determined which is more important.
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This paper presents an evaluation of the effects of several minor medium nutríents on the

batch growth of Vero cells in T25 flasks or spinner flasks of Cytodex-1 or Cultispher-G to assess

growth differences between the beads. The parameters investigated were: (a) medium and

serum storage time at 4oC, (b) substitution of glucose and glutamine with alternative substrates,

(c) reduction of the bicarbonate concentration, (d) addition of pyruvate to fresh and stored

medium, (e) increased Ca2+ concentrations, (Ð supplementation of minor amino acids and (d)

dilution of basal medium with nutrient supplemented D-PBS- (with and without Caz+).

7.2 Materials and Methods

The methods for culturing and counting the cells and analyses of medium nutrients have

been described previously (2.1 -2.5).

7.2.'l Preadaptation of Cell Stocks

The Vero cells were grown unadapted or preadapted to the media used in the experiments

either (a) as described previously (2.1) or (b) to glutamate containing DMEM by the methods that

follow.

(i) The method of Hassell and Butler (1990) was to inoculate the cells at 0.20 x 106 cells/mL

and grow them in T75 culture flasks in DMEM + 5.0% v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf

serum (sCS) (containing 4.0 mM glutamine) (35 mL). Once the cells reached 80% confluency

the medium was replaced with DMEM + 5.Oo/o v/v sCS containing glutamate (20.00 mM) with no

glutamine. The cells were grown until the yield increased (>10%) and were recovered by the

standard trypsinisation procedure (2.2). The cells were inoculated in fresh T7S flasks and

passaged twice at each subculture dilution below following growth to confluency at each

glutamate concentration used. The recovered cells were diluted (1:2 and 1:3) in DMEM (20.00

mM). One flask was retained at high glutamate and a second was grown in a gradually reducing

glutamate concentration. Low glutamate cells were diluted (1:4) at 15.00 and 10.00 mM

glutamate and (1:5) at 6.00 mM glutamate prior to use.
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(ii) Gradually adapted cells were subcultured (0.50 x 106 cells/mL) in T75 culture flasks

every 48 h with various dilutions of DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS containing either glutamine (4.00

mM) or glutamate (20.00 mM). Every two subcultures the proportion of glutamine containing

DMEM was reduced (50%). After two passages in DMEM containing 0.25 mM glutamine the

cells were subcultured in DMEM containing only glutamate (20.00 mM). The cells were

subcultured twice and one flask was retained at the high glutamate concentration and a second

was adapted to low glutamate (6.00 mM) by subculturing the cells twice al 12.00 mM and 6.00

mM glutamate prior to use.

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Growth Medium Storage Time

Introduction. Glutamine is the most important nutrient for Vero cell growth in DMEM in cultures

of either Cytodex-1 or Cultispher-G. However, glutamine naturally decomposes in stored

solutions proportional to the time, pH, temperature and serum concentration. Significant

proportions (20o/o) of the initial glutaminewould decompose in DMEM aI5.Oo/o v/v FBS stored at

4oC for 28 d and could result in reduced cell yields in cultures using this media. No previous

reports were found in the literature describing cell yields in stored media. Therefore, this study

determined the effect of the DMEM storage time at 4oC on Vero cell growth in microcarrier

cultures to define the optimal medium batch preparation size and storage conditions.

Experimental. The natural decomposition of glutamine in the medium was determined by

adding DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS) into a 100 mLspinner

flask. The DMEM contained 4.00 mM glutamine and either (a) 36.00 mM bicarbonate

preadjusted to pH7.2 or (b) 44.00 mM bicarbonate preadjusted to pH 7.5 with 2.00 M NaOH and

1.00 M HCl. Flasks were stirred continuously at 40 rpm and 37oC. The pH was readjusted daily

to the original values.
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Stock Vero cells were recovered by the standard trypsinisation protocol (2.2) and counted by

the trypan blue method (2.5.1-2). The cells were inoculated in spinner flasks (2.4.3) in DMEM +

5.0o/o vlv sCS prepared (2.3) and stored at 4oC for various times (up to 28 d) t 5.0% v/v sCS.

Results. Fig. 7.1 shows the glutamine decomposition in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS at 37oC in

spinner flask cultures stirred continuously at 40 rpm at pH 7.2 and 7.6 and Vero cell growth in

cultures of either Cytodex-1 or Cultispher-G in DMEM media stored + sCS for various times.

Table 7.1 shows the cell growth rates and lag phases in cultures of either bead with the various

stored media. (1) There were significantly higher (155o/o, P<0.01) glutamine decomposition rates

(Fig. 7.1) at pH 7.5 compared to pH 7.2 with respect to serum containing or serum-free DMEM.

(2) Glutamine decomposition rates were significantly higher (74o/o, P<0.01) in serum containing

compared to serum-free DMEM with respect to either pH used. (3) Maximum cell yields (Fig.

7.18)-C)) were significantly higher (29%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-

1 with respect to all the media used. (4) The analyses allowed the media storage to be ranked

and showed significantly higher (P<0.05) maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures in DMEM

stored serum-free for up to 28 d or stored with serum for 14 d compared to stored with serum for

28 d. Maxímum cell yields in Cutispher-G cultures were significantly higher (P<0.05) in DMEM

stored serum-free for 14 d compared to all other storage formulations and times. (5) There

(fable 7.1) was no significant difference in the cell growth rates in cultures of either bead with

respect to all the stored media used.

(6) Lag phases CIable 7.1) were observed in cultures of either bead and were proportional to

the DMEM storage age and serum composition. Lag phases were significantly longer in all

stored media types (between 100-800%, P<0.01) and in DMEM stored containing serum

compared to serum-free for 28 d (100%, P<0.01).

Discussion. The naturalglutamine decomposition rates (Fig. 7.1) from DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS

at 37oC in this study were similar to those of Lin and Agrawal (1988) at similar temperature and
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Fig.7.1- The effect of either pH at 37oG on natural glutamine decomposition (A) or storage
time at 4oc of DMEM t 5.07o v/v sCS on Vero cell yields on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-i (Bi or 1.70 g/L
cultispher-G (C) in 100 mLspinnerflasks. FlaskA had no cells and B and C were ínoculated at
0.05 x 10o cells/mL. Flasks were stined either at 40 rpm continuously (A and B) or intermitten¡y
for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h (C). Flasis ìn n weré readjusted daily
to the initial pH values and flasks in B and C were readjusted to pH 7.1 from 12 h oñwards with
2.00 M NaOH or 1.00 M HCl. The points are means of n=2.
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Table 7.1 - The effect of the DMEM storage composition and time at 4oC on the Vero cell
growth rate and lag phases in 100 mL spinner flasks^on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L
Guftispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10þ cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS
prepared either on the day of use or stored for 14 or 28 d with and without serum. The flasks
were readjusted dailyto pH 7.1 afterT2 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of
n=2.

DMEM Storage
Protocol

Cell Growth Rate and Lag Phase in the Stored Media Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G
Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

0d

14 d Without
Serum

14 d With
Serum

28 d Without
Serum

28 d With
Serum

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

0.033 + 0.003

0.033 t 0,003

0.031 r 0.003

3.00 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

12.00 t 1 .00

12.00 t 1.00

24.00 x2.00

0.037 r 0.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.034 10.003

3.00 t 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

15.00 t 1.00

12.00 t 1 .50

24.00 !2.00
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pH values (pH 7.2 - 0.077 mmol.d-1 and pH 7.5 - O.1gO mmot.d-1). The gtutamine

decomposition was not determined following storage at 4oC for 28 d in this study but could be

expected to have reduced by a similar amount to that of the previous authors (i.e. approximately

13o/o).

Maximum Vero cell yields were proportionally and significantly lower with the increasing

medium storage time, as could be expected from the glutamine decomposition which would have

occurred. However, maximum cell yields were similar in DMEM prepared fresh or stored serum-

free for up to 28 d. All maximum cell yield reductions could be correlated to the amount of

glutamine decomposition during the storage. The results show DMEM could be prepared in litre-

sized batches and stored serum-free for 28 d without affecting cell yields.

7.3.2 Serum Storage Time Before Use

lntroduction. The previous study (7.3.1) showed complete DMEM could not be prepared and

stored supplemented with serum for long periods without significantly reducing cell yields. The

íron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS) could be stored at 4oC for long time periods prior

to use which could result in losses of many serum proteins. In previous studies (6.3.2) Vero cell

growth was shown to be highly dependent on the sCS concentration in cultures of either bead.

Therefore, this study determined the effects of using serum stored at 4oC for various times on

Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures to define how long thawed sCS could be stored without

affectíng cell growth.

Experimenta!. Vero cultures were grown in spinner flasks (7.3.1) in DMEM prepared (2.3)

immediately prior to use and supplemented at 5.0% v/v sCS. The sCS was thawed and stored at

4oC for various periods of time (up to 28 d) prior to medium supplementation.

Results. Table7.2 shows maximum Vero cell yields and growth rates in cultures of Cytodex-1
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Table 7.2 - The effect of the thawed age of the sCS on the maximum Vero cell yield and
growth rate in 100 mL spinner Ílasks on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 or 1.70 g/L Gultispher-G. The
cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The sCS was thawed and
stored at 4oC for either O, 14 d or 28 d priorto use. The flasks were readjusted daily to pH7.1
afterT2 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Serum Storage Time
(d)

Maximum Cell Concentration
x 106 cells/mL

0

14

28

0

14

28

Cultispher-G

1 .99 r 0.13

1.90 r 0.13

1.93 r 0.13

0.037 t 0.003

0.037 t 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

* - Highest cell yield.

1 .43 x 0.11

1.43 ! 0.11

1.37 t 0.10

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.034 10.003
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and Cultispher-G in DMEM supplemented with the various stored sCS solutions. (1) Maximum

Vero ceJl yields in cultures of either bead were not affected by the serum storage time. (2) There

were significantly higher (38%, P<0.01) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compareo

to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the media used. (3) There were no significant differences in cell

growth rates with respect to any sCS storage time used.

Discussion. The results (fable 7.2) showed the serum storage time (up to 2g d) at 4oC did not

affect Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead. This was not expected, as fibronectin and

insulin concentrations in the serum could have been highly reduced or completely removed after

28 d of storage. Fibronectin concentrations are already significanily reduced (g0%) during serum

clotting and processing (Hayman et al., 1985) and further losses could significanily influence the

growth stimulation. Hughes et al. (1979) showed fibronectin was required by BHK cells from

young animals for adherence and growth but was only required for adherence with Vero cells

from older animals. The results above could be explained by this effect. However, maximum

cell yields suggest insulin and fibronectin were either not required at high concentrations or were

not the major serum proteins for Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures. Hence, the important

growth promoting components in the serum were not sensitive to storage at 4oC for up to 2g d.

Ng (1995) previously reported serum and therefore, fibronectin were not required for Vero

cells to attach to either microcarrier type. The cell attachment rate was higher in Cultispher-G

cultures when the beads were precoated with serum but previous studies (6.3.2) suggested cell

aggregation in serum supplemented DMEM and not fibronectin caused this effect. Collagen or

other attachment factors could also have affected such attachment (Doillon et al., 1gg7).

7.3.3 Substitution of Glucose

Introduction. Glucose metabolism in Vero cultures was shown previously (6.3.3) to produce

lactate at high ratios (>1:1) per millimole of glucose consumed. Lactate inhibits cell growth and
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also reduces the culture pH. Glucose has been replaced by fructose, galactose, maltose and

mannose for cell growth to lower the lactate production. No one has previously reported whether

Vero cell yields are affected by growth in medium containing alternative sugars to glucose.

Therefore, this study determined the optimal sugar for Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Stock Vero cells were preadapted (6 passages) to glucose-free DMEM + 5.0o/o

v/v sCS containing either fructose, galactose, maltose or mannose (25.00 mM) and glutamine

(4.00 mM) (2.1). The cellswere passaged (>x6) in each medium with subcultures (1:6 dilutions)

every 72 h. The cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (7.3.1).

Results. Fig.7.2 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in DMEM +

5.0o/o vlv sCS containing various sugars. Table 7.3 shows the cell growth rates and lag phases

in cultures of either bead with the various sugars used. (1) Vero cell growth in cultures of either

bead was affected by the sugar used in the DMEM. (2) Maximum cell yields were significantly

higher (19%, P<0.05) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the

sugars used. (3) There were significantly higher (P<0.05) maximum cell yíelds in cultures of

either bead in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS containing glucose or maltose compared to all other

sugars used. (4) There (fable 7.3) were significantly higher cell growth rates in cultures of either

bead in DMEM containing glucose, fructose or maltose (22o/o, P<0.05) compared to either

galactose or mannose. (5) The lag phases CIable 7.3) in cultures of either bead were

significantly shorter (P<0 01) with glucose compared to all other sugars used.

pH. The pH fluctuated during cell growth in cultures of either bead and declined from pH 7.4 to

<6.7 in Cultispher-G cultures and to pH <7.0 in Cytodex-1 after 72 h in DMEM containing

glucose. However, the pH declined from pH 7.4 to 7.1 in cultures of either bead with respect to

all the other sugars used. A reduced lactate concentration could explain this effect but was not

determined in this study.
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Table 7.3 - The effect of the DMEM sugar on the Vero cell growth rate and lag phases in 100
mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-î and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated
at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS prepared containing 25.00 mM of either
fructose, galactose, glucose, maltose or mannose. The flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.1

afIerT2 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

DMEM Sugar Cell Growth Rate and Lag Phase in DMEM with the Sugar Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

th-1 )

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

Fructose

Galactose

Glucose

Maltose

Mannose

0.031 t 0.003

0.028 r 0.003

0.03410.003

0.032 t 0.003

0.025 r 0.002

6.00 r 1.00

12.00 r 1 .00

3.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

0.035 r 0.003

0.027 t 0.003

0.033 I 0.003

0.033 t 0.003

0.027 r 0.003

6.00 r 1.00

12.00 t '1.00

3.00 r 1.00

3.00 r 1.00

9.00 r 1.00
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Discussion. Vero cells (Fig. 7.2) could grow in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS containing all the sugars

used in this study agreeing with previous reports with MDCK, Vero and 3T3 cells (Rheinwald and

Green, 1974, Barngrover et al., 1985, Nahapetian et al., 1986 and Mendonca et al., 1993).

However, maximum cell yields were significantly higher with glucose and maltose compared to

all the other sugars used. Glucose was previously removed from culture medium to reduce the

lactate production and therefore, to prevent any possible cellgrowth inhibition.

Similar cell growth with glucose and maltose could be expected as maltose could be

enzymically cleaved into two glucoses. The results suggest Vero cells could cleave maltose.

Crespi et al. (1981) previously grew MDCK cells successfully in medium wíth maltose at a low

concentration (5.00 mM) and produced lower lactate concentrations compared to glucose. The

Vero cells in this study required less pH readjustment during growth with maltose compared to

glucose which supports a reduced lactate concentration, agreeing with the previous authors.

However, lactate was not monitored to confirm this.

Vero cells also grew with fructose but to significantly lower maximum yields compared to

glucose and maltose. Barngrover et al. (1985) previously showed MDCK cells grew similarly

with glucose and fructose at 10.00 mM but maximum cell yields were reduced at 20.00 mM

fructose compared to glucose. The Vero cell results above would support this. The authors

suggested fructose maintained a better pH and a favourable pyruvate to lactate ratio for cell

growth. lmamura et al. (1982) showed MDCK cells produced less lactate from fructose

compared to glucose. However, the Vero cells in this study still required pH readjustment during

growth with fructose but a lower volume of 2.00 M NaOH was required to maintain optimal pH

compared to glucose. Hence, fructose could also be producing lower lactate concentrations.

MDCK cells in galactose and HeLa and L cells in mannose grow to similar cell yields but with

significantly slowergrowth rates compared to glucose. (Eagle et al., 1958 and Barngrover et al.

1985). Maximum Vero cell yields in this study were significantly lowerwith both galactose and

mannose which disagrees with the previous authors. However, cell growth rates were reduced

and lag phases increased with galactose and mannose which agrees with the previous authors
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results.

Wice et al. (1974) and Barsh and Cunningham (1977) showed glucose metabolism is

separated from DNA synthesis and growth in HeLa and human fibroblast cells (i.e. was required

for the biosynthesis of anabolic substrates), as it could be completely replaced by cytidine and

uridine nucleosides. Growth with alternative sugars could be explained by the cells requiring

small amounts of glucose for particular components such as protein glycosylation (Kleinman et

al., 1981) or internal nucleotide pool maintenance (Ryll et al., 1994). All the alternative sugars

produce glucose via gluconeogenesis or glucose could be generated from glutamine by this

pathway (Voet and Voet, 1990).

The extended lag phases in cultures with galactose and mannose could be evidence of

differences in the metabolism of these sugars. The glucose or metabolic intermediates of

glucose could be supplied more easily from fructose and maltose rather than from galactose or

mannose. Gluconeogenesis from galactose and mannose requires 6 and 4 reactions and from

fructose and maltose requires 3 and 1, respectively (Voet and Voet, 1990). lf any reactions are

inhibited or occur at slow rates, then cell growth could be reduced. The cell yields in this study

were proportional to the number of gluconeogenesis reactions for each sugar used.

Galactose and mannose could also have complex uptake mechanisms with increased

energy usage for membrane transport or are not taken up at all by the cells. The latter could

mean that some glutamine has to be diverted into gluconeogenesis which would result in

reduced cell growth.

7.3.4 Substitution of L-Glutamine

Introduction. Glutamine ¡s the most important growth nutrient for Vero cells (6.3.3-4). The cell

yields could be reduced by glutamine naturally decomposing (7.3.1) or from the ammonia

produced which could inhibit cell growth. Vero cells have been cultured with more stable

glutamate in the absence of glutamine which also significantly reduced the ammonia produced,
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as glutamate has only one amino group compared to two for glutamine. Therefore, this study

determined the optimal major amino acid for the growth of Vero cells in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Stock Vero cells were preadapted (6 passages) (7.2.1) to DMEM prepared (2.3)

with either (a) "original" formulation or (b) "enriched" with serine and pyruvate (to total

concentrations of 2.00 and 0.50 mM, respectively). These media were supplemented with 5.0%

v/v sCS and either (i) 6.00 mM or (ii) 20.00 mM glutamate or (iii) 4.00 or (iv) 6.00 mM glutamine.

The cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (7.3.1).

Results. Table 7.4 shows maximum Vero cell yields and growth rates in cultures of Cytodex-1

and Cultispher-G in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS containing either glutamine or glutamate. (1)

Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the major amino acid

present in the DMEM. (2) Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (24%, P=0.01) in

cultures of Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to either glutamine or glutamate at

any concentration used. (3) Maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures were significantly higher

(20%, P<0.05) at 4.00-6.00 mM glutamine compared to either glutamate concentration used. (4)

Maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures were significantly higher (54%, P<0.01) at 6.00 mM

glutamine compared to all other media used. (5) The cell growth rates were significantly higher

(21%, P<0.05) in cultures of either bead with glutamine compared to glutamate. (6) The time

taken to reach maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead was significantly longer (28%,

P<0.01) with glutamate compared to glutamine. (7) There were no significant differences in the

maximum cell yields and growth rates with either adaptation protocol to glutamate. (8) There

was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields with original compared to enriched

DMEM.

Discussion. Vero cells could be grown in cultures of either bead with glutamate substitution of

glutamine. However, maximum cell yields and growth rates were significantly reduced with



Table 7.4 - The effect of using glutamine or glutamate as the primary amino acid in DMEM on the maximum batch Vero cell yield,
time taken to reach maximum yield and growth rate in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l or 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The
ceflswere preadapted and inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml in original orserine and pyruvate enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS and either
glutamine (4.00 or 6.00 mM) or without glutamine and with glutamate (6.00 or 20.00 mM). The spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm
continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were
readjusted dailyto pH7.1 after72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n--2.

Primary Amino
Acid

4.00 mM

Glutamine

6.00 mM

Glutamine

6.00 mM

Glutamatel

6.00 mM

Glutamate2

20.00 mM

Glutamatel

20.00 mM

Glutamate2

Serine
Concentration

(mM)

0.40

2.00

0.40

2.00

0.40

2.00

0.40

2.00

0.40

2.00

0.40

2.00

Time Taken to Reach
Maximum CellYield

th)
Cytodex-1

144

144

144

144

192

192

192

192

192

192

192

192

Cultispher-G

1

2

Highest cell yield.
Cells adapted by the protocol of Hassell and Butler (1991).
Cells adapted by the gradual adaptation prolocol (7.2.1).

Maximum Cell Concentration

rx 106/mL)

144

144

168

168

192

192

192

192

192

192

192

192

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

1 .46 r 0.09 2.08 r 0.13

1.51 r 0.11 2.11 10.13

1.44 x0.10 2.40 !0.15

1.52 + 0.11* 2.42 !0.16.
1 .14 r 0.06 1 .31 r 0.09

1 .21 x O.O7 1 .48 r 0.10

1 .19 r 0.06 1 .33 I 0.08

1.27 t0.06 1.52!0.11

1 .21 r 0.08 1 .48 t 0.12

1 .25 I 0.08 1 .50 r 0.13

1.27 x 0.08 1 .54 I 0.1 1

1 .29 r 0.08 1 .52 t 0.11

Specific Cell Growth Rate

n-1r
Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

0.032 r 0.002 0.035 t 0.002

0.033 r 0.002 0.035 10.003

0.032 r 0.002 0.032 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.003 0.032 r 0.002

0.028 r 0.002 0.027 x0.002

0.025 r 0.002 0.028 r 0.003

0.028 r 0.002 0.027 x0.002

0.025 t 0.002 0.028 r 0.003

0.026 r 0.002 0.028 t 0.003

0.026 r 0.003 0.029 r 0.002

0.026 r 0.002 0.028 t 0.003

0.026 r 0.003 0.029 r 0.002

N
-_t
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glutamate conta¡ning DMEM. Hassell and Butler (1990) previously adapted Vero cells to

glutamate containing medium using a protocol which took 30 d and reported similar growth rates

and cell yields compared to glutamine. The Vero cells used in this study were adapted by either

a similar protocol to the previous authors or by a gradual weaning from glutamine but even after

50 d the cells grew to significantly lower cell yields and with slower growth rates in glutamate

containing DMEM. Thus, the results in this study agree with those of Lazo et al. (19g1) and

Rapaport et al. (1981) who showed ascitestumourand rabbit reticulocytes had poor uptake and

growth in glutamate medium. However, they disagree with Hassell and Builer (j990). Thus,

glutamate was a poorer growth substrate compared to glutamine.

Ïhe reduced cell yield and growth rate with glutamate could indicate it was consumed at a

slower rate compared to glutamine. Glutamate is an intermediate in amino acid biosynthesis and

TCA cycle energy generation via conversion to g-ketoglutarate (Voet and Voet, 1gg0) ano many

pathways could be competing forit. Thetransport of glutamate acrossthe cell and mitochondrial

membranes could involve an energy inefficient uptake mechanism, as it has to enter the

mitochondria before it is converted into o-ketoglutarate and ammonia. The ammonia is then

transpo.rted out of the mitochondria for nucleotide synthesis in the cytoplasm. However,

glutamine is deaminated on entry into the cytoplasm and the ammonia can be used direcfly for

nucleotide synthesis (McKeehan, 1982). Hence, slower growth rates with glutamate.

7.3.5 Add¡t¡on of Pyruvate

lntroduction. DMEM medium usually contains sodium pyruvate (Gibco, 1992). However, the

DMEM in this study was purchased without pyruvate. Pyruvate could detoxify the medium

resulting in improved initial growth rates of the cells following subculture. No reports were found

in the literature on pyruvate affecting vero cell yields. Therefore, this study determined whether

pyruvate enrichment of the DMEM affected Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.
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Experimental. Stock Vero cells were preadapted (>6 passages) (2.1) to DMEM + S.0o/o v/v sCS

containing sodium pyruvate at various concentrations (up to 3.00 mM) and glutamine (4.00 mM).

The cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (7.3.1).

Results' Fig. 7.4 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in DMEM

containing sodium pyruvate. Table 7.5 shows lag phases in cultures of either bead with the

various pyruvate concentrations used. (1) Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead was

affected by the sodium pyruvate concentration used. (2) Maximum cell yields were significan¡y

higher (32%, P<0.01) in cultispher-G cultures compared to cytodex-1 with respect to all

pyruvate concentrations used. (3) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were

significantly higher (P<0.05) at <1.00 mM pyruvate compared to 3.00 mM pyruvate. (4) There

(fable 7.5) was no significant difference in the lag phase in cultures of either bead in DMEM at

up to 0'50 mM pyruvate. However, lag phases were increased proportional to the pyruvate

concentration and were significantly longer (280o/o, P<0.01) at 3.00 mM pyruvate compared to all

other concentrations used. (5) There (fable 7.5) was no significant difference in the cell growth

rates in cultures of either bead with respect to any concentration of pyruvate used.

Discussion. The maximum Vero cell yield and growth rate in cultures of either bead were not

significantly different in DMEM at up to 0.50 mM pyruvate. However, there were significan¡y

longer lag phases and lower maximum cell yields at 3.00 mM pyruvate. This result could explain

the previous poorgrowth in L-15 medium (6.3.1) which contained S.00 mM pyruvate. However,

the pyruvate (up to 0.50 mM) did not affect the initial growth of Vero cells in this study which

disagrees with O'Donnell-Tormey et al. (1987) who showed improved growth of several human

and murine cells in pyruvate containing (1.00 mM) medium. This could be explained by cell line

dependent differences. Pyruvate is secreted from glycolysis and forms an equilibrium with

lactate' This equilibrium could explain the majority of the glucose consumption in Vero cell

cultures (6.3.3), as lactate is produced at a high ratio perglucose consumed (1.1g and 1.40 in
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Table 7'5 - The effects of pyruvate in the DMEM on Vero ceil rag phases and growth rates ¡n100 mL spinner flask cultures of 1.00 g/L crTtodex-1 and 1.70 glLGultispher-G. The ce¡s wereinoculated at 0'05 x 106 cells/ml ¡n on¡ru + s.}o/o v¡v scé prepared with up to 3.00 mMpyruvate' spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (cytodex-1) or intermittenily for 24 hthen continuously and ramped to 60 rpm ajtg zz n lcurtisiner-G). The ftasks were readjusteddaily to pH 7.4 after72h in culture w¡tn z.oo M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Pyruvate
Concentration

(mM)

0.00

0.15

0.50

1.00

3.00

Specific Cell Growth Rate and tao )hase in DMEM with the Sugar Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cetl
Growth Rate

0-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(n-1)

Lag Phase

0.034 + O.OOS

0.034 + 0.003

0.034 + O.OOg

0.033 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.002

ô.00 r 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

12.00 r 1 .00

21.00 ! 2.00

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.03510.003

0.035 t 0.003

0.034 10.003

9.00 I 1.00

6.00 I 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

12.00 I 1 .00

21.00 ! 2.00
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Cytodex-1 and Cultispher_G cultures, respectively).

7.3.6 Add¡tion of pyruvate to Aged Comptete Medium

Introduction' Pyruvate had no significant effects (7.3.5) on vero cell growth at up to 0.50 mM
in fresh DMEM' However' pyruvate has improved the initial growth of other ce¡s after
subculture' This effect could be explained by free ammonia being sequestered by pyruvate
resulting in alanine' Therefore, this study determíned the effects of adding sodium pyruvate to
DMEM which was stored at 4oc f or 28 d prior to use for Vero cell growth in microcarr¡er cultures.

Exper¡mental' Preadapted stock Vero cells (>6 passages) (2.1) were inoculated in DMEM +

5'0o/o vlv scs prepared (2.3) with and without sodium pyruvate (0.s0 mM) and stored at 4oc for
28 d' The curtures were grown in spinner frasks, as described above (7.3.1).

Resufts' Fig' 7 '4 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of cytodex-1 and cultispher-G with
complete DMEM stored for various times with or without pyruvate. Table 7.6 shows the cell
growth rates and lag phases in these cultures. Fig. 7.5 shows the grutamine consumption and
ammonia production profiles for these cultures. Table 7 .7 shows the results of high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis of the media (1) vero cultures of either bead in DMEM
+ 5'0o/o v/v scs were affected by the medium composition after storage (2g d). (2) There were
significantly higher (29o/o, P<0'01) maximum ceil yields (Fig. 7.4) in cultispher-G cuttures
compared to cytodex-1 with respect to any medium used. (3) The highest maximum ce¡ yields
in cultures of either bead were produced with fresh DMEM. However, maximum cell yields were
significantly lower (25o/o, P<0.01) in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v scs stored (2s d) with or without
pyruvate' (4) There ffable 7'6) were lag phases in curtures of either bead. The lag pnases were
significantly longer (500%' P<0'01) in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v scs stored (2g d) without pyruvate
compared to either DMEM + 5'0o/o v/v scs prepared fresh or stored with pyruvate. (s) There
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Table 7'6 - The effects of pyruvate addition to stored DMEM on Vero celr rag phases andgrowth rates in 100 mL spinnerflask cuitures of 1.00 g/L cytodel-] and 1.70 gtLcuttispher_G. The cetts were inocutaied at 0.05;ìò6 cells¡ml ¡n-on¡Ëü' + S.xo/ovlv sCS. The DMEM +5'0o/o vlv scs was prepared with orwithout 0.s0 mM pyruu"ìu'"nd was stored for 2gd at 4oc.spinner flasks were stírred 
9t ¿o rpm'fãntinuously rcn"Jexll or intermitten¡y for 24 h thencontínuouslv and ramped to 60 rpm'aneiizl crlitôhJö;ï" flasks were readjusred dairy topH7'4 aflerT2 h in curture with 2.oo M ñaoH. The varues are means of n=2.

Storage Medium Specific 
""', 

Oro
I lcorl

DMEM + 5.0o/o v¡v sCS
Without Storage

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS
Stored 2S d With

Pyruvate

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS
Stored 28 d Without

Pyruvate

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G
Specific Cetl
Growth Rate

(h-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cetl
Growth Rate

0-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

3.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

21.00 ! 2.00

0.034 t 0.003

0.030 t 0.003

0.030 I 0.003

3.00 r 1

4.50 r 1

24.00 t2.00

00

00

0.036 t 0.003

0.030 + O.OOg

0.030 r 0.003
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Tabfe 7.7 - The eflects of pyruvate addition to stored DMEM on the consumed andproduced amino acid concentrations at maximum vero cell yield in to0 mi spinner nasr
9:["t:9r !'oo g/L Gytodex-l and 1.70 qtL cultispher-G. The ceils were inocutated at 0.0s x10o cells/mL in DMEM i -5T!:v/v scs irepareo without pyruvate immediately prior to use orstored for 28 d or stored for 28 d with o 50 qM pyruvate. sþiÀner ftasks were étirr.o at 40 rpmcontinuously (cytodex-1) or intermittently for24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after72 h (cultispher-G)' The amino acids wére analysed by HPLC. The ftasks were readjusted daitytopHT'1 afterT2hinculturewith2.00MNaoH.Theialuesaremeansof culturesof cytodex-1and Cultispher-G and are from n=4.

Amino Acid Consumed or produ ced Amino \cid Concentration at Maximum Cell
/ield

| ¡lvl
DMEM + 5.0Yo vtv

sCS
(Not Stored)

DMEM + 5.0o/o vlv
sCS

(Stored 28 d)

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS
+ 0.50 mM Pyruvate

Alanine

Arginine

Asparagine

Cystine

Glutamate

Glutamine

Glycine

Histidine

lsoleucine

Leucine

Lysine

Methionine

Phenylalanine

Serine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Tyrosine

Valine

+0.75 r 0.10

-0.16 t 0.05

+0.05 t 0.01

UND

+1.00 r 0.20

-3.90 r 0.50

+0.15 r 0.05

-0.12 + 0.03

-0.25 t 0.08

-0.31 t 0.08

-0.20 t 0.05

-0.06 r 0.02

-0.11 + 0.02

-0.32 r 0.07

-0.10 r 0.02

-0.03 10.01

-0.05 r 0.01

-0.13 t 0.04

+0.85 r 0.i0

-0.14 t 0.04

+0.07 + 0.02

UND

+1.08 r 0.20

-3.85 t 0.50

+0.17 + 0.05

-0.11 + 0.03

-0.22 + O.0g

-0.31 t 0.08

-0.20 r 0.05

-0.05 r 0.02

-0.13 t 0.03

-0.30 + 0.07

-0.11 r 0.02

-0.05 t 0.01

-0.04 r 0.01

-0.12 t 0.04

+0.70 + 0.10

-0.13 t 0.03

+0,04 f 0.01

UND

+1.15 r 0.20

-3.90 r 0.50

+0.17 r 0.05

-0.10 + 9.63

-0.23 t 0.08

-0.30 r 0.08

-0.22 r0.05

-0.08 t 0.02

-0.13 + O.OZ

-0.33 r 0.07

-0.13 r 0.02

-0.05 r 0.01

-0.05 t 0.01

-0.12 !0.04
Total Concentration
of Consumed Amino

Acids

5.74 5.63 5.77

Total Concentration
of Produced Amino

Acids

10c 2.17 2.06
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(fable 7.ô) were significantly higher (17%,P<0.05) cell growth rates in DMEM + s.oo/o v/v scs

prepared fresh compared to medium stored with or without pyruvate.

Nutrient Analysis. Nutrient analysis (Fig. 7.5) showed glutamine had naturally decomposed in

DMEM during storage. There was a significantly higher (500%, P<0.01) concentration of

ammonia in the DMEM stored without pyruvate compared to fresh DMEM or DMEM stored with

pyruvatefor2Sd. Therewerenosignificantdifferencesintheconcentrationsofanyproducedor

consumed amino acids (rable 7.7) analysed with respect to any medium used.

Discussion. Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were similar following storage of the

DMEM for 28 d with or without pyruvate but were significantly lower compared to fresh DMEM.

Thus, pyruvate addition did not affect maximum cell yields. There were no significant

differences in the lag phases with fresh DMEM or DMEM stored for ZB d containing pyruvare

which shows pyruvate did detoxify the DMEM. This agrees with the subculture improvements

described by O'Donnell-Tormey et al. (1987).

Nutrient analysis could explain the effects of the pyruvate as glutamine had decomposeo

during storage. This gave significantly more ammonia in the stored compared to fresh DMEM

without pyruvate at inoculation. The reduced glutamine concentration could explain the cell

yields in stored DMEM. The similar ammonia concentration at inoculation in fresh and stored

DMEM containing pyruvate suggests pyruvate could prevent ammonia inhibition by forming

alanine (Voet and Voet, 1990) which could explain the production of alanine in previous cultures

(6'3.3). However, nutrient analysis in this study showed no significant difference in the

concentrations of alanine between any of the media types used.

7.3.7 Reduction of Sodium Bicarbonate Concentration

Introduction. pH is important to the growth and lag phases of Vero cells (5.3.S) in microcarrier
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cultures of either bead type. one approach to generating the optimal pH range wourd be to
reduce the bicarbonate buffer concentratíon in the DMEM. No one has previously shown the
effects of altering the buffer concentrations on cell growth. Therefore, this study deternrined the
effect of reducing the sodium bicarbonate concentration in the DMEM on vero celr growth in

microcarrier cultures.

Experimentar. stock vero cets were preadapted (>6 passages) (2.1) toDMEM + 
'.oo/ovlv 

scs
prepared (2'3) with various sodium bicarbonate concentrations (32.00-44.00 mM) and containing
glutamine (4'00 mM)' The pH of the media was equilibrated prior to inoculation with a 10.0% vtv
co2 in air overlay' The cultures were grown in spinner frasks, as described above (7.3.1).

Results' Fig' 7'6 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of cytodex-1 and cultispher-G with the
DMEM containing various bicarbonate concentrations. Table 7.g shows the lag phases and cell
growth rates in cultures of either bead with the various bicarbonate concentrations used. (1)

There was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead with
respect to any bicarbonate concentration used. (2) There were significanily higher (34%,

P<0'01) maximum cell yields in cultispher-G cultures compared to cytodex-1 with respect to all
the bicarbonate concentrations used. (3) There (l-able 7.g) was no significant difference in the

lag phases in cultures of either bead in DMEM at 32.00 and 36.00 mM bicarbonate. There were
significantly longer (1660/0, P<0.01) lag phases in cultures of either bead at 44.00 mM
bicarbonate' (4) There fiable 7.8) were significanfly higher (16%, p<0.05) celt growth rates in

cultures of cultispher-G compared to cytodex-1 with respect to all bicarbonate concentrations

used.

pH' The culture pH during growth differed between the bead types and bicarbonate

concentrations used' cultures of either bead were inoculated at pH 7.1 , 7.3 and 7.5 with 32.00,

36'00 and 44'00 mM bicarbonate in the DMEM, respectivery. The cultispher-G cultures had
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Table 7.8 - The effects of the bicarbonate concentration in the DMEM on Vero cell lag
phases and growth rates in 100 mL spinner flask cultures of 1.00 g/L Gytodex-i and 1.20 glL
Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL in DMEM + S.0o/o v/v sCS
prepared with 32.00-44.00 mM bicarbonate. Spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously
(Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h
(Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.4 after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M
NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Bicarbonate
Concentration

(mM)

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lag phase in DMEM Contaffi
Bicarbonate Concentration

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

a
(h- r)

Lag Phase

32.00

36.00

44.00

0.032 r 0.003

0.030 r 0.003

0.030 t 0.003

3.00 r 1.00

3.00 r 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

0.037 r 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 f 0.003

3.00 t 1.00

4.50 r 1.00

9.00 r 2.00
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decreased to pH 6'6, 6.7 and 6.8 and the cytodex-1 cultures to pH 6.7, 6.9 and 7.0, respectivety,

after 72 h' The cultures at 32.00 mM bicarbonate had decreased to the same values at each

daily readjustment time as found at 72 h in culture and required a higher volume (up to x2) o,f

2'00 M NaoH to maintain the optimal pH range. Cultures of either bead with 36.00 and 44.00

mM bicarbonate were maintained within the optimar pH range from 72h onwards.

Discussion' No one has previously described the effects of altering the buffer concentrations in
the medium on cell growth. Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were similar
with respect to all the bicarbonate concentrations used. However, the lag phases were

significantly shortened proportional to the bicarbonate concentration. The shorter lag pnases at

low (32'00 mM) bicarbonate concentrations could reflect the more favourable pH during the first

few hours in culture. This could be explained by improved cell attachment characteristics and

more favourable pH for enzyme functions with the low bicarbonate concentration (Hu et al.,

1985)' However, pH readjustment of spinnerflask cultures was affected by the low bicarbonate

concentration' The preferable bicarbonate concentration based on pH control was 36.00 mM.

7.3.8 Add¡t¡on of Calcium Chtoride

f ntroduction' cell adhesion could involv e ca2+ and cell surface charge interactions. Thus, an

increased ca2+ concentration could improve cell growth by enhancing the adhesion process in
cultures with an optimal pH for cell growth. Therefore, this study determined the effects of
adding extra cacr2 to the DMEM on vero ceil growth in microcarrier curtures.

Experimentar. preadapted stock vero cells (>6 passages) (2.1) were inocurated in

5-0o/o vlv scs enriched with extra cacr2 (up to 5.40 mM). The curtures were grown

flasks, as described above (7.3.1).

DMEM +

in spínner



Table 7'9 - The effect of enriching the DMEM with extra cacl2 on maximum vero ceil yierds, growth rates and rag phases inmicrocarrier culture in 100 mL spinrler flasks. The cells were inoc[rated at 0.05 x 106 ceils/mr ¡r-búÈn¡ + S.*o/ovlv scs in t.oo glt_cytodex-1 or 1'70 g/L cultispher-G. The DMEM was prepared with e.>.<tra c"ct2iuo'ro 5.40 mM). The spinner flasks were stirred at 40rpm either contínuously (cytodex-1) or intermittently ¡or 2i rr ttren continuousry ánà iampeo to 60 ipm aftàr 72h in curture (curtispher-G).The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.4 after 72 h in clrture w¡Ûr i.oo M NaoH. The varues are means of n=2.

Concentration of
Supplemented CaC12

(mM)

u.00

1.80

3.60

5.40

* Highest cell yield.

Cytodex-1

Lag Phase

_(h)

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

Cultispher-G

6.00 + 0.50

6.00 + O.5O

6.00 + 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

Maximum Cell Concentration

(x 196 ceils/mL)
Cytodex-1

1.39 t 0.10

1.37 r 0.10

1.41 + 0.10*

1.32 r 0.09

Cultispher-G

1.90 r 0.13-

1.81 + 0.12

1.83 + O.l t

1.85 t 0.12

Specific Cell Growth Rate

¡n-1 r

Cytodex-1

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.03410.003

0.034 10.003

Cultispher-G

0.037 r 0.003

0.03710.003

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

N)
(¡)
N)
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Results' Tabfe 7'9 shows the maximum cell yields, cell growth rates and lag phases in cultures

of cytodex-1 and cultispher-G in DMEM containing various concentrat¡ons of cacl2. (1) There
was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in curtures of either bead with respect to

the cacl2 concentrations used. (2) There were significanily higher (gz%, p<0.01) maximum cell
yields in cultispher-G cultures compared to cytodex-1. (3) There was no significant difference in

the cell growth rates or lag phases in cultures of either bead with respect to the cacl2
concentrations used.

Gell Recovery' The cacl2 did affect cell recoveries from either bead but particularly from
cytodex-l cultures' cell detachment from cytodex-1 beads and the production of a single cell
suspension for counting from cultures of eíther bead were progressively harder the more ca2+ in
the DMEM' The cells detached with the standard trypsinisation procedure were in large

aggregates and could not be singly suspended from curtures with added cacr2. Increased

trypsin (0'50% w/v) and EDTA (3.40 mM) concentrations in the detachment sorution were
required to generate single cell suspensíons from these cultures.

Discussion' Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were not affected by c¿2+
enrichment (up to 5.40 mM). This agrees with Lengheden (1994) who showed fibrobtast cell
required ca2+ for attachment and growth but with a pH dependent mechanism where growth was
affected at high pH (pH>7'5)' The pH effect has atso been described by Hu et ar. (1985).

lndeed' the extra ca2+ was detrimental in this study, as it caused cell detachment problems

especially in cytodex-1 cultures where high ca2+ concentrations increased cell attachment
which agrees with curtis and McMurray (1gso). This was overcome with increased
concentrations of both trypsin and EDTA in detachment solutions. The trypsin and EDTA
concentrations were shown previously (3'3) not to affect Vero cell recoveries or viabilities from
T25 culture flasks.
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7.3.9 Add¡t¡on of Other Amino Acids and Vitamins

Introduction. Vero cells consumed many amino acids in the DMEM (6.3.3) but most were

consumed significantly less compared to glutamine and serine. Cell growth could have reduced

these amino acids to levels too low for cells to take up. Therefore, this study determined the

effects of enriching DMEM with the lesser consumed amino acids either singly or in

combinations and with or without extra vitamins on Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells (>6 passages) (2.1) were inoculated in DMEM +

5'0o/o vlv sCS enriched with the amino acids arginine, cysteine, cystine, histidine, methionine,

phenylalanine, proline, taurine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosíne and valine (at 2.00 mM total

concentrat¡on), The cultures were grown in T25 culture flasks and one flask of each medium

type was sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan blue method (2.s.1_2).

Results' Table 7.10 shows the maximum vero cell yields in cultures of either bead in DMEM

enriched with the various combinations of amino acids. (1) There were no significant differences

in maximum cell yields with respect to any amino acid additions (2) DMEM supplemented with

taurine showed a significantly higher maximum cell yield (170/o, p<0.05) in 1 of the 3 cultures

used for this experiment, the other 2 were not significantly different compared to the control. (3)

There were no significant differences in the cell growth rates or lag phases with respect to any of

the supplemented amino acids or vitamins used.

Discussion. vero cell growth was not affected by enriching the DMEM with the less consumed

amino acids. Taurine was absolutely required for serum-free growth of human hybridoma cells

(foyoda et al., 1991) although no further reports of taurine in cell cultures were found. previous

results (3'3-6.3) show vero cells grow well in the absence of taurine. Taurine addition ¡ncreased

maximum cell yields in 1 of 3 cultures, although the precise effect of taurine on cell growth was
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Tabfe 7.10 - The effect of enriching various amino acids to the DMEM on maximum batch
Vero cell yields, growth rat^es and lag phases in T25 culture flasks. The cells were preadapted
and inoculated at 0.10 x 10þ cells/ml with 10 mL of DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS supplemented to
2.00 mM total cysteine, cystine, glycine, histidine, homocysteic acid, isoleucine, leucine, lysine,
methionine, phenylalanine, proline, taurine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosine or valine both singly
or in combinations and with orwithout elCra vitamins (1X). The values are means of n=3.

* - Highest cell yield.

Amino Acid Supplementation

(To 2.00 mM)

Lag Phase

(h)

Maximum Cell
Concentration

(x 106/mll

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

4
//h- | \

None

Cysteine

Cystine

Glycine

Histidine

Homocysteic acid

lsoleucine

Leucine

Lysine

Methionine

Phenylalanine

Proline

Taurine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Tyrosine

Valine

Cysteine and Cystine

Histidine and Threonine

Cysteine, Cystine and
Homocysteic Acid

lsoleucine, Leucine, Lysine,
Phenylalanine and Valine

Methionine, tryptophan and
tyrosine

All The Above

2X Vitamins

2X Vitamins + All amino Acids
Above

4.50 + 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 + 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.5010.50
4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 + 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.5010.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 + O.SO

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

1 .85 r 0.13

1.78 ! 0j2
1.78 !0.12
1.84 ! 0.12

1 .88 f 0.13

1.83 x0.12
1 .77 t 0.12

1.78 L0.12
1 .85 r 0.13

1 .85 r 0.13

1 .81 r 0.13

1.80 t 0.12

1 .92 r 0.13-

1.87 ! 0.12

1.8010.11

1.82 t 0.13

1 .82 t 0.13

1.68 t 0.1'1

1.77 x 0.12

1 .71 r 0.11

79 !0.12

79 !0.12

1.68 t 0.11

1.73 !0.12
1.65 t 0.11

0.04310.004
0.043 r 0.004

0.043 r 0.004

0.04410.004

0.04410.004
0.044 t 0.004

0.043 t 0.004

0.043 r 0.004

0.04310.004
0.04310.004
0.044 r 0.004

0.044 r 0.004

0.044 t 0.004

0.044 r 0.004

0.044 t 0.004

0.044 r 0.004

0.044 r 0.004

0.042 r 0.004

0.043 t 0.004

0.042 r 0.004

0.043 r 0.004

0.043 + 0.004

0.042 !0.004
0.042 10.004
0.042 r 0.004
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unclear' Taurine can increase membrane fluidity (Guertin et al., 1gg3) and ca2+ uptake

(schacter, 1984) of hepatocyte cells, to increase zn2+ uptake of MRC-S cells (Harraki et al.,

1994) and to affect the internal osmolarity of renal cells (Hammerman and sacktor, 197g and

Huxtable and sebring, 1996). All could explain the taurine effects in this study.

7.3.10 Dilution of the Basal Medium with D-PBS

Introduction. The dilution of basal medium with PBS could increase vero cell yields by dilution

of inhibitor components in the basal formulation or by medium osmolarity effects. Therefore, this

study determined whether the growth of Vero cells in microcarrier cultures was affected bv

diluting the complete DMEM with nutrient supplemented D-pBS_.

Experimental' Preadapted vero cells (> 6 passages) were cultured in spinner flasks, as

described above (7'3.1) in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v scs diluted (up to 1:3) with various formutations of

D-PBS-' The D-PBS- was supplemented with 25.00 mM glucose, 4.00 mM glutamine, 2.00 mM

serine' 36'00 mM bicarbonate, 15.00 mg/L phenor red,0.g0 mM Mgcr2 and + 1.g0 mM cacr2)

and 5'0% v/v scs' The medium osmolarity was determined as described previously (2.5 9)

Resufts' Fig' 7 '7 shows vero cell growth in cultures of cytodex-1 and cultispher-G in DMEM

diluted with supplemented D-PBS- with and without ca2+. Tabre 7.11 shows cell growth rates

and lag phases in these cultures' (1) Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead were affected by

dilution of the DMEM with D_pBS_ with and without Ca2+. (2) Maximum cell yields were

significantly higher (350/0, P<0.05) in cultispher-G cultures compared to cytodex-1 with respect

to all medium dilutions used. (3) There were significanfly higher maximum cell yietds (Fig.

7 '7A)'B)) in cultures of either bead in DMEM and DMEM diluted 1:1 with supplemented D-pBS-

with and without ca2+ compared to all other dilutions used. (4) There were significan¡y higher

(17o/o,P<0'05) maximum cell yields in cytodex-1 cultures in DMEM diluted with supplemented
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Table 7.11 - The effects of DMEM dilution with D-PBS- sotutions on medium osmolarity and
Vero cel! lag phases and growth rates in 100 mL spinnerflask cultures of 1.00 g/L Gytodex-l
and 1.70 g/L Gultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 100 cells/ml in DMEM + S.Oo/o
v/v sCS diluted to various levels (up to 1:3) with D-PBS- supplemented with 5.0% v/v sCS,
glucose, glutamine, serine, Mgc12 and with orwithout cacl2 (2s.00,4.00,2.00,0.90 and 1.80
mM, respectively). Spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h (Cultispher-G). The
flasks were readjusted daily to pH7.4 after72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are
means of the results from dilution with D-PBS- with and without CaCl2and are of n=4.

Medium
Dilution

Medium
Osmolarity

(mOsmol.L-1)

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lag Phase in DMEM
Containinq Bicarbonate Concentration

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

None

1:1

1:2

1:3

317 r 10

315 + tO

315 t 10

308r10

0.034 r 0.003

0.033 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.030 t 0.003

3.00 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

10.50 r 1 .00

0.036 10.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.032 r 0.003

3.00 + 1.00

4.50 t 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 r 1.00
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D-PBS- with CaCl2 (Fig. 7.7c)-D)) compared to without Cact2. Cuttispher-G cuttures were

unaffected by c¿2+ addition. (5) Lag phases ffable 7.11) were increased proportional to the

medium dilution ratio. There were significantly longer (g25o/o, p<0.01) lag phases in cultures of

either bead in DMEM diluted 1:3 with D-PBS- (with and without ca2+) compared to undituted

DMEM' (6) There (fable 7.1 1) was no significant difference in the cell growth rates in cuttures of

either bead with all the media dilutions used. (7) There was no significant difference in the

medium osmolarity with respect to any dilution of DMEM + s.}o/o v/v scs used.

Discussion, Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were unaffected by DMEM diluted with

supplemented D-PBS- at 1:1, with or without ca2+ addition. However, the addition of ca2+ was

more important to, and produced significantly higher maximum cell yields with dilutions of 1:2

and 1:3 in Cytodex-1 cultures. The Vero cell yield results with 1:1 dilution disagree with the

findings of Nahapetian et al' (1986). However, their vero cells were cultured in both a different

growth system (daily refed cultures) and basal media (L-15) compared to this study which could

explain this effect.

There were small osmolarity changes in L-15 and none in DMEM diluted with D-pBS- which

suggests this was not responsible for the improved cell growth. However, this does indicate that

media component dilution resulting in reduced competitive inhibition between components could

be responsible. Foe example, dilution of the pyruvate in L-1s could explain the cell yietd effect,

as discussed above (7.3.5).

7.4 Gonclusions

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of minor medium components on

vero cell growth in cytodex-1 and cultispher-G cultures and showed that:

- maximum cell yields were significantly higher (30%, p<0.01) in cultispher-G cultures

compared to Cytodex-1 with allthe nutrients tested.
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- the highest cell yields were in fresh DMEM and maximum cell yields were significanily

lower (P<0.05) in medium stored with (2g%) or without serum (20o/o) for 2g d.

- there were significantly longer (P<0.01) lag phases Q4 n) in medium stored for 2g d at

4oC prior to use. Pyruvate (0.50 mM) addition removed these but maximum cell yields were

unaffected. Pyruvate sequestration of ammonia forming alanine could explain this effect.

- the serum storage time at 4oc lup to 28 d) did not affect maximum cell yields in cultures

of either bead and showed serum factors normally considered to decompose or cold precipitate

were not significantly involved in Vero cell growth.

- the optimal carbohydrate for Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead was gtucose.

Glucose could be substituted by maltose with no effect on maximum cell yields. Cell yields were

significantly lower (P<0.01) and lag phases longerwith fructose, galactose and mannose.

- the opt¡mal amino acid for Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead was gtutamine.

Cells could grow with glutamine substituted by glutamate but maximum cell yields were

significantly lower and lag phases and growth rates were increased with glutamate.

- the optimal sodium bicarbonate concentration was 36.00 mM.

' CaCl2 enrichment increased Vero cell attachment to Cytodex-1 and adhesion to other

cells. lncreased trypsin (0.500/o w/v) and EDTA (3.40 mM) concentrations could generate single

cell suspensions from high CaCl2 cultures. Maximum cell yields were unaffected by CaCl2

addition.

- supplementing lesser utilised amino acids and vitamins did not affect maximum Vero

cell yields in cultures of either bead.

- dilution of DMEM with D-PBS- (1:1), with and without Ca2+ supplementation, produced

similar maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead. However, maximum cell yields were

significantly lower (45%, P<0.01) at high (1:3) dilutions. Cell yietds were significan¡y higher in

cultures of cytodex-1 with DMEM diluted with D-pBS- enriched with ca2+.
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Chapter 8. The Effects of Inhibitors on Vero Cell Growth in Microcarrier Cutture
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8. The Effects of Inhibitors on vero cell Growth in Microcarrier cultures

8.1 Introduction

Cell growth can be inhibited by many chemical components and physical culture paramerers.

The metabolism of amino acids and sugars from the medium results in the production of waste

components such as ammonia and lactate which could accumulate to inhibitory concentrations in

the cultures. Physical parameters affecting cell growth include medium osmolarity and pH. pH

was discussed previously (5.3.5-6).

Vero cells have been infrequently used in growth inhibition research and only Hassell and

Butler (1990) and Hassell et al. (1991) have used them to assess ammonia inhibition. However.

no reports were found on the effects of other potential growth inhibitors on these cells.

Ammonia inhibits the growth of murine L, baby hamster kidney (BHK), Madin-Darby canine

kidney (MDCK)' African green monkey kidney (Vero), murine hybridoma and human diptoid

fibroblast cells (Ryan and Cardin, 1966, Butlerand Spier, 1984, Glacken et at., 1986, Reuveny et

al.' 1986 and Kimura et al., 19S7). The inhibitory effect is cell line dependent with some (L ce¡s)

sensitive to low (1.00 mM) concentrations (Ryan and cardin, 1966) and others (MDçK and Vero)

to higherconcentrations (4.00 mM) of ammonia (Glacken et al., 1gg6 and Hassell et at., 1991).

The natural decomposition of glutamine also produces pyroglutamate. No one has previously

determined whether pyroglutamate inhibits or stimulates cell growth.

Anaerobic metabolism of glucose produces lactate which also inhibits murine hybridoma,

human diploid and murine 3T3 fíbroblast cellgrowth (Kimura et al., 19g7, Duval et al., 1992 and

Rutz and Little, 1995). The inhibitory effect is also cell line dependent with some (murine

hybrídomas and 3T3) inhibited at low (10.00-20.00 mM) and others (murine hybridoma) at higher

concentrations (20.00-30.00 mM) of lactate.

The metabolism of certain amino acids (histidine, tryptophan and glycine) produces formate

(Rabinovitz and Tabor, 1958) in a mechanism which involves folate, excepting catabolism of

tryptophan. Formate is produced by Chinese hamster ovary (CHo) cell growth in a serine/folate
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dependent mechanism (lhrig et al., 1994) and significanily inhibits them at S.0O-10.00 mM.

The medium salt concentration affects the initial culture osmolarity. The optimat osmolarity

for growth varies between animal species and cell lines within the species (Waymouth, 1g70)

(e'9. the optimal for human lymphocyte cell growth was 230-240 mosmol.L-1 and for most

murine cells was g+o mosmol.L-1). The osmolarity of normal culture medium is the same as

human blood (3'10 mosmol.L-1). However, high osmolarities (400-520 mosmol.L-1) result in

significantly lower (between 50-60%) hybridoma cell yields but also higher specific monoclonal

antibody productivity (ozturk et al., 1991 and oyaas et al., 1994). High osmotarities (500-680

mosmol.L-1) also cause BHK cells to detach from growth surfaces (Wentz and schugerl, 1gg2).

pH is important to Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead (5.3-5.6) with an optimal range

of pH 6.8-7.1' However, ammonia inhibition of murine hybridomas is pH dependent and could

act synergistically with lactate inhibition (Doyle and Bufler, 19g1).

This paper presents a study of the effects of several chemical and physical inhibitors on Vero

cell growth in batch spinner flask cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G microcarriers. The

chemical inhibitors used were ammonia, lactate and formate and the physical inhibitor was

medium osmolarity. The effects of pyroglutamate were also investigated. The cells were grown

either unadapted or preadapted to various concentrations of the chemical inhibitors and to

various osmolarities. Nutrient analyses were performed to determine any metabolic effects of

the inhibitor compounds.

8.2 Materials and Methods

The methods of culturing and counting the cells and analyses of the nutrients have been

described previously (2.1 -2.5).

8.2.1 Preadaptation of Stock Cells

Stock Vero cells were grown (>6 passages) in DMEM + S.0o/o vlv iron enriched,

supplemented calf serum (scs) either (i) unadapted or (ii) preadapted (2.i) to the inhibitor
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compounds. DMEM was prepared (2.3) with either (a) "original" formulation or (b) "enriched"

with serine and pyruvate (to 2.00 and 0.50 mM, respectively). Cells were preadapted to either

DMEM containing various growth inhibitors at each concentration used in the experiments. The

preadaptation protocolwas to inoculate the cells (0.10-0.15 x 106 cells/ml) in T75 culture flasks

(35 mL) in the various media. After72 h the cells were subcultured to the inoculum ceil count.

8.2.2Formate Assay

The formate assay was developed from Schutte et al. (1976). Sodium formate standards

were prepared (0.018-10.000 mM) in 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.S) containing

phenol red(15m9/L). Samplesandstandardswerediluted(1:1 or1:S)inphosphatebuffer(0.05

M) and were added (100 ¡rL) to g6 well plates. p-nicotinamide adenine dinucteotide (100 ¡rL at

50 mM in 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer) was added to each well. Formate dehydrogenase

(50 ¡rL at 1 uniVmL) in RO water was added and the plates were mixed on a Molecular Devices

Thermomax (Molecular Devices Inc., sunnyvale, CA, USA) microptate reader. The ptales were

wrapped in cling-film and incubated (37oC) for 1.25 h before reading at 340 nm. Samole

concentrations were determined against the standard curve (Appendix 3.2).

8.3 Results and Discussion

8.3.1 Effects of Ammonium Chloride

Introduction. Ammonia inhibits the growth of many mammalian cell lines and is produced in

culture from amino acid metabolism. Therefore, this study determined the effects of

supplementing ammonium chloride to DMEM on Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in original and enriched DMEM +

5.0% vlv sCS supplemented with various concentrations (up to 10.00 mM) of ammonium

chloride. The cells were grown in spinnerflasks, as described previously (2.4.g).
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Results' Fig. 8.1 shows unadapted Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G

in original and enriched DMEM supplemented with various ammonium chloride concentrations.

Fig. 8.2 shows the growth of preadapted cells in the same media. Fig. 8.3 shows the effect of

the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration on maximum cell yields. Table g.1 shows

the cell growth rates and lag phases in these cultures. Table 8.2 shows the effects of the

ammonium chloride concentration on the residual serine and glutamine concentration at

maximum cell yield and the specific serine and glutamine consumption rates in cultures of either

bead' Table 8.3 shows the lC5g concentrations of ammonium chloride in cultures of either bead.

(1) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the supptemented

ammonium chloride concentration in the DMEM, by the DMEM formulation and by preadaptation

of the cells. (2) There were sígnificantly higher (31%, P<0.01) maximum ce¡ yietds in

Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all supplemented ammontum

chloride concentrations and DMEM formulations used. (3) Maximum yields were significan¡y

higher (18%, P<0.05) from preadapted compared to unadapted cells in cultures of either bead.

(4) Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (18%, P<0.05) in enriched compared to original

DMEM in cultures of either bead, (5) There were no interactions between the ammonia

concentration, bead type or medium type used. (6) There were significanily higher (p<0.05)

maximum yields in cultures of either bead from unadapted and preadapted cells at <3.00 mM

supplemented ammonium chloride compared to all other concentrations used with respect to

either DMEM formulation. (7) Preadapted cells showed similar inhibitory effects, except there

was no significant difference in yields at <5.00 mM supplemented ammonium chloride

(8) There were no significant differences in cell growth rates (Table 8.1) in cultures of either

bead with respect to the supplemented ammonium chloride concentrations used. (9) There were

lag phases (Iable 8.1) in all cultures proportional to the supplemented ammonium chloride

concentrations used and these were significantly longer (4SOok, p<0.01) at 10.00 mM

supplemented ammonium chloride compared to the controls. (10) Lag phases were significan¡y

longer (75%, P<0.01) from unadapted compared to preadapted cells with respect to all
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Fig. E.1 - The effect of the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration in originat or
enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS on unadapted Vero cell growth in 100 mL spinnerflãsks on
1.00 g/L Cyt^odex-1 (A and G) and 1.70 glL Cultispher€ (B and D). The cetts were inoculated
at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL with either o 0.00, I 1.00, a 9.00, y s.oo or I 10.00 mM ammonium
chloride. The cultures were stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenily for 24 h
then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm aft,er 72 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were ieadjusted
daily to pH 7 .1 after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The points are means of n=2.
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Fig. E.2 - The effect of the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration in original or
enriched DMEM + 5.07o v/v sCS on preadapted Vero cell growth in 100 mL spinner flasks on
1.00 g/L Cyt^odex-l (A and C) and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G (B and D). The cells were inoculated
at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL with either O 0.00, f 1.00,   3.00, V 5.00 or O 10.00 mM ammonium
chloride. Cultures were stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then
continuously and ramped to 60 rpm afier 72 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted daily to
pH 7.1 after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The points are means of n=2.
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Table 8.1 - The effects of the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration on unadapted
(A) and preadapted (B) Vero cellgrowth rates and lag phases in 100 mL spinnerftask cultures
of 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.OS x 106
cells/ml with original or enriched DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. The cultures were stirred at 40 rpm
continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after
72h tn culture (Cultispher-G). Flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.1 after72 h in cutture with
2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Table 8.14) - Unadapted Cetts.

Ammonium
Chloride Conc

(mM)

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lao phase

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G
Original DMEM Specific Cell

Growth Rate
rh-1 l

Lag Phase
(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

lh-1 ì

Lag Phase
(h)

0.00

1.00

3.00

5.00

10.00

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.033 r 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

15.00 t 1 .50

15.00 r 1.50

27.00 !2.50

0.037 r 0.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.035 I 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

4.00 t 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

15.00 t 1 .50

27 .00 ! 2.50
Enriched DMEM

0.00

1.00

3.00

5.00

10.00

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 10.003
0.035 + 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 + O.OOS

3.00 + 0.50

9.00 r 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

18.00 + 2.00

18.00 r 2.00

0.037 t 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 t 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

3.00 t 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

15.00 1 1 .50

15.00 r 1.50
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Table 8.18) - preadapted ceils.

Ammonium
Chloride Conc.

(mM)

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lag phase

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G
Original DMEM Specific Cell

Growth Rate
lh-1)

Lag Phase
(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

fh- r\

Lag Phase
(h)

0.00

1.00

3.00

5.00

10.00

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 + t.OO

6.00 + 1.00

12.00 + t.OO

0.038 t 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 f 0.003

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00

12.00 r 0.50

12.00 r 0.50
Enriched DMEM

0.00

1.00

3.00

5.00

10.00

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.035 t 0.003

3,00 t 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

15.00 t '1 .50

0.038 I 0.003

0.038 t 0.003

0.037 t 0.003

0.03610.003

0.036 r 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

9.00 I 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 r '1.00
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Table 8.2 - The effects of the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration on serine (A)
and glutamine (B) residual concentrations at maximum cell yield and specific consumption
rates from unadapted and preadapted Vero cells in 100 mL spinnei flasks -on 1.00 g/L
Gytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cels/mL in
DMEM + 5'0o/o v/v sCS. Flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermitten¡y
for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). Flasks were
readjusted daily to pH 7.1 after72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means from
unadapted and preadapted cuftures in each medium and are of n=4.

Table 8.2A) - Serine.

Ammonium
Chloride Conc.

(mM)

Residual Serine Conc. In DMEM at Maximum Cellyield

(mM)

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G
Oriqinal Enriched Orioinal Enriched

0.00
I.UIJ

3.00
5.00
10.00

0.10
0.10

^^7
0.00
0.00

1.70
1.68
1.65
1.55
1.45

0.09
0.08
0.07
0.00
0.00

1.67
1.60
1.60
1.55
1.51

speciric 
T,':: ?:B'j-T,,ot'"n 

Rate

0.00
1.00
3.00
5.00
10.00

1.29
1.32
1.58
2.25
2.65

1.34
1.50
1.65
2.60
3.85

0.99
1.04
1.15
1.51

1.79

1 .10
1.34
1.44
1.74
2.23

Table 8.28) - Glutamine.

Ammonium
Chloride Conc.

(mM)

Residual Glutamine Conc. ln DMEM at Maximum Cellyield

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G
Oriqinal Enriched Oriqinal Enriched

0.00
1.00
3.00
5.00
10.00

0.25
0.20
0.10
0.00
0.00

0.25
0.15
0.1 0

0.00
0.00

0.25
0.25
0.15
0.05
0.00

0.25
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.05

speciri c o,':?::î 
? 

g":s1u m pti o n,Rate

0.00
1.00
3.00
5.00
10.00

15.21

16.09
18.10
21.67
27.88

15.21

16.30
17.28
19.50
22.94

11.77
12.17
13.39
16.04
20.53

11.77
12.50
13.57
14.62
17.73
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Table 8.3 - The supplemented ammonium chloride lC5g concentration for unadapted andpreadapted Vero cells in 100 mL spinner flasks o¡ ïOo glt- cytodex-1 and l.z0 g/L
cultispher-G' The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mt in eitner original ãr enricheo
DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS supplemented with up to 10.00 mM ammoníum chloride. Flasks werestirred at 40 rpm contínuously (Cytodex-l) or intermittently for 24 h then continuousty andramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). Flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7,1after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means from cultures of unadapted andpreadapted cells in each medium and are of n=2.

Cell and or Medium Type

Unadapted Cells

lC56 Concentration of Ammonium Chloride
(mM)

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Original DMEM

Enríched DMEM

9.50 + 0.70

14.03 r 1 .00

11.52 t0.82

12.41 t 0.90

Preadapted Cells

Original DMEM

Enriched DMEM

12.62 r 0.90

15.93 t 1 .13

13.15 r 0.70

16.07 t 1.14
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supplemented ammonium chloride concentrations used. (11) Lag phases from unadapted Vero

cells were significantly longer (37%, P<0.01) with original compared to enriched DMEM at 10,00

mM ammonium chloride.

lGso. The inhibitory effects of supplemented ammonium chloride were determined as the

concentration causing a50o/o reduction in cell yields compared to the controls (i.e. the lc5g). (1)

There was no significant difference in the supplemented ammonium chloride lc56s ffable g.3) in

cultures of either bead. (2) There were significantly higher (15%, P=0.05) lC56's with preadapted

cells compared to unadapted in cultures of either bead. (3) There were significanfly higher (25%,

P<0.01) lC5gs in enriched compared to original DMEM in cultures of either bead. (4) The lC59s

determined in this study were significantly higher (P<0.01) compared to the total ammon¡a

concentration (3.10 mM) produced at maximum cell yield in normal batch (with no supplemented

ammonia) Vero cultures (6.3.3). This suggests the ammonium chloride concentration reached in

batch cultures would not significanily affect maximum cell yields.

Nutrient Analysis. Nutrient analyses showed serine (fable 8.24)) was completely consumed,

prior to.maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead in original DMEM supplemented at 5.00

and 10'00 mM ammonium chloride. However, there was a higher residual serine concentration

in all cultures in enriched DMEM due to the higher initial serine concentration in the med¡um.

The specific serine consumption rates in cultures of either bead were increased proportional to

the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration and were significanfly higher (3oolo, p<0.01)

ín control cultures of Cytodex-1 compared to Cultispher-G. The consumption rates were

significantly higher (119Yo, P<0.01) in cultures of either bead at 10.00 mM supptemented

ammonium chloride compared to the controls in either DMEM. The concentration of glycine

increased in all cultures proportional to the serine concentration consumed with a constant

glycine.to serine ratio (0.27:1).

Glutamine Oable 8.28)) was almost or completely consumed prior to maximum cell yield in
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all cultures. The specific glutamine consumption rates were increased proportional to the

supplemented ammonium chloride concentration in either DMEM and were significanuy higher

(18%' P<0'05) in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G. The consumption rates were

significantly higher in cultures of either bead from unadapted (7g%, p<0.01) and preadapted

cells (51%, P<0.01) at 10.00 mM supplemented ammonium chloride compared to the controts.

Hence, the specific glutamine consumption rates were significanily higher (1g%, p<0.01) from

unadapted compared to preadapted cells at 10.00 mM supplemented ammonium chloride.

There was no significant difference in the consumption rates of any other nutrients with

respect to the supplemented ammonium chloride concentration used.

Discussion. Vero cell yields were affected by the supplemented ammonium chloride

concentration used. The cell yields were unaffected at 3.00 mM supplemented ammonium

chloride which agrees with the Vero cell results of Hassell et al. (1991). The lc5g concentrations

were also significantly higher compared to the total ammonia concentration produced during

batch cultures of either bead type (3.10 mM from 6.3.3). The lc59s were affected by

preadaptation of the cells and by the medium formulation used. The cells could be adapting to

the supplemented ammonium chloride concentrations by utilising nutrients such as ser¡ne more

efficiently, as serine was important to cell growth at high supplemented ammonium chloride

concentrations. This could explain the higher lc5gs in serine enriched DMEM compared to

original DMEM' Pyruvate from glycolysis (voet and voet, 19g0) or in the medium could be

involved and will be discussed below. The adaptation to ammonium chloride could be expected,

as Vero cells derive from monkey kidneys; the site of ammonia removal from the bodv.

Gell Growth Rates. Lag phases were increased proportional to the initial concentrations of

supplemented ammonium chloride suggesting it inhibited initial cell growth. However, the effect

could be overcome with time, as cell growth rates were similar in all cultures. This could be

explained by pyruvate production and wilr be discussed berow.
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Nutrient Ëffects. There was high serine and glutamine consumption in cultures at 5.00-10.00

mM supplemented ammonium chloride. None of the previous reports on ammonia inhibition has

discussed any nutrient effects other than for glutamine. Maximum cell yields were highly

dependent on the serine concentration. Growth ceased in original DMEM immediately after

serine depletion and the higher serine concentration in enriched DMEM could explain the higher

cell yields compared to original DMEM. The increased glycine concentration in all cuttures could

be linked to serine C1 metabolism through the tetrahydrofolate pathway (6.4.3 and Voet and

Voet, 1990). The metabolism of glutamine has been discussed previously (6.4.3 and McKeehan,

1e82).

Previous studies (7.3.6) showed pyruvate addition (0.50 mM) to DMEM removed tag phases

following storage (28 d at 4oc). o'Donnell-Tormey et al. (1987) observed that pyruvale secreted

by the cells could detoxify the medium and the effect was similar to extracellular catalase. Lag

phases in all cultures supplemented at 10.00 mM ammonium chloride were reduced in pyruvate

enriched DMEM agreeing with the previous authors. However, the effect could involve pyruvate

sequestration of ammonia (Voet and Voet, 1990) which should have increased the atanine

concentration. No such increase was found. Pyruvate reacts in a 1:1 reaction with ammonia

and the pyruvate enrichment (0.50 mM) was significantly less compared to the high

supplemented ammonium chloride concentration (10.00 mM). Therefore, cell yield increases in

such cultures might not involve pyruvate.

Inhibition Mechanism. several mechanisms have been proposed for ammonia/ammonium

inhibition of cell growth. Ryll et al. (1994) suggested ammonium ions affect intraceilutar UDp-

NAcetyl-galactosamine nucleotide pools in a synergistic effect with glucose. This could affect

glycoprotein glycosylation (voet and voet, 1990) and cell energy charge ratios.

The species (ammonia/ammonium ion) causing cell inhibition is unclear. Doyle and Builer

(1990) showed extracellular ammonia was the more likely inhibitor and could readity diffuse

through cell membranes. once in the cytoplasm it could be protonated to form ammonium ions
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resulting in the effects described by Ryll et al. (1994). However, Martinelle and Haggstrom

(1993) suggest ammonium ions are transported across cell membranes in competition with

potassium ions via the Na+/K+-ATPase or Na+K+cl--cotransporter systems. Excess potassium

in the medium prevented the inhibition of SP2/0-Ag-14 myeloma cells. This would contradict

Doyle and Butler (1 990) The protective effect of potassium ions was not tested in this study.

Mitochondria are the suggested site of action for ammonia toxicity ffagler et al., 1975 and

Kovacevic and McGiven, 1983). The ammonia could inhibit glutamate dehydrogenase resulting

in decreased formation of a-ketoglutarate, affecting the tricarboxylic acid ffcA) cycle and amino

acid biosyntheses' This could result in accumulation of alanine, glutamate and glycine, as

shown with MDCK, Vero and hybridoma cells (Butleret al., 1983, polastri et al., 1gg4 and Miller

et al., 1989). The previous results (6.3.3) agree with this,

8.3.2 Effects of Pyroglutamate

lntroduction' The natural decomposition of glutamine produces pyroglutamate and ammonra.

The inhibitory or stimulatory effects of pyroglutamate has not been determined for any ceils.

Therefore, this study determined the effects of adding L-pyroglutamate to the DMEM on Vero

cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in original and enriched DMEM +

5'0o/o vlv sCS supplemented with various concentrations (up to 10.00 mM) of pyrogtutamate.

The cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (g.3.1).

Results. Fig' s.4 shows unadapted and preadapted Vero cell growth in cultures of cytodex-1

and cultispher-G with the various supplemented pyroglutamate concentrations used. Fig. g.5

shows the effects of the pyroglutamate concentration on maximum yields in these cuttures.

Table 8.4 shows the cell growth rates and lag phases in cultures of either bead with the various
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Fig. 8.5 - The effects of the supplemented pyroglutamate concentration in the DMEM on
maximum Vero cell yields in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-l (Closed symbots)
and 1.70 g/L Gultisph^er-G (Open symbols). The O unadapted or I preadapted cetts were
inoculated at 0.05 x 10o celllmL in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The flasks were st¡ned at 40 rpm
continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm aiter
72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). The points are means from cultures of originat and enriched
DMEM and are of n=4.
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Table 8.4 - The effects of the supplemented pyroglutamate concentration (up to 10.00 mM) in
the DMEM on the Vero cell growth rates and lag phases in 100 mL spinner flask_s of 1.00 g/L
Cytodex-l and 1.70 giL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.0S x 106 cels/ml in
DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-
G). Flasks were readjusted to pHT.l daily after 72h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values
are means from cultures of original and enriched DMEM from unadapted and preadapted cells
and are of n=8.

Supplemented
Pyroglutamate
Concentration

(mM)

0.00

2.50

C.UU

7.50

10.00

The specific Vero cell Growth Rate and Lag phase in culturesìf Either
Bead Type

Cultisoher-G

Lag Phase

4.00 t 0.50

4.00 t 0.50

9.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0,50

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

0.035 t 0.003

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 t 0.003

0.035 I 0.003

0.035 I 0.003

4.00 r 0.50

4.00 r 0.50

7.00 t 0.50

6.00 f 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

0.037 I 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 r 0.003
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supplemented pyroglutamate concentrations used. (1) Vero cell growth was not affected by the

pyroglutamate concentrations used in this study. (2) There were significanily higher (22o/o,

P<0.05) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to atl

the pyroglutamate concentrations used. (3) ANOVA and paired Student's t-tests showed there

were no significant differences in maximum cell yields from unadapted or preadapted cells with

respect to any pyroglutamate concentration used. (4) There were no significant differences in

maximum cell yields in original DMEM compared to enriched. (5) There (l-able g.4) were no

significant differences in the cell growth rates or lag phases in cultures of either bead with

respect to the supplemented pyroglutamate concentrations used.

Regression analysis was also performed (Fig. 8.5), as preadapted cells were showing

proportional increases with the supplemented pyroglutamate concentrations used. This analysis

showed there were no significant differences (r=0.425) in the maximum cell yields from

unadapted cells with respect to any pyroglutamate concentrations used. However, maximum

cell yields were significantly increasing in a linear manner (r=0.967) from preadapted cells in

cultures of either bead.

A complete nutrient analysis was not performed on these cultures.

Discussion. Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead from unadapted cells were not

affected by the pyroglutamate concentrations used. However, maximum cell yields from

preadapted cells were increasing proportional to the supplemented pyroglutamate concentration.

The highest cell yield (10.00 mM pyroglutamate) from preadapted cells was significanily different

from the control by regression analysis. This suggests the cells were either metabolising

glutamine more efficiently with pyroglutamate present or were metabolising pyroglutamate once

glutamine had been depleted. No one has previously described any effect with pyroglutamate.
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8.3.3 Effects of Lactate

Introduction. Lactate inhibits human and murine cell growth. Therefore, this study determined

the effects of supplementing lactate in the DMEM on Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in original and enriched DMEM +

5.0% vlv sCS supplemented with various concentrations (up to 25.00 mM) of sodium lactate.

The cells were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (S.3.1). All media types was adjusted

to pH 7.4 with 2.00 M NaOH prior to inoculation of the experimenr.

Results' Table 8.5 shows the maximum Vero cell yield in cultures of either Cytodex-1 or

Cultispher-G at the various supplemented lactate concentrations used. Fig. g.6 shows the

effects of the supplemented lactate concentration on maximum cell yields. Table g.6 shows the

effects of the supplemented lactate on Vero cell growth rates and lag phases. Table g.7 shows

the supplemented lactate lC5g concentrations for Vero cells in cultures of either bead type. (1)

Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the supplemented lactate

concentration in the medium. (2) Maximum cell yields were significanfly higher (22o/o, pc1.OS) in

Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the supplemented lactate

concentrations used. (3) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were significan¡y higher

(P<0.01) at <10.00 mM supplemented lactate compared to all other concentrations used with

respect to either DMEM formulation used. (4) There were no significant differences in maximum

cell yields with original compared to enriched DMEM with respect to any supplemented lactate

concentration used. (5) There was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in

cultures of either bead from unadapted and preadapted cells with respect to the supplemented

lactate concentrations used. (6) There was no significant difference in the cell growth rates

(fable 8'6) or lag phases in cultures of either bead with respect to the supplemented lactate

concentrations used. (7) There was no significant difference in the lC56 concentration (Iable
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Table 8.5 - The effect of the supplemented tactate concentration in original and enriched
DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS on maximum yields of unadapted and preadapted Vero cells in 100 mL
spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inocutated at
0.05 x 10o cells/mL with various concentrations (up to 25.00 mM) of lactate. The flasks were
stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and
ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). Flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.1
after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

* Highest cell yield.

Stock Cells Medium
Enrichment

Supplemented
Lactate Conc.

lmM)

Maximum Cell Concentration
(x to6lmu

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G
Unadaoted

Preadapted

None

None

0.00

5.00

10.00

17.50

25.00

0.00

5.00

10.00

17.50

25.00

1 .47 x 0.11-

1 .44 ! 0.10

1.29 t 0.09

1 .17 x 0.07

1.05 r 0.07

1 .47 x 0.11-

1 .45 ! 0.11

1.36 I 0.09

1.25 r 0.08

1.12 ! 0.07

1 .81 I 0.13

1.80 t 0.12

1.62 x0.12
1.56 r 0.11

1.27 !0.08

1 .81 t 0.13-

1.77 t0.11
1.60t0.11
1.57 r 0.11

1.37 I 0.09

Unadapted

Preadapted

Serine and
Pyruvate

Serine and
Pyruvate

0.00

5.00

10.00

17.50

25.00

0.00

5.00

10.00

17.50

25.00

1.47 x 0.11

1.46 I 0.11

1.38 + 0.08

1.30 t 0.08

1.14 x 0.07

1 .47 ! 0.11

1 .47 t 0.10

1.42 ! 0.11

1.33 + 0.09

1.22 x0.08

1.81 r 0.13

1 .78 ! 0.12

1.64 r 0.11

1.57 !0.11
1.34 r 0.08

1.81 t 0.13

1.76 !0.12
1.64 r 0.11

1 .53 t 0.10

1.44 r 0.09
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Fig. 8.6 - The effects of the supplemented lactate concentration in the DMEM on maximum
Vero cell yields in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-î and 1.70 g/L Gultispher-G.
The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS on either O Cytodex-
I or I Cultispher-G. The flasks were stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently
Íor 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultíspher-G). Flasks were
readjusted to pH 7.1 daily afrer 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The points are means from
cultures of original and enriched DMEM and are of n=8.
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Table 8'6 - The effects of the supplemented lactate concentration (up to 25.00 mM) in the
DMEM on the Vero cell growth rates and lag phases in 100 mL spinner flasks of 1.00 g/L
Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml in
DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-
G). Flasks were readjusted to pH 7.1 daily after 72h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values
are means from cultures of original and enriched DMEM with unadapted and preadapted cells
and are of n=8.

Supplemented
Lactate Conc.

(mM)

The specific vero cell Growth Rate and Lag phase in cultures of Either
Bead Type

Cultispher-G

Lag Phase

0.00

5.00

10.00

17.50

25.00

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 10.50

9,00 t 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

Table 8.7 - The supplemented lactate lG5g concentrat¡on for Vero cells in 100 mL spinner
flasks on 1'00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x
10o cells/ml in either original or enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS containing up to 25.00 mM
lactate. Flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenily for 24 h then
continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). Flasks were readjusted
daily to pH7.1 after72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means from cultures of
unadapted and preadapted cells in each medium and are of n=2.

Cytodex-1

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

0.035 r 0.003

0.035 + 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 r 0.50

6.00 t 0.50

9.00 t 1.00

6.00 r 0.50

0.037 r 0.003

0.037 t 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.036 r 0.003

0.035 t 0.003

Cell and or Medium Type

Unadapted Cells

lC5g Concentrat¡on of Lactate

(mM)

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Original DMEM

Enriched DMEM

35.71 t0.25

38.09 r 0.27

35.08 r 0.25

37 .85 ! 0.27

Preadapted Cells

Origínal DMEM

Enriched DMEM

38.78 r 0.28

41.50 t 0.29

37.0010.26

39.78 r 0.28
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8.7) of supplemented lactate for cultures of either bead from unadapted or preadapted cells in

either DMEM. The average supplemented lactate lC5g concentration (37.97 mM) (from the

cultures in this study) was significantly higher (P<0.05) compared to the total lactate

concentration produced at maximum cell yield in batch cultures (with no supplemented lactate)

of Cytodex-1 (73o/o) and Cultispher-G (21%) in previous studies (6.3.3). The results suggest

there could be significant inhibition (31%, P<0.01) of maximum cell yields in cultures of either

bead by lactate at the normal total lactate concentrations produced.

Detailed nutrient analyses were not performed on these cultures.

Cufture pH. All cultures were initially at pH 7.4 following equilibration with 10.0o/o vtv CO2

overlay. The control cultures had decreased to pH 7.0 in Cytodex-1 and to pH <6.8 in

Cuftispher-G after 72 h. These cultures decreased to the same values prior to daily pH

readjustment. However, cultures with 25.00 mM supplemented lactate decreased to pH <6.7

priorto each daily readjustment and could not be maintained within the optimal range (6.8-7.1)

for growth by a single daily readjustment using more (two-fold) 2.OO M NaOH. The 25.00 mM

lactate cultures decreased to pH <6.8 following readjustment to pH 7.1 significanfly faster (6 h)

compared to the controls (18 h).

Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were lowered proportional to

the increase in the supplemented lactate concentration. Thus, lactate was inhibitory to Vero cell

growth. However, the lC5gs in this study agree with previous values of between 3O.OO-4O.OO

mM forhuman fibroblast (Kimura et al. 1987) and murine hybridoma cells (Glacken et al. 19gg).

The results with 25.00 mM supplemented lactate suggest there could be significant growth

inhibition in cultures reaching this concentration (i.e. Cultispher-G). The cells could not be

preadapted to growth at high supplemented lactate concentrations. The culture pH fluctuations

could explain this effect, as the pH became very low at high lactate concentrations. This will be

discussed below. The maximum cell yields were also not significanily affected by growth in
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enr¡ched or original DMEM. This suggests the inhibítory effect of lactate was not to increase the

consumption of any of the major nutrients, as was observed with ammonia above (g.3.1).

Several mechanisms have been proposed for lactate inhibition of cell growth. Rutz and Litile

(1995) showed lactate interfered with 3T3 cell cycle control and exponentially growing cells

accumulated in the G2lM phase at high lactate concentrations. Growth from low ceil inoculum

concentrations (0.03 x 106 cells/cm2) was inhibited whilst it was stimulated at high inoculum

concentrations (0.51 x 106 cells/cm2). There were several problems wíth their data including

significantly lower (>30%) actual cell concentrations at inoculation compared to the expected and

differences between inoculum concentrations of cultures in the same experiment. Indeed, their

data could be reinterpreted to show lactate had no effect on cell growth.

Duval et al. (1992) showed lactate inhibition of hybridoma cell growth could invotve cutture

pH effects, as inhibition was removed by preadjusting the lactate solution pH with NaoH prior to

addition to cultures. However, the inhibitory effect remained if the culture pH was adjusted after

the lactate addition. The cultures in this study could agree with this, as the medium was

prepared containing lactate before readjustment to pH 7.4 and cell inoculation. However, the

culture pH during growth was always significantly lower (pH <6.7) at each sample time in cultures

of either bead with 25.00 mM supplemented lactate compared to the controls (pH 7.0 in Cytodex-

1 cultures and 6.8 in Cultispher-G). The pH of the high supplemented lactate cuttures also

decreased faster compared to the controls which caused these cultures to be outside the optimal

pH range for growth almost all of the time. Thus, lactate inhibition could be due to cutture oH

effects, as discussed previously (5.3.6). Vero cell growth was inhibited at 25.00 mM

supplemented lactate but significantly less (40%) compared to the hybridoma cells used by the

previous authors. A cell line dependent difference could explain this.

Low culture pH could inhibit enzymes such as phosphofructokinase (Duval et al., 1g92).

This would reduce glycolytic flux, limiting both pyruvate production and membrane gtycoprotein

glycosylation (Kleinman et al., 1981 and Akiyama et al., 1990) producing reduced cell growth.

The supplemented lactate could be interfering with the buffering capacity of the medium, as the
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culture pH decreased faster in high supplemented lactate cultures compared to the controls.

Meats et al. (1989) suggested exogenous lactate interfered with membrane transport in

hamster HIT-T15 pancreatic cells. The lactate changed the plasma membrane potential and

triggered intracellular calcium accumulation. This could have increased nuclear envelope

breakdown in the M phase (Patel et al., 1989 and 4.3.7) which could have shortened the G2lM

phase and not lengthened it, as suggested by Rutz and Little (1995). However, if the cells were

unable to counteract this accumulation after division, this could explain longer cell cycle times.

Lactate and ammonia could inhibit cells synergistically (Hassell et al., 1991). The authors

showed >12.00 mM lactate and 1.00-4.00 mM ammonia lowered maximum Mccoy and MDCK

cell yields. This effect could explain the similar cell yields in all cultures over the first 72 h in

culture in this study. Only after this time was any inhibitory effect seen at high supplemented

lactate concentrations. Based on previous results (6.3.3) there could be approximately 2.00 mM

ammonia and an extra 12.50 mM lactate produced from cellgrowth atthistime.

8.3.4 Effects of Formate

Introduction. Formate is produced by CHO cells during growth in culture flasks and inhibits

their growth. Therefore, this study determined the effects of supplementing sodium formate in

the DMEM on Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were grown in original or enriched DMEM + S.0o/o

v/v sCS supplemented with various concentrations (up to 10.00 mM) of sodíum formate. The

cultures were grown in spinner flasks, as described above (g.3.1).

Results. Fig. 8.7 show unadapted and Fig. 8.8 preadapted Vero cell growth in cultures of

Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in original and enriched DMEM with the various formate

concentrations used. Fig.8.9 showsthe effects of the supplemented formate concentrat¡on on
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Fig. 8.7 ' The effect of the supplemented formate concentration in original and enriched
DMEM + 5'0o/o v/v sCS on unadapted Vero cell growth in 100 mL spinnei flasks on 1.00 g/L
Cytodex-1 (A and G) and 1.70 glL Guttispher-G (B and D). The ceils were inocutated at 0.0S x
10o cells/mL with either O 0.00, f 2.50, 

^ 
5.00, Y 7.50 or a 1O.OO mM formate. The cultures

were stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and
ramped to 60 rpm afte172 ! (Cultispher-G). Flasks were rea-djusted daity to pH 7.1 aÍter 72 h in
culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The points are means of n=2.
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Fig. 8.8 - The effect of the supplemented formate concentration in original and enriched
DMEM + 5.0olo v/v sCS on preadapted Vero cell growth in 100 mL spinnerflasks on 1.00 g/L
Gytodex-l (A and C) and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G (B and D). The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x
10o cells/mL with either O 0.00, I 2.50,   5.00, Y 7.50 or O 10.00 mM sodium formate. The
cultures were stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or ¡ntermittently for 24 h then
continuously and ramped to 60 rpm afler 72 h (Cultispher-G). Flasks were readjusled daily to pH
7.1 after72hin culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The points are means of n=2.
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Fig. 8.9 - The effects of the supplemented formate concentration on maximum Vero cell yields
in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 g/L Gultispher-G. The cells were
inooulated at 0.05 x 10o cell9mL in either O original or I enriched formulations DMEM + 5.0olo
v/v sCS. The flasks were slined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1 - Closed symbols) or
intermittently lor 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm atter 72 h in culture (Cultispher-G
- Open symbols). The flasks were readjuled to pH 7.1 daily after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M
NaOH. The points are means from cultures of unadapted and preadapted cells and are of n=4.
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the maximum cell yields in these cultures. Table 8.8 shows the Vero cell growth rates and lag

phases in cultures of either bead with the supplemented formate concentrations used. Table B.g

shows the lC5g concentrations of supplemented formate on the cells used in these studies. (1)

Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the supplemented formate

concentration in the DMEM. (2) There were significantly higher (41o/o, P<0.05) cell yields in

Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all supplemented formate

concentrations used. (3) Maximum cell yields in original DMEM (Fig. 8.74)-B) and B.BA)-B))

were significantly higher (P<0.01) at <2.50 mM supplemented formate and in enriched DMEM

(Fig 8.7C)-D) and 8.8C)-D))at <5.00 mM supplemented formate compared to att other

concentrations used with either preadapted or unadapted cells. (4) Maximum cell yields were

significantly higher (14o/o, P=0.05) in enriched compared to original DMEM at all supplemented

formate concentrations used. (5) There were no significant dífferences in maximum cell yields

from preadapted compared to unadapted cells at any supplemented formate concentration. (6)

There was no significant difference in the cell growth rates ffable 8.8) in cultures of either bead

at any supplemented formate concentration used. (7) The lag phase ffable 8.8) was

proportionally longer with the increase in the supplemented formate concentration and was

significantly longer (P<0.01) in cultures of either bead at 10.00 mM supplemented formate

compared to the controls. (8) Lag phases were significantly longer (2To/o, P<0.05) in cultures of

eitherbead from unadapted cells compared to preadapted at 10.00 mM supplemented formate.

(9) There were no significant differences in the lC5g concentrations fl-able 8.9) for supplemented

formate in cultures of either bead. (10) lCS6 concentrations for supplemented formate were

significantly higher (30%, P<0.01) in cultures of either bead from preadapted compared to

unadapted cells. (11) lC5g concentrations for supplemented formate were significanily higher

(52%, P<0.01) in cultures of either bead in enriched DMEM compared to original.

pH. The culture pH fluctuated at all supplemented formate concentrations similar to that with

lactate (8.3.3). Cultures were all initially at pH7.4. Flasks at 7.50-10.00 mM supplemented
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Tabfe 8.8 - The effects of the supplemented formate concentration in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS on
the Vero cell growth rates and lag phases in 1 00 mL spinner flasks of I .00 g/L Cytodex-1 and
1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cellswere inoculated at 0.05 x 10þ cells/mL in flasks and stirred at
40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60
rpm after 72h in culture (Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.1 daily after 72 h in
culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means from cultures of original and enriched DMEM
and from unadapted and preadapted cells and are of n=8.

Table 8.9 - The lC5g concentrat¡ons of supplemented formate on Vero cell growth in 100 mL
spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at
0.05 x 10o cells/ml with either original or enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS containing up to
10.00 mM formate. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenily
for24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). The flasks
were readjusted to pH 7.1 daily after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of
n=2.

Cell and Medium Type lC56 Concentration of Formate

Cultisoher-G
Unadapted Cells

Original DMEM

Enriched DMEM

Preadapted Cells

Original DMEM

Enriched DMEM

6.05 r 0.42

9.951 0.70

9.06 r 0.63

11.39 r 0.80

Supplemented
Formate

Concentration
(mM)

The Specific Vero Cell Growth Rate and Lag Phase in Cultures of Either
Bead Type

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

th)

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

0.00

2.50

5.00

7.50

10.00

0.033 t 0.003

0.033 r 0.003

0.03210.003

0.032 r 0.003

0.031 t 0.003

3.00 r 0.50

7.50 r 0.50

8.25 r 1.00

12.00 I 1 .00

22.00 !2.00

0.03610.003

0.036 t 0.003

0.035 + 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 t 0.003

6.50 t 0.50

7.50 t 0.50

9.00 I 1.00

12.00 I 1.00

22.50 ! 2.00

4.90 r 0.35

9.86 r 0.70

8.11 r 0.57

11.47 + 0.80
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formate were at pH <6.7 from 72 h onwards at the point of each daíly readjustment. These

cultures could not be maintained within the optimal pH range for growth with a single daily

readjustment. The pH of such cultures was acidic significanfly faster (<6 h) following

readjustment compared to the controls (15 h). Increasing the volume of 2.00 M NaoH (two-fold)

for pH readjustment did not improve the range in high supplemented formate cultures.

Formate Plate Assay. A plate assay for formate analysis was developed to anatyse the

concentrat¡ons of formate from any culture sample. The assay gave a linear standard curve

between 0.05-10.00 mM formate (Appendix 2.2). However, the assay generated erratic formate

concentrations with wide variations (+ 179% in Cytodex-1 cultures and 120o/o in Cuttispher_G

cultures from the mean) in experimental culture samples. The assay was not optimised further.

Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields were lowered proportional to the supplemented formate

concentration used and were significantly lower at >5.00 mM supplemented formate. This

concentration agreewith those for CHo cells (6.00 mM) (lhrig et al., 1994). However, vero cells

in this study reached significantly higher yields (>30%) compared to the previous authors cHo at

10'00 mM supplemented formate. This could be explained by differences in either the growth

media or cell line used, as cHo cells were grown in DMEM/F12 with 2.0% vlv FBS compared to

DMEM + 5'0%o v/v scs in this study. Therefore, differences in nutrient concentrations could

explain the cell yield differences.

FormatewasshowntobeproducedbycHocell growth(lhrigetal., 1gg4). cell growthwas

significantly inhibited (60%) at 10.00 mM supplemented concentrations of formate. The lc56

concentrations for unadapted celfs varied from 4.90 mM in cytodex-1 cultures up to 6.05 mM in

cultispher-G cultures in original DMEM. The lC56 concentration could be significan¡y increased

(52o/o) by growth in enriched DMEM. However, whether this effect involved increased serine

consumptions (refer to 8.3..1 ) was not determíned.

No one has previously proposed a mechanism forformate inhibition of cell orowth.
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However, the results in this study indicate culture pH could be involved by a similar mechanism

to lactate (8.3.3). This effect could also involve interference with the buffering capacity of the

medium leading to rapid decreases in the culture pH affecting cell yields.

Formate production occurs from amino acid metabolism and is usually dependent on folate.

Formate is produced from the catabolism of either tryptophan (folate independent) or histidine

(folate dependent) or the oxidation of glycine (folate dependent) (Rabinovitz and Tabor, 195S).

lhrig et al. (1994) showed the formate production was dependent on folate and direcily

proportional to the concentration of serine in the medium (0.45 mM formate produced/1.00 mM

serine initially in the medium). No formate was produced without folate or serine in the medium

However, these authors did not show any data for serine consumption by the CHO cells to

correlate formate production to serine consumption.

There were problems with the formate plate assay used in this study. The assay gave linear

standard curves between 0.05-10.00 mM formate but could not generate data from experimental

samples. This could be explained by enzyme inhibition by metal ions in the medium from the

sCS. Schutie et al. (1976) isolated and characterised formate dehydrogenase and showed

activity was inhibited by Cu2+, Hg+ and Noz-. The authors did not catatogue all metats or salis.

sCS contains many metals (e.9. Cd, Co, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Sn and V) which could interfere with

the enzyme. However, lhrig et al. (1994) reported using formate dehydrogenase to remove the

formate but gave no conditions for this procedure and they used an ion chromatography system

to determine the formate concentration in their samples.

8.3.5 Effect of Osmolaritv

Introduction. The optímal osmolarities for growth are species and cell line dependent.

Osmolarity could be included in with medium optimisation, as the medium salt concentration

could affect cell metabolism. However, as osmolarity has been shown previously to inhibit cell

growth and productivity it has been included in this Chapter. No one has previously reported the
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effects of osmolarity on Vero cell growth. Therefore, this study determined the effects of DMEM

osmolarity on Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in original and enriched DMEM +

5.0o/o vlv sCS prepared at various osmolarities (from normal DMEM at 32gmOsmol.L-1 up to

SZO mOsmol.L-1). lncreased osmolarities were obtained by enriching the DMEM with various

concentrations (up to 1'16.0 mM) of sodium chloride. The cultures were grown in spinner flasks,

as described above (8.3.1).

Results. Table 8.10 shows maximum Vero cell yields and growth rates in cultures of Cytodex-1

and Cultispher-G with various medium osmolarities. Fig. 8.10 shows the effects of the DMEM

osmolarity on maximum Vero cefl yields. Table 8.11 shows the lo5g (inhibitory osmolarity at

which there was a 50% reduction in cell yield compared to the control) for these cultures. Table

8.12 shows serine and glutamine consumption in these cultures. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields in

cultures of either bead were affected by the medium osmolarity. (2) There were significanily

higher (47%,P<0.01) cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-i with respecr to

all the osmolarities used. (3) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were significan¡y

higher (P<0.05) in original and enriched DMEM at the normal osmolarity (320 mOsmol.t-1)

compared to all other osmolarities used. (4) The maximum cell yields were significanily higher

(16%, P<0.05) in enriched compared to original DMEM with respect to all osmolarities used. (5)

Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (15%, P=0.05) from preadapted compared to

unadapted cells with respect to all osmolarities used. (6) The cell growth rates were significan¡y

higher (P<0.01) in the control cultures compared to all other osmolarities used and were

proportionally reduced with the osmolarity. (7) Lag phases were significanily shorter (6 h) in the

control cultures compared to all other osmolarities used and were reduced proportional to the

osmolarity.
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Table 8.10 - The effect of osmolarity on maximum yields of unadapted and preadapted Vero
cells in 100 mL spinner flasks^on 1.00 g/L cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The cells
were inoculated at 0.05 x 10b cells/ml in original and enriched DMEM + S.Oo/o v/v sCS
supplemented with various concentrations of sodium chloride (29.00-116 00 mM). The cultures
were stirred at 40 rpm either continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously
and ramped to 60 rpm afler 72 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.1 after
72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means from preadapted and unadapted cells
and are of n=4.

ND - Value not determined due to poor cell growth.
" - Highest cell yield.

Growth Medium Medium Osmolarity
(mOsmol.L- r¡

Maximum Cell Concentration
(x 106/mL)

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G
Original DMEM

5.0% v/v sCS

Enriched DMEM +

5.0% v/v sCS

320

370

420

470

520

320

370

420

470

s20

1.49 r 0.1 1'

1.04 r 0.07

0.7'1 t 0.06

0.51 t 0.04

0.11 r 0.02

1 .47 x 0.11-

1.16 r0.08
0.85 r 0.06

0.63 r 0.04

0.21 !0.02

1 .85 I 0.13

1.21 t 0.08

0 90 I 0.06

0.84 f 0.06

0.67 f 0.05

1 .79 x 0.12-

1 .39 r 0.10

1.30 t 0.09

1.08 r 0.06

0.90 r 0.06

Specific Cell Growth Rate
ft-1)

Original DMEM +

5.0% v/v sCS

Enriched DMEM

5.0% v/v sCS

ózv

370

420

470

520

320

370

420

470

JZU

0.035 t 0.003

0.031 r 0.003

0.028 I 0.003

0.023 t 0.002

ND

0.035 r 0.003

0.032 1 0.003

0.030 r 0.003

0.026 r 0.002

ND

0.038 r 0.003

0.033 + 0.003

0.030 r 0.003

0.030 r 0.002

0.029 t 0.003

0.037 t 0.003

0.034 r 0.003

0.034 I 0.003

0.033 r 0.002

0.033 t 0.002
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Fi9.8.10 - The effects of osmolarity on the maximum Vero cell yields in 100 mL spinner
flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 glL cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.OS x
10o cells/ml in either original or supplemented DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. The O Cytodex-1 flasks
were stirred at 40 rpm continuously and the I Cultispher-G flasks intermittenily for 24 h then
continuously and ramped to 60 rpm atter 72 h in cultúre. The flasks were readjusted daily to pH
7.1 after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaOH. The points are means from unadapted and
preadapted cells in each medium and are from n=4.
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Table 8.11 - The lOS0 DMEM osmolarity of Vero cell growth in '100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00
g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL in
either original or enriched DMEM + 5.Oo/o v/v sCS prepared at osmolarities from 320-520
mOsmol.L- | . The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermitte nily f or 24 h
then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture (Cultispher-G). The flasks were
readjustedtopHT.l dailyafterT2hin culturewith2.00MNaOH.Thevaluesaremeans of n=2.

Cell and Medium Type lO5g DMEM Osmolarity
(mOsmol.L-1¡

Cultispher-G
Unadapted Cells

Original DMEM

Enriched DMEM

+co t zó

J¿t -r zo

Cytodex-1

415 ! 21

449 t23
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Table 8-12 - The effects of osmolarity on the residual concentration at maximum yield and
the specific consumption rates of serine (A) and glutamine (B) of Vero cells in .100 mL
spinner fla^sks of 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Gultispher-G. The cells were inocutated at
0.05 x 106 cells/ml in either original or supplemented DMEM + 5.Oo/o v/v sCS. Ftast(s were
stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuousty and
rampedto60rpmafterT2hinculture(Cultispher-G).Theflaskswerereadjusteddailyto pH7.l
after 72 h in culture with 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means from cultures of unadapted and
preadapted cells in each medium and are of n=4.

Table 8.12A1- Serine.

Osmolarity
(mOsmol.L-r)

Residual serine concentration In DMEM at Maximum cellTielã
(mM)

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G
Oriqinal Supplemented Oriqinal Supplemented

1.67
1.54
1.50
I _¿+J

1.40

320
370
420
470
520

0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
ND

1.70
lqq

1.47
1.40
ND

0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Specific Serine Consumption Rate
(ttmnl '1n6 ¡-1r

ó¿u
370
420
470
c¿u

1.38
¿.+¿

3.64
4.35
ND

1.27
2.45
3.99
5.17
ND

1.03
2.07
2.72
?ô"
ó.2ó

1 .10

2.07
2.40
a 1À

4.29

Tabf e 8.1281- Gtutamíne.

Osmolarity.
(mOsmol.L-1¡

320
e.-7^

420
470
c¿u

320
ó/u
420
470
520

Residual Glutamine Concentrat ion In DMEM at Maximum Cellyield
mtvl

Cytodex-1 Culti t-u
Oriqinal Supplemented Original Suoolementecl

0.11

0.05
0.05
0.05
ND

0.11

0.05
0.05
0.05
ND

0.1 5

0.10
0.05
0.00
0.00

n.1 (
0.1 0

0.05
0.00
0.00

Specific Glutamine Consumption Rate
l¡tmal 4n6 ¡-1r

16.04
23.00

43.44
ND

16.05
20.58
27.93
30.08

ND

12.70
20.32
27.93
30.46
39.60

13.14
17 .55
18.62
¿ó.¿v
28.29

ND - Value not determined.
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1056. The inhibitory osmolarity (Table 8.11) (1O50) was not significantly different in cultures of

either bead in either DMEM used. There was no significant difference in the lO5g in enriched

compared to original DMEM in Cytodex-1 cultures. However, there was a significantly higher

(16%, P<0.05) lO5g in Cultispher-G cultures in enriched DMEM. There was no significant

difference in the 1056 from preadapted compared to unadapted cells.

Nutrient Analysís. Nutrient analysis showed serine (Table S.124)) was completely depleted in

original DMEM at >320 mOsmol.L-1 prior to maximum cell yield but there was a high residual

serine concentration in enriched DMEM with all the osmolarities used due to the higher initial

concentration. (1) The specific serine consumption rate in controls were significantly higher

(24o/o, PcO.0'1) in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G in either DMEM used (2) The

specific serine consumption rates were proportionally and significantly increased in Cytodex-'l

(358%, P<0.01) and Cultispher-G (289%, P<0.01) cultures in either DMEM at 470 mOsmot.L-1.

(3) There was no significant difference in the specific serine consumption rates in cultures of

either bead in either DMEM used. (4) There was no significant difference in the specific serine

consumption rates of preadapted compared to unadapted cells in cultures of either bead with

respect to any osmolarity used. (5) The glycine concentration increased in the DMEM

proportional to the amount of serine consumed with a constant glycine to serine ratio (0.27).

Glutamine (Table 8-128)) was almost completely consumed prior to maximum cell yield in

cultures of either bead at allthe osmolarities used. (6) The specific glutamine consumption rates

were significantly higher (24o/o,P<0.0'1) in control cultures of Cytodex-1 compared to Cultispher-

G in either DMEM used. (7) The specific glutamine consumption rates were proportionally and

significantly increased with the osmolarity in Cytodex-1 (229o/o, P<0.01) and Cultispher-G (20g%,

P<0.01) cultures at 470 mosmol.L-1. (8) The specific glutamine consumption rales were

significantly higher in original DMEM compared to enriched with respect to all osmolarities used.

Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields were affected by the medium osmolarity above the
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normal 320 mOsmol.L-1. These results agree with Ozturk et al. ('1991) and Oyaas et al. (1994)

who showed murine hybridoma cells reached low maximum cell yields at similar osmolarities

(505 mOsmot.L-1). However, cells in Cytodex-1 culturesgrewto maximum yields proportional to

the osmolarity up Io 470 mosmol.L-1. Vero cells in Cultispher-G cultures grew with similar

trends but reached significantly higher yields at all osmolarities compared to Cytodex-1. This

difference was most pronounced at 520 mOsmol.L-1 where the cells completed 3.74-4.i7

population doublings in Cultispher-G cultures and only 1.14-2.07 in Cytodex-1. Thus, cells were

protected from the effects of the osmolarity in Cultispher-G beads. Maximum cell yields were

significantly higher in enriched DMEM compared to original at all osmolarities used but there

were no significant differences in the l05g osmolarities in either medium. There was litfle cell

detachment in cultures of either bead at any osmolarity which disagreed with Wentz and

Schugerl (1992) who reported BHK cell detachment at high osmolarities (500-680 mOsmol.L-1).

The protective effect of Cultispher-G beads could be explained by the cells growing flattened

on the outer surface of Cytodex-1 and have a high surface area to volume ratio. This could be

beneficial to cellular uptake of nutrients. However, it could be detrimental if it increased inhibitor

compound uptake. The cells grow in the inner matrix of the Cultispher-G beads and could form

aggregates. Cells in the aggregates could be spherical with a low surface area to volume ratio

and this could limit nutrient and inhibitor uptake rates.

Nutrient analysis showed the specific serine consumption rate was significanily increased in

original and enriched DMEM at high osmolarities. The serine enrichment could explain the

higher cell yields in this medium. Glutamine was also consumed at an increased soecific

consumption rate, similarto those in serine, proportional to the osmolarity.

8.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of various growth inhibitors on Vero

cell yields in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G. The results above showthat:

- maximum Vero cell yields were significantly higher (32%,P<0.05) in Cultispher-G
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cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with all the components and parameters tested in this study.

- Vero cell growth was inhÍbited (Table 8.13) by ammonium chloride, lactate and formate

and by DMEM osmolarity. Inhibitor compounds affected cell yields more in Cytodex-1 cultures

compared to Cultispher-G which could be due to cell morphology differences on the beads.

- serine consumption was affected by the ammonia concentration and DMEM osmolarity.

The specific serine consumption rate was proportionally and significantly increased (P<0.01) at

high ammonia concentrations and high osmolarities. Thus, Vero cells could require serine for

important internal functions related to growth and metabolism when under stress. Maximum cell

yields were significantly higher (between 16-31%, P<0.05) in serine enriched DMEM.

- glutamine was important to cell growth at high ammonium chloride concentrations and

DMEM osmolarities. Specific glutamine consumption rates were proportionally and significantly

increased (P<0.01) at high ammonium chloride concentrations and osmolarities.

- L-pyroglutamate was not inhibitory to Vero cell growth. Maximum cell yields of

preadapted cells were increased at 10.00 mM pyroglutamate and the effect was linear (r=0.g62).

This suggests that significantly higher cell yields could be reached with a higher (>10.00 mM)

supplemented pyroglutamate concentration. Unadapted cells were unaffected at anv

pyroglutamate concentration used.

- preadapted cells grew to significantly higher (between 15-41o/o, P<0.05) maximum yields

compared to unadapted cells at high concentrations of ammonium chloride, L-pyroglutamate,

formate and DMEM osmolarity. Thus, Vero could be adapted to grow to high cell yields in

adverse medium conditions.



Table 8.13 - The inhibitor compound
unadapted and preadapted Vero cells in
and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G.

zoJ

lC5g concentrations and IOSO osmolarities for
100 mL spinner flask cultures of 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1

lnhibltory
Component

Unadapted Cells

lC66 Concentration of Compound or lOq,¡ Osmolarity in Medium
Formulation

Cytodex-'1 Cultispher-G

Original Enriched Original Enriched

Ammonium
Chloride

Sodium Lactate

Sodium Formate

Medium
Osmolaritv

oqn

4.90

/448ttJ

.14.03

38.09

9.86

449

I t.3z

37.08

O-UJ

456

12.41

37.85

oo4

JZI

Preadapted
Cells

Ammonium
Chloride

Sodium Lactate

Sodium Formate

Medium
Osmolaritv

| ¿.o¿

38.78

8.1 1

425

15.93

4'1.50

11 .47

455

12, 1 F,

37.00

9.36

470

16.07

39.78

1'l .39

525
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Chapter 9. Serum-Free Growth Medium for Vero Cell Microcarrier Cultures
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9. Serum-Free Growth Medium for Vero Cell Microcarrier Cultures

9.1 Introduction

Much of the previous research in mammalian cell culture has used serum supplemented

basal media. The serum supplies many important factors for growth such as albumin, fetuin,

transferrin, insulin, fibroblast (FGF) and epidermal (EGF) cell growth factors, metal ion cofactors

and fibronectin and vitronectin (Barnes et al., 1984, Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 1g8g and Nie,

1992). Most of the serum protein content (>90%) is in the large molecular weight carrier

proteins, albumin and fetuin (Nie, 1992). However, the serum composition is undefined and has

been called the "black box" of cell culture (Thilly, 19Sg). Sera compositions differ between

species, age of donor animal and between different processed batches from the same source.

Viral and prion contamination of sera also pose serious problems to cell culture (Hodgson, 1991).

The serum problems drove research into defined, serum-free medium formulations. Ham

(1963 and 1965) proposed the first serum-free media, Nutrient Mixtures F-10 and F-12, for

Chinese hamster (CHBO-C1 and Puck's CHD-34) cells. However, only recently have serum-free

media been developed for murine and human hybridomas, baby hamster kidney (BHK), Madin-

Darby canine kidney (MDCK) and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) ceils (Murakami et at., 1982,

Bradshaw et al., '1983, Taub, 1984, Toyoda et al., 1991 and watson et al., 1994).

Hybridomas grow in suspension, as they require no proteinaceous growth or attachment

factors due to their myeloma parentage (Cherington et al., 1979). This makes them easy to grow

in serum-free media composed of basal medium (e.g. DMEM:F12 (1:1)) supplemented with

insulin, transferrin, selenium, ethanolamine and trace elements (Murakami et al., 1gg2) and in

protein-free media (Schneider and Veithen, 1990). However, serum-free media for BHK and

MDCK cells (i.e' adherent) require more complex supplements such as fibronectin (Bradshaw et

al, 1983), prostaglandin E1, hydrocortisone and triiodothyronine (Te) Oaub, 1984).

Few reports were found using serum-free mediá for culturing African green monkey kidney

(Vero) cells and none were in mìcrocarrier culture. However, Vero cells can be cultured as
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aggregates using med¡um supplemented with a bovine serum ultrafiltrate of an undefined nature

(Litwin, 1992) and also in culture flaskswith serum-free (Merten et al., 1995) and defined protein-

free media (Yasumara et al., 1978 and Cinatl et al., 1993). The medium of Cinail et al. (1993)

contained 94 components and cell growth could have been influenced by the modified substrata

(a polyvinyl-formal surface) used. However, as MDCK and BHK cells grow in defineo, serum-

free media then Vero cells should also grow in such media. Serum-free media for adherent cells

are also being developed by commercial suppliers (e.g. Gibco BRL@, Grand lsland, NY, U.S.A )

However, there are no commercial serum-free formulations currently for adherent cells. The

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) has adapted Vero to a serum-free medium using

defined TcM" (celox@ Corp., Hopkins, MN, U.S.A) serum replacement supplement in the basal

medium but they do not define the preferable basal medium to use.

There are several approaches to defining serum-free medium formulations. The first step in

is to decide the components to test from the many described in the l¡terature including biotin, cell

growth factors, choline chloride, copper, cyclic AMP, cytidine fibronectin, hormones,

hydrocortisone, hypoxanthine, insulin, iron, phospholipids, prostaglandin E1, T3, trace metals,

thymidine, transferrin, uridine, vitamin 812 and zinc (Clarke and Smith, 1973, Werrlein and

Glinos; 1974, Mierzewski et at., 1976, Zietke et at., 1976, Hatten et at., 1977, Messmer and

Young, 1977, Ham and McKeehan, 1979, Hughes et al., 1979, young et at., 1979, Valentich et

al.' 1979, Bottenstein and Sato, 1980, Giguere, 1982, Hoshi et al.,1982, Cherington, 1984, Ham,

1984, Taub, 1984, Taub et al., 1984, Cinatl et al., 1992, Murakami, 1992, Sarantos et at., 1993

and Tucker et al., 1993). Once these are known two approaches exist for defining the required

components:- (1) Prepare a complete mixture of allthe components and determine the important

ones by selective removal. (2) Prepare a minimal mixture of components and add combinations

of the others at varied concentrations in a factorial design experiment. The results from factorial

experiments can also suggest optimal concentrations of the required components.

This paper presents the development of a completely defined, hormonally supplemented

serum-free medium for the groMh of Vero cells in static and spinner flask cultures of Cvtodex-1
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and Cultispher-G. The original formulation of the Vero cell serum-free medium (VSFM) was a

combination of several previous reports but was based on the medium of Taub (1984). The

important components were determined by method '1 above. The performance of VSFM was

compared to 3 serum-free media from commercial suppliers in spinner flask cultures.

9.2 Materials and Methods

The methods of culturing and counting the cells and the nutrient analvses have been

described previously (2.1 -2.5).

9.2.1 Preparation of Serum-Free Medium

9.2.1.1 Vero Cell Serum-Free Medium

Vero cell serum-free medium (VSFM) was DMEM containing supplements from reports on

fibroblast cell growth (Hatten et al., '1977, Cherington et al., 1979, Rockwell et al., 1980, Crespi

et al., 1981, Bettger et al., 1981, Bradshaw et al., 1983, Ham, 1984, Taub, 1984, Schneider and

Veithin, 1990, schmid et at., 1992, Bashir et at., 1992 and watson et at., 1994). The DMEM

contained glucose (25.00 mM), glutamine (4.00 or 6.00 mM) and bicarbonate (36.00 or 44.00

mM) and was "enriched" wiih serine and pyruvate (2.00 and 0.50 mM, respectively). All

components were prepared in stock concentrate solutions (100X) stored at -20oC. The final

formulation of VSFM is a trade secret awaiting patent application review at the time this

document is being printed.

9.2.1.2 Commercial Serum-Free Media

Commercial serum-free media were obtained as TCM concentrate (Celox Corp , MN,

u.s.A.) (10 mL) which replaced serum in enriched DMEM (500 mL) and Gibco BRL (Grand

lsland, NY' u.s.A.) generously supplied two developmental stage complete Vero Ma¡ntenance

Medium Formulations ll and lll. Allwere proprietary iormulations.
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9.2.2 Preadaptation of Stock Cells

Stock Vero cells were detached and recovered by the standard trypsinisation procedure (2.2)

and counted by the trypan blue method (2.5.1-2). The cells were inoculated (0.25 x 106

cells/mL) in T75 culture flasks (35 mL) and adapted to VSFM either (a) directly or (b) graduatty

from DMEM + 5.0% v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS). Directly adapted cells

were subcultured every 72 h as above (5 passages). Gradually adapted cells were inoculated

(0.25 x 106 cells/ml) in a mixture (5:1) of DMEM + S.Ook v/v sCS:VSFM. The ceils were

subcultured every 48 h as above and twice at each DMEM + 5.jok v/v sCS:VSFM dilution (4:1,

3:1 , 2:1 , 1:1 , 1:2, 1 .3, 1 :5 and 1 :1 0).

9.3 Results and Discussion

9.3.1 Testing Vero CellSerum-Free Medium Components

lntroduction. MDCK and BHK cells grow in serum-free media which suggests Vero cells should

also grow in such media. A Vero cell serum-free medium (VSFM) was formulated based on

previous reports with other transformed fibroblast cell lines. However, it was unknown whether

all the supplemented components were required. Therefore, this study determined the effects of

the different components added to VSFM on Vero cell growth in T25 culture flasks to define

whether (1) All the components in the medium were required. (2) Further optimisation of the

component concentrations was required. (3) Additional components were reouired.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in T25 culture flasks in VSFM

prepared with and without various combinations of components (insulin and transferrin or biotin,

vitamin 812 and/or choline chloride or glutathione and p-mercaptoethanol or T3, prostaglandin

E1 and/or hydrocortisone or metal ions or trace elements or putrescine and vitamins or FGF,

fetuin and/orfibronectin). The cell attachmenttime (fhe time taken for>90% of the ceil inoculum

to attach to the flask) was determined (2.5.5) and one culture flask of each medium was
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sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan blue method (2.5.1-2).

Results. Table I 1 shows Vero cell growth in T25 culture flasks using VSFM prepared without

various combinations of components. Table g.2 shows the costs of VSFM compared to DMEM +

5.0% v/v sCS. Table 9.3 shows the lag phases, cell growth rates and attachment times in the

media used. Fig. 9.1 shows the effects of multiple passaging on cell growth in VSFM or DMEM

+ 5.0o/o v/v sCS. (1) Maximum cell yields in VSFM were dependent on certain combinations of

components. (2) There were significantly higher (37o/o,P<0.01) cell yields in DMEM + S.Oo/o vlv

sCS compared to any VSFM formulations used. (3) Maximum cell yields in VSFM were not

affected by the removal of (i) putrescine and extra vitamins or (ii) glutathione and ff-

mercaptoethanol. (4) Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (183%, p<0.01) in original

VSFM compared to VSFM with all other removeo components tested. A lack of fibronectin

caused poor attachment and the cells completed 1.5 population doublings over 7 d. The poor

attachment promoted cell aggregate formation (25 cells) and these coufd be easily shaken off

the flask surface- Fibronectin was the only component in VSFM which ensured strong

attachment to the flasks. Cell yields in VSFM without (a) insulin and transferrin, (b) T3,

prostaglandin E1 and hydrocortisone, (c) iron, zinc and copper, (d) trace elements or (e)

fibronectin, FGF and fetuin were not significantly different from each other. (s) The VSFM

(Table 9.2) was significantly more expensive (forty nine-fold, P<0.01) compared to DMEM +

5'0%vlv sCS. TheVSFM costwas mostly (94o/o)fromfibronectin and FGF. (6) The ce¡ growth

rate (Iable 9.3) was significanfly higher (ZS%,p<0.01) in DMEM + S.Oyo v/v sCS compared to

any VSFM formulation. (7) The lag phase ffable g.3) was significanily longer (p<0.01) in VSFM

compared to DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. (8) The attachment time ft-able g.3) was significan¡y

longer (P<0.01) in VSFM compared to DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS and the cells did not comptetely

flatten onto the flask surface in VSFM cultures. The cells flattened within 6.0 h of attaching to

the surface in DMEM + 5.0o/o viv scs. (9) cells subcuttured in VSFM (Fig. 9.1) graduaily ceased

to grow over multiple passages (35 passages) in T25 culture flasks.
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Table 9.1 - The effects of removing various combinations of components from the original
VSFM on^the growth of preadapted Vero cells in T25 culture flasks. The cells were inoculated at
0.10 x 10o cellsiml in 10 mL of each medium and grown with a 10o/o vlv CO2 in air overlay. One
culture flask was sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan blue method. The values are
means from cultures of cells either preadapted directly or gradually (>6 passages) from DMEM +
5.0o/o vlv sCS into the VSFM formulation and are of n=2.

Removed Components Maximum Cell Concentration
t o6¡mL

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

None (36.00 mM Bicarbonate)1

None (36.00 mM Bicarbonate)2

None (44.00 mM Bicarbonate)1

None (44.00 mM Bicarbonate)2

Insulin and Transferrin

Biotin, Vitamin B12and Choline Chloride

Biotin and Vitamin 812

Glutathione and [ì-Mercaptoethanol

Triiodothyronine, Prostaglandin E1 and
Hydrocortisone

Triiodothyronine and Prostaglandin E1

MnSO4, Na2SeO3, Na2Si03.5H2O,
(NH4)6Mo7o 24.4H2o, NH4Vo3, NiC12.oH2o

and SnCl2.2H2O

FeSo4.7H2O, ZnS04.7H2o and

CuS04.5H2O
Putrescine and 1X D-Vitamins

Fibronectin, FGF and Fetuin

Fibronectin

- Highest cell yield.
- Directly adapted cells.
- Gradually adapted cells.

1 .79 ! 0.12

'l .13 I 0.07

1.10 r 0.07

0.94 r 0.07

0.89 r 0.06

0.28 r 0.03

0.45 r 0.03

0.55 t 0.04

0.98 r 0.05

0.32 r 0.03

0.52 L0.04

0.30 r 0.03

0.25 r 0.07

1.09 + 0.07

0.32 r 0.03

0.29 r 0.03

I

z
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Table 9'2 - The component costs of DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS compared to the original VSFM
medium. Prices sourced from Gibco BRL (Grand lsland, Ny, U.S.A) price List (199¡) and from
Sigma Chemical Co- (St- Louis, Mo, U.S.A.) Catalogue (1995). The prices are based on
purchasing the largest amount available of each component in powdered form. The prices of the
serum-free additives have been omitted, as the medium has a proprietary formuiation at the
current time.

Medium Comoonenl Component Cost in Medium Formulation
($ Cdn./L medium

DMEM

sCS

Glucose

Glutamine

Serine

Pyruvate

NaHC03
Phenol Red

Other Components Required
for VSFM

Total CosUL 538.40

2.56

0.03

0.21

u. t¿

0.04

0.09

0.02

527.41

¿-JO

I.VZ

0.03

0.21

0.12

0.04

0.09

0.02
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Table 9'3 - The effect of the medium formulation on specific Vero cell growth rate, lag phase
and attachmenttimes in T25 culture flasks. The cells were inoculated at 0.10 x 106 cells/mL in
10 mL of VSFM and DMEM + 5.0ok v/v sCS and grown with a 1Oo/ovlv Co2 in airoverlay. One
culture flask was sacrificed daily for cell counts by the trypan blue method. The vatues are
means from cultures of cells preadapted either directly or gradually into VSFM and are of n=4.

Effect Time Taken for Particular Effect

VSFM

Cell Attachment Time

Cell Flattening Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

NF - Never became flattened on ihe flask surface.

6.00 t 1.00 h

NF

24.00 ! 2.00 h

0.027 ! 0.003 h-1

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

1.50 t 0.50 h

6.00 1 1.00 h

6.00 r 0.50 h

0.036 t 0.003 h-1
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pH. The culture pH was affected by the bicarbonate buffer concentration in the VSFM. VSFM

prepared with the original DMEM (44.00 mM bicarbonate) equilibrated to pH 7 .4 with a 10o/o vtv

CO2 overlay and remained at this pH throughout the cultures. VSFM at 36.00 mM bicarbonate

equilibrated Io pH 7 .2 and remained at this throughout the cultures. Maximum cell yields were

significantly higher (17o/o,P<0.05) in VSFM containing 36.00 mM bicarbonate compared to 44.00

mM.

Discussion. Vero cells could grow in a serum-free media similar to that for BHK and MDCK

cells (Bradshaw et al., 1983 and Taub, 1984). Putrescine and extra vitamins (twice) were the

only components from original VSFM which did not affect Vero cell yields. These componenrs

were then omitted from the medium. Glutathione and B-mercaptoethanol also had no effect on

maximum cell yields but were retained in VSFM, as both could be important to spinner flask

cultures, as found for hybridoma and human diploid lung fibroblast (MRC-5) cells (Tharakan et

al., 1986 and Forestall et af., 1992). Glutathione protects cell membranes from free-radical

damage and B-mercaptoethanol is a strong reducing agent to maintain the glutathione and other

components in an active state (Meister and Anderson, '1983 and Voet and Voet, 1990). All other

components were absolutely required for cell growth in this study. The maximum cell yields in

T25 culture flasks in VSFM were significantly higher (314%) compared to the previous vields in

protein-free medium reported by Cinafl et al. (1993).

The cells could be passaged directly into VSFM with no loss of maximum ce¡ yield

compared to gradually adapted cells. However, the directly adapted cells required subcultures of

1:3 every 72 h'for the first 5-10 passages to prevent loss of the cultures. Overall, the most

reproducible results were obtained with gradual adaptation from DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The

VSFM supported Vero cell growth in T25 culture flasks over multiple passages (>10) but not

indefinitely (Fig.9.1). Cells in VSFM showed progressively slower cell growth rates and growth

eventually ceased (>35 passages). This suggests important nutrients required for cell growlh

were absent from the VSFM. However, this could also be explained by the cells differentiating
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and would normaily have been present in comprete DMEM from the
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be responsible for this effect

serum.

Fibronectin' The cells rapidly lost their adherence in the absence of fibronectin growing poorly

and forming cell aggregates' Fibronectin was used previously in serum-free cultures of BHK and

bovine corneal endothelial (BcE-1) cells (Hughes et al., 1g7g and werrlein and Glinos, 1982)

The effects of fibronectin were discussed previously (6.3.2 and 7.3.2). Insulin, transferrin,

hydrocortisone, prostaglandin E1, T3, biotin, vitamin 812, choline chloride, iron, copper, z¡nc and

the trace metals were also very important and the cells grew poorly in medium lacklng any of

these components. However, ceil viabirity was high in ail the latter media.

Metabolic Effects of components. The essential components in VSFM have different effects

on cell growth' Hughes et al- (1979) showed BHK cells (i.e. young animals) required fibronectin

to attach and grow on surfaces but Vero cells (i.e. adult animals) only require it for attachment.

Grinnell and Phan (19s3) showed fibronectin is the most important adhesion factor at tow serum

concentrations (0'1o/o vlv) which could explain the results above in fibronectin-free vsFM

However' at >2'0o/o v/v serum other attachment factors were more important. No explanation

wasgiven forthis effect. cherington et al. (1979) found primary chinese hamstercells required

transferrin, insulin and EGF for cell growth but the EGF requirement was lost following chemical

transformation' Transferrin was required for all the cell cycle and insulin for progression from G1

into s phase (refer to 4.3.6). The insulin could be regulating glucose metabolism (voet and

Voet' 1990)' Many trace elements were required for Vero and BCE-1 cell growth in serum and

protein-free medium (werrlein and Glinos, 1974 and cinail et al., 19g2). The trace erements

could be important as metalloenzyme cofactors for many reactions such as Mn for isocitrate

dehydrogenase in TCA cycle or for protein glycosylation, as discussed previously (6.3.2). Hoshi

et al' (1982) showed hydrocortisone was required foi fibroblast ceil spreading and raub (1984)

showed it acted synergistically with prostaglandin E1 in stimulating MDCK cell growth and
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flattening. Messmer and Young (1977) and Hatten et al. ('1977) showed 3T3 cells requ¡red b¡otin

for coenzyme structures such as acetyl coA carboxylase for fatty acid biosynthesis (Voet and

Voet, 1990). Mierzewski et al. (1976) showed human diploid fibroblast cells required vitamin 812

and insulin for growth stimulation. The vitamin 812 could be involved in two processes: (a) the

synthesis of methionine from homocysteine which involves methylcobalamin, and (b) the

isomerisation of methyl-malonyl-coA to succinyl-coA which involves deoxyadenosylcobalamin

(Murakami, 1992). Young et al. (1979) showed SV40 transformed 3T3 cells (and therefore,

possibly Vero) required iron, transferrin and biotin forgrowth. The iron is transported to the cells

by transferrin and could be important in the cytochrome oxidative phosphorylation cascade

mechanism or for enzyme activity such as aconitase in TCA cycle (Voet and voet, 1990). The

effects of cell growth factors were reviewed by cherington (ig84). Fetuin is a large molecular

weight carrier protein for growth factors (Fisher and Lam, 1g74 and Nie, 1gg2). However, it was

unclear what other components of the many which have growth effects in other cells could be

required in VSFM.

Lag Phases. There were significantly longer lag phases in VSFM compared io DMEM + s.0o/o

v/v scs' crespi et al., (1981) showed similar lag phases (24 h) with MD6K cells in serum-free

medium' This could be caused by many things such as a slow biosynthesis of one or more

components required for cell attachment and/or growth which were normally found in serum.

These could include tenascin, collagen and laminin (Grínnell and phan, 1gg3 and Akimoto et at.,

1992) which all require several hours to be biosynthesised. The absence of vitronectin could

affect cell spreading on the substrata increasing the time taken for the cells to reorganise their

actin fibrils and begin further cell divisions (sasger, 1975 and Knox and Griffiths, 19g0).

Fibronectin was shown to successfully replace vitronectin for BHK cell growth (underwood and

Bennett, 1989) but Vero cells could require both. High concentrations (100 FM) of

hydrocortisone could replace fibronectin and vitronectin for fibrobtast cell groMh (Hoshi et al ,

1982) but this was not determined in this studv.
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Many other serum factors could enhance Vero cell growth rates. These factors include

hormones, growth factors, phospholipids and nucleotide precursors. Dexamethasone regulates

the glutamine synthetase activity of murine L cells (Feng et al., 1gg0). Growth factors such as

EGF and PDGF stimulate human diploid fibroblast cell groMh (Mierzewski et al., 1976, Bettger

et al., 198'1 and Ham, 1984) probably by activating protein kinases (Cherington, 1984).

Phospholipids such as linoleic, oleic, nervonic and arachidonic acids etc. were required by 3T3

and MDCK cells (Hatten et al., 1977, Rockwell et al., 1980 and Bashir et at., 1992) for membrane

biosynthesis. Nucleotide precursors such as hypoxanthine and thymidine etc. were required by

BHK and 3T3 cells (Clarke and Smith, 1973) for nucleotide biosynthesis. However, none of

these components were tested in VSFM in this studv.

Medium Cost. VSFM was expensive (Table 9.2) to prepare and was not optimised owing to the

high cost. The fibronectin and FGF requirements cost in excess of cdn.$500/L. The

commercial use of Vero cells for vaccine production would not permit the use of such an

expensive medium, especially as virus purification contains steps to remove the risks from

serum components. However, should the use of Vero cells be for a high value secreted product

then the rationale and importance of VSFM could justify further development, although, further

optimisation could require many experiments.

9.3.2 Growth in Microcarrier Cultures

Introduction- The previous study (9.3.1) showed Vero cells could be grown in defined serum-

free media in T25 culture flasks. However, for commercial success the cells would require to be

grown in microcarrier bioreactors. Few adherent cell lines have been cultured in serum-free

medium in microcarrier culture and no one has previously reported serum-free growth of Vero

cells in microcarrier cultures. There are also few coÅmercial serum-free media for the growth of

adherent cells' Therefore, this study determined the effects of growing Vero cells in microcarrier
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spinner flask cultures using the VSFM and three commercial formulations

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in VSFM, Gibco Vero Maintenance

Medium ll and lll and enriched DMEM supplemented with Celox TCM supplement (9.2.2). The

cells were grown in 100 mL spinner flasks, as described previously (2.4.3).

Resufts. Fig.9.2 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G using the

various serum-free media, Table 9.4 shows cell attachment times, lag phases and cell growth

rates in these cultures. Table 9.5 shows glucose consumption and lactate production in these

cultures. (1) Vero cells could grow in cultures of either bead in all the serum-free medium

formulations (VSFM, Gibco ll and lll and TCM) used. (2) Maximum cell yields were significan¡y

higher (22%, P<0.05) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all serum-

free medium formulations used. (3) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were

significantly higher (83%, P<0.01) in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS compared to all serum-free media

used. (4) ln serum-free media maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were significanfly

higher (44%, P<0.01) in VSFM compared to the other serum-free media used. Maximum cell

yields in Cultispher-G cultures were not significantly different in VSFM and TCM. (5) The cell

growth rate ffable 9.4) in cultures of either bead was significanfly higher (40%, p<0.01) in

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS compared to all serum-free media used. (6) Lag phases (Table 9.4)

were significantly longer (246%, P<0.01) in allserum-free media compared to DMEM + S.Oo/o vlv

sCS. (7) The cell attachment times were significantly faster (40%, P<0.01) in DMEM + 5.Oo/o vlv

sCS compared to all serum-free media used. The cells were strongly attached to the beads in

DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS and there were few (<5o/o of the total count) free cells. However, celts

were weakly attached to the beads in all serum-free media and were not flattened. The weak

attachment caused cells to detach from the beads and there were significant proportions of freely

suspended cells (up to 0.28 x'106 cells/ml) throughout cultures in Gibco ll and lll and TCM

serum-free media. There were significanily fewer (64%, P<0.01) free cells in cultures of VSFM.
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Tabfe 9.4 - The effect of the serum-free medium formulation and DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS on cell growth rate, lag phase and
attachment times in 100 mL spinner flask cultures of 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were preaãapted either
directly or gradually (>6 passqges) from DMEM + s.ovo v/v scs into VSFM, Gibco Maintenance Medium lt and lll and TCM
supplemented DMEM formulations. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml. The flasks were readjusted to pH T .1 daily after 72
h in culture with 1.00 M Hcl or 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Cultures Effect

Cytodex-1

CellAttachment
Time

Cell Flattening
Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

DMEM + 5.0o/o vlv
sCS

Cultispher-G

1.00 t 0.25 h

5.00 r 1.00 h

4.00 r 1.00 h

.036 + 0.003 h-1

CellAttachment
Time

Cell Flattening
Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

VSFM

2.50 x 1.00 h

12.00 t 1.00 h#

21.00 ! 2.00 h

0.028 r 0.003 h-1

9.00 + 3.00 h

UNK

9.00 r 2.00 h

0.035 r o.oo3 h-1

UNK - Unknown as impossible to visualise.
# - Cells never fully flattened but this was the time at which they became flattest.

ïime Taken for Particular Effect

Gibco ll

2.50 ! 1.00 h

12.00 t 1.00 h#

24.00 + 2.00 h

0.024 to.o02 h-1

15.00r1.00h

UNK

21.00 ! 2.00 h

.027 t 0.003 h-1

Gibco lll

2.50! 1.00 h

12.00 x 1.00 h#

24.00 t2.00 h

0.024 t 0.002 h-1

15.00 t 1.00 h

UNK

24.00 + 2.00 h

0.024 + 0.002 h-1

TCM

2.00 r 1.00 h

12.00 r 1.00 h#

21.00 t 2.00 h

0.025 t 0.002 h-1

18.00 r 2.00 h

UNK

24.00 t 2.00 h

0.025 r 0.002 h-1

15.0011.00 h

UNK

21.00 x 2.00 h

0.026 r 0.002 h-1

(¡)oo



Table 9.5 - The effects of the serum-free medium formulation on Vero cell residuat concentration and consumption rates of
gfu_cose^tA) and lactate (B) in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.7o glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at
0.05 x 10e cells/ml in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/V sCS, VSFM, Gibco Maintenance Medium ll and lll and TCM supplemented, enriched DMEM.
The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.1 daily after 72 h in culture with 1.00 M HCI or 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

ïable 9.5A) - Glucose.

Nutrient Effect

Cvtodex-1
Residual Conc.
Sp. Consump.

Rate

Residual Glucose Concentrations at Maximum Cell Yield anO Specific Consurnption and production Rates in the
Various Media Formulations

Cultisoher-G

DMEM+5.0%vivsCS

Residual Conc.
Sp. Consump.

Rate

7.25 mM
67.00 umol.t O6.O-1

Table 9.58) - Lactate.

Nutrient Effect

2.25 mM
72.50 umol.106.d-1

Cvtodex-1

12.80 mM
86.15 umol.to6.O-1

Residual Conc.
Sp. Consump.

Rate

VSFM

Residual Lactate Concentrations at Maximum Cell Yield and SpecifiC Const¡mption and proOuct¡on Rates in tfie
Various Media Formulations

Cultispher-G
Residual Conc.
Sp. Consump.

Rate

DMEM+5.0%v/vsCS

8.70 mM
85.00 umol.t O6.O-1

22.25 mM
89.00 umol.t O6.O-1

Gibco ll

9.00 mM
94.44 umol.lO6.d-1

31.55 mM
105.17 umol.1o6.O-1

8.60 mM
80.91 umol.tO6.O-1

12.60 mM
96.92 umol.106.d-1

VSFM

Gibco lll

9.20 mM
83.00 pmol.106.d-1

20.90 mM
116.11 umol.106.d-1

8.80 mM
72.50 umol.t O6.O-1

Gibco ll

10.70 mM
1 18.89 umol.1O6.O-1

13.60 mM
86.ô7 umol.106.d-1

TCM

13.65 mM
124.09 umol.106.d-1

10.40 mM
85.00 umol.to6.O-1

Gibco lll

10.90 mM
109.00 umol.1O6.O-1

13.35 mM
111 .25 umol.106.d-1

13.00 mM
108.33 ¡rmol.1O6.O-1

TCM

15.20 mM
95.00 pmol.t O6.O-1

G)o
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pH. The culture pH varied between the media types used during growth. The cultures of DMEM

+ 5.0% v/v sCS had decreased after 72 h from pH 7.4 to pH 7.0 and 6.7 in Cytodex-1 and

Cultispher-G, respectively. Following readjustment to pH 7.1 the daily pH was not significantly

different from that after 72 h in cultures of either bead. However, all cultures of serum-free

media were still at pH 7.4 after 24 h. The cultures were then readjusted to pH 7.1-2 with 1.00 M

HCI daily up to 72 h. After 72 h in culture none of the serum-free cultures required further pH

readjustment, except the Cultispher-G cultures in VSFM which were readjusted with 2.00 M

NaOH after 96 h.

Nutrient Analysis. (1) There was a significantly higher (83%, P<0.01) glucose concentration

Table 9.54)) consumed in cultures of either bead in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS compared to all

serum-free media used. (2) There was a significantly higher residual glucose concentration at

maximum cell yield in cultures of Cytodex-1 (63%, P<0.01) and Cultispher-G (404o/o, P<0.01) in

all serum-free media compared to DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. (3) There were significanily higher

(21o/o, P<0.05) specific glucose consumption rates in cultures of either bead in all serum-free

media used compared to DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. (4) There was a significantly higher (95%,

P<0.01) lactate concentration ffable 9.58)) produced in cultures of either bead in DMEM + S.O%

v/v sCS compared to all serum-free media used. No other nutrients were analysed from these

cultures. (5) There were no significant differences in the specific lactate production rates in

cultures of either bead with respect to any media used.

Discussion. The only reports of serum-free microcarrier culture were for rBHK cells in cultures

of Cytodex-3 (Schmid et al., 1992) and human foreskin fibroblast (FS-4) and MRC-S ce¡s on

Superbeads'ulCrespi etal., 1981). However,Verocellscouldalsogrowinl00mLspinnerflask

cultures of either Cytodex-l or Cultispher-G in all the serum-free media used in this study.

Maximum cell yields were significantly higher in VSFM compared to all other media used.

The lower cell yields in Gibco media could be expected, as these were developed for Vero cell
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maintenance and not for growth. The assumed intention of these formulations is to grow the

cells in serum containing medium prior to infection with viruses or production of a secreted

product. After infection or reaching a high cell yield the serum medium could be replaced with

serum-free medium for cell maintenance in the production phase. The rationale behind these

media could be to prevent the purification problems associated with serum. The use of serum-

free media for virus production would have little effect on virus recoveries, as the purification

early steps in vaccine production are not prone to serum induced losses. Cell maintenance in

these media could benefit purification recoveries of secreted proteins produced by Vero cells.

However, Vero cells currently have no commercial significance for such products Cfhilly, lgSg),

although there have been reports of these cells being used for producing measles virus fusion

protein F and human immunodeficiency virus coat proteins (Alkhatib et al., 1gg0 and Rovinski et

al., 1992).

Cell attachment to Cytodex-1 beads differed between the media and there was litfle

flattening on the bead surface in either of the Gibco media or TCM medium. This suggests

these formulations contained little or no fibronectin or hydrocortisone to promote cell attachment

and flattening (Hoshi et al., 1982). Cells were flattened more in VSFM compared to the other

serum-free media but nowhere near so well as in DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. This could be

explained by vitronectin deficiency (Knox and Griffiths, 1980).

All serum-free cultures of Cytodex-1 required acidification forthe firstT2 h to maintain the

optimal pH for growth compared to alkalination in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS 'from 72 h onwards.

This could explain the early lag phases in serum-free cultures where they were at pH 7.4 after 24

h. This pH reduced maximum cell yields and increased lag phases in previous cultures of either

bead (5.3.5). Only Cultispher-G cultures in VSFM required NaOH readjustment after 96 h to

ra¡se the pH from <pH 6.8 back to the optimal range. The pH effect could be explained by the

lactate production in these cultures. Both glucose consumption and lactate production were

significantly reduced in all serum-free media compared to DMEM + S.0% v/v sCS (6.3.3). This

suggests cells growing in serum-free medium were metabolising the nutrients differenily
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compared to those with serum. The serum-free media could lack regulatory proteins normally

present in serum containing medium (Feng et al., 1990 and Hundal et al., 1991) and this could

have major implications to previous studies on the effects of serum factors using serum-free

medium. lf the cellular metabolism were regulated by a hormone not present in the serum-free

medium used then the observed effects could be exaggerated or misleading. For example, the

results of serum-free studies with growth factors and lipids could be significantly affected if fetuin

and BSA (responsible for transport of these factors to the cells) were absent from the medium

(Fisher and Lam, 1974 and Nie, 1992).

9.3.3 Precoated Microcarriers

Introduction. Vero cells required fibronectin to attach to substrata and flatten for growth (9.3.1).

However, fibronectin is cold insoluble globulin and has a high affinity for adsorption to surfaces,

in the absence of other serum proteins, which could cause losses during medium storage.

Fibronectin precoated beads could prevent this problem. Therefore, this study determined the

effects of precoating the microcarriers with DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS or fibronectin on Vero cell

growth in microcarrier cultures. Fibronectin was also removed from the VSFM for cell growth.

Experimental. Vero cultures were grown in the serum-free media in spinner flasks, as described

above (9.3.2). The microcarriers were either (a) precoated or (b) were uncoated. Precoating

was with (i) DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS or (ii) DMEM + 5.0 mg/L bovine fibronectin. Cytodex-1 (0.50

g) and Cultispher-G (0.80 g) microcarriers were aseptically transferred into siliconised, sterile

100 mL glass bottles. The beads were suspended in the precoating solutions (50 mL) at 20oC

and swirled for 5 min every 15 min for 6 h. The beads were settled and retained in these

solutionS for 12 h. The supernatant (45 mL) was removed and the beads were washed with D-

PBS- (x2 at 100 mL). The beads were settled and the supernatant (95 mL) removed. The

beadswere resuspended in DMEM (10 mL) and asepticallytransferred (0.109 Cytodex-1 and
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0.17 g Cultispher-G) into 100 mL spinner flasks. The VSFM was prepared without fibronectin.

Results' Table 9.6 shows maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of serum or fibronectin

precoated and uncoated Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in the various serum-free media used. Fig.

9.3 shows cell growth in these cultures. Table 9.7 shows cefl attachment times, lag phases and

growth rates in cultures of either bead with the various precoatings used. (1) Maximum cell

yields in cultures of either bead in the various serum-free media (VSFM, Gibco ll and lll and

TCM) were affected by bead precoating. (2) There were significantly higher (15%, p=0.05) cell

yields (l-able 9.6) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all serum-free

medium formulations used. (3) Maximum cell yields were not significantly different in cultures of

either bead with precoated compared to uncoated beads in the commercial serum-free media

used. Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (159%, P<0.01) in cultures of precoated

Cultispher-G and Cytodex-1 in VSFM (without fibronectin). However, maximum cell yields (Fig.

9.3) would have been significantly higher (37%, P<0.01) in cultures of either bead, with or

without precoating, in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS compared to all serum-free media used. (a) The

maximum cell yields in cultures of either precoated bead were significanily higher (S0%, p<0.01)

in VSFM compared to the other serum-free media. (5) There was no significant difference

(fable 9.7.1-2) in the cell growth rates in cultures of either precoated beads with respect to all

the serum-free media used. Cell growth rates were not significanfly different with uncoated

compared to precoated beads of either type ín commercial serum-free media. However, cell

growth rates in VSFM were significantly higher (29%, P<0.01) in cultures of precoated beads of

either type. (6) Cell attachment times were not significantly different in any cultures of Cytodex-

1. However, cell attachment times were significantly faster (15%, P=0.05) in Cultispher-G beads

precoated with sCS compared to fibronectin precoated or uncoated beads. (7) Lag phases

(fable 9.7) were significantly shorter (15%, P=0.05) in cultures of either bead precoated with

sCS compared to fibronectin coated or uncoated beads.

The cells were poorly attached in all the cultures with uncoated beads of either type and
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Table 9.6 - The effect of precoating Cytodex-l (A) and Cultispher-G (B) beads with either
DMEM containing sCS or bovine fibronectin on the maximum Vero cell yields in serum-free
medium. Preadapted cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70
g/L Cultispher-G ín 100 mL spinnerflasks. The microcarriers were precoated (18 h) at 20oC. The
cells were grown in VSFM, Gibco Vero cell maintenance media ll or lll or in Celox TCM
supplemented, enriched DMEM. The flasks were readjusted daily after 72 h in culture to pH 7.1
with 1.00 M HCI or 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Table 9.64) - Cytodex-l

Serum-Free Medium

Formulation

VSFM - Fibronectin

VSFM + Fibronectin

Gibco ll

TCM-DMEM + Serine
and Pvruvate

Table 9.68) - Cultispher-G.

Serum-Free Medium

VSFM - Fibronectin

VSFM + Fibronectin

TCM.DMEM + Serine
and ê

" - Highest cell yield.
ND - Value not determined

Maximum Cell Concentration
1o6lmt

Maximum Cell Concentration
x 106

Gibco

Uncoated

0.31 r 0.03

1.06 + 0.07

0.68 t 0.04

0.75 r 0.05

0.77 t 0.06

Uncoated

0.66 r 0.04

1.27 !0.08

0.76 r 0.05

0.83 r 0.06

0.77 r 0.06

Precoated
DMEM + 5.0% v/v 5.0 mg/L Fibronectin

sCS

1.17!0.07 1.1610.07

ND ND

0.81 r 0.06 0.78 r 0.05

0.76 r 0.06 0.76 t 0.05

0.88 r 0.07 0.85 r 0.06

Precoated
DMEM + 5.0o/o vlv 5.0 mo/L Fibronectin

sCS

1 .47 t 0.10 1 .29 r 0.08

ND ND

0.90 r 0.07 0.80 r 0.05

0.9610.06 0.87 t 0.05

0.94 r 0.07 0.89 + 0.06
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Table 9.7 - The effects of the serum-free medium formulation on specific Vero cell growth rate, lag phase and attachment times in 100
mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-f (A) and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G (B). The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml and grown in
VSFM (without fiþronectin), Gibco ll and lll and TCM serum-free media on beads which were either precoated with DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS
or DMEM + 5.0 mg/L fibronectin for 18 h at 20oC or were uncoated. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously and ramped to 60 rpm afIerT2 h (Cultispher-G). The flasks were readjusted to pH7.1 daily after72
h in culture with 1.00 M HCI or 2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of n=2.

Table 9.74) - Cytodex-í.

Precoating

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

CellAttachment Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

5.0 mg/L Fibronectin

CellAttachment Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

VSFM

CellAttachment Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

1.00 r 0.50 h

18.00 r 2.00 h

0.027 t0.003 h-1

Uncoated

2.50 x 1.00 h

24.00 x 2.00 h

0.027 to.0o3 h-1

Time Taken for Particular Effect

Gibco ll

1.00 r 0.50 h

21.00 ! 2.00 h

0.025 t 0.002 h-1

2.50 r 1.00 h

36.00 r 4.00 h

0.020 r 0.002 h-1

2.50 ! 1.00 h

24.00 ! 2.00 h

0.025 r 0.002 h-1

Gibco lll

1.00 r 0.50 h

21.00 r 2.00 h

0.025 r 0.002 h-1

2.50 t 1.00 h

30.00 + 3.00 h

0.024 + 0.002 h-1

2.50 r 1.00 h

24.00 x 2.00 h

0.025 r 0.002 h-1

TCM

1.00 r 0.50 h

18.00 r 2.00 h

0.026 r 0.002 h-1

2.50 t 1.00 h

30.00 r 3.00 h

0.024 x0.002 h-1

2.50! 1.00 h

24.00 x 2.00 h

0.026 r 0.002 h-1

2.50 r 1.00 h

30.00 r 3.00 h

0.027 t0.003 h-1
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Table 9.78) - Cultispher-G.

Precoating

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

CellAttachment Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

5.0 mg/L Fibronectin

Cell Attachment Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

VSFM

CellAttachment Time

Lag Phase

Specific Cell Growth Rate

9.00 r 1.00 h

24.00 ! 3.00 h

0.026 t 0.003 h-1

Uncoated

9.00 r 1.00 h

28.00 r 3.00 h

0.027 x0.003 h-1

Time Taken for Particular Effect

Gibco ll

9.00 r 1.00 h

24.00 ! 3.00 h

0.024 x 0.002 h-1

18.00 r 2.00 h

30.00 + 3.00 h

0.022+ 0.002 h-1

9.00 + 1.00 h

28.00 r 3.00 h

0.024 t 0.002 h-1

Gibco lll

9.00 I 1.00 h

24.00 x 3.00 h

0.024 x0.002 h-1

18.00 r 2.00 h

30.00 r 3.00 h

0.023 t 0.002 h-1

9.00 r 1.00 h

28.00 r 3.00 h

0.024 t0.002 h-1

TCM

9.00 r 1.00 h

24.00 + 3.00 h

0.026 r 0.002 h-1

18.00 t 2.00 h

30.00 + 3.00 h

0.023 r 0.002 h-1

9.00 r 1.00 h

28.0013.00 h

0.027 t0.002 h-1

18.00 r 2.00 h

30.00 13.00 h

0.023 + 0.002 h-1

(¡)o(o
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especially in VSFM (without fibronectin). The majority of the cells (>60%) were in aggregates

(>30 cells) in cultures of either uncoated bead in VSFM.

Discussion. Maxímum Vero cell yields were similar in cultures of either bead with serum or

fibronectin precoating in all serum-free media used. This confirms the cells could attach and

grown on fibronectin precoated beads and agrees with the results of Bottenstein and Sato (1980)

with neuroblastoma cells on fibronectin precoated Cytodex-1. The maximum cell yields with

precoated and uncoated beads of either type were similar in all commercial serum-free media

suggesting bead precoating had no effect on cell growth. This could be explained by these

media being deficient in nutrients, hormones or growth factors required for regulation, as

discussed above (9.3.1 ).

The maximum cell yields in VSFM were significantly higher in cultures of precoated

compared to uncoated beads. The cells in uncoated Cytodex-1 cultures were mainly present as

aggregates, not attached to the beads, which confirms that attachment factors were required in

this medium. Increasing the hydrocortisone concentration could have improved cell attachment

and flattening to Cytodex-1 (9.3.1) butwas not investigated in this study.

Almost all of the cells were attached to the uncoated Cultispher-G beads in cultures of VSFM

without fibronectin. This agrees with previous attachment results (6.3.2) and shows that Vero

cells attach either by a passive entrapment of aggregated cells or by an active protein mediated

mechanism. However, Ruoslahti et al. (1982) stated that fibroblast cells required fibronectin to

attach to collagen surfaces. Vero cells clearly did not but could be secreting another adhesion

protein (e.9. collagen, laminin etc.) on their surfaces to mediate the attachment.

The bead precoating could affect the process costs. Precoating with serum containing

medium would be a relatively cheap process but would not reduce the risks of using serum.

Precoating the beads with fibronectin solutions would not reduce the process costs as the

purified.fibronectin would still need to be purchased. Therefore, precoating did not benefit the

serum-free growth of Vero cells.
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9.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to define and develop a serum-free medium for the growth of

Vero cells in spinner flask cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G. The results suggest that:

- Vero cells can be grown in serum-free medium in T25 flask or spinner flask cultures of

solid Cytodex-1 and macroporous Cultispher-G. However, maximum cell yields were

significantly higher (22o/o,P<0.05), lag phases were shorter (233o/o, P<0.01) and cell growth rates

were higher (23%, P<0.05) in DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS compared to allserum-free media used.

- the Vero cell serum-free medium (VSFM) produced significantly higher (22-44o/o, p<0.05)

cell yields but was more expensive (>Cdn.$550/L) to prepare compared to commercially

available TCM supplemented medium. The VSFM also requires further optimisation to enhance

cell growth and replace the expensive components (e.g. fibronectin, FGF and fetuin).

- the concentration of glucose consumed by cells was significantly reduced in all serum-

free media compared to DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. However, the specific rate of glucose

consumption was significantly higher in serum-free media compared to that in serum. This

resulted in significantly lower lactate production which caused less acidification in cultures of

either bead with respect to all the serum-free media used. !

- serum or fibronect¡n precoating of the microcarriers allowed removal of the fibronectin

from the VSFM with no loss of maximum cell yields. Serum precoating significanily lowered the

process and medium cost but fibronectin precoating did not affect the overall process cost.
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Chapter 10. Optimisation of Medium Refeeding for Vero Cell Microcarrier Cultures
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10. optimisation of Medium Refeeding for vero cell Microcarrier cultures

10.1 Introduction

Standard T25-Í150 culture flasks, with 10 and 50 mL of medium, respectively, provide a

surface area of between 2.5-3.0 cm2/mL of medium. To increase their surface area requires

more flasks causing handling, labour and sterility problems (Reuveny, 1gg0). However,

microcarriers such as solid Cytodex-1" have a surface area of 4,q00 cm2lg dry weight

(Pharmacia, 1981) and at a concentration of 1.00 g/L provide 4.4 cm2tmL of culture. Hence,

microcarriers significantly increase surface areas for cell growth. The microcarrier concentration

can also be increased to provide more surface area per volume of medium.

Few, if any, process parameters have been optimised for either batch or perfusion growth of

adherent cells in microcarrier cultures. These cultures can produce significanily higher cell

yields compared to static flasks by using fed-batch or perfusion processes, (i.e. continuous or

periodic medium exchange). Many researchers used these processes to increase Chinese

hamster ovary (CHO), murine hybridoma and African green monkey kidney flr/ero) cell yields

(Clark and Hirtenstein, 1981, Nahapet¡an et al., 1986, Vournakis and Runstadler, 19gg, Smiley et

al., 1989, Reiter et al., 1990, Forestall et al., 1992 and Ohlson et at., 1994). However, the

microcarrier types and concentrations used previously vary greafly from 2.00 g/L Cytodex-1

(Smiley et al., 1989) up to 20.00 g/L Superbeads'u lNahapetian et at., 1986). The refeeding

methods and medium volume changes have also varied from one medium exchange every few

days in spinner flasks to continuous perfusion in a fluidised bed bioreactor at 30.00 v/v/d (Clark

and Hirtenstein, 1981 and Reiter et al., 1990). Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) showed .1.00 g/L

Cytodex-1 is sub-optimal for batch and refed growth of Vero and human diploid lung fibroblast

(MRC-5) cells in spinner flasks, so they used 3.00-5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 in DMEM + 10.0o/o vtv

foetal bovine serum (FBS). The cells were refed with one 5}o/o vlv (i.e. equivalent to 0.S0 v/v/d

pefusion rate) medium exchange every 3-4 d. Their maximum cell yields increased from c.1.00

x 106 cells/mL (batch) up to 5.00 x 106 cells/mL (refed). Nahapetian et at. (1986) atso grew
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Vero cells but used 20.00 g/L Superbeads in spinner flasks in L-15 (5.60 mM fructose and

without galactose) + 5.0% v/v FBS and refed at 8.00 v/v/d. They reported maximum cell yields

>30.00 x 106 cells/mL. Reiter et al., (1990) grew Vero cells in 5.00 g/L Cultispher-G cultures in

DMEM (5.60 mM glucose) + 5.0% v/v FBS at a perfusion rate of 10.00-30.00 v/v/d. These

authors reported maximum cell yields of 35.00 x 106 cells/ml of bed volume in a 1.2 L

bioreactor. However, none of these authors proved their bead concentrations to be optimal for

cell growth in the systems used. lt must be remembered that the cells were counted by the

crystal violet nuclei staining method in many of the studies above which could mean the results

are overestimated by up to 70% due to inaccuracies with this method (refer to 4.3.3). These

errors make it difficult to compare results between authors.

No one has previously determined the important parameters for high cell yield cultivation of

any adherent cells. High cell yield cultivation on microcarriers requires three steps:- (1) ldentify

and optimise the important physical and medium parameters for growth (refer to 5.3-8.3). (2)

Define the maximum cell yields in refed cultures using fixed but low microcarrier concentrations

and determine the maximum cell/bead loadings and limiting culture parameters. This was the

purpose of this Chapter. (3) Scale the system up to higher microcarrier concentrations and

determine if the maximum cell/bead loadings can be reached or if other parameters become

limiting. This will be discussed in Chapter 11.3.

This study presents the optimisation of high yield culture of Vero cells at low concentrations

of solid Cytodex-'1 (1.00 g/L) and macroporous Cultispher-G (1.70 g/L) microcarriers in spinner

flasks and Celligen'u bioreactors. Optimal batch parameter values were used in the initial

refeeding strategies. The daily medium exchange of spinner flasks and perfusion of bioreactor

cultures was optimised and the maximum cell/bead loadings on the two beads defined.

10.2 Materials and Methods

The methods for culturing and counting the cells and nutrient analyses have been described

previously (2.1-2.5).
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10.2.1 Preadaptation of Stock Gells

Stock Vero cells were preadapted (>x5 passages) to original DMEM (Medium l), serine and

pyruvate enriched (2.00 mM and 0.50 mM, respectively) DMEM (Medium ll) and enriched

DMEM supplemented with taurine (2.00 mM) (Medium lll) . All media were supplemented with

5.0o/o vlv iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS). The cells were detached and recovered

(2.2) and counted by the trypan blue method (2.5.i-2).

10.3 Results and Discussion

10.3.1 Formulation of Refeeding Medium

Introduction. Few, if any, process parameters have been optimised for daily refed or perfusion

growth of adherent cell lines in microcarrier cultures. Therefore, this study determined the

effects of the refeeding medium formulation on Vero cellgrowth in microcarriercultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated at 0.05 x'106 cells/mL in original

DMEM (Medium l), serine and pyruvate enriched (2.00 mM and 0.50 mM, respectively) DMEM

(Medium ll) and enriched DMEM supplemented with taurine (2.00 mM) (Medium ilt) and grown in

100 mL spinnerflasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G (2.4.3). Culture refeeding

at one daily 50% v/v medium exchange was initiated after 72 h (2.4.4).

Results. Fig. 10.1 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in Media l,

ll and lll. Table 10.1 showsthe maximum cell yields and maximum cell/bead loadings produced

in the cultures. Table 10.2 shows the cell growth rates and lag phases in these cultures. Fig.

10.2 shows glucose consumption and lactate production, glutamine consumption and ammonia

production and serine concentration in these cultures. Table 10.3 shows lactate/glucose,

ammonia/glutamine production ratios and serine and taurine concentrations at maximum cell

yields in these cultures. (1) Maximum cell yields in daily refed cultures of either bead were
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Table 10.1 - The effect of the daily refeeding DMEM formulation on maximum yields and
cell/bead loadings of Vero cells in 100 mL spinner flqsks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 g/L
Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cellsiml in either Medium l, ll or lll all
containing 5.0o/o vlv sCS. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or
intermittently for 24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in
culture. The flasks were refed one daily 50% vlv medium exchange and readjusted to pH 7.1
with 1.00 M HCI or2.00 mM NaOH afterT2 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

" - Highest cell yield.

Tabfe 10.2 - The effect of the daily refeeding DMEM formulation on growth rates and lag
phases of Vero cells in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Gultispher-
G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10þ cells/mL in either Medium l, ll or lll all containing
5.0o/o vlv sCS. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenily for 24
h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture. The flasks were
refed one daily 50% v/v medium exchange and readjusted to pH 7.1 with 1.OO M HCI or2.00 mM
NaOH after72 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Medium
Formula

Medium I

Medium lll

Primary and Secondary Stage Specific Cell Growth Rates and Lag phases
in the Medium Formulation Used

Cultispher-G

Lag Phase

0.00

3.00 r 0.50

3.0010.50

Medium
Formulation

Maximum CellYield and Cell/Bead Loading in the Medium Formulation
Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Maximum Cell
Yield

(x 106 cells/mL)

Maximum
Cell/Bead
Loading

(Cells/Bead)

Maximum Cell
Yield

(x 106 cells/mL)

Maximum
Cell/Bead
Loading

Medium I

Medium ll

Medium lll

3.32 !0.24

5.78 !0.41

6.65 t o.4B*

738

1,284

1,478

4.31 r 0.31

7 .71 x 0.55

9.33 t 0.66"

2,817

5,032

6,098

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

0.033 r 0.003

0.009 t 0.002

0.036 t 0.003

0.010 1 0.002

0.035 r 0.003

0.012 t 0.002

3.00 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

0.034 t 0.003

0.011 r 0.002

0.035 r 0.003

0.010 t 0.002

0.035 r 0.003

0.011 t 0.002
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Table 10.3 - The effect of the daily refeeding DMEM formulation on lactate/glucose, ammonia/glutamine, glutamate to
alanine to glutamine and glycine to serine production ratios and taurine concentration at maximum Vero cell yield in 100
ffasks on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The values were determined in cultures grown in Medium l, ll or lll.
were refed dailywith one 50% v/v medium exchange after72 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Nutrient Effect

Glucose Concentration

Lactate Concentration

Lactate to Glucose Ratio

Glutamine Concentration

Ammonia Concentration

Ammonia to Glutamine Ratio

Glutamate Concentration
Glutamate to Glutamine

Ratio

Residual Concentration (mM) or Production Ratio in the Medium at Maximum Cell Yield

Alanine Concentration

Alanine to Glutamine Ratio

Cytodex-1

11.00r1.10
14.85 r 1.50

1.15

Med

Serine Concentration

Glycine Concentration

Glycine to Serine Ratio

uml

0.30

3.05

0

ïaurine Concentration

Cultispher-G

NP - None present.

r 0.05
+ 0.30
.84

3.55 r 0.40
27.70 x3.00

1.36

0.95 r 0.10
0.26

0.25 r 0.03

3.25 r 0.03
0.88

0.45 r 0.05
0.13

Cytodex-1

0.00

0.095 + 0.01

0.24

7.90 r 0.80

19.20 x2.00
1.20

0.95 r 0.10
0.26

Medium ll

0.35 t 0.04
3.15 r 0.30

0.88

0.50 r 0.05
0.14

NP

Cultispher-G

0.00

0.092 10.01
0.24

2.00 r 0.20
30.90 + 3.00

1.41

1 .15 1 0.10
0.32

0.20 r 0.05
3.25 r 0.30

0.87

0.55 t 0.06
0.15

NP

glutamine,
mL spinner
The flasks

Cytodex-1

1 .15 t 0.80
0.220 r 0.05

0.26

7.5010.75
19.50 r 2.00

1.19

1.25 r 0.10
0.33

Medium lll

0.25

3.15

0

0.55 r 0.05
0.15

NP

Cultispher-G

10.05
r 0.30
.85

1 .15 I 0.10

0.230 r 0.05
0.27

1.95 r 0.20
31.25 ! 0.20

1.42

1 .10 + 0.10
0.30

0.2510.05
3.15 r 0.30

0.85

0.50 r 0.05

0.14

NP

1.05 r 0.10
0.265 t 0.05

0.28

1.15 r 0.10
0.31

1.51 r 0.15

0.55 r 0.05
0.15

1.05 10.10
0.268 r 0.05

0.28

1.43 10.15

(¡)

(o
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dependent on the medium formulation. (2) There were significantly higher (36%, P<0.01)

maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the

refeeding medium formulations used. (3) There were significantly higher (51%, P<0.01)

maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead in Medium lll compared to the other media used.

(4) There were significantly higher (298T0, P<0.01) maximum cell/bead loadings ffable 10.1) in

Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all medium formulations used. (5) The cell

growth rates (fable 10.2) showed biphasic patterns in cultures of either bead in all cultures.

There was a significantly higher initial growth rate (up to 120 h in culture), to a cell yield of

between 1.50-1.80 x 106 cells/ml, compared to the rate from this point up to maximum cell

yields. (6) There was no significant difference in the lag phases ffable 10.2) in all cultures.

Nutrient Analysis. (1) The general trends in the glucose and lactate concentrations (Fig.

10.2A)) in cultures of either bead were to decrease and increase, respectively, as the cell yield

increased. However, there was a short period (between 72-144 h in culture) where their

concentrations at each refeed time plateaued in cultures of either bead. This coincided with the

start of culture refeeding Q2 Ð. The general trend then continued up to maximum cell yields.

(2) There was a significantly higher (300%, P<0.01) residual glucose concentration at maximum

cell yield in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G with respect to all medium

formulations used. (3) There was a significantly higher (60%, P<0.01) lactate concentration at

maximum cell yield in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all medium

formulations used. Thus, there were constant ratios of lactate/glucose in cultures of either bead.

However, the lactate/glucose ratio was significantly higher (20%, P<0.05) in Cultispher-G (1.40)

cultures compared to Cytodex-1 (1.17). (4) The general trend in the glutamine and ammonia

concentrations (Fig. 10.28)) in cultures of either bead were to decrease and increase,

respectively, as the cell yields increased. There was a short period (96-120 h) where their

concentrations increased and decreased, respectively, prior to each daily refeed time. However,

there was a low residual glutamine concentration at maximum cell yield in cultures of either
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bead. (5) There was no significant difference in the ammonia concentration or

ammonia/glutamine ratios fl-able 10.3) in cultures of either bead at maximum cell yield. (6)

There was (Fig. 10.2C) and Table 10.3) no significant difference in the residual serine

concentration at maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead with respect to the medium

formulations used. There was a low residual serine concentration in Medium I prior to each daily

refeed time after 96 h in culture. However, there was a high residual serine concentration at

maximum cell yield in cultures of Medium ll and lll due to the serine enrichment (2.00 mM). (7)

There was a significant increase (between 23-67o/o, P<0.01) in the glycine concentration which

was proportional to the serine concentration used in cultures of either bead. This gave a

constant ratio of glycine/serine in all media formulations used. (8) There was no significant

difference in the taurine concentration fl-able 10.3) consumed (0.53 mM) in cultures of either

bead in the taurine supplemented (2.00 mM) Medium lll. (9) No other detectable nutrients were

at limiting concentrations at maximum cell yields in any of these cultures. (10) There were high

concentrations of glutamate and alanine (fable 10.3) at maximum cell yield in all cultures.

There were significantly higher (23o/o, P<0.05) glutamate/glutamine production ratios in cultures

of enriched Media ll and lll compared to Medium l. However, there were no significant

differences in the alanine/glutamine production ratios in any cultures.

Cell Multi-Layers and Bead Aggregates. Vero cells grew as multi-layers (>2 cells deep) on

Cytodex-1 beads (by microscopic observation) in all cultures. The beads were aggregated (2-10

beads) in all cultures similar to those described previously (5.3-8.3). At maximum cell yield the

void spaces between Cytodex-1 aggregates were completely filled with cells. However, free

cells detached from the beads at between 4.00-4.50 x 106 cells/mL (i.e. before the maximum

cell yields) in Media ll and lll. The free cells formed spherical aggregates of a similar diameter

(150-180 pm) to the beads and lefi significant numbers (>30%) of empty beads at maximum cell

yield. There were few free cells (<5%) in any Cultispher-G cultures at any time.
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pH. The pH of Cultispher-G cultures decreased from pH 7.2 at inoculation to pH <6,7 prior to the

first refeed time. This could be caused by lactate production from glucose, as discussed

previously (5.3.3). After 144 h in culture the pH was maintained within the optimal range (pH

6.8-7.1) for growth at each refeed time and little pH readjustment was necessary. The pH in

Cytodex-1 cultures was at >pH 7.0 prior to all refeed times and required acidification with 1.00 M

HCI after refeeding to lower the pH to the optimal range.

Discussion. There were significant differences in maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead

between the various refeeding media used. Nutrient analyses suggested serine (Fig. 10.2C))

was the most important nutrient in refed Vero cultures, as it was completely consumed prior to

each daily refeed time in Medium L However, there was a high residual serine concentration in

Media ll and lll due to the serine enrichment. This result confirms the importance of serine to

Vero cell growth, and the metabolism was discussed previously (6.4.3). Hence, the improved

cell yields in the enriched DMEM could be explained by the extra serine. Pyruvate could also be

involved through sequestration of ammonia, as discussed previously (7.3.5-6).

There was also a residual glutamine concentration at each refeed time and the concentration

was low in all cultures at maximum cell yield. Thus, maximum cell yields could also be

dependent on the glutamine concentration. The metabolism of glutamine was discussed

previously (6.3.3). Ammonia accumulated gradually and gave constant ammonia/glutamine

ratios 0.86 at maximum cell yield which not significantly different from those (0.81) in batch

cultures (6.3.3). Glutamate and alanine were produced to high concentrations in all cultures and

reached similar concentrations to those in batch cultures (6.3.3).

The lactate/glucose ratios (1.18 and 1.40, for Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G, respectively) were

also similarto values (1.17 and 1.39, respectively) produced in batch cultures (6.3.3).

Therefore, the metabolic profiles of Vero cells were not significantly different in daily refed

cultures compared to batch.

Taurine addition to enriched refeeding medium significantly increased maximum cell yields
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compared to taurine free medium. There were significantly higher maximum cell yields in 3 of 5

cultures in this study suggesting the preadaptation process could be critical to the effect.

Increased maximum cell yields were also shown previously in some batch cultures (7.3.9). The

mechanism of the taurine increased yields was unclear but was discussed previously (7.3.9).

Cell Growth Rate. The cell growth rates were biphasic and were not significantly different in all

refed cultures. This effect has been shown previously with Vero cells in refed cultures using

20.00 g/L Superbeads (Nahapetian et al., 1986). These authors observed the onset of the effect

at a significantly higher cell concentration (1.00-1.50 x 107 cells/ml) compared to this study

(1.50-1.80 x 106 cells/mL) which could be explained by the higher inoculum concentration used

(0.70 x 106 cells/mL) compared to this study (0.05 x 106 cells/mL).

The reduction in cell growth rates could arise from reduced nutrient supply in high cell yield

cultures. Nahapetian et al. (1986) and Werrlein and Glinos (1974) showed medium nutrient and

oxygen supply limitations in Vero and murine L-WRL10A cultures with cell multi-layers. The

culture dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) declines rapidly in spinner flasks at high cell

concentrations and could not be controlled. Nahapetian et al. (1986) attempted to partially

controlthe DOT by gassing the headspaces when the DOT was <10%. Their results indicate the

strategy was unsuccessful, as the DOT fluctuated with a range of 0-45% DOT. However, the

point the DOT first fell to 0% coincided with the beginning of their low growth rate phase which

could explain the low growth rate phase in this study. This would agree with inhibition of human

fibroblast cell growth al<2o/o DOT (Graff and McCarty, 1957), as discussed previously (5.3.6).

Free Cells. Vero cells were strongly attached/entrapped in Cultispher-G beads and there were

few free cells at any time in culture. However, cells grew as multi-layers in Cytodex-1 cultures

and filled the void spaces in bead aggregates. This caused detachment at cell yields of 4.00-

4.50 x 106 cells/ml which could be related to stirrer speed shear effects or to nutrient diffusion

limitations resulting in adhesion problems in lower cell layers, as discussed previously (6.3.3-4)
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(Werrlein and Glinos, 1974, Kleinman et al., 1981, Grinnell, 1982 and Nahapetian et al', 1986).

No one has previously reported this effect in refed microcarrier cultures.

10.3.2 Concentration of Glutamine in the Refeeding Medium

Introduction. The optimal glutamine concentration for batch Vero cell growth was 4.00 mM in

Cytodex-1 and 6.00 mM in Cultispher-G cultures. The study above (10.3.1) showed serine and

pyruvate enriched DMEM with 4.00 mM glutamine reached significantly higher (93%, P<0'01)

cell yields compared to original DMEM in cultures of either bead. However, the glutamine

concentration was not optimal in Cultispher-G cultures which could have reduced the maximum

cell yields. No previous reports in the literature have discussed the effects of altered nutrient

concentrations on refed cell growth. Therefore, this study determined the effects of the

glutamine concentration in the refeeding medium on Vero cell growth in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells inoculated in enriched DMEM (Medium ll from 2.'1)

+ S.0o/o v/v sCS enriched with either 4.00 or 6.00 mM glutamine. The cultures were grown in

daily refed spinner flasks, as described above.

Results. Fig. 10.3 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G in

refeeding medium containing 4.00 or6.00 mM glutamine. Table'10.4 shows lag phases and cell

growth rates in these cultures. Table 10.5 showsthe nutrient analyses results forthese cultures.

(1) Maximum Vero cell yields in daily refed cultures of either bead were not affected by the

glutamine concentration in the medium. (2) There were significantly higher (45%,<P<0.01)

maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1. (3) There was no

significant difference in the biphasic cell growth rates (Iable 10.4) in all cultures. (4) There was

a significantly higher (44o/o, P<0.01) consumed concentration of glutamine in cultures of either

bead from an initial 6.00 mM glutamine compared to 4.00 mM. However, there was no
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Fig. i0.3 - The effect of the daily refeeding DMEM gtutamine concentration on the growth of

piãaOapteO Vero cells in 100 mL ðpinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cyto-dexl lglosqg .JTP-olÐ 
or l'70

bll Cuit¡rpher€ (Open symbols). The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml in Medíum ll

* S.Oy" v/v sCS enrictreO rnitt e¡tner O 4.OO mM or I 6.00 mM glutamine. The flasks were stined

at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G)

and ramped to 60 rpm aü¡l2h in culture. Afrer72 h in culture the flasks were refed daily with

one SOyo v/v medium exchange and the pH was readjusted daily to pH 7.1 with 1.00 M HCI or

2.OO M NaOH. The points are means oÍ n=2'
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Table 10.4 - The effect of the daily refeeding DMEM glutamine concentration on growth rates

and lag phases of Vero cells in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L

Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL in either Medium ll + 5.0% v/v

sCS enriched with either 4.00 or 6.00 mM glutamine. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm

continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and ramped

to 60 rpm after72 h in culture. The flaskswere refed one daily 50%vlv medium exchange and

readjusted to pH 7.1 with 1.00 M HCI or 2.00 mM NaOH alter 72 h in culture. The values are

means of n=2.

Table 10.5 - The effect of the daily refeeding DMEM glutamine concentration on lactate to
glucose, ammonia to glutamine, glutamate to glutamine, alanine to glutamine and glycine

to serine production ratios at maximum Vero cell yield in 100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L

Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G. The values were determined in cultures grown in

Medium ll + 5.0% v/v sCS containing 4.00 or 6.00 mM glutamine. The flasks were refed daily

with one 5}o/o vlv medium exchange after 72 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Medium
Glutamine

Conc.

Primary and Secondary Stage Specific Cell Growth Rates and Lag Phases in the
Medium Formulation Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

ft-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

(h)

4.00 mM

6.00 mM

High

Low

High

Low

0.035 t 0.003

0.011 I 0.002

0.035 t 0.003

0.010 t 0.002

3.00 t 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

0.037 10.003
0.012 r 0.002

0.037 r 0.003

0.013 t 0.002

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 l 0.50

Nutrient Effect Residual Concentration or Production Ratio in the Medium at
Maximum CellYield

4.00 mM Glutamine 6.00 mM Glutamine

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G

Glucose Concentration

Lactate Concentration

Lactate to Glucose Ratio

7.75 r 0.80

19.40 r 2.00

1.20

2.15 t0.20
31.50 r 0.20

1.45

7.50 t 0.75

19.70 t 2.00

1.20

2.05 t 0.20

31 .15 r 0.20

1.43

Glutamine Concentration

Ammonia Concentration

Ammonia to Glutamine Ratio

0.25 r 0.05

3.10 r 0.30

0.84

0.25 t 0.05

3.15 t 0.30
0.85

0.35 r 0.05

4.70 t 0.50

0.84

0.35 r 0.05

4.80 r 0.50

0.85

Glutamate Concentration

Glutamate to Glutamine
Ratio

1.05 r 0.10

0.28

1 .10 r 0.10
0.30

1 .60 t 0.15
0.29

1 .60 t 0.15

0.28

Alanine Concentration

Alanine to Glutamine Ratio

0.50 r 0.05

0.14

0.50 Ì 0.05

0.14

0.84 t 0.10

0.15

0.85 t 0.05
0.15

Serine Concentration

Glycine Concentration

Glycine to Serine Ratio

1.05 r 0.10

0.260 t 0.05

0.27

1.05 t 0.10

0.255 r 0.05

0.27

1.05 t 0.10

0.260 t 0.05

0.27

I .05 r 0.10

0.260 t 0.05

0.27
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significant difference in the residual glutamine concentration (0.30-0.40 mM) at maximum cell

yield in all cultures. (5) There was a significantly higher (52%, P<0.01) ammonia concentration

at maximum cell yield in cultures of either bead with an initial 6.00 mM glutamine compared to

4.00 mM. However, there was no significant difference in the ammonia/glutamine ratios in

cultures of either bead. (6) There were significantly higher concentrations of glutamate (49ok,

P<0.01) and alanine (69%, P<0.01) produced in cultures of either bead at 6.00 compared to 4.00

mM glutamine. (7) There was no significant difference in the concentration of any other

consumed or produced components in cultures of either bead with respect to the glutamine

concentrations used.

The cells detached in Cytodex-1 cultures at a cell yield of 4.00 x 106 cells/mL and formed

aggregates.

Discussion. Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were not affected by the glutamine

concentration in the refeeding DMEM medium. No one has previously shown whether cell yields

could be improved using altered nutrient concentrations in the medium. Although cell yields

were not affected there were significant differences in the glutamine concentrations consumed

and the ammonia, alanine and glutamate concentrations produced at maximum cell yields. The

cells consumed all of the glutamine from either initial concentration used and generated constant

ratios of ammonia, alanine or glutamate/glutamine in cultures of either bead. This could be

expected as glutamine is one of the major growth nutrients for Vero cells (6.3.3 and 10.3.1).

Results from inhibitor studies (8.3.1) could explain this effect, as the ammonia concentration

produced (4.75 mM) from 6.00 mM glutamine could be causing groMh inhibition.

10.3.3 Time of lnitiating Daily Refeeding

Introduction. Refed Vero cultures of either bead have significantly reduced concentrations of

the major growth nutrients, glutamine and serine (10.3.1). Daily refeeding increases maximum
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cell yields probably by maintaining more favourable nutrient concentrations during the growth

phase or reduces growth inhibitor concentrations. The day of refeed initiation is important as

medium nutrients could be wasted if refeeding is initiated too early or conversely, nutrient

limitations could be introduced prior to refeeding if it is started too late. No one has previously

determined whether the day of refeed initiation affects cell growth. Therefore, this study

determined the latest culture time to initiate refeeding without affecting maximum Vero cell

yields or the time taken to reach it in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in daily refed spinner flasks in Medium ll (10.3.1).

Refeeding was by one daily 50o/o vlv medium exchange initiated after various culture times

(between 48-120 h).

Results. Fig. 10.4 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G with

refeeding initiated after various times in culture. Table 10.6 shows the cell growth rates and lag

phases in these cultures. Table 10.7 shows nutrient concentrations at the point of refeed

initiation and Table 10.8 shows nutrient concentrat¡ons at maximum cell yield forthese cultures.

(1) Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were not affected by the day of initiating

the refeeding. (2) Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (37%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G

cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all refeed initiation times. (3) There were

significantly longer (P<0.05) times to maximum cell yield with refeed initiation times of 96 or 120

h(336h)comparedto4SorT2h(288h)inculturesofeitherbead. (4)Therewerenosignificant

differences in lag phases (fable 10.6) in cultures of either bead following inoculation. There

were significantly longer (P<0.01) lag phases immediately after refeed initiation in all cultures

with refeed initiation after 96 and 120 h compared to 48 and 72 h. (5) There was no significant

difference in the biphasic cell growth rates (fable 10.6) in all cultures.

Nutrient Analysis. Nutrient analyses (l-able 10.7) could explain the lag phases in the cultures
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Table 10.6 - The effect of the daily refeed initiation time on growth rates and lag phases of
Vero cells in 100 mL spinnerflasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L Cultispher-ê. The cells
were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL in Medium ll + 5.0% v/v sCS. The flasks were stirred at
40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and
ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture. Refeeding at one daily 50% v/v medium exchange was
initiated at various times between 48-120 h in culture. Flasks were readjusted to pH 7.1 with
1.00 M HCI or 2.00 mM NaoH after 72 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Refeed
Initiation

Time
(h)

Primary and secondary stage specific cell Growth Rates and Lão phases

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

(h-1)

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

th-1 )

Lag Phase

th)
48

72

OA

120

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

0.037 I 0.003

0.009 r 0.002

0.036 t 0.003

0.012 t 0.002

0.036 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.002

0.036 r 0.003

0.011 t 0.002

3.00 r 0.50

3.00 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 t 0.50

0.038 t 0.003

0.011 r 0.002

0.036 10.003
0.013 r 0.002

0.038 r 0.003

0.013 r 0.002

0.038 r 0,003

0.011 t 0.002

0.00

4.5010.50

4.50 t 0.50

4.50 t 0.50
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Table 10.7 - The effect of the daily refeed initiation time on the major consumed and
produced component concentrations at the point of refeed initiation from Vero cell growth
in 100 mL spinnerflask cultures o¡ 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 (A) and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G (B). The
cellswere inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL in Medium ll + 5.0% v/v sCS. Refeeding at one daily
50o/o vlv medium exchange was initiated at various times between 48-120 h in culture. Culture
supernatants were analysed for glucose, lactate, glutamine, ammonia and serine prior to the
refeed time. The values are means of n=2.

Table 10.74) - Cytodex-1.

Table 10,78) - Cultispher-G.

Refeed
lnitiation

Time
(h)

Concentration of Major Component Prior to Refeeding

m

Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

48

72

96

120

18.50 t 1.90

16.20 I 1.60

9.80 r 1.00

7.20 x0.70

4.90 r 0.50

11.00 t 1.10

18.10 r 1 .80

21.55 !2.20

2.70 !0.20

1 .50 r 0.15

0.70 t 0.10

0.25 r 0.05

I .30 r 0.'15

2.30 t 0.30

2.70 x0.30

2.95 r 0.30

'1.88 r 0.20

1.85 r 0.20

1.78 x0.20

1.75 t 0.20

Refeed
Initiation

Time
(h)

Concentration of Major Component Prior to Refeeding

m

Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

48

72

96

120

17.85 r 1 .80

15.20 r 1.50

8.60 t 0.90

5.70 t 0.60

5.60 t 0.60

14.00 t 1.40

22.80 !2.30

26.60 t2.70

2.6010.20

1 .60 t 0.15

0.65 r 0.10

0.20 t 0.05

1 .30 t 0.15

2.20 r 0.30

2.60 t 0.30

3.05 r 0.30

1.86 r 0.20

1.81 t 0.20

1.76 !0.20

1.70 + 0.20
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Table 10.8 - The effect of the daily refeed initiation time on the major consumed and
produced component concentrations at maximum Vero cell yield in 100 mL spinner flask
cultures on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 (A) and 1.70 g/L cultispher-G (B). The cells were inocutated at
0.05 x 10o cells/mL in Medium ll + 5.go¿ v/v sCS. Refeeding at one daily 50% v/v medium
exchange was initiated at various times between 48-120 h in culture. Culturé supernatants were
analysed for glucose, lactate, glutamine, ammonia and serine prior to the refeed. The values are
means of n=2.

Table 10.8A) - Gytodex-1.

Refeed
lnitiation

Time
(h)

Concentration of Major Component Prior to Refeeding

mM
Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

48

72

96

120

7.65 t 0.80

7.30 r 0.70

7.40 !0.70

7.70 t 0.80

19.40 I 2.00

19.25 !2.00

19.50 I 2.00

19.35 r 2.00

0.40 r 0.10

0.30 I 0.10

0.35 I 0.10

0.35 r 0.10

3.20 r 0.30

3.30 t 0.30

3.15 t 0.30

3.25 r 0.30

1 .15 t 0.10

1 .15 r 0.10

1 .10 I 0.10

1 .15 t 0.10

Table 10.88) - Cultispher-G.

Refeed
Initiation

Time
(h)

Concentration of Major Component prior to Refeeding

m
Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

48

72

vb

120

3.65 r 0.50

3.30 r 0.50

3.40 r 0.50

3.50 t 0.50

31.40 t 3.10

31 .25 r 3.10

31.50 r 3.10

31.35 r 3.10

0.30 r 0.10

0.3510.10

0.50 r 0.10

0.30 f 0.10

3.15 r 0.30

3.20 f 0.30

3.15 1 0.30

3.30 r 0.30

1 .15 I 0.10

'1.15 r 0.10

1 .10 r 0.10

1 .15 r 0,'10
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with refeed initiation after 96 or 120 h, as the glucose and glutamine concentrations were

proportionally reduced with the increasing refeed initiation time. These components were at low

concentrations in cultures of either bead type with refeed initiation times of 120 h. Lactate and

ammonia had also accumulated to high concentrations in these cultures at this time. There was

an excess of serine in all the cultures at all refeed initiation times used. No other analvsed

nutrients were at limiting concentrations at the refeed initiation times used.

There were few differences Cfable 10.8) between the concentrations of the components at

rnaximum cell yield with respect to any refeed initiatíon time used. There was a significantly

lower glucose concentration (46%, P<0.01) and higher lactate concentration (620/o, P<0.01) in

Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1. However, there were no significant differences

between the concentrations of any other nutrients.

Bead and Cell Aggregates. The beads became aggregated in all cultures and cells detached

from Cytodex-1. The aggregate sizes and onset of cell detachment occurred after similar culture

times and to similar levels, as were described above (i0.3.1).

Discussion. The day of refeed initiation affected Vero cell growth in cultures of either bead but

did not affect maximum cell yields. No one has previously discussed whether the day of refeed

initiation affected cell growth. The day of refeed initiation proportionally increased the time taken

to reach the maximum cell yield. The lag phases immediately after initiating refeeding after 96

and 120 h could explain the longertime to maximum cell yield.

Nutrient analyses explained the lag phases in the g6 and 120 h cultures. Cultures refed from

96 and 120 h had low glucose and glutamine concentrations at the point of refeeding initiation.

Ammonia and lactate were at high concentrations at this time. These, either alone or in synergy,

could cause the lag phases, although, the low glutamine and glucose are the most likely. No

other detectable nutrients were limiting at the refeed initiation times in any cultures.

At maximum cell yield both glutamine and glucose were at low concentrations in all cultures.
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This suggests that the refeed rate used (one daily 50o/o vlv medium exchange) was sub-optimal

and was not supplying sufficient nutrients for cell growth at this time. However, as serine was in

excess in all cultures this could not be responsible for the cessation of growth.

10.3.4 Volume of Refeed Medium

Introduction' To generate the highest Vero cell yields the glucose, glutamine and serine

concentrat¡ons must be maintained as high as possible. These concentrations could be affected

by the refeed rates and strategy used. Therefore, this study determined the effects of various

refeed rates on Vero cell yields and cell/bead loadings in microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. The Vero cultures were grown in Medium ll + 5.g7o v/v sCS in refed spinner

flasks, as described above (10.3.1). Culture refeeding was initiated after 72 h with one daitv

medium exchange of various volumes (between 13-g0o/o v/v).

Results. Table 10.9 shows maximum Vero cell yields and cell/bead loadings in cultures of

Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G using the various refeeding rates. Table 10.10 shows the nutrient

analyses for the major consumed and produced components in these cultures at maximum cell

yield' (1) Maximum Vero cell yields and cell/bead loadings in cultures of either bead were

affected by the medium exchange rate used. (2) There were significanily higher (44%, p<0.01)

maximum cellyields (l-able 10.9) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to

all medium exchange rates used. (3) Maximum cell yields and cell/bead loadings in cytodex-1

cultures were significantly higher (P<0.01) at medium exchange rates of 2il)o/o vlv compared to

all other rates used. Maximum yields and loadings in Cultispher-G cultures were significanly

higher (P<0.01) al275o/o v/v compared to all other rates used. (4) Maximum cell/bead loadings

were significantly higher (322o/o, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 at all

the medium exchange rates used.



Table 10.9 - The effect of the daily refeeding medium volume on maximum Vero cell yields in
100 mL spinner flask cultures of 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were
inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cells/mL in Medium ll + 5.0o/o vlv sCS. Refeeding was initiated after72
h in culture at various daily medium exchange rates (between 13-90% v/v). Flasks were stirred
at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G)
and were ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h. The flasks were readjusted daily to pH 7.1 after 72 h in
culture with 1.00 M Hcl or 2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Refeed Medium
Exchange Rate

(% v/v)

Maximum Cell Concentration

(x to6lmt)

Maximum Cell/Bead Loading

(Cells/Bead)
Cvtodex-1 Cultisoher-G Cvtodex-1 Cultispher-G

13

25

38

50

75

on

2.21 !0.15

2.98 r 0.25

4.01 t 0.35

5.58 t 0.45

5.51 r 0.45

5.67 r 0.45

2.67 x0.17

3.60 t 0.30

5.35 r 0.40

7.57 r 0.65

8.72 !.0.75

9.35 t 0.85

491

oo¿

891

1,240

1,224

1,260

1,745

2,353

3,497

4,948
q 

^oo
6,1'11
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Table 10.10 - The effect of the medium exchange volume on the major consumed and
produced component concentrations at maximum Vero cell yield in tcío ml spinner flask
cultures ox 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 (A) and 1.70 g/L Gultispher-G (B). The cells were inocutated at
0.05 x 10o cells/ml in Medium ll + 5.0% v/v sCS. Refeeding was initiated after72 h in culture at
one daily medium exchange of between 13-90o/o v/v. Culture supernatants were analysed for
glucose, lactate, glutamine, ammonia and serine. The values are means of n=2.

Table 10.f 0A) - Cytodex-i.

Table f 0.108) - Cultispher-G.

Medium
Exchange

Rate
(o/o vlv)

Concentration of Major Component at Maximum Cell yield

I ilVl

Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

13

25

38

50

75

on

3.70 t 0.40

4.10 r 0.40

5.30 r 0.60

7.75 r 0.80

11.85 r 1.20

14.30 x 1.40

21.40 !2.40

21.25 ! 2.30

20.10 r 2.00

19.25 x2.00

15.90 r 1.60

11.35 x 1.20

0.00 t 0.01

0.00 r 0.01

0.15 r 0.02

0.30 r 0.10

0.72 ! 0.10

1 .25 ! 0.15

3.2010.35

3.20 t 0.30

3.20 r 0.30

3.10 r 0.30

2.90 r 0.30

2.60 x0.25

1 .10 t 0.'1 0

1.1010.10

1 .15 t 0.10

1 .10 t 0.10

1 .25 I 0.10

1 .35 r 0.10

Medium
Exchange

Rate
(o/o vlv)

Concentration of Major Component at Maximum Cell yield'

Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

13

25

?Â

50

78,

90

2.15 !0.20

2.30 !0.20

3.65 t 0.40

4.30 r 0.50

4.40 r 0.50

4.5010.50

31 .40 r 3.10

31.25 !3.10

31.40 t 3.10

31 .25 r 3.10

30.50 t 3.10

29.40 r 3.00

0.30 r 0.10

0.30 r 0.10

0.35 r 0.10

0.30 r 0.10

0.40 r 0.10

0.35 r 0.10

3.20 r 0.30

3.15 t 0.30

3.15 r 0.30

3.25 r 0.30

3.10 r 0.30

3.20 r 0.30

1.10 r 0.10

1.10 t 0.10

1 .15 t 0.10

'1 .10 t 0.10

1.15 r 0.10

1.15 r 0.10
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Nutrient Analysis. Nutrient analyses (fable 1O.1OA)) showed there was an excess of glutamine

and glucose at maximum cell yield in Cytodex-1 cultures with a medium exchange of g0o/o vlv.

However, the residual concentrations of glucose and glutamine at maximum cell yield were

proportionally lower with refeed rates at 75-25o/o vlv. There was no residual glutamine at

medium exchange rates of 13-25% vlv. The ammonia and lactate concentrations were not

significantly different at 13-50% v/v but were significantly lower at g0 (ammonia) and 75-90

(lactate) o/o vlv medium exchange rates. There was no significant difference in the residual

serine concentration with respect to any medium exchange rate used.

Nutrient analysis in Cultispher-G cultures ffable 10.108)) showed no significant differences

in the residual concentrations of any component with respect to the medium exchange rates

use0.

Bead Aggregates. Bead aggregates were present in Cytodex-1 cultures at all medium

exchange rates, as described above (10.3.1). The cells began to detach from Cytodex-1 beads

at times which were proportionally longer with the increasing medium exchange rate used.

Significant proportions (16-280/0, P<0.05) of free cells were found at maximum cell yield with

medium exchange rates of 13-25o/o vlv. There were few free cells at 5O-gO% v/v medium

exchange rates at any time up to maximum cell yield in Cultispher-G cultures. However.

significant numbers of cells (>15o/o, P=0.05) were detached within 48 h of reaching the maxlmum

cell yield at 13-50% v/v medium exchange rates.

Discussion. The refeed rates in the previous literature have varied even with the same cell

line. For example Forestall et al. (1992) grew Vero cetls in DMEM/F12 + 10.0% vtv FBS in

cultures of 5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and refed with a single 50o/o vlv medium exchange when the

glucose concentration reached 11.11 mM. Glutamine was shown to be at 0.g0-2.00 mM

throughout their cultures. The cells grew from 0.20 up to 4.00 x 106 cells/mL in approximately

10 d. However, Lee et al. (1992) grew Vero cells on 0.50 g/L porous polystyrene beads and
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refed the cells with a 100o/o v/v medium exchange when the glucose was at 5.55 mM. These

authors estimated their cell count from the glucose consumption as the cells could not be easily

recovered from the beads and their cell counts are highly speculative. Nahapetian et al. (1gg6)

grew Vero cells with L-15 + 5.0o/o vlv FBS, diluted (1:1) with phosphate buffered saline (pBS), in

cultures of 20.00 g/L Superbeads and refed at 8.00 v/v/d with no rationale. The cells grew to

30.00 x 106 cells/ml. None of these authors showed any optimisation of these conditions.

The results in this study show maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were

proportional to the medium exchange rate used. Maximum cell yields were not increased in

Cytodex-1 cultures at medium exchange rates above 50o/o vlv whereas maximum yields were

increased at all medium exchange rates in cultispher-G cultures.

The Cytodex-1 results could be explained by two effects:- (1) Limiting bead surface area for

cell growth at 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 with one >50% v/v medium exchange. This effect agrees with

the refed culture results of Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) who suggested 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 was

limiting to growth and therefore, they used 3.00-5.00 g/L Cytodex-1. (2) There was nutrient

limitation in Cytodex-1 cultures at the medium exchange rates used. No nutrients which could

be detected were found to be at limiting concentrations with a 90% v/v medium exchange rate.

However, oxygen (which was not monitored) could explain this effect, as described above

(10.3.1). The bead concentration appears to be responsible, as cells were detaching prior to

maximum cell yield. Cell multi-layering could increase the nutrient limitation effect by preventing

diffusion to lower cell layers (Nahapetian et al., 1986). A lack of glucose, as found at 13-25o/o vlv

medium exchange could lead to reduced cell adhesion (Kleinman et al., 19gl) or viability

(Grinnell, 1982), as was discussed previously (6.3.3).

The Cultispher-G results support the limiting surface area argument, as maximum cell yields

were significantly higher at all refeeding rates in these cultures. Macroporous Cultispher-G

beads have highly increased surface areas forgrowth (Leighton et al., 1g67) which could explain

their higher yields. Hence, oxygen could not have been limiting to cultures of either bead stirred

at 60 rpm. oxygen limitation could have effects on maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures
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which could explain the non-linear increase in maximum cell yields at 50-90% v/v medium

exchange rates. lt is likely the DOT was low throughout most of these cultures, as shown by

Nahapetian et al. (1986), except immediately afterrefeeding when the DOT could be >100% due

to temperature and supersaturation effects. Thus, it could be speculated that Vero cell yíelds

>9.35 x 106 cells/ml could be achieved in Cultispher-G cultureswith no nutrient limitations.

The results suggest that a ramped refeeding strategy could be a preferable method of

growing Vero cells to high yields and will be discussed below (11.3.4)

Nutrient analyses confirm that refeeding strategies must be optimised to maintain non-

limiting concentrations of essential nutrients. Glutamine was the most important nutrient to cell

growth, as discussed previously (6.3.4). Glucose was also important in cultures of either bead.

However, the results in this study contradict previous strategies of controlling culture refeeding

rates based on glucose concentrations (Forestallet al., 1992 and Lee et al., 1992).

The cell/bead loadings show there were differences between the bead types. Maximum

cell/bead loadings were significantly higher in Cúltispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1.

Others have shown that macroporous beads produce higher cell/bead loadings (Leighton et al.,

1967 and Reiter et al., 1990). However, Reiter et al. (1990) claimed Cultispher-G produced an

order of magnitude more cells compared to solid beads. The cell/bead results in this study were

not an order of magnitude higher in Cultispher-G compared to Cytodex-1 cultures but this could

be explained by the unoptimised conditions (i.e. spinner flasks) used.

10.3.5 Spinner Flask Volume

lntroduction. Processes require to be scaled-up to generate more cells and products.

However, the spinner flask volume affects maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead

proportional to the st¡rrer speed used (5.3.13). Therefore, this study determined the effects of

spinner flask volume on daily refed growth of Vero cells in microcarrier cultures to define the

optimal spinner flask volume for process development work.
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Experimental' Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in Medium ll + S.0% v/v sCS and

grown in daily refed (one 50o/o vlv medium exchange from 72 h onwards) cultures in various

spinner flask working volumes (100-500 mL working volume), as described above (10.3.1).

Results. Table 10.11 shows maximum Vero cell yields in refed cultures of Cytodex-1 and

Cultispher-G in the various spinner flask working volumes used and stirring at different speeds.

(1) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the spinner flask working

volumes and stirrer speeds used. (2) There were significanfly higher (2g%, p<0.01) maximum

cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all spinner flask

volumes and speeds used. (3) There were significantly higher (P<0.01) maximum cell yields in

cultures of either bead in 100 mL working volume flasks compared to the others used in this

study with either stirring speed. (4) The maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were

significantly higher (18%, P<0.05) with stirring at 40 ramped to 60 rpm after 72h compared to 40

rpm continuously.

Discussion. Most of the previously reported refeeding work has used 100 mL spinnerflasks of

various designs for Vero and CHo cells (Nahapetian et al., 1986 and Smiley et al., 1992) or

bioreactors (Martin et al., 1987 and Reiter et al., 1990). Few reports have discussed whether

differences in the engineering design of culture flasks affects cell yields. clark and Hirtenstein

(1981) discussed using 5,000 mL working volume flasks with Vero cells refeeding with one 50%

viv medium exchange after 3-4 d. The authors saw no differences in maximum cell yields with

3.00-5.00 g/L cytodex-1 (5.00 x 106 cells/ml) in any flask volumes used.

The results in this study show that maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were

significantly and proportionally lower as the spinner flask volume increased. Ramped stirrer

speeds (40-60 rpm) significantly increased the maximum cell yields in the 250-500 mL ftasks

compared to continuous stirring at 40 rpm. These results reflect the differences in the spinner

flask design ratios described previously (5.3.13). All of these differences could affect the oxygen
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Table 10.11 - The effect of the spinnerflask working volume on maximum Vero cell yields in
daily refed cultures of 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l or 1.70 glL Gultispher-G. The cells were inocutated
at 0.05 x 10o cells/ml with enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS in 100,250 and 500 mL spinner
flasks. The flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenfly for 24 h then
continuously (Cultispher-G) or were ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture. Refeeding was
initiated after 72 h in culture at one daily 50% v/v medium exchange. The pH was readjusted
daily to pH7.1 after72 h in culture with 1.00 M Hcl or 2.00 M NaoH. The values are rneans of
n=2.

Spinner Flask
Working Volume

(mL)

100

250

500

Maximum Cell Concentration

106

7.66 + 0.60

4.37 + 6.35

3.22 x0.25

Cultispher-G Cultisoher-G
40 40-60

7 .71 ! 0.55

5.98 r 0.45

4.27 !0.30

Cytodex-1 Cytodex-1

5.65 + 0.45 5.5210.40

3.75 x0.25 4.63 t 0.35

2.65 r 0.16 3.85 r 0.30
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entrainment into the system explaining the cell yields. Thus, the results in this study contradict

those of Clark and Hirtenstein (1981). Several reasons could explain this:- (1) The previous

authors used different spinner flasks to the ones in this study. (2) There were differences in the

refeeding strategies and media used. Clark and Hirtenstein (1981) used original DMEM + 10.o%

v/v FBS with one 50o/o vlv medium exchange every 3-4 d compared to the serine and pyruvate

enriched DMEM + 5.0o/ovlv sCS in this study refed 50% vlv every day after 72h in culture. (3)

The previous authors used the crystal violet nuclei stain method of cell counting compared to the

trypan blue method in this study which could have given similar cell counts (2.50-3.00 x 106

cells/mL by the trypan blue method in 100-500 mL spinner flasks) if adjusted for count

differences between the methods (referto 4.3).

10.3.6 Serum Concentration of the Refeeding Medium

Introduction. Low serum concentrations (<5.0% v/v) reduced cell yields proportionally in

cultures of Cytodex-1 (6.3.2) suggesting serum nutrients were important to cell growth in such

cultures. The concentrations of these components could be depleted more quickly from medium

supplemented at low (1.0o/o vlv) compared to high (>5.0% v/v) serum concentrations. However,

daily refeeding with complete medium could prevent these limitations and allow lower serum

concentrations to be used in the refeeding medium. No reports were found describing the

optimal serum concentration for culture refeeding. Therefore, this study determined the optimal

refeeding medium serum concentration for Vero cells in microcarrier cultures,

Experimental. Preadapted Vero cells were inoculated in Medium ll supplemented with iron

enriched, supplemented calf serum (scs) at either (a) 1.0-5.0% v/v or (b) trace etement

"enriched" 1.0o/o vlv scs (1.0 mg/L of Feso4.7H2o and znso4.7í2o and 0.0025 mg/L

CuSo4.SH2O)' The cultures were grown in daily refed spinner flasks (one 50% v/v medium

exchange from72 h onwards), as described above (10.3.1).
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Results. Table 10.12 shows maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-

G with the various serum concentrations in the medium. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields in

cultures of either bead were affected by the serum concentration in the refeeding medium. (2)

There were significantly higher (55%, P<0.01) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures

compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all the serum concentrations used. (3) Maximum cell

yields in cultures of either bead were significantly higher (P<0.0S) al S.O % v/v serum compared

to all other concentrations used. (4) There was no significant difference in the maximum cell

yield in Cytodex-1 cultures refed with trace metal enriched 1.0o/o vlv sCS compared to 1 .0o/o vlv

sCS. However, there was a significantly higher (20%, P<0.05) maximum cell yield in Gultispher-

G cultures refed with the enriched '1.0% v/v sCS.

A complete nutrient analysis was not performed on these cultures.

Free Cells' Cells were detached in Cytodex-1 cultures prior to maximum cell yield and

proportional to the serum concentration used in the medium. Many cells (3S%) were detached at

1'0o/ovlvsCS. Thefreecellsaggregatedinlargeclumps(50-lOOcells). However,fewfreecells

(<5o/o of the totalcell count) were found in any of the cultispher-G cultures.

Discussion. Previous research into high cell yield culture with CHO, Vero and monkey kidney

(CV-1) cells has used FBS supplemented media (Nahapetian et al., 1986, Smitey et al., 19g9,

Reiteretal., 1990,Ademaetal., 1990,Forestall etal., 1992andOhlsonetal., 1994). However,

the serum concentration in these reports varied between 2.0-10.0o/o vlv.

The results in this study show maximum Vero cell yields in refed Cytodex-1 cultures were

proportional to the serum concentration at <5.0% v/v sCS. Thus, there was no difference ¡n the

effects of reduced serum concentrations in refed compared to batch cultures (ô.3.2). However,

Refed Cultispher-G cultures also reached proportionally reduced cell yields at <5.0% v/v sCS

which differed from batch results (6.3.2) where the cell yield was only significanfly reduced at

1.0o/o vlv sCS. Therefore, serum factors were important to cell yields in cultures of either bead.
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Table 10.12 - The effect of the serum concentration and trace metal enrichment in the
refeeding medium on maximum Vero cellyields in 100 mL spinnerflasks on 1.00 g/L Cytoclex-i
or 1'70 g/L Gultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/mL in Meãium il + 5.0%
v/v sCS. Flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittenfly for 24 h then
continuously (Cultispher-G) and were ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h. Refeeding was initiated after
72 h at one daily 50% vlv medium exchange. The pH was readjusted daily to þH Z.t after 72 h in
cufturewith 1.00 M Hclor2.00 M NaoH. The values are means of n=2.

Refeeding Medium Maximum Cell Concentration
106

Cultispher-G

DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

DMEM + 2.5o/o v/v sCS

DMEM + 1 .0o/o v/v sCS

DMEM + 1.0o/o v/v sCS +

Metals

* - Highest cell yield.

7 .71 ! 0.55

6.18 t 0.50

5.72 ! 0.45

6.85 r 0.50

5.63 r 0.40

4.73 10.35

3.25 t 0.25

3.4710.30
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However, the cells were more affected by low serum concentrations in refed Cytodex-1 cultures.

Previously (6.3.2) it was speculated that metal ions could be responsible for the growth

differences between the serum concentrations. However, there was no significant difference in

the maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures refed with 1.0o/o vlv sCS with or without metal

enrichment. The cells did grow to significantly higher maximum yields in Cultispher-G cultures

with enriched 1.0o/o v/v sCS and reached a yield which was not significanfly different from that at

5.0% v/v sCS.

Several reasons could explain this. Cells growing in Cultispher-G cultures could have a

requirement for high concentrations of either iron, zinc or copper for a biosynthetic process for

grovúth. lron could be required for the cytochrome oxidative phosphorylation mechanism for

energy generation (Voet and Voet, 1990) or for maintenance of cell adhesion (Grinnell, 1gg2),

zinc could be required as an enzyme cofactor for DNA synthesis (Epstein, 1gB2) and copper as

an enzyme cofactor (Prescott et al., 1990).

10.3.7 Perfusion Growth in the Celligen B¡oreactor

Introduction. The optimal method of growing cells is in a fully controlled bioreactor which can

be scaled-up linearly to large volumes (>1,OOO L) for production purposes. This could give

increased cell yields through improved physical environments. A major limitation to high cell

yield spinner flask growth is that medium replacement once a day could cause cyclical changes

in nutrient and inhibitor concentrations affecting cell growth. Perfusion fermentations prevent

this effect. Therefore, this study determined the effects of transferring the daily refeeding

methods, defined in spinnerflasks (10.3.1-6), into the controlled Celligen bioreactor on Vero cell

growth in microcarrier perfusion fermentations to define maximum cell/bead ratios.

Experimental. Preadapted Vero cells were inoculated into the 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor in

Medium ll + 5.0% v/vsCS, asdescribed above (10.3.1). After72h in culture perfusionwas
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initiated at various rates (0.50-1.50 v/v/d). Other physical parameters were controlled at set-

points described previously (2.4.5). The pH was controlled by CO2 sparQing to lower and by

pumping a solution of 1.00 M Na2CO3 to raise the pH and the DoT was controlled by sparging

compressed air blended with pure oxygen to raise or sparging pure N2 to lower the DOT.

Results. Fig. 10.5 shows Vero cell growth in Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G cultureswith various

perfusion rates in the Celligen bioreactor. Table 10.13 shows maximum cell yields and cell/bead

loadings in these cultures. Table 10.14 shows the cell growth rates and lag phases in these

cultures' Table 10.15 shows the major nutrient concentrations at maximum cell yield in these

cultures. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields were unaffected in Cytodex-1 cultures but were affected

in Cultispher-G cultures by the perfusion rates used. (2) There were significanly higher (91%,

P<0'01) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to atl

perfusion rates used. (3) There was no significant difference in the maximum ceil yield in

Cytodex-1 cultures at any perfusion rate used. (4) There were significanily higher (p<0.01)

maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures at >1.00 v/v/d compared to 0.50 v/v/d. (5) There

was no significant difference (l-able 10.13) in the maximum cell/bead loadings in Cytodex-.1

cultures at all perfusion rates used. Maximum cell/bead loadings in Cultispher-G cultures were

significantly higher (57%, P<0.01) at >1.00 v/v/d compared to 0.50 v/v/d. (6) Therefore, there

were significantly higher (540o/o, P<0.01) maximum cell/bead loadings in cultures of Cuttispher-G

compared to Cytodex-1. (7) The maximum cell/bead loadings gave optimal perfusion rates of

0.50-0.60 vlvldlg beads with respect to either bead type. (8) There was no significant difference

Oable 10'14) in the biphasic cell growth rates in cultures of either bead with respect to any

perfusion rate used. The cell growth rate was high and linear up to between 16g and 192 h in

culture and was significantly higher (227%, P<0.01) compared to the low lineargrowth rate up to

maximum cell yield. The onset of the lower growth rate phase occurred at a cell yield of 4.S0-

5'00 x 106 cells/mL in cultures of either bead. (9) The total culture time to reach maximum cell

yields in cultures of either bead was significantly longer (19%, P<0.05) in 100 mL spinner flasks
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Table 10.13 - The effects of the perfusion rate on the maximum Vero cell yields and
cefl/bead loadings in 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor on 1.00 g/L Gytodex-1 and 1.20 glL
cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x 106 cells/ml in Medium ll + 5.0% v/v sCS.
The bioreactor was perfused from 72 h in culture at 0.50, 1.00 or 1.50 vivld. The values are
means of n=2.

" - Highest cell yield.

Tabf e 10.14 - The effects of the perfusion rate on the Vero cell growth rates and lag phases
in 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The ce¡s
were inoculated at 0.05 x 10o cellsimL in enriched DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. The bioreactorwas
perfused from72 h in culture at 0.50, 1.00 or 1.50 v/v/d. The values are means o,f n=2.

Perfusion Rate
(vlv/d)

Maximum cell Yields and cell/Bead Ratios with the perfusion Rate Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

Maximum Yield

(x 106 cells/mL)

Maximum
Cell/Bead Ratio

(Cells/Bead)

Maximum Yield

(x 106 cells/mL)

Maximum
Cell/Bead Ratio

lCells/Bead)
0.50

1.00

1.50

5.88 r 0.42

5.78 x 0.41

5.87 x0.42

1,307

1,284

1,304

8.11 r 0.57

12.60 r 0.89

12.80 t 0.91-

5,30r

8,235

8,366

Perfusion
Rate

(v/v/d)

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lag phase with the perfusion Rate
Used

Cytodex-1 Cultisoher-G

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

(h-1 )

Lag Phase

(h)

Specific Cell
Growth Rates

(h- r)

Lag Phase

0.50

4n^

1.50

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

0.036 t 0.003

0.010 r 0.001

0.035 r 0.003

0.010 r 0.001

0.036 t 0.003

0.010 t 0.001

3.00 t 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

4.50 r 0.50

0.037 r 0.003

0.009 t 0.001

0.036 r 0.003

0.013 t 0.001

0.036 r 0.003

0.013 r 0.001

6.00 t 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 t 1.00
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Table 10.15 - The effects of the perfusion rate on the major consumed and produced
component concentrations at maximum Vero cell yield in 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor on
1.00 giL Cytodex-1 (A) and 1.70 gtL Cultispher-G (B).The celts were inoculated at 0.05 x 106
cells/mL in Medium ll + 5.0% v/v sCS. The bioreactorwas perfused from72 h in culture at 0.50,
1.00 or 1'50 v/v/d. Culture supernatantswere analysed forglucose, lactate, glutamine, ammonia
and serine. The values are means of n=2.

Table 10.154) - Cytodex-1.

Table 10.158) - Cultispher-G.

Perfusion
Rate

(v/v/d)

Concentration of Major Component at Maximum Cell yield

mM
Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

0.50

1.00

1.50

7 .25 ! 0.70

12.85 + t.3O

16.60 I 1.70

21.30 x2.30

13.20 r 1 .30

8.85 r 0.90

0.25 + 0.04

1 .15 t 0.15

1 .45 r 0.15

3.15 r 0.30

2.45 r 0.30

2.10 x 0.20

1 .15 t 0.10

1 .40 r 0.15

1.65 t 0.15

Perfusion
Rate

(v/v/d)

Concentration of Major Component at Maximum Cell Yield

T]M
Glucose Lactate Glutamine Ammonia Serine

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.35 ! 0.25

8.85 10.90

12.55 I 1 .30

35.30 r 3.50

24.50 x2.50

18.50 r 1 .90

0.30 r 0.10

0.75 r 0.10

1 .35 t 0,15

3.20 t 0.30

2.50 !0.25

1.30 r 0.'15

1.10 r 0.10

1.30 r 0.10

1 .45 I 0.10
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at one daily 50% v/v medium exchange compared to the Celligen bioreactor at 0.50 v/v/d.

However, there was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields produced in these

cultures with respect to either bead type. There was a significantly higher maximum cell yield

(36%' P<0.01) in bioreactor cultures of Cultispher-G at 1.00 v/v/d compared to spinner flasks

with one daily 90% v/v medium exchange.

Nutrient Analysis. Nutrient analysis results ffable 10.15) could explain the differences in

maximum cell yields between the perfusion rates used. In cultures of either bead the residual

concentrations at maximum cell yield of all the nutrients were proportionally increased with the

perfusion rate used. However, residual concentrations of all the nutrients were significanfly

higher (P<0'01) in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G at all perfusion rates used.

Glutamate (1.25 mM) and alanine (0.65 mM) were produced to high concentrations at maximum

cell yield in cultures of either bead at 0.50 v/v/d perfusion rate. There were significan¡y lower

(P<0.01) concentrations of glutamate (0.70 and 0.45 mM) and alanine (0.45 and 0.25 mM)

produced at maximum cellyield at perfusion rates of 1.00 and'1.50 v/v/d, respectively.

Cell Detachment. The cells began to detach from Cytodex-1 beads prior to reaching the

maximum cell yield at all the perfusion rates used. The free cells detached from the beads after

reaching a cell yield of 4.00-4.50 x 106 cells/mL. The cells formed cell aggregates of a similar

size to the beads. Free cells were also found in Cultispher-G cultures 24 h after reaching the

maximum cell yield at a perfusion rate of 0.50 v/v/d. However, there were few free cells in

Cultispher-G cultures perfused at 1.00-1.S0 v/v/d.

Discussion. others have previously used perfusion bioreactor microcarrier cultures for CHo

and Vero cell growth (Reiter et al., 1990, Avgerinos et al., 1990 and Ohlson et al., 1994). Reiter

et al. (1990) and ohlson et al. (1994) grew cHo cells with Cultispher-G. However, the perfusion

rates were very different with the former authors ramping from 10.00-30.00 v/v/d and the latter
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authors from 0.50-6.00 v/v/d. These perfusion rates appear high and would not be cost

effective, unless the product had a high commercial value. The results suggest the media were

not completely optimised and were limiting the supply of an important nutrient for high cell yields.

The results in this study show maximum Vero cell yields could not be increased in 1.00 g/L

Cytodex-'l cultures with perfusion rates >0.50 v/v/d and in 1.70 glL Cultispher-G cultures at

>1.00 v/v/d. This agrees with the previous spinnerflask results (10.3 1-6) previously (10.3.4) it

was speculated that Cultispher-G cultures could reach yields >g.50 x 106 cells/ml. The

bioreactor results confirm this showing that spinner flasks should only be used for preliminary

refeeding studies to identify important nutrients and to suggest initial refeed strategies. Accurate

assessments for system scale-up must be performed in controlled bioreactors.

The nutrient concentration results confirm these findings. The nutrients were in excess at

perfusion rates > 0.50 v/v/d in 1.00 g/L Cytodex-'l cultures. However, in 1.70 g/L Cultispher-G

cultures the nutrients were only in excess with 1.50 v/v/d.

The maximum cell/bead loadings were 6.44 times higher in Cultispher-G cultures compareo

to Cytodex-1' The maximum loadings were 1,300 cells/bead for Cytodex-1 and g,300 cells/bead

for Cultispher-G cultures. The cell/bead number of Cultispher-G compares favourably with

previous values for Verax@ collagen beads (8,000-12,000 cells/bead - Vournakis and

Runstadler, 1989). These loadings reflect both the differences in the bead number/g dry weight

and the surface area for growth. Cytodex-1 contain 4.3-4.5 x 106 beads/g and Cuttispher-G

contain 0.9-1.0 x 106 beads/g dry weight. The maximum cell/bead loading difference between

the beads was not an order of magnitude but would agree with results showing macroporous

beads produce higher cell/bead loadings (Leighton et al., 1967 and Reiter et at., 1990).

However, if we compare the cell/bead loadings at the point where cell detachment began in

Cytodex-1 cultures, then the difference would be >g.00 times.

The results can be used to identify the optimal perfusion rate/g beads used in the sysrem.

The optimal perfusion rate for maximum cell/bead loadings was at 0.50 v/v/d/g of either beads.

Therefore, Vero cell growth would be maximal in cultures of either bead with the same perfusion
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rate/g beads used. The maximum cell/bead loading defines the maximum number of cells

grown on each bead before either nutrient diffusion limitations prevent further growth or the cells

become sloughed off the beads. The value sets the target loading for scale-up cultures using

higher microcarrier concentrations.

There were similar biphasic growth rates in cultures of either bead type in bioreactors and

spinner flasks. However, the cells grew with the linear, high rate throughout most of the

bioreactor cultures reaching signíficantly higher cell yields (4.00-4.50 x 106 cells/ml) compared

to spinnerflasks (<2.00 x 106 cells/mL) before reducing. This difference could be exptained by

oxygen limitations in spinner flasks, as discussed above (10.3.4) whereas, there were probably

no oxygen limitations in bioreactor cultures. Glutamine could be responsible for the onset of the

low growth rate phase in bioreactor cultures of either bead, as the glutamine concentration at

each sampling time was <1.00 mM in cultures at 0.50-1.00 v/v/d. However, there were no

significant differences in the maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead at 0.50 v/v/d in the

bioreactor or with one daily 50% vlv medium exchange in spinner flasks. There were

significantly higher maximum cell yields in cultispher-G cultures in the bioreactor at 1.00 v/v/d

compared to spinner flasks at one daily g0o/o vlv medium exchange. This would agree with the

oxygen limitation described above.

10.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to define the refeeding medium, refeeding rates and

maximum cell/bead loadings for Vero cell cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G beads. The

results above show that:

- maximum cell yields were significantly higher (%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures

compared to cytodex-1 with respect to allthe studies described above (10.3.1_7).

- the serine concentration governed the maximum Vero cell yields in refed or perfusion

cultures. Hence, serine must be enriched to a total of 2.00 mM for refed cell orowth.
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- the optimal glutamine concentration in the refeeding medium was 4.00 mM for either

bead.

- the surface area for cell growth was limiting to refed growth at 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1. Cell

aggregates appeared in the medium after cell yields of approximately 4.00 x 106 cells/mL in

spinner flasks and after 5.00 x 106 cells/mL in Celligen bioreactor. Nutrient timitations,

particularly oxygen or serum nutrients, are suggested as the cause of this effect.

- maximum cell/bead loadings were significantly higher (540ok, p<0.01) in Cultispher-G

beads compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to the perfusion rates used in this study. Cultures of

cultispher-G could grow 6.40-9.00 times the cell/bead loading of cytodex-1.

- the cell growth rates in spinner flasks and Celligen b¡oreactor cultures of either bead were

biphasic with an initial linear high growth rate phase which was significanfly higher compared to

the following low growth rate up to maximum cell yield. Spinner flask cultures grew at the high

rate up to cell yields between 1.50-2.00 x 106 cells/mL. However, Celligen bioreactor cultures

had the high growth rate up to a significantly higher cell yield before lowering (>4.00 x 106

cells/mL). This could be caused by improved nutrient availability in the bioreactor. Oxygen

diffusion is suggested to controlthe onset of the low growth rate phase in spinner flask cultures.

- the 250 and 500 mL working volume Bellco spinner flasks produced significan¡y tower

maximum cell yields compared to 100 mL. Hence, process devefopment of refed cuttures was

impossible with linear increases of process parameters. The non-linear flask scale-uo was

responsible for this.

- the optimal refeeding or perfusion rates were at 0.50-0.60 vlvld (or one daily 50-60%

v/v medium change) per g of either bead type.
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Chapter 11. High Density Cultivation of Vero Cells in Perfusion Microcarrier Cultures
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11. High Density Gultivation of Vero cells in Perfusion Microcarrier cultures

11.1 Introduction

Previous literature on culture refeeding to increase maximum cell yields has always involved

high concentrations of microcarriers to provide sufficient surface area for growth. Cytodex-1 and

Cultispher-G microcarrier concentrations of 3.00-5.00 g/L are most common with African green

monkey kidney (Vero), Chinese hamster ovary (CHO), baby hamster kidney (BHlg, Madin-Darby

canine kidney (MDCK) and monkey kidney (CV-1) cells (Ctark and Hirtenstein, 1981, Martin et

al'' 1987, Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988, Smiley et al., 1989, Adema et at., 1990, Reiter et at.,

1990, Forestallet al., 1992, schmid et al., 1992 and ohlson et al., 1994).

CHO and MDCK cells have been grown in Celligen bioreactors on either 6.00 g/L Cytodex-3

or4'00 g/L Cultispher-S (Martin et al., 1987 and Ohlson et at., 1994) and CHO and Vero have

been grown in a fluidised bed (Reiter et al., 1990). MDCK ceils reached a high yield (23.00 x

106 cells/mL) at a perfusion rate of 1.00 v/v/d (Martin et al., 1987). The CHo cell yields varied

between the reports. Reiter et al. (1990) used ramped perfusion rates from 10.00-30.00 v/v/d

over a 30 d culture and obtained maximum CHO cell yields of 35.00 x 106 cells/ml of bed

volume in a 1,200 mLfluidised bed with 10.00 g/L cultispher-G beads. ohlson et at. (1994) also

used ramped perfusion rates of 0.50-6.00 vlvld and achieved maximum cHo cell yields of 4.00

x 106 cells/ml with 4.00 g/L beads. Indeed, there are several reports with similar maximum

CHO cell yields (3.00-4.00 x 106 cells/ml) in refed cultures in either DMEM/F12 or DMEM at

2.0-10.0o/o v/v foetal bovine serum (FBS) (Smiley et al., 1989, Forestall et al., 1992 and ohlson

et al.' 1994). However, these authors used different beads (5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 or 4.00 g/L

Cultispher-G) and refeed rates (0.50-6.00 vlvld) which suggests the parameters were

incompletely optimised in these studies. Vero cells have also been grown in a Celligen

bioreactor at a perfusion rate of 0.50 v/v/d on 3.00 g/L cytodex-3 (New Brunswick scientific@

(NBS)ReportNo.: CC114, 1991). Thecellsgrewtoalowmaximumyietd(2.00x106celts/mL)

after 6 d but could be maintained for a further 3 d at this value. Vero cells have grown to high
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yields (30.00 x 106 cells/ml) in refed/perfusion systems in L-15 medium (4.00 mM glutamine) at

5.0o/o vlv FBS (Nahapetian et al., 1986). The authors used high bead concentrations (20.00 g/L

Superbeads'u¡ and refeed rates (8.00 v/v/d) without proving this requirement and they also found

that diluting the medium with PBS (1:1) gave higher cell yields compared to undituted basal

medium. The differences in maximum cell yields could be explained by the systems, perfusion

rates, bead types or media used in these studies.

Glutamine is the major growth nutrient for Ehrlich ascites, HeLa, human fibroblast and Vero

cells (Rabinowitz et al., 1956, Griffiths, 1972, Reitzeret al., 1979 and 6.3.3). However, previous

reports on refed cultures used DMEM (25.00 mM glucose and 4.00 mM glutamine), DMEM/F'12

(17.50 mM glucose and 2.50 mM glutamine), L-15 (0 glucose, 10.00 mM fructose or galactose

and 2.00 mM glutamine) and M199 (5.55 mM glucose and 0.70 mM glutamine) at different

glucose and glutamine concentrations (Nahapetian et al.,'1986, Smiley et al., 1g8g, Reiteret al.,

1990, New Brunswick Scientific@ Report No.: CC114, lggl and Forestall et al., 1992). Hence,

the glutamine concentrations could explain the differences in cell growth and refeed rates

required.

Vero cells are used to commercially produce human and animal virus vaccines (Beale, 19g2

and Mendonca et al., 1993) in bioreactors of 1,000 L using microcarrier technology (Montagnon

et al., 1981). These cells have no commercial significance for producing secreted products

(Thilly, 1989). However, increasing the cell yields through culture refeeding could lead to

increased virus yields and also make the cells attractive for secreted protein production.

No one has previously determined the limiting culture factors or the maximum cell/bead

loadings for any cells priorto using increased bead concentrations. Previous studies (10.3.7) in

Celligen bioreactor cultures of 1.00 g/L solid Cytodex-1 and 1.70 g/L macroporous Cultispher-G

produced finite maximum Vero cell/bead loadings. The Cultispher-G cultures produced 6.40-

9.00 times more cells per bead. The study also showed these loadings were obtained with the

same .medium exchange/perfusion rate (0.50-0.60 v/v/d/g beads) in cultures of either bead. As

the maximum cell/bead loadings have been identified the system can be scaled-up. This paper
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attempts to confirm the optimal refeeding values by growing Celligen bioreactor cultures using

increased microcarrier concentrations. The system limitations to further increasing cell yields

are also defined.

ll.2 Materials and Methods

The methods involved in culturing and counting the cells and analyses of nutrients have

been described previously (2.1 -2.5).

11.2.1 Stock Cell Maintenance

Stock Vero cells were grown in T150 culture flasks and adapted to DMEM enriched with

serine and pyruvate (2.00 mM and 0.SO mM, respectively) + S.Oo/o vlv iron enriched,

supplemented calf serum (scs). The cells were detached and recovered by the standard

trypsinisation protocol (2.2) and counted by the trypan btue method (2.s.1-2).

11.3 Results and Discussion

11.3.1 Microcarrier Concentration in Refed Spinner Flasks

Introduct¡on' The microcarrier concentration used in culture refeeding has varied from 3.00-

20'00 g/L with many different bead types and cell lines. However, no one has proved their

microcarrier concentration as optimal for cell growth. Bead to bead collisions cause cell damage

in cytodex-3 cultures and increased microcarrier concentrations could result in significanily

reduced cell yields due to collisions. Therefore, this study determined the effects of using

various microcarrier concentrations and medium exchange rates on vero cell growth in spinner

flask microcarrier cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in 100 mL spinner flasks at various

concentrations of cytodex-1 (1 .00-5.00 g/L) and cultispher-G (1.70-5.10 g/L) in enriched DMEM
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+ 5'0o/o v/v iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (sCS), as described above (11.2.1). The

cultures were refed daily from 48 h onwards at either (i) 1 x 50% vlv (ii) 2 x 5}o/o vlv or (iii) 2 x

75o/o vlv medium exchanoes.

Results. Table 11.1 shows maximum Vero cell yields in cultureswith various concentrations of

Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G refed at various medium exchange rates. Table 11.2 shows cell

growth rates and lag phases in these cultures. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of

Cytodex-1 were affected by both the microcarrier concentration and the medium exchange rates

used. However, cultures of Cultispher-G were only affected by the medium exchange rates. (2)

There were significantly higher (28%, P<0.01) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures

compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to all microcarrier concentrations and medium exchange

rates used. (3) There were significantly higher (29%, P<0.01) maximum cell yields at >2.00 g/L

Cytodex-1 compared to 1.00 g/L with respect to all medium exchange rates used. Maximum cell

yields in Cultispher-G cultures were not significantly different at any microcarrier concentrat¡on

used. (4) Maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead were significanfly higher (39%, p<0.01)

at 2 x 75o/o and 2 x 50o/o v/v medium exchanges compared to 1 x 50o/o vlv with respect to all

microcarrier concentrations, except 1.00 g/L Cytodex-1. (5) There were biphasic cell growth

rates ffable 11.2) which were not significantly different in cultures of either bead. The high

growth rate extended up to cell counts of 2.00 x 106 cells/ml and was significanfly higher (27%,

P<0.01) compared to the low growth rate phase from this cell count up to maximum yield. (6)

There was no significant difference in the lag phases Crable 11.2) in any cultures.

A complete nutrient analysis was not performed on these cultures.

Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures were dependent on the bead

concentration at high medium exchange rates. However, the increased bead concentrations did

not give linear increases in maximum cell yields in spinner flask cultures. This suggests there

was still a major nutrient limitation in these cultures. The maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G
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Table 11.1 - The effect of microcarrier concentration and medium exchange rate on
maximum Vero cell yield in 100 mL spinnerflasks on Cytodex-l and Cultispfrer-C. The cells
wereinoculatedat0.05xl0ocells/mLonCytodex-1 (1.00-5.00g/L)andCultispher-G(1.70-g.50
g/L) in enriched DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS. Spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously
(Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and were ramped to 6ò
rpm after 72 h in culture. Refeeding with complete medium was initiated daily after 72 h in
culture at either 1 x 50o/o,2 x 50o/o or 2 x75o/o vlv medium exchanges. The pH was readjusted
dailyto pH 7.1 after72 h in culture with 1.00 M HCI or2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of
n=2.

" Highest cell yield.

Microcarrier
Concentration

(g/L)

Cytodex-1

Maximum Cell Yield at the Medium Exchange Rate Used

106
1 x 50o/o vlv 2 x 50o/o vlv 2 x75o/o vlv

1.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

5.75 t 0.45

5.62 t 0.45

5.48 r 0.45

5.73 t 0.45

5.58 10.45

7.72 t0.50

7.g6 + 0.50*

7.73 r 0.55

5.67 r 0.45

7.64 r 0.55

8.5810.55

8.93 t 0.60-

Cultispher-G

1.70

3.40

5.1 0

8.50

7.65 r 0.55

7.44 x0.55

7.50 t 0.55

7.42 !0.50

9.55 10.75

9.54 10.75

9.40 r 0.70

9.42 x0.75

9.45 r 0.70

9.41 10.65

9.35 + 6.75

9.62 + O.7o-



Table 11.2 - The effect of the microcarrier concentration and medium exchange rate on Vero cell growth rates and lag phases in
100 mL spinner flasks on 1.00 g/L Cytodex-l and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.05 x j06 cells/ml oñ b¡oOex-t
(1.00-5'00 g/L) and Cultispher-G (1.70-8.50 g/L) in enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. Spinner flasks were stirred at 40 rpm continuously
(Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and were ramped to 60 rpm after 72h in culture. Refeeding witñ
completemediumwasinitiateddailyafterT2hincultureateitherlxSOo/o,2x50o/oor2x75o/ovlvmediumexchangesandthepHwas
readjusted dailyto pH7.1with 1.00 M HCI or2.00 M NaOH. The values are means of on n=2.

Microcarrier
Concentration

Cytodex-1

1.00

2.OO

3.00

5.00

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lag Phase at the Perfusion Rate Used

1 x 50o/o vlv

Cultispher-G

0.035 10.003
0.011 I 0.001

0.035 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

0.035 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

0.035 r 0.003

0.011 I 0.001

1.70

3.40

5.10

8.50

Lag Phase

ft)

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

4.50 t 1.00

6.00 + 1.00

0.037 r 0.003

0.01210.001
0.036 10.003
0.01210.001
0.037 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

0.036 r 0.003

0.010 r 0.001

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

th-1)

6.00 + t.OO

2 x 50o/o vlv

0.036 r 0.003

0.010 r 0.001

0.036 r 0.003

0.011 I 0.001

0.036 r 0.003

0.01010.001
0.036 r 0.003

0.011 + 0.001

4.50 r 1.00

3.00 r 0.50

Lag Phase

(h)

4.50 r 1.00

3.00 10.50

4.50 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

4.50 r 1.00

4.50 r 1.00

6.00 + t.OO

0.037 r 0.003

0.013 r 0.001

0.037 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.037 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.037 r 0.003

0.012 + 0.001

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

2 x75o/o vlv

0.036 r 0.003

0.012 t 0.001

0.037 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.03610.003
0.010 r 0.001

0.036 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

4.50 r 1.00

4.50 + 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

6.00 r 1.00

Lag Phase

3.00 r 0.50

3.0010.50

4.50 t 1.00

4.50 r 1.00

0.037 f 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.037 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.037 t 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.037 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

4.50 r 1.00

3.00 10.50

4.50 I 1.00

6.00 r 1.00 (¡)
O)o
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cultures were not bead dependent but were significantly higher compared to Cytodex-1. The

results confirm that spinner flasks are poor environments for developing scale-up processes.

Oxygen supply could be the limiting nutrient in refed spinner flask cultures, as was discussed

previously (10.3.1). However, serum components could also be involved in lower cell yields in

Cytodex-1 cultures, asdiscussed previously (6.3.2 and 10.3.6). The oxygen limitation could help

to explain the similar CHO cell yields (3.00-4.00 x 106 cells/mL) in refed 100 mL spinner flask

cultures of 5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 obtained by previous authors (Smiley et al., 1989 and Forestail et

al.' 1992). However, it does not explain why CHO cells grown in a controlled Celligen bioreactor

culture of 4.00 g/L Cultispher-S and perfused at 6.00 v/v/d (Ohlson et al., 1994) only reached the

same cell yield. lt is hard to believe that a perfusion rate of 6.00 v/v/d could not supply all the

vital medium nutrients for cell growth. Another difference could be the bead type used, as the

latter authors grew CHo cells in Cultispher-S beads which have a smaller pore size compared to

cultispher-G. This could produce a low void volume in cultispher-s for growth.

The Vero cell growth rates showed biphasic patterns, as seen and discussed previously

(10.3.1). Nahapetian etal., (1986) showed similargrowth rate phaseswith refed Vero cuttures in

100 mL spinner flasks.

11.3.2 Perfusion Bioreactor Cultures

Introduction. The previous study (11.3.1) confirmed spinner flasks as a poor growth

environment for developing refeeding strategies. Thus, it was impossible to clearly determine

the effects of higher mícrocarrier concentrations and refeeding rates on Vero cell growth.

Therefore, this study determined the effects of using various microcarrier concentrations and

perfusion rates on Vero cell growth in Celligen bioreactor microcarrier cultures.

Experimental' Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in enriched DMEM + 5.0% v/v scs,

described above (11.2.1) on cytodex-1 beads (1.00-5.00 gil) and cuttispher-G beads (1.70-5.10
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g/L) in 1,300 mL Celligen bioreactor. Culture parameters were controlled at the set ooints

described previously (2.4.5).

Results' Fig. 11.1 and 11.2 show Vero cell growth in perfusion Celligen bioreactor cultures of

various concentrat¡ons of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G with various perfusion rates. Table j 1.3

shows the cell growth rates and lag phases in these cultures. Table 11.4 shows the cell

concentrations at which the growth rates changed from high to low values. Table 11.5 shows the

maximum cell/bead loadings and the estimated number of cell layers at maximum ceil yield in

these cultures. (1) Maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were affected by the

microcarrier concentration and perfusion rates used. (2) There were significanfly higher (36%,

P<0'01) maximum cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to a¡

microcarrier concentrations and perfusion rates used. (3) There were no significant differences

(Fig' 11.14) and 11.2A)) in maximum cell yields in cultures at any bead concentration with

perfusion at 0.50 v/v/d. However, there were significantly higher (P<0.01) maximum ce¡ yietds

in cultures of Cytodex-1 at >3.00 g/L and in Cultispher-G cultures at >3.40 g/L at perfusion rates

of 1.00 and 1.50 v/v/d compared to all other bead concentrations used. (4) There were

significantly higher maximum cell yields in cultures of either bead at 1.50 vlvld compared to all

other perfusion rates with respect to all the microcarrier concentrations used. (5) There was no

significant difference in the lag phase times ffable 11.3) with respect to either bead type. (6)

There were biphasic cell growth rates ffable 11.3) in all cultures. The high growth rate phase

was extended to different cell yields (Fable 11.4) in cultures of either bead and was significan¡y

higher (182Yo, P<0.01) compared to the low rate. The cell yield at which the rate reduced ffable

11'4) was proportional to the microcarrier concentration and perfusion rate used. The high cell

growth rate phase was extended to significantly higher (P<0.05) cell yields in Cultispher-G

cultures compared to Cytodex-1. (7) The maximum cell/bead loadings (fable 11.5) were

significantly higher (545Yo, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 at all

perfusion rates used. However, the maximum cell/bead loadings were significanfly lower at 5.00
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Table 11.3 - The effect of the microcarrier concentration and perfusion rate on the Vero cell growth rate-and tag phase in 1,300 mL
perfusion Celligen bioreactorcultures of Gytodex-l and Cultispher-G. The cellswere inoculated at 0.25 x 106 cells/ml'in enriched DMEM
+ 5.0% v/v sCS. Cytodex-1 were added at 1 .00-5.00 g/L and Cultispher-G at 1 .70-5.10 g/L. Controts were set to pH 7.1 (Cytodex-1) or 6.8
(Cultispher-G), stirring at 40 ramped to 60 rpm after 48 h (either microcarrier) and to 80 rpm after 120 h (Cultisphei-C¡ in culture, z7o'C, SOo/o
DOT and 0.50 Umin gas flow rate. Perfusion was initiated at 0.50-1.50 v/v/d after 48 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Microcarrier
Concentration

Cytodex-1

1.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

ft-1)

Specific Cell Growth Rate and Lag Phase at the perfusion Rate Used

0.50 v/v/d

Cultispher-G

0.032 + 0.003

0.011 1 0.001

0.032 t 0.003

0.011 I 0.001

0.031 t 0.003

0.011 t 0.001

0.032 + 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

1.70

3.40

5.10

Lag Phase

th)

12.00 1 1 .00

15.00 + t.SO

12.00 I 1 .00

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

0.030 + 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.030 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.031 + 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

0.031 10.003
0.010 r 0.001

0.031 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

0.031 t 0.003

0.010 r 0.001

0.031 10.003
0.011 t 0.001

1.00 v/v/d

12.00 t 1 .00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 t 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

Lag Phase

ft)
12.00 r 1 .00

12.00 r 1.00

12.00 t 1 .00

12.00 I 1.00

0.031 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

0.032 r 0.003

0.011 I 0.001

0.031 r 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

Specific Cell
Growth Rate

(h-1 )

0.032 f 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

0.032 r 0.003

0.010 r 0.001

0.031 10.003
0.010 r 0.001

0.032 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

1.50 v/v/d

9.00 r 1.00

9.00 J 1.00

12.00 t 1 .00

Lag Phase

12.00 r 1 .00

15.00 r 1 .00

15.00 r 1 .50

15.00 r 1 .50

0.030 10.003
0.011 r 0.001

0.029 10.003
0.012 r 0.001

0.029 + 0.003

0.012 r 0.001

9.00 I 1.00

9.00 r 1.00

12.00 r 1 .00

(t
o)(¡
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Table 11.4 - The effect of the microcarrier concentrat¡on and perfusion rate on the Vero cell
count at which the specific cell growth rate was significantly reduced from a high to tow linear
rate in 1,300 mL perfusion Celligen bioreactor cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G. The
cellswere inoculated at 0.25 x 10þ cells/mL in enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. Cytodex-1 were
added at 1.00-5.00 g/L and Cultispher-G at 1.70-5.10 g/L. Controls were set to pH 7.1 (Cytodex-
1) or6.8 (Cultispher-G), stirring at 40 ramped to 60 rpm after4S h (either microcarrier) and to g0
rpm after 120 h (Cultispher-G) in culture, 37oC, 50% DoT and 0.S0 Umin gas flow rate.
Perfusion was initiated at 0.50-1.50 v/v/d after 48 h in culture. The values are means of n=2.

Microcarrier
Concentration

(g/L)

Cytodex-1

cell count at which the specific cell Growth Rate was significanfly
Reduced from High to Low Rate in the perfusion Culture

(x 10o cells/mL)
0.50 v/v/d 1.00 v/v/d 1.50 vlvld

1.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

4.001 0.50

4.00 r 0.50

4.00 t 0.50

4.00 r 0.50

4.00 r 0.50

7.50 t 0.80

8.50 r 0.80

8.50 r 0.80

4.0010.50

7.50 t 0.80

12.50 r 1 .00

15.00 r 1 .50

Cultispher-G

t.ru

3.40

s.10

4.70 t 0.50

4.75 r 0.50

4.75 r 0.50

9.00 r 0.75

10.20 r 1 .00

10.20 r 1.00

9.00 r 0.75

14.50 t 1 .50

16.50 r 1.50
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Table 11.5 - The effect of the microcarrier concentration and perfusion rate on the maximum
Vero cell/bead loadings and the estimated number of cell layers at maximum yield in Celligen
bioreactor cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G. The cells were inoculated at 0.25 x 106
cells/mL in enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o viv sCS. Cytodex-1 were added at 1.00-5.00 g/L and
Cultispher-G at 1.70-5.10 g/1. Controls were set to pH 7.1 (Cytodex-1) or 6.8 (Cultispher-G),
stirring at 40 ramped to 60 rpm after 48 h (either microcarrier) and to 80 rpm after 120 h
(Cultispher-G) in culture, 37oC, 50% DOT and 0.50 Umin gas flow rate. Perfusion was initiated
at 0.50-1.50 v/v/d after 48 h in culture. The number of cell layers was estimated from the
maximum cells/bead compared to the number of cells in a monolayer on each bead. The values
are means of n=2.

Microcarrier
Concentration

(s/L)

Maximum Cell/Bead Loading at the Perfusion Rate used
(Cells/Bead)

0.50 v/v/d 1.00 v/v/d 1.50 v/v/d

Cytodex-1 Maximum
Cell/Bead
Loadino

Number of
Cell

Lavers

Maximum
Cell/Bead
Loadino

Number of
Cell

Lavers

Maximum
Cell/Bead
Loadino

Number of
Cell

Lavers
1.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

1,260

644

427

256

3.93

2.01

l??

0.80

1,291

1 ,016

910

552

4.02

3.17

2.83

1.72

1,282

1,003

1,200

867

3.99

? l?

3.74

2.70

Cultispher-G

1.70

3.40

5.10

5,065

2,565

1.717

8.79

4.45

2.98

8,327

4,608

3,094

14.46

8.00

5.37

8,281

6,095

4,150

14.34

10.58

7.21
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g/L cytodex-1 and 3.40-5.10 g/L cultispher-G compared to the other mícrocarrier concentrations

used' This suggests these cultures were not perfused at their optimal rates. The maximum

cell/bead loadings suggested there were up to 4.02 cell layers on 1.00 g/L cytodex-1 beads at

maximum cell yield. The cultispher-G beads produced maximum cell/bead loadings which were

up to 14'46 times the number of cells which could be produced by a monolayer on the outer

bead surface' However, the number of cell layers were reduced proportional to the microcarrier

concentration and there were significantly fewer layers (56% at 5.00 g/L cytodex-1, p<0.01) at

>1.00 gil Cytodex-1.

Discussion' Maximum Vero cell yields in perfusion celligen bioreactor cultures could be

significantly increased by using high microcarrier concentrations. At high perfusion rates

maximum cell yiefds were dependent on the cytodex-1 concentration and 5.00 g/L cytodex-.1

produced the highest cell yield. The maximum cell yields were similar to those achieved with

MDCK cells (23'00 x 106 cells/ml) on 6.00 g/L cytodex-3 at 1.00 v/v/d (Martin et at., 1987).

However, the cell yields were significantly higher (1ggo/o, p<0.01) in this report on 3.00 g/L

Cytodex-1 at 0.50 v/v/d compared to those in a previous New Brunswick Scientific technical

reportwith Vero cells on 3'00 g/L cytodex-3 (NBs, 1991). There was no significant difference in

the maximum cell yields produced in cultures of 3.40-5.10 g/L cultispher-G suggesting the

perfusion rates were sub-optímal at these concentrations. Thus, Vero cells grew differenily in

perfusion bioreactor cultures from cHo cells in previous reports (ohlson et al., 1gg4) which

could be a cell-line dependent effect but more likely reflects the optimised process parameters

used in this study' The results also confirm that Vero cell yields could be linearly increased with

the bead concentration if the optimal perfusion rate per gram of beads was used.

The maximum cell yields were dependent on the perfusion rate used and were significan¡y

increased at 1.50 v/v/d compared to 0.50 v/v/d with 5.00 g/L cytodex-1 and 3.40-5.10 g/L

cultispher-G' The maximum cell/bead loadings confirmed the optimal perfusion rate/g of either

beads to be 0'50-0 '60 vlvldlg, as suggested previously (10.3.7). This suggests the yields in the
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high bead concentration cultures were below their maximal, as the perfusion rates were not al

their optimal levels. Yields could be expected to reach between 30.00-40.OO x 106 cells/mL in

optimal cultures of 5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 5.10 g/L Cultispher-G.

I1.3.3 Effects of the Glutamine Concentration in the Perfusion Medium

Introduction. Vero cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures could be significantly increased with

perfusion medium containing 6.00 mM glutamine compared to 4.00 mM. Cells in cultures of

Cytodex-1 were unaffected by the glutamine concentration. No one has previously shown

differences in the perfused growth of any cell line due to using different medium glutamine

concentrations. Therefore, this study determined the effects of varying the glutamine

concentration in the perfusion medium on Vero cell growth in Celligen bioreactor microcarrier

cultures.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were inoculated in enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS

containing either 4.00 or 6.00 mM glutamine. The cultures were grown in the Celligen bioreactor

on5.00g/LCytodex-1 or5.10g/LCultispher-Gwithperfusioninitiatedafter4Shatl.50v/v/d.

Results. Fig. 11.3 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G perfused

with medium containing various concentrations of glutamine. Table 11.6 shows the maximum

cell yields and growth rates in these cultures. (1) There were no significant differences in the

maximum cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures with respect to either glutamine concentration used.

However, maximum cell yields (fable 11.6) in Cultispher-G cultures were significantly higher

(15%, P=0.05) at 6.00 mM glutamine compared to 4.00 mM in the perfusion medium. (2) There

were biphasic cell growth rates (fable 11.6) which were not significantly different in atl cultures.

Discussion. No one has previously described the effects of different glutamine concentrations
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Fig. ll.3 - The effect of the glutamine concentration on the maximum Vero cell growth inperfusecl celligen bioreactor on 5.00 g/L cytodex-l or 5.10 g/L Gultispher€. The ceils were
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Glutamine was used at either o 4.oo mM or ¡ 6.00 mM withb¡od'ex-1 (Ctoseå symbots) and
Cultispher-G (Open symbols). The points are means of n=2.
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Table 11.6 - The effect of the glutamine concentration on the maximum Vero cell yield and
growth rate in perfused Celligen bioreactor on 5.00 giL Cytodex-l or 5.10 g/L Gultispher-G.
The cellswere inoculated at 0.25 x 106 cells/mLwith enriched DMEM + S.O% v/v sCS and were
attached stirring continuously at 40 rpm (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for 24 h in a 500 mL spinner
flask (Cultispher-G) prior to inoculation. All cultures were manually ramped to 60 rpm after 4g h.
Glutamine was used at either 4.00 mM or 6.00 mM with Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G . The
values are means of n=2.

Parameter Maximum CellYield, Specific Growth Rate and Lag phase of
the Culture at the Glutamíne Concentration Used

Cytodex-1 Cultispher-G

4.00 mM 6.00 mM 4.00 mM 6.00 mM

Maximum cellyield
(x 10o cells/mL)

Specific Cell growth
rate
(h-1 )

Lag phase

High

LoW

18.45 r 1 .35

0.031 r 0.003

0.010 I 0.001

12.00 f '1.00

18.20 r 1.35

0.030 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

15.00 r 1 .50

18.80 r 1.45

0.030 I 0.003

0.010 + 0.001

9.00 r 1.00

21.25 t 1.51

0.030 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

9.00 r 1.00
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in the perfusion medium. The medium glutamine concentration did not affect maximum Vero

cell yields in Cytodex-1 cultures which agrees with previous results (10.3.2). However,

Cultispher-G cultures grew to significantly higher maximum cell yields at 6.00 mM glutamine

compared to 4.00 mM. This agreed wíth batch results (6.3.4) but disagreed with refed spinner

flask cultures (10.3,2). The controlled conditions of the bioreactor could explain this difference,

as oxygen could have limited the cell yield in spinner flasks but not in the Celligen.

1 1.3.4 Ramped Refeedin g Strategies

Introduction. Previous results (10.3.7 and 11.3.2) showed that maintaining high perfusion rates

could significantly increase maximum Vero cell yields at 5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and S.40 g/L

Cultispher-G compared to 1.00 g/L and 1.70 glL, respectively. However, the results also

suggested perfusion did not have to be initiated at the high rate but could be gradually lncreased

(ramped) every few days without reducing final cell yields. This strategy could maintain

favourable nutrient levels and reduce the total medium throughput during perfusion to reduce

process costs. Therefore, this study determined the effects of ramping the perfusion rate every

48 h on Vero cell growth in celligen bioreactor microcarrier cultures.

Experimental' Preadapted Vero cells were inoculated in enriched DMEM + S.Oo/o v/v sCS and

grown in Celligen bioreactor cultures on 5.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and 5.10 g/L Cultispher-G, as

described above (11.3.2). After 48 h the cultures were perfused at either (a) 1.50 v/v/d

continuously or (b) at 0.25 vlvld and ramped to 0.50 after 120 h, 1 .00 after 16g h and 2.00 v/v/d

after 216 h in culture.

Results. Fig' 11.4 shows Vero cell growth in cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G using

ramped perfusion rates. Table 11.7 shows the maximum cell yields and growth rates in these

cultures' (1) Maximum cell yields in perfusion cultures of either bead were affected by the
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Table 11.7 - The effect of the perfusion strategy on the maximum Vero cell yield andspecific growth rate in celligen bioreactors on 5.00 g/L cytodex-l or5.l0 g/L cultispher-G.
The cells were inoculated at 0.25 x 106 cells/mL in enriched DMEM + 5.0% vJv sCS containing
4'00 mM (cytodex-1) or 6.00 mM (cultispher-G) glutamine. The celts were attached stirring
continuously at 40 rpm (Cytodex-1) or intermittently ror 24 h in a 500 mL spinner flask(Cultispher-G) prior to inoculation. All cultures were manually ramped to 60 rpm after 4g h.Perfusion was initiated after 48 h in culture at either O a fixed rate of 1.SO vlvld or I at 0.25v/v/d, increased to 0.50 after 120 h,1.00 after 192 h and 2.00 vlvld after 240 h. The vatues are
means of n--2.

Parameter

Maximum cell yield
(x 10o cells/mL)

Specific Cell growth
rate
(h-1 )

Lag phase

Maximum Cell Yield, Specific Growth Rate and Lag p4lase of
_ the Culture at the Glutamine Concentration Used

Cultispher-G

0.25-2.00
vlvld

25.05 ! 1.78

0.029 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

12.00 t 1 .00

19.0011.35

0.029 r 0.003

0.010 I 0.001

15.00 r 1 .50

22.45 ! 1.59

0.029 r 0.003

0.011 r 0.001

15.00 r 1 .50

21.25 t 1.51

0.029 r 0.003

0.010 t 0.001

15.00 t 1.50
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ramped perfusion rate used. (2) There were no significant differences in the maximum cell

yields ín Cultispher-G cultures compared to Cytodex-1 with respect to the perfusion rates used.

(3) There were significantly higher (18%, P<0.05) maximum cell yields ffable 11.7) in cuttures of

either bead in ramped perfusion rate cultures compared to continuous perfusion rates. (4) There

were biphasic cell growth rates ffable 11.7) in cultures of either bead with high linear rates up to

15.00 x 106 cells/ml and then significantly reduced up to maximum cell yield. (5) The total

medium volume used to reach maximum cell yield was significantly higher (56%, P<O.O'1) with

the continuous perfusion rate (22.75 L) compared to the ramped refeeding strategy (14.63 L).

A complete nutrient analysis was not performed on these cultures.

Discussion. Maximum Vero cell yields were significantly higher in cultures of either bead with

ramped perfusion rates compared to fixed. This shows that a ramped refeeding strategy could

produce high maximum cell yields. Overallthe total complete medium volume used to reach the

maximum cell yield was significantly lower with the ramped perfusion strategy. Thus, the cell

yield/ml of medium used was 1.64 x 106 cells/ml with ramped perfusion and 1.39 x 106

cells/mL with a continuous perfusion rate of 1.50 v/v/d. This difference could also be explained

by the differences between the final perfusion rates used (i.e. 2.00 vivld in ramped compared to

1.50 v/vid in continuous). Therefore, using a ramped refeeding strategy significanfly reduced the

perfusion culture operating costs. There were significantly higher cell yields in Cultispher-G

cultures compared to Cytodex-1 which could be explained by the higher glutamine concentration

in Cultispher-G perfusion medium, as discussed above (11.3.3). The results agree with the

ramped perfusion strategies used by Reiteret al. (1990) and Ohlson et al. (1994). However, the

total volumes of medium used by Reiter et al. (1990) and Ohlson et al. (1994) were significan¡y

higher (1,343%, P<0.01 and 107o/o, P<0.01, respectively) compared to those in this study, even

with the continuous perfusion rate. Reiter et al. (1990) reported high Vero cell yields of 35.00 x

106 cells/ml of bed volume (i.e. a cell yield of 11.67 x tO6lmt of reactor volume). Therefore,

the cell yields in this study were also significantly higher (114o/o, P<0.0'1) compared to the
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prev¡ous authors' This could be explained by differences between the media types or bead types

used between the studies, as Reiter et al. (1990) used DMEM with low glucose (5.60 mM) +

5'0o/o vlv FBS and Cultispher-GLD (titanium weighted beads). The low glucose concentration in

particular could explain the higher perfusion rates required fortheir cell yields.

11.4 Gonclusions

The purpose of this study was to defíne the scale-up strategy for growing Vero cells in

cultures of cytodex-1 and cultispher-G. The results above show that:

- spinner flasks are ineffective environments for the development refeeding strategies.

Maximum cell yields were significantly higher (approximately 100%, p<0.01) in perfused

Celligen bioreactors compared to spinner flasks with the same daily medium volume change.

However, spinner flasks can be used for preliminary refeeding studies at low bead

concentrations to identify nutrient limitations and optimal refeed rates per g beads.

- high maximum Vero cell yields in cultures of either bead were reached in the Cellioen

bioreactor at the optimal control set-points.

- linear scale-up was achieved with enriched DMEM at the optimal refeed rates of 0.50-0.60

vlvldlg beads. Cell yields >20.00 x 106 cells/ml were generated from S.00 g/L Cytodex-1 and

5.10 g/L Cultispher-G inoculated at 0.25 x 106 cells/mL. These yields show cultures could be

transferred from 1-100-10,000 L volume using the same inoculum concentration.

- ramped refeeding produced significantly higher cell yields compared to fixed refeeding

rates. Continuous perfusion used significantly higher (56%, p<0.01) total medium votumes

compared to the ramped strategy and did not reach the same maximum cell yield.

- glutamine in the refeeding DMEM was optimal at 4.00 mM for Cytodex-1 and 6.00 mM for

Cultispher-G cultures.
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12. Virus Productivity of Vero Gells in Microcarrier Gultures

12.1 Introduction

Adherent cells such as baby hamster kidney (BHK), Madin-Darby bovine or canine kidney

(MDBK or MDCK), human diploid lung fibroblast (MRC-S) and African green monkey kidney

(Vero) cells are grown as hosts for producing virus vaccines (Beale, 1gg2). Vaccines have a

major therapeutic role in human and agricultural healthcare, as it is estimated that measles

causes 1.5 million deaths per annum (Makela et al., 1989) and animal virus infections cause

annual agricultural losses >$100 Bn. U.S. (Shevítz et al., 1g90).

Early vaccine production used simple technologies such as tissue culture flasks and roller

bottles (Shevitz et al., 1990), scaling-up for single vaccine batches by increasing their numbers

to severalthousand (Nardelli and Panina, 1976 and Mirchamsy et al., 1977). The more comÞlex

technology of microcarrier culture allows batches to be produced in large single-unit bioreactors

(van Wezel, 1967). However, Varani et al. (1988) reported differences in turkey herpes virus

production from chÍck fibroblast cells with cultures grown on glass Biosil'u producing significan¡y

higher titres compared to polydextran C¡odex-1'" or collagen Ventregel'u beads. The effect

could be virus dependent, as the authors found no differences in herpes simplex (HSV) or bovine

rhinotracheitis (BRV) virus production in MRC-S or MDBK cefls on the different bead types.

BHK cells were the first commercially successful hosts cultured in microcarrier bioreactors

for foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV) vaccine (Spier, 1983). BHK culture technotogy has

been successfully transferred to MDCK, MRc-s and Vero cells for the production of many other

virus types.

Vero are a Simian virus 40 (SV40) transformed cell line capable of being cultured indefinitely

(Yasumara and Kawakita, 1963). Vero have WHo acceptance for vaccine production, as they

do not shed contaminating sequences of SV40 during growth WHO, 1gg7a and Horaud, 1992).

Vero are normally grown to monolayers before virus is added to ensure even infection (House et

a|.,1972, Nardelli and Panina, 1976, Mirchamsy et al.,1977, Reuveny et al., 19g1, Scattergood
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et al., 1983) and they have been used in research on polio (Montagnon et al., 1981), bovine

vesicularstomatitis C/SV) (Nikolai and Hu, 1992), herpes simptex (HSÐ (Griffiths et at., 1981,

Griffiths and Thornton, 1982 and Marique et al., 1994) and rabies (Mendonca et al., 1993)

viruses. Vero are also cultured for commercial rabies and polio vaccines (El-Karamany, 1gg7,

shevitz et al., 1990 and Beale, 1992) to replace monkeys (Montagnon et al., 1981).

Reoviruses are a less commonly researched virus and have been reviewed by Schiff and

Fields (1990). They are a dsRNA virus which replicate in the cytoplasm and infect vertebrates

including humans. They cause diarrheas or respiratory diseases with symptoms of rhinitis,

tonsilitis, laryngitis and bronchitis, although infection is not life threatening. The viruses

penetrate the cells quickly via phagocytic vesicles which could be a receptor mediated

endocytosis and they migrate to the centre of the cells fusing to lysosomes (g0% of virus

particles found in lysosomes t h after infection) (Silverstein and Dales, 196S). The viruses

uncoat within 2-3 h of infection and inhibit host cell macromolecular synthesis, blocking DNA and

protein synthesis by viral hemagglutinin o1 and o3 (Sharpe and Fields, 1gg1 and 19g2).

Reovirus can infect Vero cells and cause lytic or persistant infections in Chinese hamster ovary

(CHo) and murine L-cells Cfaber et al., 1976 and Davis et al., 1990). There is no current

vaccine against reovirus infection and there are no statistics on the number of people contracting

illnesses resulting from such infections.

several bioreactor technologies now exist for virus production including fluidised beds for

HSV production from MRC-S cells ffhornton et al., 1984) and stirred tanks for FMDV vaccine

from BHK cells (Whiteside and Spier, 1981). Most bioreactors are operated in batch mode

(Mered et al', 1980, Reuveney et al., 1981 and Scattergood et al., 1983) and have been scaled-

up to 1;000 L for poliovirus vaccine (Montagnon et al., 1984). However, Griffiths and Thornton

(1982) used a semi-continuous perfusion reactor for MRC-S production of HSV and reported

increased cell yields (five-fold) and virus titres (one and a half-fold), although, the virus yield/cetl

was significantly reduced in this system.

Previous studies (5.3-11.3) defined the process parameters for high yield culitivation of Vero
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cells in microcarr¡er cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G, The purpose of high Vero cell

yields would be increased virus titres. Therefore, this paper presents a study of Vero

microcarrier culture infections with type-l (Lang) and type-3a (Dearing) reoviruses (identified by

differences in protein mobility on polyacrylamide gels - Ramig et al., 1977). Infections were

performed in batch static and spinner flask cultures and daily refed spinner flasks to assess the

infectivity of highly increased cell/bead loadings.

12.2 Materials and Methods

The methods of culturing and counting the cells have been described previously (2.1-2.5).

12.2.1 Preadaptation of Stock Cells

Stock Vero cells were preadapted (>5 passages) to either (i) "original" DMEM or (ii) serine

and pyruvate "enriched" DMEM (2.00 mM and 0.50 mM, respectively) both supplemented with

5.0o/o vlv iron enriched, supplemented calf serum (scS). The cells were detached and recovereo

by the standard trypsinisation protocol (2.2) and counted by the trypan blue method (2.5.1-2\.

12.2.2 Preparation of Stock Virus

Host cells' Stock murine L-929 cells (American Type Culture Collection - CCL 0001) were

grown in spinner flasks (500 mL) using Joklik's Modified Eagle's Medium (JMEM) containing 5.55

mM glucose,2.00 mM glutamine and 100 units/ml of penicillin G, streptomycin sulphate and

amphotericin B + 2.5o/o v/v foetal bovine serum (FBS) + 2.So/o vlv neonate bovine serum C/Sp)

(Biocell@ Labs., Los Angeles, CA, U.S.A.) supplement ("complete JMEM"). The spinner flasks

were stirred continuously at 100 rpm. Stock cells were diluted to 0.40-0.45 x 106 cells/ml in

complete JMEM and seeded in 6-well plates (2.5 mUwell) grown overnight at 37oC with 5.0%

vlv CO2 in air overlay.
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Preparation of Master Virus Stock. Stock type-1 and 3a reovirus were kindly supplied by

Dr.K.M.Coombs, Dept. of Med. Micro., Uni. of Manitoba. The viruses were serially diluted (10-1-

'to-8¡ in gel-saline solution. The L-929 6-well plate supernatants from above were removed and

the serially diluted stock reovirus was added (100 pL of 10-1 and 10-4-10-8 dilut¡ons). The plates

were rocked and rolled (x5) for t h at 20oC and overlaid (3 mL) with 2X Medium 199 (M199) +

5.0o/o vlv FBS + 5.0o/o vlv VSP + 100 units/ml of penicillin-G, streptomycin sulphate and

amphotericin-B diluted (1:1) with select agar at 37oC. The overlay was allowed to set and the

plates incubated at 37oC. After 72 h the wells were refed with overlay (2 mL). After a further 4g

h the wells were refed with overlay (2 mL) containing neutral red dye (20 mUL of 2.0o/o wlv

stock). After a further 24 h the plaques were read using a fluorescent light box and 10-20

plaques from wells containing <50 plaques were picked with a Pasteur pipette and placed into

gel/saline solution (1 mL) for 1B h virus extractions.

Preparation of Working Virus Stock. Stock L-929 cells were inoculated (0.40 x 106 cells/mL)

in T25 culture flasks in complete JMEM (10 mL) and grown for 1B h. The supernatant was

removed and the cells were infected with gel/saline extracted virus solution (0.2-0.5 mL), rocking

and rolling as above for t h. The cells were fed with complete JMEM (4 mL) and incubated for

l63hpriortovirusharvestingbyfreeze/thawingflasksbetween3ToCand-gooc(x3). Thiswas

passage 1 virus stock and was stored at 4oC.

Passage 1 (P1) virus was expanded in L-929 cells grown (18 h) in T75 flasks in comptete

JMEM (35 mL). The cells were infected with P1 virus (0.5 mL) rocking and roiling (1 h) as above

and refed with complete JMEM (12 mL) and cultured for 168 h at 37oc. Virus was recovered by

freezelthawing as above and the virus was plaque assayed as described in 12.2.3. This was

passage 2 (P2) virus stock and was stored at 4oC.

12.2.3 Reovirus Plaque Assay

Stock L-929 cultures were diluted in 6-well plates and grown for 1B h, as described above
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(12.2.2).

Experimental samples were freeze/thawed (x3) as above (12.2.2) and serially diluted (10-1-

t O-9¡ in gel-saline solution. The diluted vírus samples were added (100 pL of 10-1 and 1O-5-t o-9

dilutions) to L-929 cells in 6 well plates which were rocked and rolled (1 h), overlaid, refed and

wells containing 50-100 plaqueswere counted, as described above (12.2.2). The total titre was

calculated by accounting for the dilution used.

12.2.4 Peparation of Gel/Saline Solution

Gel/saline solution was prepared by adding Nacl (8.00 g/L), cact2 (0.03 g/L), Mgct2.6H2o

(0'17 g/L)' H3Bo3 (.20 glL), Na2B4o7.10H2o (0.05 g/L) and type A getatin (3.00 g/L) to 1 L of

distilled water. The solution was dissolved by heating to 60oC stirring continuously at 100 rpm.

once dissolved the solution was aliquotted into 100 mL glass botiles and autoclaved at 121oC

for 20 min.

12.3 Results and Discussion

12.3.1Static Culture Flask Batch Grovyth Infections

Introduction. Vero cells are cultured commercially forthe production of human rabies and polio

vaccines and can be infected with a wide range of virus types. The previous studies (3.3-11.3)

optimising growth only used Vero cell yields to determine the success of the approaches used.

Therefore, this study determined the effects of type-1 and 3a reovirus infection of monolayered

Vero cells grown in polystyrene T25 culture flasks.

Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were grown in T25 culture flasks (10 mL) for g6 h.

The cultures were infected at a multiplicity of infection (Mol) of 5.0 virions/cell with p1 type-1

and type-3a reoviruses, as described above (12.2.2) and refed with original or enriched DMEM +

5'0% vlv sCS (10 mL). The flasks were incubated for 240 h and one flask of each virus type was
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sacrificed for cell and supernatant samples 72, 144 and 240 h post-infection. All samples were

frozen at -20oC prior to virus plaque assay, as described above (12.2.3).

Results. Fig. 12.1 shows the T25 culture flask growth of Vero cells in enriched DMEM pre- and

post-infection with type-1 and 3a reoviruses and the virus titres in the supernatant, cells and

cumulative totals. (1) Vero cells could be infected with type-1 and 3a reoviruses. (2) There were

no significant differences (Fig. 12.14)-B)) in the cell counts at any time following infection with

either reovirus type. (3) Following infection the cells grew and reached a significantly higher

(95%, P<0.01) cell yieldT2 h post-infection compared to that at the point of infection with either

reovirus used. (4) There were no detached cells in the cultures at maximum cell yield (72 h

post-infection). However, significant proportions of detached cells were in the supernatants 144

(43o/o) and 240 (82%) h post-infection in all cultures. (5) The cell viability was low 144 (60%) and

240 (23o/o) h post infection in all cultures. (6) There were significantly higher (40%, P<0.01)

maximum cumulative type-3a reovirus titres compared to type-1 in T25 culture flasks. (7) The

maximum cumulative reovirus titre was obtained significantly earlier (40%, P<0.01) from type-1

compared to type-3a. (8) There was no significant difference in the time (72 h post-infection) the

maximum reovirus titres in the cells were obtained in all cultures. (9) There were no significant

differences in the cell counts or maximum virus titres in original compared to enriched DMEM

with respect to either reovirus type used. (10) Maximum Vero cell yields were significanfly

higher (90%, P<0.01) following reovirus infection at 1.00-1 .20 x 106 cells/mL compared to those

of L-929 cells (Schiff and Fields, 1990). (1'l) Maximum virus titres were obtained after

significantly longer (233Yo, P<0.01) culture times compared to those for L-929 cells with either

reovirus used. (12) The maximum cumulative reovirus titres were significantly higher (2OO%,

P<0.01) from Vero cells compared to L-929 cells with either reovirus used and could be related

to the increased maximum Vero cell yields.

Discussion. Reovirus were chosen to test the susceptibility of Vero cells to infection in T25
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culture flasks, as they have been less commonly used previously. Reovirus physiology and

replication were discussed above (12.1). Virus replication is also pH dependent with an optimal

range of pH 6.8-7.5 (Fields and Eagle, 1973) and these viruses infect a broad range of cells.

Most of the previous literature on reoviruses has used murine L-g2g cells as the hosts for

replication and infections from high MOI (1.0-10.0 virions/cell) reach maximum titres 72 h post-

infection (Schiff and Fields, 1990).

Vero cells could be infected with both type-1 and 3a reoviruses, although, there were

differences in growth compared to L-929 cells following infection. Vero cells continued to grow

for 72 h post-infection prior to cell yields and viability reducing up to 240 h post-infection.

However, L-929 cell growth is inhibitted within 6 h of reovirus incorporation due to blockage of

DNA synthesis (Gomatos and Tamm, 1963, Ensminger and Tamm, 19ô9 and 1970 and Shaw

and Cox, 1973). This effect could be cell line dependent involving differences in virus

incorporation.

There was a significantly lower maximum type-1 reovirus titre compared to type-3a and the

type-l iitre was reached earlier in culture. However, whilst maximum titres of both reoviruses

were significantly higher from Vero cells compared to L-929 cells from similar MOls the titres

were in the same general ranges (109-1010¡ lscniff and Fields, 1990). The higher titres could

result from Vero growth following infection, as titre differences were similar to cell yield

differences.

12.3.2 Batch Spinner Flask Infections

lntroduction. Most virus infection research has used spinner flask or bioreactor cultures with

cells grown on microcarriers. However, there could be differences in virus productivity between

substrata used for cell growth. The previous study (12.3.1) showed Vero cells could produce

high titres of type-1 and 3a reoviruses in T25 culture flasks. Therefore, this study determined the

effects of infecting Vero cells grown in spinner flasks on microcarriers.
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Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were grown in 100 mL spinner flasks on Cytodex-1

or Cultispher-G in enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS (12.2.1). The cultures were grown to

approximately 1.00 x 106 cells/ml and infected with P1 type-1 and 3a reovirus. The ftasks were

either (a) "control" infected by swirling 1 min every 12 min for t h at 20oC, replacing the medium

and stirring at 60 rpm or (b) "stirred" infection by immediately replacing the medium and

continuously stirring at 60 rpm at 37oC.

Results. Table 12.1 shows Vero cell yields and reovirus titres in cultures of solid Cytodex-1 and

macroporus Cultispher-G wíth swirled infections. (1) Vero cell infections were affected by the

microcarrier type used and by the mode of stirring during infection. (2) The cell grew in cultures

of either bead for 72 h following infection with either reovirus and infection stirring method used.

There was no significant difference in the maximum cell yields in all cultures. (3) The

microcarrier cell count was significantly reduced in all cultures 240 h post-infection with control

(93%, P<0.01) and continuously stirred (60%, P<0.01) infections. The celt viability bythe trypan

blue method was low in control (12o/o) and continuously stirred (4g%) cultures of either bead 240

h post-infection. (4) There were significantly highertitres of reovirus type-1 (83%, p<0.01) and

type-3a (555%, P<0.01) in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G in control cultures. The

Cytodex-1 titres were not significantly different from those in T25 culture ftasks (12.3.1). (5)

There were significantly higher (138o/o, P<0.01) type-3a reovirus titres compared to type-1 in

Cytodex-1 control cultures. However, there were significantly higher (28%, p<0.01) type-1 titres

compared to type-3a in Cultispher-G control cultures. (6) Maximum type-1 reovirus titres in the

controls were obtained significantly later (67%, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures compared to

Cytodex-1. The time taken to reach maximum type-3a reovirus titre was similar in cultures of

either bead. (7) There were significantly higher (five hundred and forty-fold, p<0.01) maximum

titres of either reovirus in control cultures compared to continuously stirred.

Discussion. Others have used spinner flask or bioreactor cultures of microcarriers in virus
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Table 12.1 - The effects of type-1 and type-3a reovirus infection of Vero cells in 100 mL
spinner flasks on 1.00 gil Gytodex-l (A and C) and 1.70 glL Cultispher-G (B and D) with
intermittent swirling for infection. The cells were inoculated at 0.10 x 10o cells/mL in enriched
DMEM + 5.0% v/v sCS and were stirred at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-1) or intermittently for
24 h then continuously (Cultispher-G) and ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h in culture. The cells were
grown to 1.00 x 106 cells/ml, the medium was removed (90%) and the cultures infected at an
MOI of 5.0 virions/cell. The flasks were swirled at 40 rpm for 1 min every 12 min for t h. Fresh
medium (90%) was added and the flasks stirred at 60 rpm. The flasks were readjusted to pH 7.1
daily after infection with 2.00 M NaOH. The cell viability was determined by the trypan btue
method. The values are means of n=2.

Tabfe 12.1Al.- Gytodex-î ¡nfected with type-1 reovirus.

Tabfe 12.18l'- Cultispher-G infected with type-1 reovirus,

* - Highest cell yield. - Maximum virus titre

Time

(h)

Cell
Concentration

(x 1o6lmt)

Cell
Viability

(o/o)

Virus Titre

x 109 pfu/mL

Supernatant Cells Cumulative

0

48

96

168

240

óóo

0.10 r 0.02

0.32 ! 0.02

1.08 I 0.08

1.54 + 0.12*

0.57 r 0.05

0.0610.01

oq

o?

18

0.005 t 0.00'l

0.600 r 0.050

5.800 r 0.500

5.900 r 0.600

0.00

0,350 t 0.035

nlnn+nnln

0.050 r 0.005

0.005 t 0.001

0.950 t 0.100

5.900 r 0.600

5.950 t 0.600#

Time

(h)

Cell
Concentration

1x to6lmt¡

Cell
Viability

(%)

Virus Titre

'109 pfu/m

Supernatant Cells Cumulative
aì

48

96

168

240

336

0.10 r 0.02

0.26 r 0.02

0.97 t 0.06

1.51 r 0.11-

0.51 r 0.05

0.09 r 0.0'l

100

97

95

95

57

20

0.005 r 0.001

0.050 r 0.005

1 .800 r 0.1 80

3.100 r 0.300

0.00

1.350 r 0.130

0.160 t 0.016

0.150 t 0.015

0.005 t 0.001

1.400 t 0.140

1.960 t 0.200

3.250 t 0.300#
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Tabfe 12.1C\- Gytodex-i infected with type_3a reovirus.

Table 12.1D) - Cultispher-G infected with type_3a reovirus.

* - Highest cell yietd. # Maximum virus titre.

Time

(h)

Cell
Concentration

1x to6lmt¡

Cell
Viability

("/ù

Virus Titre

x 109 pfu/mL
Supernatant Cells Cumulative

0

48

oA

IAR

240

336

0.10 r 0.02

0.30 r 0.02

1.14 r 0.06

1.79 r 0.13

0.71 ! 0.04

0.10 r 0.01

95

100

96

o?

59

21

0.005 r 0.001

0.030 r 0.003

7.000 r 0.700

14.100 I 1 .400

0.00

1 .200 ! 0.120

0.200 r 0.020

0.050 r 0.005

0.005 r 0.001

1.230 t0.120

7.200 t 0.700

14.150 t 1.400#

Time

(h)

Cell
Concentration

1x t o6tmt¡

Cell
Viability

('/")

Virus Titre

109 ofu/m
Supernatant Cells Cumulative

v

48

96

168

240

??A

0.10 r 0.02

0.28 t0.02

1.02 + 0.07

1.78+O.tg'

0.80 + 0.0¿

0.25 + 0.01

97

97

94

q?

15

0.005 r 0.001

0.080 t 0.008

0.200 t 0.020

2.300 r 0.230

0.00

1 .350 r 0.130

1.900 r 0.190

0.250 r 0.025

0.005 r 0.001

1.430 r 0.140

2.100 r 0.200

2.550 r 0.250#
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research (van Hemert et al., 1969, Mered et al., 1981, Montagnon et al., 19g'l and 19g4,

Reuveny et al., 1981, Scattergood et al,, 1983, Varani et al., 1988, Nikolai and Hu, 1992,

Marique et al., 1994 and Mendonca et al., 1993). HSV, rabies and VSV can all infect

monolayers of Vero cells in cultures of either Cytodex-1 (Griffiths et al., 1981 and Mendonca et

al., 1993) orat2,500 cells/bead in Cultispher-G (Nikolai and Hu, 1992) beads. However, none of

these authors directly compared the virus infection from the two bead types. Varani et al. (1988)

showed the substrata could affect turkey herpes virus production from chick fibroblast cells with

significantly higher titres from glass (Biosil) compared to polydextran (Cytodex-1) compared to

collagen (gelatin - Ventregel) beads. The authors found no differences between substrata for the

production of either HSV or bovine rhinotracheitis (BRÐ viruses in MRC-S or MDBK cells.

Vero cells could be infected with both types-1 and 3a reoviruses in cultures of either bead

with intermittent swirling following infection. Maximum titres in these cultures were similar to

those of previous authors with L-929 cells in suspension cultures and T25 culture flasks (Schiff

and Fields, 1990 and 12.3.1). The titres were significantly higher in Cytodex-1 cultures

compared to Cultispher-G with either reovirus suggesting the substrata could have affected

titres. This could show substrata dependent differences in titres agreeing with Varani et al.

(1 988)

The low titres in Cultispher-G cultures could be explained by infection problems in cell

masses in the inner bead matrix. Cells in masses could be inaccessible to virus particles during

the infection stage especially with intermittent swirling where diffusion could be limiting and only

cells on the outer periphery would be infected leading to low maximum titres. However, cells in

Cytodex-1 cultures grow on the surface of the beads and could come into contact with virus

particles more easily and thus, more cells infect leading to the higher titres.

The higher titres in Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G could also be explained by

pH effects, as Cytodex-1 cultures were always at pH >6.7. However, Cultispher-G cultures were

at pH <6.7 every day from 48 h post-infection onwards which could be due to lactate production
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(5.3-6.3). The low pH in Cultispher-G cultures was below the optimat (pH 6.8-7.S) for type-3a

reovirus (and possibly type-1 as well) reported in cultures of L-929 cells (Fields and Eagle, 1973).

Low titres could also be explained by the culture time, as Fields and Eagle (1g73) showed

total infection times of 30-72 h for L-929 cells, whereas, Vero cells were 240 h. This coutd result

in the concentrations of growth nutrients becoming limiting due to cell growth prior to the viruses

beginning to replicate. The effect could be exaggerated if the cells were not evenly infected (i.e.

althoughtheMOl was5.0virions/cell itcouldbethecellsonlytookup 1O-ZOo/oof thetotal virus

present). The results from the continuously stirred cultures agree with this, as titres were very

low in these cultures compared to intermittent swirled suggesting the virus infected the cells

unevenly in the continuously stirred cultures. All previous reovirus research has used

intermittent swirled infections (Schiff and Fields, 1990).

Nutrient effects could also explain low titres, although previous reports have contradictory

data. van Hemert et al. (1969) suggested DOT had little or no effect on rubella virus production

from BHK cells in microcarrier cultures, as virus accounts for <So/o of the cell dry weight.

However, oihers have shown increases in nutrient consumption following infection sucn as

Marique et al. (1994) who suggested oxygen consumption could be correlated to the titre of

cytolytic HSV. Pasternak et al. (1988) showed VSV infection increased hexose (e.g. glucose)

transport in BHK cells. These effects could be virus and/or cell line dependent. Oxygen could

explain low titres in spinner flasks cultures with Vero cells even in batch mode (Jenssen et at.,

1974)' No othernutrient limitationsto virustitres have been discussed in the literature.

12.3.3 Daily Refed Spinner Flask Infections.

Introduction. Virus infection is almost exclusively used in batch mode with low cell/bead

loadings which could result in low virus titres. Daily culture refeeding could significan¡y increase

cell yields and possibly virus titres. Therefore, this study determined the effects of infecting Vero

cells grown to various cell/bead loadings in daily refed spinner flasks with type-1 reovirus.
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Experimental. Preadapted stock Vero cells were grown in 100 mL spinnerflasks of Cytodex-1

and Cultispher-G in enriched DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS. The cultures were grown to various

cell/bead loadings in daily refed Cytodex-1 (150-1,200) and Cultispher-G (750-8,000) cultures

prior to infection with the control method (12.2.2) with P2 type-1 reovirus at either (a) "high" MOI

of 5.0 virions/cell or (b) "low" MOI of 0.5 virions/cell 48 h prior to reaching loadings of 250, 900

and '1,200 cells/bead in Cytodex-1 and 750, 6,000-8,000 cells/bead in Cultispher-G cultures.

Results. Fig 12.2 shows the maximum virus titres produced in cultures of Cytodex-1 and

Cultispher-G with the cell concentration at infection from high and low MOI infections of type-1

reovirus. Fig. 12.3 shows virus yields/cell at the cell/bead loadings in these cultures. (1) Type-1

reovirus titres were affected by the cell concentration at infection (i.e. the cell/bead loading) and

by the MOI used. (2) There were significantly higher (70%, P<0.01) reovirus titres (Fig. 12.2) in

Cytodex-1 cultures compared to Cultispher-G with respect to all cell concentrations and MOI's

used. (3) There were significantly higher (P<0.01) titres in Cytodex-1 cultures (Fig. 12.3) from

high MOI at loadings of 400 cells/bead and in Cultispher-G cultures at 4,000 cells/bead

compared to all other loadings used. (4) Maximum reovirus yields/cell in Cytodex-1 cultures

from high MOI were significantly higher (P<0.01) at loadings up to 400 cells/bead and in

Cultispher-G cultures at up to 1,000 cellsibead compared to all other loadings (5) There was no

significant difference in maximum reovirus titres in Cytodex-1 cultures at any cell/bead loadings

used from low MOl. There was a significantly higher (187o, P<0.05) reovirus titre in Cultispher-G

cultures at loadings of 750 and 6,000 cells/bead compared to 8,000 cells/bead from a low MOl.

(6) There was no significant difference in the maximum reovirus yields/cell in Cytodex-1 cultures

at any cell/bead loading from low MOl. There was a significantly higher maximum reovirus

yield/cell (410l0, P<0.01) in Cultispher-G cultures at 750 and 6,000 compared to 8,000 cells/bead

from low MOl. (7) Maximum reovirus titres and yields/cell were significantly higher (458%,

P<0.01) from low MOI compared to high MOI at 900 and 1,200 cells/bead in Cytodex-1 cultures

and 6,000 and 8,000 cells/bead in Cultispher-G cultures (8) The highest reovirus yields/cell
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reovirus titres in 100 mL spinner flasks of 0.50 g/L Cytodex-l (Closed symbolsj and
Cultispher-G (Open symbols). The cells were inoculated at 0.20 x 106 cells/mi in enriched
DMEM + 5.0o/o v/v sCS and infected at various cell concentrations with either O S.0 at the cell
concnetration or f 0'50 viriongcell 48 h prior to reaching the cell concentration. The flasks were
stined at 40 rpm continuously (Cytodex-l) or intermittently for 24 h then continuously
(Cultispher-G) and were ramped to 60 rpm after 72 h. The cultures were refed from 4g h onwards
with one daily medium exchange (90%o vlv) until the infection cell concentration was reached.
The points are means of n=2.
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were not significantly different from either Mol in cultures of either bead.

Discussion. Griffiths and Thornton (19S2) used a semi-continuous perfusion system which

increased cell yields (up to x5) and virus titres (x1.5) compared to batch but gave significanfly

decreased (67%) virus yields/cell. Previous studies (10.3 and 11.3) showed Vero cell/bead

loadings could be significantly increased (>x3) in cultures of either bead by daily refeeding and if

all these cells could be infected with viruses the virus titres could be increased significanfly.

Maximum reovirus titres and yields/cell were reduced proportional to the increase in

cell/bead loading when infected in cultures of either bead with high MOl. This suggests the

infection was unsuccessful once several cell layers had formed on Cytodex-1 beads and the void

spaces of Cultispher-G became filled with cells. The results agree with those of Griffiths and

Thornton (1982). This could be expected as infection required almost static conditions in this

study which could influence diffusion to lower or inner cell layers. previous results (12.3.2)

showed it was impossible to infect Vero cells in cultures of either bead with continuous stirring to

improve diffusion. Infections with higher infectivity viruses such as polio, rabies and HSV is

possible with continuous stirring (Montagnon et al., 1981, Varani et al., lggg and Mendonca et

al.' 1993) and could lead to improved virus titres in cultures with high cell/bead loadings. This

was not determined in this study.

Cultures of either bead infected with low MOI prior to reaching maximum cell/bead loading

had increased virus titres. This could be due to virus transfer between mother and daughter cells

during cell divisions allowing more cells to be infected prior to the production stage. However,

the yields/cell were significantly lower at the highest cell/bead loadings showing the process was

not completely optimised. Nutrient limitations could explain this and further experiments using a

fed-batch approach following infection could lead to significantly increased virus titres. This was

not performed in this study. No one has previously reported using a fed-batch approacn

following infection. Culture pH and DOT control could also improve the productivity of high

cell/bead loaded cultures but this was also not determined in this study.
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The methods used in this study show Vero cells coufd produce high reovirus titres with

culture refeeding and reduced MOl. This process could have a large impact on vaccine

manufacture and shows these cells could be used for commercial production of a reovirus

vaccine should interest in one arise.

12.4 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to determine virus infection strategies and productivity from

Vero cells in microcarrier cultures. The results above show that:

- Vero cells could be infected with type-'1 and 3a reoviruses in both static T25 culture

flasks and 100 mL spinner flask cultures of Cytodex-1 and Cultispher-G microcarriers.

- maximum type-l reovirus titres were reached earlier (144 h) in culture compared to type-

2.q

- maximum type-3a reovirus titres were significantly higher (43%) compared to type-1.

- rqovirus titres were significantly higher in Cytodex-1 cultures and T25 culture flasks

compared to Cultispher-G cultures with respect to either reovirus type. This could be caused by

a substrata dependent or bead structure difference affecting the virus infection phase. Diffusion

problems during the semi-static infection phase could be responsible for the Cultispher-G results.

- increased cell/bead loadings in cultures of either bead infected at high MOI (5.0

virionsicell) produced proportionally decreased maximum virus yields/cell. This could result

from poor virus diffusion to lower cell layers on or in the beads and hence, poor infection.

- high cellibead loadings in cultures of Cytodex-1 (900-1,200 cells/bead) and Cultispher-G

(6,000-8,000 cells/bead) produced significantly highertitres (458%, P<0.01) when infected at low

(0.5 virions/cell) compared to high (5.0 virions/cell) MOl. The semi-static infection phase could

be involved with this effect through diffusion problems to lower cell layers.

- Vero cells were poorly infected with both type-1 and 3a reovirus in continuously stirred

cultures.
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13. General Discussion

At the outset of the research in this Thesis I outlined several aims for the work. I hope that

thepreviousChaptershaveansweredallofthem. TheaimofthisChapteristodrawattentionto

the major achievements from these experiments and to describe how they could impact on the

future uses for all adherent cell lines. The work in this Thesis left some questions unanswered

and these will be posed in each section below.

13.1 Most Significant Results From the Thesis

My results of Vero cell yields in Cultispher-G cultures are the most important result from this

Thesis. The cell yields were consistently higher in these beads and there were differences in

some parameter optima (e.9. pH, stirrer speed, optimal glucose, serine and glutamine

concentrations) when compared to Cytodex-1. Cells grown in Cultispher-G cultures also

consumed the medium nutrients more efficiently compared to Cytodex-1. The maximum

cell/bead loadings of Cultispher-G beads were approaching an order of magnitude higher

compared to Cytodex-1. This has major implications on the bead concentrations required to

generate a given cell yield. However, there were some disadvantages of using Cultispher-G

beads which included a rapid decrease in culture pH due to rapid utilisation of glucose leading to

the production of lactate. This had the knock on effect of increasing Cultispher-G bead

aggregation at the acidic pHs. Cultures of either bead suffered from problems of bead loss in

both spinner flasks and Celligen bioreactor. lndeed, the bead numbers stuck on the vessel

surfaces and filter screens increased with the culture time. Nothing could be done in these

studies to prevent thís effect, although, the use of weighted beads such as Cultispher-GlD or

Verax could improve this by allowing higher stirring speeds to be used to prevent bead

aggregation. Even taking these problems into account I would still recommend growing Vero

cells in Cultispher-G beads, as the benefits in cell/bead loadings outweigh the problems.

Vero cells are commercially used in virus vaccine production but are not used for any

secreted proteins, although they have been used recently for the production of virus antigen
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proteins. My results indicate Vero cells are easy to culture and can grow to significantly higher

cell yields compared to suspension cells in the Celligen bioreactor system used with significantly

lower total media volumes used. Whilst the cells require beads for growth, which increases

process costs, the advantages to perfusion culture of using such supports outweigh their costs.

New Brunswick Scientific@ would seem to share this view as they now market a Celligen Plus

bioreactor using fibrous Biomattu discs of polystyr:ene for suspension cells in order to grow higher

cell densities. The ease of growing Vero cells and their regulatory acceptance for human

therapeutics make them ideal host cell for genetically engineering secreted product genes into. I

hope that in the near future others share my views, as this is a much under utilised cell line. lt is

my view that the methods presented in this Thesis could be applied to the culture of any

adherent cell line to high densities. Many such adherent cell lines are used for virus vaccine

production including BHK21, MDCK, MRC-S and Wl-38 cells. Perfusion microcarrier culture of

adherent cell lines was easy in this Thesis due to the knowledge which was established through

medium optimisation. The finding that serine was absolutely required in order to generate

maximum cell yields with efficient medium utilisation is also one of the most important results

observed. This has never been previously reported and could have major implications to the

future of Vero cells as host cell lines. Taurine was not required for high cell densities but could

allow further improvement in cultures. This again has never been previously reported for this

cell line.

One of my final comments, for which I am sure the reader is glad, is that as of December

(1995) Hy-Clone@ are no longer commercially marketing the Cultispher range of beads

supposedly due to a lack of interest in their use. My condolences to Hy-Clone. This is especially

interesting, as Sigma@ Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) has announced that they will now

be supplying the Cultispher-G beads from the manufacturers (Percell@ Biolytica, Lund, Sweden).

It should also be mentioned that the methods of producing similar beads have been widely

reported in the literature which allows interested parties to manufacture their own gelatin beads.
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13.2 Cell Counting

One of my results with the most impact is that binucleated Vero cells could be found

throughout cultures and especially in the stationary phases. These binucleates caused

significantly higher counts by the crystal violet nuclei stain method compared to the whole cell

trypan blue method. A further problem with this was the cyclic and hypervariable nature of the

differences. I strongly advise that the crystal violet technique is used with extreme care and only

with a prior knowledge of the size of difference which occurs with the chosen cells and growth

systems compared to the trypan blue method. This finding draws into question the use of this

technique over the last 30 years. I will make the comment that ones results are only as good as

the techniques used in obtaining them which agrees with previous comments (Baserga, 1989).

Whilst industry is required to validate every minute aspect involved in the production of

compounds often academic research fails in this respect which leads to unrepeatable

experiments and questionable accuracy. This must stop if academia is to gain the respect of it's

industrial peers!

My study also showed that fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis was prone to

errors from cell losses during sample preparation and from the presence of binucleated cells.

The data suggested hybridoma cells were not susceptible whilst adherent cells were. I suggest

great care is taken in interpreting FACS analyses and especially Map 2 to ensure there were no

significant cell losses during analysis. Questions:

1. Do all adherent cells show similar cell count differences by crystal violet and trypan

blue methods (i.e. do they binucleate)?

2. Do other adherent cells have problems with FACS analysis?

These could be tested by growing cells such as MDCK, BHK21 or MRC-S in similar

systems.

13.3 Serum-Free Medium

There has only been one previously reported serum-free medium forthe growth of Vero cells
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in microcarrier cultures However, their medium showed poor growth characteristics with long lag

phases (>48 h). The chemically and hormonally defined serum-free medium (VSFM) was

another major achievement. However, cells could not be passaged indefinitely in VSFM,

although, it could be used as a maintenance medium for the production phase of a secreted

product. Thus, the expensive components, fibroblastic cell growth factor and fibronectin, could

be removed making VSFM highly cost effective whilst retaining the product recovery advantages

of serum-free formulations. Questions:

1. What components were missing to allow indefinite culturing?

2. Could Vero cells grown in serum-free media be infected with and produce viruses or

other secreted proteins?

3. Could the medium be used to culture other similar adherent cells?

Components such as lipids, EGF, dexamethasone and interleukins could be important to

this.

13.4 GellYields in Perfusion Culture

My Vero cell yields in perfusion cultures are also very imporlant to the manufacture of

secreted products and viruses. The cells reached maximum yields which could be linearly

scaled-up by increasing the perfusion rate and bead concentration accordingly but only when

DMEM was enriched with serine. No one has previously described the growth of Vero cells

being dependent on serine. Growth was also highly dependent on glucose, glutamine and serum

factors. The perfusion growths with ramped refeed rates also showed that significantly higher

cell yields could be produced from lower total medium volumes compared to previous authors.

Virus infection of cultures at high cell/bead loadings was impossible with normal multiplicities

of infection (MOl). However, this problem could be overcome by further optimising the system

using a lower MOI at an earlier culture time to allow cell division to pass virus to most of the

cells. Questions:
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1. What is the absolute maximum Vero cell yield which can be achieved in a Celligen

bioreactor?

2. Can the methods developed in the Celligen be transferred to alternate technologies

such as fluidised bed bioreactors with similar results?

3. What do the cells use serine for?

4. What is the cells efficiency of glucose and glutamine metabolism?

5. Could the perfusion process be improved by using less ammoniagenic alternatives to

glutamine (i.e. glutamine dipeptides)?

13.5 Taurine

My improved yields ¡n meá¡a supplemented with taurine was another unusual finding.

Taurine has been reported to be required by human cells and is supplemented into feline

feedstuffs. The taurine was not essential for cell growth but did significantly increase growth in

some batch and refed cultures. Therefore, I would recommend taurine be added to growth

medium for all cells even when they can grow in it's absence. Questions:

1. How does taurine affect cell growth?

Z. Are other cell lines affected by taurine supplementation of the medium?

13.6 Growth Inhibitors

I found that many cell growth inhibitors affected nutrient consumption rates and in particular

serine consumption. Indeed, the effects of several inhibitors were reduced in serine enriched

DMEM. This effect could involve membrane damage and repair, as serine could be metabolised

for membrane biosynthesis. Elucidation of serine metabolism could lead to better understanding

of this effect. The cell growth and inhibitory concentration (lC5g) differences between the bead

types were also important and suggest the cells could have different morphologies growing in

Cultispher-G beads compared to Cytodex-1. The morphological difference could allow increased

product secretions if the cells were producing a valuable protein. Questions:
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1. Does serine metabolism affect cell membrane biosynthesis?

2. Does the cell morphology differ between the beads?

3. Does the cell morphology affect protein synthesis and secretion?

4. Can other adherent cells be protected from growth inhibitors by medium enrichment?

13.7 CellAttachment

I found that cell attachment differed between the bead types. Attachment to Cytodex-1

beads was not serum dependent, whereas, it was serum dependent in Cultispher-G cultures.

However, cell flattening and growth were serum dependent in cultures of either bead.

Attachment to Cultispher-G beads could involve entrapment of cell aggregates and not just strict

protein mediated attachment or could involve both mechanisms. euestions:

1. Which serum factors affect cell attachment to Cultisoher-G beads?

2. Does aggregate formation precede cell attachment to Cultispher-G beads?
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Appendix 1. Abbreviations Used in the Thesis

ADP - Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate.

ANOVA - Two way Analysis of Variance with replication.

Balb/c3T3 - Murine B-Lymphocyte Cell - Clone 3T3.

BCE-1 - Bovine Corneal Endothelial Cell - Clone 1.

BHK - Baby Hamster Kidney Cells.

BRV - Bovine Rhinotracheitis Virus.

BSA - Bovine serum albumin (Fraction V).

BSE - Bovine spongiform encephalopathy.

CC9C10 - Murine Anti-lnsulin Producing Hybridoma Cells.

CHO - Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells.

CS - Calf Serum (Normal unsupplemented).

sCS - lron Enriched, Supplemented Calf Serum.

CV-1 - Primary Monkey Kidney Cells - Clone CV-1.

DMEM - Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium.

DMEM/F12 - Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium:Ham's F12 Nutrient Mixture (1:1).

DOT - Dissolved Oxygen Tension.

D-PBS - Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline.

D-PBS- - Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (Ca2+ and Mg2+ Free¡

EDTA - Ethylenediaminetetraacetic Acid.

FACS - Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting.

FBS - Foetal Bovine Serum.

FMDV - Foot and Mouth Disease Virus.

FS-4 - Human Foreskin Fibroblast Cell Line - Clone FS-4.

GMEM - Glasgow's Modified Eagle's Medium.

HPLC - High Pressure Liquid Chromatography.
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HSV - Herpes Simplex Virus.

IMDM - lscove's Modified Eagle's Medium.

JMEM - Joklik's Modified Eagle's Medium.

kla - Oxygen transfer coefficient.

L-15 - Leibovitz's L-15 Medium.

M199 - Medium 199.

MDBK - Madin-Darby Bovine Kidney.

MDCK - Madin-Darby Canine Kidney Cells.

MEM - Minimal Essential Medium.

MOI - Multiplicity of Infection.

MRC-S - Human Diploid Lung Fibroblast Cells - Medical Research Council Clone 5.

NAD - B-Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide.

NBCS - New Born Calf Serum.

OPA - Orthophthalaldehyde.

PID - Proportional, Integral and Derivative control algorhythm's.

RO - Reverse Osmosis.

RPMI 1640 - Rosewell Park Memorial Institute Medium 1640.

TCA - Trichloroacetic Acid.

TCM - Tissue Culture Medium Supplement.

Vero - African Green Monkey Kidney Cells - CCL81

VSFM - Vero cell Serum-Free Medium.

VSP - Bovine Serum Ultrafiltrate Serum Substitute.

VSV - Bovine Vesicular Stomatitis Virus.

vlv - volume/volume

vlvld - volumes added per volume of vessel per day

vlvldlg - volume/volume/day/gram of beads
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Appendix 2 - Standard Curves

A2.l Ammonium Chloride

-150

1.0e-3 1.0e-2 1.0e-1

Ammonia Concentration (mM)

Fig. A2.l - The ammonium chloride standard curve. Solutions of ammonium chloride were
prepared at 0.10 mM and serially diluted in distilled water to 0.0001 mM. Samples (0.90 mL) of
each solution were placed under an Orion 9512 ammonia electrode and alkalinated (100 pL of
10.00 M NaOH). The mV reading was allowed to stabilise before recording.
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42.2 - Sodium Formate
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Fig.42.2 - The sodium formate standard curve. Solutions of sodium formate were prepared at
10.00 mM and serially diluted indistilled water to 0.019 mM. Samples (100 pL) were assayed
using formate dehydrogenase monitoring the concentration of NADH at 340 nm.
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Appendix 3. Sample Calculations

A3.l Poisson Cellto Bead Distribution Profile

The Poisson cell to bead distribution profile was determined using Equation 2.1 described

previously (2.5.5).

P(n) = ((e-'- x Àn) /n!)

where P = the probability of observing a number of beads with a given cellto bead number.

2" = the cell to bead ratio in the inoculum.

n = the observed cell to bead ratio.

The data used for the sample calculation is taken from Chapter 5.3.1 - Speed and Mode of

Stirring for Cell Attachment.

tr" = 10 cells/bead.

Therefore, at: n
n

1

2
?

4

o
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

P

0.000045
0.00045
0.0023
0.0076
0.0189
0.0378
0.0631
0.0901
0.1126
0.1251
0.1251
0.1137
0.0948
0.0729
0.0521
0.0347
0.0217
0.0128
0.0071
0.0037
0.0019
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43.2 Lag Phase

The lag phase was estimated using Equation 2.2 described previously (2.5.6).

Lp - (tr- t")
where LP = the lag Phase time.

tT = the total time of the cell growth.

t" = the time that would have elapsed for the total number of cell generations at the

maximum cell generation time in the exponential phase.

The data used for the sample calculation is iaken from Chapter 3.2 - Attachment Time and

Cell Growth of EDTA Detached Cells.

lnoculum cell concentration = 0.20 x 106 cells/mL.

Cell concentration after 24 þ = 0.34 x 106 cells/mL.

Maximum cell concentration -- 1.41x 106 cells/ml.

tT = 72h.

Total number of cell generations = ((ln (1 .41 x196¡ - ln (0.20 x 106))/ln (2))

= ((14.16 - 12.21)10.69) = ('1.95/0.69)

= 2.83

Numberof gens. at pMAX = ((ln (1 .41 x196¡ - ln (0.34x tO6¡¡ln 1Z¡¡

= ((14.16-1 2.74)t0.69) = (1.42t0.69)

= 2.06

Maximum cell generation time -- ((72 - 24)12.06) = (48/2.06)

= 23.30 h

te =(2.83x23.30)

= 65.94 h

Therefore, Lp = (72 - 65.94)

= 6.06 h
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43.3 Sample Calculation of Standard Error of the Mean

The data used for the sample calculation below was taken from Chapter 4.3.4 - Origin of the

Inoculum Vero Cells. The Standard Deviation (SD) was calculated using Microsoft Excel v. 5.0a.

Cell Counts from Culture 1 = 0.64 x 106 and 0.67 x 106 cells/ml

XMeanl = 0.65 x 106 cells/mL

Cell Counts from Culture 2 = 0.76 x 106 and 0.80 x 106 cells/ml

LMeanZ= 0.78 x 106 cells/ml

SD = 0.0919

Standard error of the mean = lSDi{n) = (0.0919/{2)

= (0.0919t1.414)

= 0.064

Therefore, this culture sample time cell count was:

= 0.72 + 0.06 x 106 cells/ml
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43.4 Sample Calculation of Paired Student's t-test

The data used for the sample calculation was taken from Chapter 5.3.3 - Maximum Cell

Concentrations Following Cell Attachment. The probabilities for differences between cell

concentrations were determined using Sigmaplot for Windows v.1 .02.

Cellconcentrations 1/2 volume = 1.48x 106 and 1.38 x 106 cells/ml

30 rpm (lnt.) = 1.55 x 106 and 1.39 x 106 cells/mL

40 rpm (lnt.) = 1.40 x 106 and 1.50 x 106 cells/ml

60 rpm (lnt.) = 1.37 x 106 and 1.23x 106 cells/mL

100 rpm (lnt.) = 1.17 x 106 and '1 .05 x 106 cells/mL

1/2 vol.:30 rpm

30 rpm:40 rpm

40 rpm:60 rpm

40 rpm:100 rpm

P = >0.10

P = >0.10

P = <0.05

P = <0.05

Not significantly different.

Not significantly different.

Significantly different.

Significantly different.
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A 3.5 sample Galculation of rwo way Analysis of variance with Replication

The method was that described by Sokot and Rohlf (1987).

The data used for the sample calculation below was taken from Chapter 6.3.1 - Basal

Medium Formulation. Each culture was replicated at least twice (n=2).

Factor B: Basal
Medium

Formulation
(b=7)

Factor A: Serum Concentration
(a=2)

I Row I¿ Row

5.0% vlv 2.0o/o vlv

DMEM 2.03

1.75

1.52

1.32

3.55

3.07

6.43

4.80

DMEM/F12 1.30

1.12

1.21

4 
^-7

2.51

2.19

? IA

2.40

IMDM 1.97

1.75

1.57

1.35

3.54

3.10

6.35

4.88

L-1 5 0,39

0.31

0.25

0.19

0.64

0.50

0.21

0.1 3

M199 0.95

0.83

0.71

0.63

1.66

1.46

1.41

1.09

Optimem-1 1.55

1.33

1.52

1.30

3.07

¿-o.5

4.71

3.46

RPMI1640 1.17

1.01

0.88

0.58

1.85

1.59

1.83

1.35

X Column 17.46 13.90 31.36

X¿ Column 25.47 16.75 42.21
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From the table:

1. Grand Total:-

= I"I6XnY = (2.03 + 1.75 +....+ 0.58) = 31.36.

2. Sum of squared observations:-

= I"X5I¡Y2 = Q.Og2 + 1152 + ....+ 0.582) = 42.21.

3. Sum of squared replicate totals divided by number of repticates:-

= IrES(InY)2/n = (3.782 + 2.422 + ....+ 1 .262¡¡Z= 42.04.

4. Sum of squared column totals divided by sample size of column:-

= Ð.(r5rnY)2/bn = (17.462 + n.92) = 35.58.

5. Sum of squared row totals divided by sample size of row:-

= X5(I.InY)2/an = (3.552 + g.072....+ t.S92) = 41.34.

6. Grand total squared divided by total sample size = correction term (cr):-

= ()rISInY)2/abn = (l)¡2¡26 = 35.12.

7. Sum of Squarestotal:-

= x¿E5InY2 - Ct = 2. - 6. = 7.0g.

8. Sum of squaresrubgroupt-

= I¿X5()¡Ð4n - CT = 3. - 6. = 6.92.

9. Sum of squares¡ (SS Golumns):-

= x¿(r5x¡Ð2lon - ct = 4. - 6. = 0.46.

10. Sum of squaresg (SS Rows):-

= X5(X¿X¡Ð2/an - CT = 5. - 6. = 6.22.

11. Sum of squares A x B (lnteraction SS):-

= SSsubgroup - SS¡ - SSg = 8. - 9. - 10. = 0.24.

12. Sum of squares*¡thin (W¡th¡n subgroups) = Error SS:-

= SStotal - SSsubgrou p = 7. - 8. = 0.17 .
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Source of

Variation

Degrees of

Freedom

(df)

Sum of

Squares

(SS)

Mean Square

(MS)

Expected MS

A

(Columns)

B (Rows)

AxB
(lnteraction)

Within

Subqroups

a-1

b-1
(a-1)x(b-1)

a x b x (n - 1)

9.

10.

11.

12.

e./(a - 1)

10./(b - 1)

11.t(a-1)x(b-1)

12.laxbx(n-1)

(o2 + (n xbl(a - 1)) x x"ø2)

1o2 + 1n x a/(b - 1)) x tnÞ2)

(o2+(n/(a-1)x(b-1))I

an(c¿Ê)2)

o2

Total axbxn-1 7.

Source of

Variation

Degrees of

Freedom

(dÐ

Sum of

Squares

(SS)

Mean Square

(MS)

Expected MS

A
(Columns)
B (Rows)

AXIJ
(lnteraction)

Within
Subqroups

I

14

0.46

o.¿¿

0.24

0.17

0.46

1.04

0.04

0.01

46.00ù

104.OOs

4.OONS

Total 27 7.09

From Fçp¡1. tables with the df above the values would be as follows:

dfoflv. 14 P=0.05 F=4.61 p=0.01 F=9.11

dfof6v. 14 P=0.05 F=2.E6 p=0.01 F=4.65

Therefore, as the calculated F was higher compared to the FCRlt. for sources of variation

between columns and rows there was a significant difference between these groups. However,

there was no interaction between the groups as the calculated F was below the FcRlt..
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A 3.6 Sample Galculation of Number of Cells at Monolayer on the Beads

Average Cytodex-1 diameter = 180 pm Radius = 90 pm

Average Cultispher-G diameter = 240 þm Radius = i20 pm

Average Vero cell diameter = c. 20 ¡rm Radius = 10 pm

Surface Area (SA) of sphere = 4nr2

SA Cytodex-1 = (4æ (90 x 90)) = (12.57 x 8,100)

= 101 .817.00 um2

SA Cultispher-G = (4n (120 x 120)) = (12.57 x 14,400)

= 181.008.00 um2

Assuming Vero cells are flat discs when attached on the bead surfaces, then:

SA Vero cell = Tr2

= (3.142 x (10 x 10)) = (3.142 x 100)

= 314.20 umZ

Number of cells which would totally cover bead surface assuming no gaps between cells:

Cytodex-1 = (SA Cytodex-1/SA Vero)

= (101 ,417.00t314.20)

= 324.05 cells

Cultispher-G = (181,008.00/314.20)

= 576.09 cells


